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Chapter Seven. Case study: Hamish 

Chapter Seven 

Case Study: Hamish 

7.1 Background 

At the beginning of the study Hamish was 6;7; he was first referred for speech and 

language therapy assessment by the health visitor when he was 2;4 because he used only 

two words ("more" and "mine") in spite of age appropriate receptive language, and 

excellent use of vocalisation and gesture to communicate. He had regular speech and 

language therapy intervention from this time. As his speech emerged it was described as 

both delayed and disordered, and he was subsequently diagnosed with CAS (referred to as 

verbal dyspraxia in his case notes). Hamish is the middle child in his family; his older 

sister's speech developed typically; his younger brother had treatment for a severe 

phonological disorder which did not resolve until the age of six and half. Hamish's 

development was typical in all areas except speech and language; there was a suggestion of 

an early bout of glue ear but all subsequent hearing tests were normal. At the time of this 

study there were emerging and significant concerns about the development of Hamish's 

literacy skills and at this point he was unable to read or spell anything independently. 

7.2 Initial observations T1 (CA 6;7) 

The first and overwhelming impression of Hamish was of his severely impaired 

intelligibility. After some initial shyness, he was responsive and communicative but his 

speech was very difficult to understand, even in context. He answered questions and 

responded to activities appropriately; a language assessment five months later confirmed 

that his receptive language skills were typical for his age, although his expressive language 

showed significant delay particularly in syntactic development (see appendix 7.1). Hamish 

frequently put his hands to his mouth, and during naming tasks sometimes displayed whore 

body movements (for example, head, neck and upper body moving forwards) with the 

apparent effort of word production in this context; conversationally he was more relaxed. 

Asked what he thought about his speech he said "bad"; his response to a question about 

whether people could understand him was "no, I hate it". 

The initial impressionistic assessment of Hamish's speech at this preliminary examination 

was that it was characterised by having a limited consonant system especially in word-final 

and within word positions with widespread use of glottal stops. He was not using word-

1 



Chapter Seven. Case study: Hamish 

initial consonant clusters and his production of vowels also appeared atypical with a 

reduced number of contrasts. 

7.3 Initial assessment T1 

Hamish's input processing skills and speech output skills in single words and multi-word 

utterances were assessed following the approach described in Chapter Three, Methods 

(see appendix 7.2 for his speech processing profile and 7.3 for the mapping of this profile to 

the speech processing model). 

7.4 Input processing skills T1 

The investigation of Hamish's input processing skills included assessment tasks from 

Stackhouse, Vance, Pascoe and Wells (2007) and other non-standardised activities. In June 

2009 (CA 6;4), three months before the start of the study Hamish's speech and language 

therapist had completed the Phonological Awareness Assessment (North & Parker, 1993) 

and this formed the basis of the input processing assessment. Results are given in table 7.1 

(note, norms not given). 

Table 7.1 Hamish: Results of the Phonological Awareness Assessment (North & Parker, 1993) 

Task Example Hamish's results Comments 
Syllable clapping Clap the word: table, 11/12, 91.66% Syllable clapping accurate 

cat, elephant correct 
Auditory Same/different: real Real words, Able to judge 
discrimination: words-chip/ship; 11/13, 84.61% similarity/difference 
segments let/met correct broadly at whole-word 

Non-words: bup/dup; Non-words, 8/9, level 
min/nin 88.88% correct 

Auditory Same/different: real Real words, 5/8, Results at chance level 
discrimination: words beast/beats; 62.5% correct 
sequence pit/tip Non-words, 4/8, 

Non-words: sost/sost; 50% correct 
flest/flets 

Onset Does ball begin with b? 5/8,62.5% Therapist comment: "said 
awareness Does shoe begin with correct yes to all items" 

d? Results at chance level 

Onset What sound does 5/10,50% Results affected by output 
awareness "horse" begin with? correct difficulties e.g. "sun" 

begins with [d) 

Onset Look at this picture 4/8, 50% correct Results at chance level. 
awareness (cat); can you find Unable to inhibit 

another picture that rehearsal, so results 
starts with the same affected by output 
sound? (choice: difficulties. 
car/banana) 
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Coda awareness Look at this picture o correct Unable to do task 
(duck); can you find 
another picture that 
ends with the same 
sound? (choice: 
hat/sock) 

Sound blending What am I saying? "S-0- With pictures, Able to identify CVC words 
ck" 6/6,100% from heard segments 

correct when the response was to 
Without select a picture 
pictures: output Identified "key" i.,e. a CV 
difficulties word 
interfered with 
task, only 1/10 
definitely 
correct 

In summary, Hamish showed good syllable awareness; his speech perception was 

sufficiently developed so that he was able to tell whether two simple real words or non

words were the same or different. He was able to accurately match pictures to eve words 

divided into segments (e.g. p-i-g), suggesting that his underlying phonological 

representations for those words were adequate for the purposes of identification. He had 

difficulty in the discrimination of both real and non-words where the difference was based 

on segmental sequence (i.e. more complex items). He was not reliably able to identify 

word-initial segments and was not able to identify word-final segments at all, suggesting 

difficulties in segmenting within a word. He found it very difficult to complete Input tasks 

without rehearsing out loud and his own realisations appear to have interfered with the 

activities. The speech and language therapist also noted that his attention span for input 

tasks was quite limited. 

Assessment at T1 was 3 months after the North and Parker assessment was completed. 

Hamish's speech discrimination was examined through the judgements between 

same/different SFWF single features and /s/ cluster sequences in real words and non

words (for example, lo!/Io~ vo!/vo,£ lo!§jlog; vo!§jvost) (Bridgeman & Snowling, 1988; In 

Stackhouse et aI., 2007). Hamish's overall number of responses correct was 24/36, 

compared with a mean score of 33/36 (S.D. 4.83) for a typical 6-year-old. His z-score was -

1.86 indicating a mild level of difficulty with the task as a whole but examination of items 

within the activity revealed some differences between the types of stimuli. Hamish's 

discrimination of both types of stimuli in real words (z=-1.25) was better than non-words 

(z=-2.27). His discrimination between single sound features (z=-l.44) was better than 

3 
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cluster sequences (z=-2.1S). He showed most difficulty with cluster sequences in non

words (z=-3.S1) in comparison with cluster sequences for real words (z=-O.6S). 

Hamish's perception of word onset and coda was further explored through informal 

activities as a precursor to an intervention plan (see table 7.2). 

Table 7.2 Hamish: onset and coda perception T1 

Task Onset Coda 
Minimal pairs, with Plosive/fricative contrast: tea Open/closed syllable contrast: bee 
pictures: "point to vs. sea; pat vs. fat vs. bean; buy vs. bike. 
the one I say" Cluster/singleton contrast: Plosive/fricative/nasal contrasts: 

snail vs. nail; please vs. peas right vs. rice; teeth vs. team 
Hamish was 100% accurate in Hamish had no difficulty in 
discriminating onset contrasts discriminating coda contrasts with 
with picture support picture support 

Mispronunciation Target: sea-"is it Target: bike-"is it buy/bite/bide?" 
detection tea/fee/me/pea ?" Hamish had no difficulty in judging 
supported by Hamish had no difficulty in whether the heard word matched 
pictures judging whether the heard the picture 

word matched the picture 
Sorting pictures by Hamish was able to accurately Hamish was sometimes able to sort 
onset/coda with sort words by onset given an words by coda given a careful adult 
and without an adult model. Without a model model. Visual support was helpful 
adult model he frequently made errors but he frequently lost focus in 

which related to his segmental terms of what part of the word he 
difficulties but given targets needed to segment. Without a 
that he could realise e.g. /m/, model he was not able to sort 
/d/ he could sort them pictures with any reliability. 
reliably. 

These activities confirmed the findings from the North and Parker assessment. Taken 

together Hamish's performance on input processing tasks was significantly below the level 

expected for a child of his age and might have implications for his speech production skills. 

For example, Hamish had more success with segmenting onset sounds if the target 

phonemes were In his production repertoire but his ability to identify and segment coda 

segments was very poor. A phonological process analysis of Hamish's speech (see section 

7.10) indicated limited use of SFWF consonants. Any conclusions about Hamish's speech 

should take into account his processing skills in terms of both Input and output 

performance. 

7.S Speech output skills Tl 

Hamish's speech output skills were assessed using a range of single word tests; the Picture 

Naming Task (Stackhouse et al., 2007), the Non-Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 
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2007) and subtests of the DEAP (Dodd et aI., 2002). The single word (SW) analysis was 

based on 111 items collected during these tasks (appendix 7.4). The multi-word data are 

from the analysis ofTl conversational speech (CS) samples 1-7 (appendices 7.5 to 7.10) and 

selected imitated sentences from the Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition Task 

(Stackhouse et aI., 2007), (appendix 7.11); there are occasional examples from other 

conversational speech, which are indicated in the text. 

The Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) allowed comparison of the accuracy of 

Hamish's whole word production with the expected score for a child of his age (see table 

7.3); scoring is based on the number of whole words that match the adult target. His 

overall score across all word lengths was 1/60 (1.66%), z=-11.93, compared with the mean 

score for a 6-year-old of 51.35/60 (85.58%), indicating a severe level of difficulty in 

comparison with a typically developing peer group. His scores for 1 syllable (0/20, z=-

14.00), 2 syllable (1/20, z=-11.00) and 3/4 syllable (0/20, z=-5.04) words were all at a similar 

level of difficulty. The one word named accurately was MONEY. 

Table 7.3 Hamish: Scores for Picture Naming Task & Non-Word Repetition Task T1 

Picture naming task (real words) Non-Word Repetition Task 
Word Norms age 6 Hamish's score Norms age 6 Hamish's score 
structure years: mean (z-score) years: mean (z-score) 

(S.D.) (S.D.) 
1 syllable 18.35 (1.31) 0(-14.00) 16.7 (1.22) 0(-13.91) 
(N=20) 
2 syllable 17.50 (1.50) 1 (-11.00) 16.05 (1.23) 2 (-11.42) 
(N=20) 
3 & 4 syllable 15.50 (3.07) 0(-5.04) 15.00 (2.7) 0(-5.55) 
(N=20) 
Total (N=60)i 51.35 (4.22) 1 (-11.93) 47.75 (4.22) 2 (-10.84) 

Hamish completed the Non-Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007), (see table 7.3). 

His score across all word lengths was 2/60 (3.33%), z=-10.B4, compared with a mean score 

of 47.75 (S.D. 4.22) for typical 6-year-olds indicating a severe level of difficulty; Hamish 

performed equally poorly across all word lengths as can be seen in table 7.3. The credited 

non-words were the match to MONEY, (accurate in the naming task) / I mBna/ which Hamish 

realised as [I mllmiJ which is correct based on consonant production, and / I tB 1 lat/ 

realised as [I tB I la?J; in real word naming Hamish realised the matched word TOILET as 

[11;)lla?J with consonant harmony. 
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The Real Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) was also completed and Hamish's 

performance was similar to the naming and non-word repetition tasks, with a total score of 

1/60 (1.66%), z=-17.59, across all word lengths, compared with a mean of 53.95/60, 

(S9.91%), S.D. 3.01, for a typical 6-year-old. He scored 0/20, z=-13.S1 for 1 syllable words; 

1/20, z=-9.97 for 2 syllable words; 0/20, z=-S.Sl for 3/4 syllable words. The one accurately 

repeated item was MONEY, which was also the one word accurately named. 

In summary, Hamish's performance across all three tasks, naming and both real word and 

non-word repetition were equally poor suggesting that similar motor and perceptual 

constraints affected Hamish's output of both previously known and novel words. 

Stackhouse and Wells (1997, p. 47) suggest that this may reflect "generalized articulatory 

difficulties" and Hamish's responses to a stimulability task (see section 7.S) confirmed that 

his ability to repeat single segments and CV syllables for sounds not in his inventory was 

limited. 

7.6 Oro-motor assessment and diadochokinesis (OOK) Tl 

Hamish's oro-motor skills were assessed using items from the DEAP (Dodd et aI., 2002). 

Hamish's non-speech movements in isolation (for example, tongue elevation) and in 

sequences (for example, tongue elevation then blowing) were accurate and performed at 

an appropriate rate according to the description in the test manual. There was no evidence 

of oro-motor difficulties. 

Hamish's DDK skills were assessed in a non-standardised way through repetition of a 

sequence of single segments [p], [t], [k] (see Methods, Chapter Three). He was asked 

to do this 10 times after being given an adult model and three practise attempts. Hamish 

was unable to produce the sequence accurately at all, unsurprisingly given his difficulties 

with the production of velar plosives. Voice and place of articulation were variable 

throughout and his velar plosives were often realised with uvular placement. He frequently 

hesitated between segments. 

Although articulatory factors in relation to the production of the velar plosive were in 

evidence in this task, Hamish's performance was nevertheless suggestive of difficulties over 

and above this constraint. His variable and hesitant output was consistent with his having 

difficulties with motor planning (Stackhouse et aI., 2007). 
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7.7 Phonetic inventory T1 

Hamish's phonetic inventory, based on single word and utterance level analysis, is listed in 

table 7.4. 

Table 7.4 Hamish: phonetic Inventory (consonants) In SW and CS at T1 

BI- labio- Dental Alveolar Post- Palatal Velar VIp· Glottal 
labial dental alveolar 

Ploslve p b t d 9 ? 
EJectlve p' 
Nasal m n 0 
Fricative f V (5 15 fr] h 
Approxl- W 1) 1 j 
mant 

*V/p: velopharyngeal 

Hamish's vowel inventory included all vowels expected for his accent of English (see 

Chapter Three, Methods) except the diphthong [BaJ. In this analysis the realisation of /t/ 

as a glottal stop in SFWW and SFWF positions and the vocalisation of SFWF /1/ to [uJ 

(Grunwell, 1987) are judged as typical for Hamish's accent of English. 

7.8 Stlmulabllity Tl 

Stimulability was assessed using the DEAP items (Dodd et aI., 2002). Hamish was 

stimulable for [kJ and [sJ in isolation and in CV syllables, but not for any other sounds 

that were not in his inventory (i.e. [B, z, I, 3, tf, It, J J and not for those two 

phones in VC syllables. Other targets not stimulable in VC were [gJ and [fJ and although 

he had used [gJ once in the data he struggled to produce it on demand. There was 

evidence of struggle with other sounds in the stimulability task so, for example, for both 

[PJ and [bJ in CV syllables (fiE and .!!uv) his first attempts were realised as [fad. A 

potential difficulty in interpretation of these results is the possible confounding factor of 

both (in effect) real and non-words being used as stimuli in the same task. 

7.9. PCCTl 

Hamish's PCC was 31.07% and his PVC was 73.57 %, giving a PPC of 52.32%. Scores were 

derived from 112 SW. This PCC puts Hamish's speech into the Shriberg and Kwiatkowski 

(1982) category of severe difficulties for consonant production (49% or lower). 

7.10 Phonological process analysis Tl 

A phonological process analysis was completed using data primarily from single words and 

conversational speech, supplemented by data from imitated sentences. There was 
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evidence both in SW and multi-word data of structural and systemic processes, as well as 

word level assimilatory errors (see table 7.5). The structural process most in evidence in all 

word contexts was cluster reduction; there were occasional examples of final consonant 

deletion (although glottal stop realisation was the dominant pattern in coda contexts) and 

weak syllable deletion. Systemic processes included glottal stop realisations, velar fronting, 

stopping, deaftrication, gliding, and voicing. Hamish also presented with atypical nasal 

realisation patterns which are examined in section 7.11.1. 

Table 7.S Hamish: Phonological processes (consonants) T1 

Target Hamish's Target Hamish's 
(SW) realisation (conversational realisation 

speech, CS) 
Structural processes 
Cluster TRACTOR [I freta~] AND IT IN THIS SCHOOL [tlll-n It II-n 

reduction (CS 1, Tll dlt 11auu] 

Final consonant CARAVAN [ I thlllwaVA -~] IN THAT C~ (CS 1, Tll [tl-n~ I nlll- .. t 

deletion 110] 

Weak syllable ~PAGt:I~rrl [ICs~s~ti] IT WAS AT THE [ I It Wl)t I e I t 
deletion ~GINNING OF THE Idl-Ol-n Dt a 

TERM (CS 7, Tll 
I t-a-m] 

Systemic processes 
Target Hamish's Tarlet Hamish's 
(SW) realisation (conversational realisation 

speech, CS) 

Glottal ROOf [waut] AND II-II A HOU~ (CS 7, [a-n lit It a 

replacement TRACTOR [I flllta~] Tll I ta-ut] 
HAIRDRE~ER 

[Itlllflllta] 
SHE I~ LOOKING AFTER II 

[IV at 11utl-n (CS 1, Tll 
lataw s .. t] 

Velar fronting HELI~OPTER [tlllia I dDfA..J AND THEN WE WENT en, n, wi 
AyAIN (CS 7, Tll Iws~-nt 

a I ds~ -n] 

Stopping fOOT [bat] BUT MY DAD GOT A [ba mal 
~WORD (i.e. sawl (CS 5, Id~lIld~~ dDt a 
Tll 

I t:>d] 

Deaftrication IELLY [I flllli:] I HAD SOME SUGAR [:>Ij lilt la,a-1lI 
WITH MY QiIPS (CS 2, 

I futa wlb,lt 
Tll 

(.) mEl I 

IfItPIt] 

Voicing fiG [bIt] IT WAS ON fRIDAY (CS 7, [lIt wa ID- n 
Tll IvaIdeI] 

Gliding .RAIN [we I -n] EDWARD'S ROOM (CS 3, [Itllltwat 
Tll l wu- m] 

Word level assimilatory errors 
Reduplication !;OMPYTEB [I fUtAtAt] 
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Consonant I IOI.!.ET [I brla?] I AND KATIE'S BOOM (CS [re-n (.) 
harmony 3, Tl) Iner?i Ima-m] 

7.10.1 Structural processes 11 

The most frequently occurring structural process in Hamish's speech was cluster reduction 

but his speech output as a whole was characterised by simplification processes. 

Phonotactic analysis shows that Hamish's syllable structure was largely CV (IV), CVC (CV?) 

and CVCC (CVC?) in monosyllabic words and strings of these syllable types in multisyllabic 

words. For example: CAR [cla] (CV); CRAB [frep' ] (CVe); FROG [fo?] (CV?); JUMP 

[fA- .. mp' ] (CVCe); PYJAMAS [Ila-mija] (CVCVCV); HAIRDRESSER [?relfre?a] (?VCV?V). 

The realisation of adult targets as a glottal stop was frequent, demonstrating "extreme 

simplification" both structurally and systemically (Grunwell, 1987, p. 240). 

7.10.1.1 SIWI and SIWW clusters in single words 

In the SW sample there were 26 SIWI consonant clusters and 6 SIWW possible, making 30 

in all, 2 (7.69%) of which were realised in a typical form. The patterns used by Hamish were 

the same for both SIWI and SIWW contexts so they will be discussed together. 

• 11/ clusters: Hamish's realisation of 11/ clusters included the only 2 accurate 

examples of clusters in the data set, i.e. If1/ in FLOWER [I flauwa] and Ig1/ in 

GLOVES [I 9 lA?b . r?], meaning that just 6.66% (2/30) of clusters were typically 

produced. Given the rarity of these occurrences both in SW and conversational 

speech these clusters could be regarded as "exceptional" forms (Grunwell, 1987 p. 

101). The 5 other 11/ clusters were realised as [lJ allone, for example, Ig1/ in 

Sil,OVE [lA:P~] and Ifll in BUTTERflY [~(\?a .. laI] or, with Ip1/, as a labial 

segment [b] or [w] for example, flATE realised as [b.e I?] and AEROflANE realised 

as [I ?rewer -]. 

• Hamish's 1 Iwl and 12 Irl clusters were all realised as [f]; for example, gAB as 

[frep' ], fBAM as [fre-m] and Q!iEEN as [ft: n]. This pattern of using a 

labiodental fricative for complex targets which had some labial features was 

common in Hamish's speech. 

• Realisation of lsi clusters (33.33%, 10/30 of the sample) followed similar patterns 

to those already described where, for example, mASH (which includes the 11/ 

segment) was realised as [lre?] and IDiAWBERRY (which includes the Irl segment) 
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as [If:>biJ. However, Is1/ in SLIPPER was produced as [n] in [lnI?p~fa-], 

Ispl was realised both as [b] in SPIDER [lbaIdaJ and [f] in SPONGE [fA-nt' J. 

The cluster I stl was not elicited in the data sample but in conversational speech 

he realised STOP IT as [ldubI?J. The cluster Iswl in SWING was realised, 

predictably because of its labial features, as [f] in [fI -oJ. Isml and Isnl were 

realised as single nasal segments so, for example, SNAKE [ne- I?] and SMILE, in a 

conversational sample, [rna IU]. The target I ski varied so that although it was 

fronted as in SCARF realised in conversation as [da?] , Hamish realised SCHOOL as 

[IooJ, suggesting anticipatory assimilation of SFWF 11/ which was vocalised. 

Hamish also produced SCOOTER as [I fu/a .. h], suggesting an interaction between 

the cluster target and the rounded vowel resulting in [f]. 

7.10.1.2 SIWI and SIWW clusters in multi-word utterances 

In the conversational speech data there were 13 SIWI consonant clusters and 1 SIWW adult 

targets. The realisation of these clusters followed the same patterns seen in the single 

word data; 11/ clusters were realised as single lateral segments so, CLASS was [Ia] and 

AEROfbANE [I IE ~ wa I Ie I -0] (interestingly this example had a more mature syllabic 

structure than in SW, where it was realised as [/1Il 1 we 1-]). In imitated sentences there was 

one example of epenthesis in an utterance produced with a very slow rate and open 

juncture, JOHN PLAYED TENNIS realised as [I wu-n (. .. ) pa lIe I (.) I tblll-n I -h], but 

there were no other examples of SIWI clusters in multi-word utterances. The Irl clusters 

in CS (and imitated sentences) were realised as [f] or [v] as in ONE OF MY FRIENDS 

[I WA -n a ma- I vlIl-nQ,I I] and AND WE WENT ON A LRAIN [a-m ~ mr I VE-nl u-n a 

There were three examples of lsi clusters which were all realised as a single 

segment as in A ~ARE ROOM [a I bill uu-m]. 

7.10.1.3 SFWW and SFWF clusters in single words and multi-word utterances 

In SW Hamish realised just one SFWF cluster accurately, Impl in JUMf. ELEPHA.tfi may 

evidence the realisation of the nasal cluster appropriately as nasal plus glottal stop but the 

addition of a SFWF velopharyngeal fricative [I llIl .. la .. Iha .. -n/fT]] slightly complicates 

interpretation, as does the addition of an extra syllable in SFWF position in plural words 

(discussed in section 7.11.2) where SFWF clusters might be expected, for example, LEGS 

realised as [IIIll: It"E]. There were two occurrences of nasal plus affricate clusters in 
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ORANGE realised as [::> I j I -n] with FCD, and SPONGE [fA -nt' ] with SFWF stopping. No 

SFWW consonant clusters occurred in the data. 

In CS SFWW and SFWF clusters were rare apart from AND and WENT which were usually 

produced as nasal plus or minus glottal stop as in AND IN THE MORNING WE WENT ON AN 

AEROPLANE [re-n (.) I I -n a 1m::> -nr -m: (.) i I ws -nl o-n a I IS ~ wa lIe I -oJ. In other 

examples the entire cluster was realised as a glottal stop as in PAST OTHER BATHROOM 

[ I ph 01 I re/a I ba/wu-m]. 

7.10.1.4 Final consonant deletion 

Final consonant deletion occurred in just 2 of the 63 (3.17%) possible positions in the SW 

sample; both of these were nasals i.e. CARAVAN realised as [tbrewaVA - -] and AEROPLANE 

realised as [Ire I we I -]. The fact that the vowels were nasalised raises a question about 

whether this was truly final consonant deletion since a major feature of the 'deleted' 

segment was realised (Bernhardt & Gilbert, 1992; Bernhardt, 1992a). In conversational 

speech there were a few examples of FCD, again with nasal targets as in AND IT MI~ realised 

as [m-n I I m~ I :] but in all types of word contexts, the glottal replacement of adult targets 

was the major process affecting both SFWF and SFWW segments. 

7.10.1.5 Weak syllable deletion 

Hamish sometimes deleted weak syllables particularly in SIWI position, for example, in the 

utterance, AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SUMMER HOLIDAYS (CS 7), the first syllable of gGINNING was 

omitted (and the velar plosive fronted) [I Ire? a I dI -nr -n o? a I d~A -rna I I::>wa -de I]. 

However, weak syllable realisation more often appeared to involve a reduction to a single 

syllable with the SIWI onset being retained and SIWW onset deleted. For example, 

SPAGHETTI where the lsi remained evident in the first sound but the velar was deleted 

[I CS~S~/iJ; GIRAFFE realised as [fa: IJ. where the SIWI IIh/ segment was realised as . 

[f] and the SIWW Irl was deleted. Explanation of this particular example relies on the 

observation that affricates were always realised as a labiodental fricative but the post

alveolar approximant was typically realised as [w] or [u] (and the SFWF segment would 

be realised as a glottal stop). 

7.1.0.2 Systemic processes T1. 

Hamish's speech production was affected by several systemic processes including glottal 

stop realisations; velar fronting; stopping of fricatives; deaffrication; voicing; and gliding. 

11 
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The overall patterns reflected the simplification seen in the structural elements of Hamish's 

output. 

7.10.2.1 Glottal replacement 

As previously mentioned, Hamish's obstruent segments in SFWF position, but also SFWW, 

were frequently realised as a glottal stop in both SW and multi-word utterances; examples 

occurred with all plosives, fricatives and affricates sampled in the data (see table 7.5). In 

the SIWW position the voiced bilabial and alveolar plosives [b] and [d] were often realised 

in the target form, as were nasals and approximants. In SFWF positions nasals and bilabial 

plosives were the only consonants where the target manner and place were regularly 

realised in a target form, for example, SHEEf. realised as [fip' ] and QUEEN as [fI: n]; I 

GOTONEOFTHEMoNEsrealisedas[aI Ino-I WA-n a Ile- m IwA- na]. 

An occasional pattern observed in Hamish's speech was the occurrence of glottal stops at a 

syllable boundary not as a replacement segment but as an additional one, for example, 

GLOVES was realised as [I glA/b. I I] with a glottal stop before [b] (which is the stop 

segment used for the adult target Iv I). This may be relevant in relation to the discussion 

about syllable templates (see section 7.26.1.1.1). Other examples include SLIPPER realised 

as [lnI/p~fQ-J; ELEPHANT realised as [l/m .. la .. /ha .. -n/fr)J, with a glottal stop before 

[hJ, which appeared to be the realisation of the adult target If I. 

7.10.2.2 Velar fronting 

The process of velar fronting was examined in single word and conversational speech. 

1.10.2.2.1 Single words 

Hamish's productions of velar plosives in SW were fronted in both SIWI and SIWW 

positions. There were 9 possible occurrences of Ikl and 88.88% (8/9) were fronted; 5 . 

were realised as [dJ and 4 as [tJ, as in ~AT [dm/J and ~TERPILLAR [I thm .. lafI .. laJ. 

(The ninth token was the Ikl in ~OMPUTER which appeared to have been deleted as part of 

the weak onset syllable; the word was realised as [I fUI AI AI]) . There were 6 possible 

occurrences of I gl and 66.66% (4/6) of these were fronted, as in ~UITAR [da 1 tSQ .. :]. 

The other 2 were realised as approximants in TI~ER [I da I ja] and HAMBURgER [/m-mbawa]. 

The entire data sample (SW, conversational speech and imitated sentences) included just 

one example of a velar plosive successfully realised in the word gLOVES [I 9 lA/b. II J • 

There were no realisations of SFWF velar plosives because all 8 possible segments were 
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produced as glottal stops; word-final velar nasals were realised as [n] in 3/4 (75%) 

examples, RING was [U I -n] and as [u] in SWING realised as [fI -u]. 

7.1.0.2.2.2 Conversational speech 

The patterns of velar production in MWU were similar to those in single words with one 

significant difference. Hamish fronted SIWI velar plosives as in KITCHEN, realised as 

['dI?I-n] ['dI?n.J and ['tI?I-n] and 20T in the utterance I 20T ONE ['aI dn? 

'WA -n] ; in SIWW and SFWF position these segments were realised as glottal stops as in IT 

LOOK LIKE THAT [I? 'luI laI? ~II!?J. However, in conversational speech he sometimes 

used en] for Igl and, for example, his realisation of the word GOT varied between [dn?] 

and [nn?]; he also used Inl in the name KATIE as in AND KATIE'S ROOM (CS 3) [II!-n (.) 

, ne I ? i ' rn3 -rn] • These realisations occurred only in high frequency words, particularly 

GOT and KATIE (the name of his sister). Data recorded when Hamish was 3;9 included SUN 

realised as [nAn]. CARS as [na], TEETH as [ni?] and cUP as [nA?]. Nasal realisation of 

velar targets at T1 thus appeared to be a remnant of much wider use of the alveolar nasal. 

Although Hamish did not use velar plosives in MWU, on one occasion, where he was 

frustrated at not being understood, he attempted to modify his production of the name 

KATIE and realised the SIWI /k/ as a voiced uvular plosive [G) in [I Ge I?i]. This particular 

sequence is explored in more detail later in section 7.11.3. 

7.10.2.3 Stopping 

The process of stopping was examined in both single word and multi-word utterances. 

7.1.0.2.3.1. Single words 

Hamish's realisation of fricatives in SIWI positions in SW varied; labiodental fricatives were 

realised as stops in 43% (3/7) of instances (fiSH realised as [b I?fi) ]) , fiSHING as [I be? I -n] . 

and fOOT as [bO?]); given the widespread use of [f] as a realisation of clusters and 

affricates this was perhaps a surprising finding. Realisation of alveolar fricatives in SIWI and 

SIWW singleton contexts also varied; lsi was either stopped as in ~AUSAGE [I t- n?a?] 

(60%,3/5) or realised in an immature, affricated form It""'sl as in ~EE~AW [I Csi to] and 

~ANDWICH [I t"'" sll!-rnbwu?] (40%, 2/5) (Ingram, 1975). There was only one example of a 

target Iz/, in the word ~EBRA, which was realised as Iv. I [I v .1I!?bA]; with the 

labiodental realisation possibly anticipating the following bilabial [b]. The SIWI post 

alveolar fricative If I was realised as [f]. for example as in SHARK [fo_:?]. In the few 
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SIWW targets lSI was realised both as [f] in PARACHUTE [Ip~frewafau?], perhaps 

influenced by the onset segment, and as a glottal stop in FISHING [I bE? I -n]. SFWW and 

SFWF fricatives were typically realised as a glottal stop rather than an alveolar or bilabial 

stop, for example, KNIFE realised as [na I?] and HOUSE as [tau?] although occasionally 

these targets were also stopped as in GLOVE realised as [lA: p~]. 

Fricatives in the SIWW position were sometimes realised as stops so, for example, DINO~AUR 

[Idal-natha~] and TELEl!ISION [t~re~lalbl?a-n] (although note, TELEPHONE 

[I thdava-m~]) but were more likely to be realised as a glottal stop as in SCI~ORS realised 

as [I th I?awa?]. 

7.10.2.3.2 Multi-word utterances 

In CS the data showed similar stopping patterns as in single words although there were 

only six instances of lsi being the target in SIWI position; 66.66% (4/6) were realised as a 

stop, for example, AT THE BEGINNING OF THE ~UMMER HOLIDAY (CS 7) [I Ire? a I d I -n I -n o? a 

I d"A -rna I t;)wa ~ de I] and 33.33% (2/6) were realised as [t ~ s] as in I GOT EXACTLY THE ~AME 

(CS 5) [a I not I tre-n i a I Cse I -oJ. This pattern was the same in imitated sentences, 

for example, the target ~AM ATE AN ORANGE VERY SLOWLY was realised as [I d"re-m I nE- ~? at 

;) I j I -n wEwi Ibli] with SIWI lsi realised as a voiced dental stop [dJ. There were 

no examples of SIWW fricative targets in the CS data. The examples in imitated sentences 

followed the pattern seen in SW, for example, WE WATCHED TELEl!I~ION ALL DAY [w,I I WOt (.) 

IthE~labl?a-n ;) Idel]. 

7.10.2.4 Dea/frication 

In SIWI position in all types of utterance Hamish realised the affricate Ilk! as [f], for 

example, JUMP as [fA - .. mp' ]. The only exception to this was that in the imitated 

sentences the SIWI affricates in the names JANE and JOHN were realised as the labial-velar 

approximant Iw/. The voiceless segment IIJI varied between [f] and a stop so that 

CHAIR was realised as [dre-..J and CHIPS (with an extra syllable marking the plural 

morpheme) as [I fl tp ~ It]. There were very few SIWW targets but IIJI was realised as 

a glottal stop in KITCHEN [I dl t I -n]. Hamish's realisation of Iltl and IIJI as [f] would 

appear to be similar to that of Irl and 11/ clusters with the labial and continuant features 

of the adult targets being realised without the involvement of tongue movement. (Note: 

use of the term deaffrication strictly speaking denotes loss of the fricative element as in 
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KITCHEN [I d I I I -n]. Here in this section its use is broader to cover all changes to the 

realisation of affricate segments). 

7.10.2.5 Voicing 

Hamish also showed evidence of voicing processes throughout the data. SIWI voiceless 

plosives tended to be voiced for example, PIG realised as [b I IJ and TEETH as [di IJ but 

there were some examples of emerging maturity, so that although CAT was realised as 

[dre/J, CATERPILLAR was realised as [I thre .. laf I .. laJ. It was not the case that voicing was 

the default feature (although this may have been the case at an earlier stage) but that 

there was variability in the realisation of voiceless segments which was not predictable by 

target or context. 

7.10.2.6 Gliding 

Gliding of /r/ was fairly consistent as in RABBIT [I w,jIlba/J although a labiodental variant 

also occurred as in RING [U I -nJ and THE SPARE ROOM-EDWARD'S ROOM (CS 3) [a I bre uu-m 

(.) l/re/wal Iwu-mJ. 

7.10.2.7 Vowels 

Scrutiny of the data already presented demonstrates that Hamish's realisation of vowels 

was not like that of typically developing children, who have acquired a full range of vowels 

by the age of 36 months (Pollock, 2002). A percentage of children who have speech 

difficulties present with both consonant and vowel difficulties but the Incidence figures 

given in studies vary depending on the criteria used. Pollock and Berni (2003), examining 

the occurrence of vowel errors in children who had speech sound difficulties (aged 30-81 

months), suggested the figure is between 11 and 32%. It is also recognised that problems 

with vowels a~e more likely to occur in children who have severe difficulties with consonant 

production (Stoel-Gammon & Pollock, 2008). Difficulties with vowels are associated with 

CAS (Pollock & Hall, 1991) and in fact are quoted as being one of the diagnostic markers 

associated with this condition (Davis, Jacks, & Marquardt, 2005; Peter & Stoel-Gammon, 

2008). 

The literature would suggest that the severity of Hamish's speech difficulty, with multiple 

consonant errors and a suggested diagnosis of CAS increased the likelihood of him having 

vowel difficulties, and this was indeed the case. As already noted, his PVC in single words 
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was 73.06% and he presented with both delayed and atypical patterns of vowel production 

(see table 7.6). 

Analysis of Hamish's vowels showed some regularly occurring patterns but overall they 

were not predictable. Lowering (with or without accompanying fronting) was the most 

frequent process and in the literature is described as the most common feature change 

impacting on vowel production (Pollock & Hall, 1991; Reynolds, 2002). The target most 

affected by lowering was /B/ which was sometimes perceived as [IllJ, but the realisation 

of the vowel was variable. This may have been due to variations in the degree of lowering, 

suggesting that Hamish's realisations were unstable; this might be attributed to perceptual 

and/or articulatory factors affecting his output. It might also be due to the phonetic 

context of the vowel affecting listener perception (Howard & Heselwood, 2013; Howard & 

Heselwood, 2002), where potentially small differences in vowel lowering affected 

categorical perception. 

Table 7.6 Hamish: Phonolollcal processes (vowels) T1 

Target Hamish's Examples from SW Examples from MWU 
vowel realisation 
Lowering 
/B/ [IllJ BR~D [flll?fr] J ; FEATHER FR~NDS [I VIll-nQ,I?J (CS 7, T1); 

[Iflll-?u-..J {DWARD [1ll?wa?J (CS 3, Tl); L{FT 
[llll?J(NS 39) 

/u/ [A -J BQQK [bA -?J 

/II [BJ FISHING [I bB? I -nJ ; PIG 
[p. B?J 

Lowering and fronting 

/A/ [IllJ QTHER [11ll?aJ (CS 3, Tl) 

/u/ [aJ MQQN [ma-nJ RQQM [I ua-mh J (CS 3, Tl); 

SPQQN [p+a -nh J (NS 21) 

Diphthong reduction 

/Ba/ [Ill] MROPLANE [I ?Illwe I -] ; HAiR [I ?1ll:?J (NS 18); B~R [blllJ 
HAiRBRUSH (NS 9) 
[I ?1ll?fA? (fi.J -) J 

/au/ [IllJ MQl,lSE [mIll-?u.?] MQl,lNTAINS [I mIll-n? I -nB -aJ (CS 7, 

Tl); BRQWN [f
Y 

re-nJ (NS 9) 

/au/ [a] SLQWLY [llaliJ (NS 27); HOME 

[a-mJ (conv.) 

/I a/ [I : J ~R [?I:J 

Dlphthonglsatlon 
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I 
PARACH!,!TE [p~flewafau?]; I SCHOOL ['lau] (conv.) 
ROOF [waul] 

Another process which is described in the literature as commonly occurring is the reduction 

of diphthongs to a single element. This pattern can be likened to consonant cluster 

reduction in that it involves simplification of a complex segmental sequence (Reynolds, 

1990). Typically the first element of the diphthong is preserved so that the resulting 

realisation is a monophthong corresponding to that initial segment (Reynolds, 2013). This 

can be seen in Hamish's speech output where diphthong reduction affected his production 

of several targets (see table 7.6) but the realisation of the vowel was predictable from the 

initial vowel of the adult target. One exception to this was where the vowel that was 

produced was affected by more than one process so, for example, his realisation of /Ea/ 

as [lfJ appeared to be linked to his lowering of lEI (Le. lEa I was simplified to lEI which 

was lowered to [If]). Another exception was the realisation of /au/ as [3J; the first 

element of the diphthong is the neutral vowel schwa which is not used in stressed syllables. 

The vowel [3J has the same mid centre placement as schwa and in stressed syllables 

appeared to be a substitution for it for example in SLQWLV ['bliJ and HOME [3-mJ. 

Contrary to diphthong reduction there were also instances of diphthongisation in Hamish's 

speech with /u/ being realised as [auJ; RQQF [wau?J; PARACH!,!TE ['p~flfwafau?J; this 

only occurred before a glottal stop or in an open syllable. Diphthonglsation is reported as 

particularly occurring with long vowels (Donegan, 2002, p. 15). Interestingly, where the 

/u/ was followed by a nasal segment it was realised as a long central vowel [3J as in MOON 

[m3-nJ and ROOM [' u3-mh J. Directionality was right-to-Ieft, i.e. the vowel change was 

linked to the following segment (Bates et aI., 2013). This might suggest a context-sensitive 

realisation in relationship to SFWF nasal consonants because in other phonetic contexts 

there are examples of /u/ being realised in a typical form, TQQTHBRUSH as [' du?f
v 

A?J ;. 

SCQQTER as [' fu?a .. hJ . 

Not all of Hamish's vowel realisations were captured by process analysis descriptions, for 

example, the realisation of word-final open syllables as in SCOOTER, with the target form 

having a neutral schwa, was realised without vowel neutralisation as [a .. hJ. This was 

another variable pattern so LADD~ and ZEBRA for example, were realised as [Illf?: AJ and 

[ I v.lf?bAJ respectively but TIG[B and HAIRDRESS~ were realised as [I da I jaJ and 

[?1Il 1 flll?aJ with an appropriately neutral SFWF vowel. Another distinctive production 
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because of the frequency of use of the word was an idiosyncratic production for the word 

YOU, the monophthong [0:], with omission of the SIWI [j] and lowering of the adult 

target vowel. Occasionally Hamish produced an utterance where the vowel did not 

conform to any of the patterns described above as in his imitation of /3/ in HURTS in the SI 

MY LEFT LEGS HURTS [' mal ~ 'lHl? '1Hl? 'e: J. 

Finally, there was variability in Hamish's vowel production which was evident both in single 

words and multi-word utterances. The realisation of PIG both as [bl?] and [p. s?] has 

already been mentioned in table 7.6 but similarly the vowel in FISH(lNG) was realised both as 

[s] and [IJ, [lbs?l-n] and [fl?fi')]. 

7.1.0.3 Word level assimilatory errors 

Hamish produced occasional instances of consonant reduplication, and frequent 

occurrences of consonant harmony. 

7.10.3.1 Consonant harmony 

Both in single words and multi-word utterances Hamish's speech showed evidence of 

consonant harmony which usually involved anticipatory assimilation, for example, SCHOOL 

was realised as [louJ (already mentioned) and TOILET realised as [I bIla?]. These 

highly immature forms appeared to occur only in high frequency words. 

In conversational speech there were frequent examples of anticipatory assimilation across 

word boundaries. For example, In AND KATIE'S BOOM (CS 3) realised as [Hl-n (.) I ne I?i 

I m3-m] , there was anticipatory consonant harmony in the realisation of BOOM seen also In 

the example YOU CAN BEAD MY BOOK (imitated sentence) realised as [I ?au-n a 'mI rna I 

'bA?] where the SIWI glide in READ was affected by the onset segment in MY and produced 

as [m]. There were also examples of /n/ for / g/ occurring in imitated sentences, for 

example, with the target GOOD GIRLS ARE NICE, Hamish's first imitation was [' wu? I n3 nHl-? 

I na I?], where the first SIWI velar was realised as a glide, the second as /n/ which was 

then also added to the vowel onset in ARE, suggesting anticipatory planning for the final /n/ 

in NICE. He was given the model again and his second attempt resulted in nasal realisation 

of both SIWI /g/ targets [nu-? ns-uW 
;) 'nal?]. 

Other examples occurred in the utterance AND WE WENT ON A!.B.AIN [a-m~ mI 'vs-n? o-n a 

I f- e. I -n,J with consonant harmony at the word boundary between AND and WE (this was 
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WE and not an immature pronoun ME) and also the anticipatory realisation of the SIWI 

onset of WENT as [v] ahead of [f] in the onset of TRAIN. 

7.10.4 Summary of phonological process analysis 11 

The phonological process analysis showed the occurrence of a significant number of 

processes impacting on the structure and segmental content of Hamish's speech. His 

realisation of adult targets was constrained by simplification patterns characterised by 

reduced phonotactic structure and glottal replacement. This was most often in word-final 

positions but within-word obstruent segments were also frequently realised as a glottal 

stop. A labiodental fricative [f] was used for the post-alveolar fricative, affricates and 

consonant clusters which had features of labiality; this further reduced the range of 

contrasts signalled in Hamish's speech. 

The presence of vowel processes was an important factor in Hamish's speech production. 

The effect of atypical vowel on intelligibility is significant (Speake et aI., 2012) and 

variability in vowel realisation was another potential source of confusion for listeners. 

However, this analysis so far had not captured a" the data which might be important in 

providing a full description of Hamish's speech patterns. 

7.11 Features not captured through phonological process analysis T1 

The assessment process revealed that there were other features of Hamish's speech which 

could not be accounted for through a traditional phonological process analysis. These 

features were examined through further analysis of which included exploration of his 

nasalisation patterns and the production of morphological markers. In addition, variability, 

voice quality and word juncture behaviours in multi-word utterances were considered with 

a view to understanding factors which might impact on the intelligibility of his speech. 

7.11.1 Nasallsatlon patterns 

Nasalisation patterns were examined in single word and multi-word utterances. 

7.11.1.1. Single words 

In the single word data Hamish showed two types of atypical nasalisation patterns which 

occurred in particular contexts; the first was the production of a velopharyngeal fricative at 

the end of a word after a glottal stop, which occurred 7 times, for example, FISH realised as 

[fl/fr]] and BRIDGE also as [fl/fr] ]. There was an example of nasal emission once with 

the SFWF alveolar nasal target in JAM realised as [I fl!lwa- _n1. The second context was 
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with nasalisation of a vowel where an oral airstream would be expected, for example, CHAIR 

realised as [dre-..J. Both types of nasalisation patterns occurred only in words where the 

adult target word contained fricative or affricate segments, apart from the word BREAD 

realised as [fre?fr)]. 

7.11.1.2 Multi-word utterances 

Similar patterns were noted in multi-word utterances although in conversation only one 

occurrence of the velopharyngeal fricative was heard, at the end of the utterance TWO TIMES 

TO FRANCE (CS 7) [I du I thaI -ml? du I fW a-n?fr) J. Nasalisation of the vowel was more 

common in the conversational data sample, for example, AND IT-IT A HOUSE (CS 7) realised as 

[a-n I I? I? a I ?a-u?]. In the imitated sentences both patterns occurred. For 

example; ALICE PUT GLOVES ON HER HANDS realised as [I ?rel I? but I IA? I? o-n a-I re-nfr) ] ; 

JOHN COLLECTS STAMPS [I wo- : n a lIre? I dre-n?fr) ]. Nasalisation of the vowel was evident 

in FISH in the sentence THE BROWN BEAR EATS FISH [a I fW re-n (.) I bre i? I b I -] and in the 

word SQUARE in THIS SHAPE IS A SQUARE [v I? I fe rp r? a I fre-: J. 

There were very rare examples of nasal turbulence iii utterances where its occurrence was 

not apparently linked to affricate or fricative targets. For example, UNDER MY BED (I) GOT A 

MATTRESS, realised as [I A -na- mre I bre-? nO-I a- fi): I mre- (.) ua]. Here Hamish 

produced a long velopharyngeal fricative between GOT A and MATTRESS. This may have been 

the result of a timing issue in coordinating velopharyngeal closure during the transition 

from the vowel in A and the SIWI bilabial nasal in MATTRESS. 

This atypical pattern was not produced universally; it occurred in 12.6% (14/111) of single 

words, in 20.26% (14/69) of those that had possible fricative or affricate adult targets. 

However, its occurrence was frequent enough to be of interest. 

7.11.2 Morphological markers 

The relationship between the development of phonology and morphological markers is 

well documented (Johnson & Morris, 2007) and children with speech difficulties frequently 

present with immature morphology (Hoffman & Norris, 2002). Difficulty in the realisation 

of morphemes in the coda position is thought to be related to the complexity created by 

their presence, for example, plural liS" or regular past tense lied" (Theodore, Demuth, & 

Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2012) although in young typically developing children there is a 

suggestion that phonological complexity is not the only factor since 2-year-olds realise 
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plural liS" sooner than third person singular liS" (Theodore, Demuth, & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 

2011). 

Hamish showed an unusual pattern in that he added an extra syllable to denote both 

plurals and past tenses. Examples of plurals include, in SW, GLOVES realised as 

[lg1A?b. I?], BISCUITS as [lbl?n3-(?)a-n] and SCISSORS as [Itl?awa?] (the plural 

implied by "a pair" of scissors). The target PYJAMAS [11a-mija] showed what appeared to 

be an interaction between several processes; PY /pa/ omitted through weak syllable 

deletion; JAMAS / Il6amaz/ realised as [11a-mi]; [ja] added to signal plurality. Examples 

from the CS data include CHIPS [I f I?p I?], which was also elicited in the naming task, and 

MOUNTAINS [I nue-n? I -nE -a]. In the imitated sentences there were two examples of plural 

nouns imitated without an extra syllable (but not with a plural liS") but otherwise Hamish 

usually signalled plurality with an additional syllable. For example, in the phrase ALICE PUT 

GLOVES ON HER HANDS he firstly used an extra syllable in the target GLOVES but then in the 

target HANDS produced a SFWF velopharyngeal fricative [I ?1I!1I? but IlA? I? u-n a

III!-nfl) ]. 

When signalling past tenses, production of an extra syllable was not consistently applied 

but it occurred frequently enough to be recognised as a pattern. Hamish used high 

frequency past tenses such as WENT, WAS and GOT but for regular verb forms ending in -ED 

and for lower frequency irregular verbs he tended to add the extra syllable as described. 

An example is given in Extract 7.1, where LOST is realised as [luWI?], DREW as [I f:>wI?] 

and WON as [I WI -nE -..J; these immature forms "losed" "drawed" and "winned" were 

realised with an extra syllable to indicate tense. Hamish also did this occasionally in 

imitation, for example, THEY ARGUED ALL DAY was realised as [3E-m (.) I ?aduuI? :>1 

Ided. 

Extract 7.1 

1.1 H. Well we losed this week 
[WA- Iwi luwI? 'dl? Iwi?] 

1.2 H. We drawed last week 
[wi If:>WI? la? Iwi?] 

1.3 H. And last week after that we losed and we winned 
[III!-n (.) Ila ? wi? lata 1311!? wi Iluwl ? II!-n wi Iwl-nE-..J 

Grunwell {1987} discusses syllable addition in the context of reduplication describing how 

very young children may reduplicate syllables in target single syllable words; this may 
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particularly be seen in children who delete SFWF segments with the second syllable in 

effect (by implication) acting as place marker for the missing phone. Although in the 

context of plurals and past tenses Hamish is not reduplicating syllables, he is adding an 

extra syllable to signal meaning. 

7.11..3 Variability 

Hamish's speech production showed variability across all types of utterances (see table 

7.7); examples included SOCK being realised as [du/ft) ] and [I thu/U -I] ; in both instances 

the SIWI alveolar fricative segment was stopped, once with a voiced plosive and once with 

a voiceless aspirated one. In the first example the SFWF glottal stop was followed by a 

velopharyngeal nasal and in the second the glottal stop was followed by another VC syllable 

(vowel plus glottal stop), possibly an erroneous pluralising of the singular target. Variation 

in word onset position was typically related to voicing or manner of articulation (as with 

BATHROOM realised as [I fu7uu-m] and [I bU/wu-m] ; variation in coda position was more 

related to the presence or absence of velopharyngeal fricatives (as with KNIFE realised as 

[naIl] and [nal/fr]]. His variants of a particular token usually included one which was 

more typical of patterns seen in young children with immature speech. 

Table 7.7 Hamish: Variability In speech productions 11 

Tarset Realisations 
BOOK (SW) [bA -I]; [bA/n.:] 
FEATHER (SW) [Iflll-/u-..J; [Iblll/:a-n/]; [I flll/a] 
KNIFE (SW) [naIl]; [nal/ft)] 
SOCK (SW) [du/fi.J]; [I tbu/U -I] 
PIG (SW) [bI/]; [p. S/] 
KITCHEN (Conversational speech) [ I d I I I -n]; [I d I In .J ; [ I th I I I -n] 
BATHROOM (Conversational speech) [lfu7uu-m]; [Ibu/wu-m] 

Hamish's variability was not typically related to any obvious factors so, for example, it was' 

not possible to predict his realisation of the examples given nor did he produce sequential 

attempts to get closer to the target. The one exception in the data was the production of 

the name KATIE towards the end of a conversation where Hamish was frustrated by not 

being intelligible. Three turns before this example began he had said [I ne- I lu~iJ and 

not been understood; his first attempt in this sequence Included one of the only velar 

plosives in the data which was produced as voiced and strongly articulated in line 2.1 

[I g'a. I Ii]. In his next attempt he returned to his default realisation in line 2.3 [I ne- I Ii] 

but then attempted the velar again when he produced a uvular ploslve in line 2.5 
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[ I Ge I ?i]. Having successfully realised a segment with a back articulatory position he 

repeated this once more in line 2.7 (these data are given in full in Extract 7.2). 

Extract 7.2 
2.1-+H. It a (x) Katie 
[ I? a (WI) (.) I g"e? I ? iJ 
2.2 J. It stays here? 

2.3-+H. X X X no. You know Katie 
[XXX (.) na-u (.) u nU Ine-I?i] 
2.4 J. MIn 

2.5-+H. Katie 
[IGeI?i] 
2.6 J. Yeh 
2.7-+H. Katie in that class 
[IGeI?i I-n Inm? In] 

7.12 Speech behaviours in multi-word utterances 

Hamish's speech production was examined in conversational speech and imitated 

sentences. Firstly, through carrying out an assessment of the characteristics of his speech 

at word boundaries and how this compared to the multi-word utterances of other children 

of the same age; secondly, through an exploration of some observations of the prosodic 

aspects of his multi-word speech. 

7.1.2.1. Word Juncture In multi-word utterances T1. 

Hamish's use of assimilation, elision and liaison, and close versus open juncture was 

examined in sentence repetition and in conversational speech. 

7.12.11 Sentence imitation 

The Newton Sentences Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Task (Stackhouse et al., 2007), 

(see table 7.8) was carried out to examine word juncture behaviours in imitated sentences. 

The task was significantly affected by the pervasive realisation of SFWF consonants as' 

glottal stops which left limited opportunities for typical word juncture behaviours. Typical 

adult speakers may use a glottal stop for SFWF It I but Hamish's glottal replacement 

affected the majority of SFWF segments. 

The only connected speech process that Hamish used frequently during this task was 

liaison. Although this occurred less frequently than in the speech of the age matched 

children, he was using both the palatal and labial approximants appropriately; the post

alveolar approximant was realised as a [w] but also was used in appropriate contexts. 
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There were also two examples of elision with SFWF [d]: FOUND PRESENTS realised as [' pre:-n 

'fE~?a-n?] and GOLD BOX realised as [dau: 'bo?I?]. Both of these examples are where 

Cd] formed the second element of a nasal or approximant cluster, end] and [ld] 

respectively. 

Table 7.8 Hamish: Scores on Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition Task T1 

Score expected at Hamish's score Examples of Hamish's realisations 
age 6 (target word boundaries are 

underlined) 
Assimilation 
t# 91.57% 0%, (0/4) SHE CUl,MY HAIR [i IdA? IlIA-

'?re: ?J 
n# 77.48% 0% (0/4) JOHrifLAYED TENNIS [ 'wu-n (,) 

'palel (,) , thre-nr -hJ 

d# 38.1% 0% (0/4) GOOD GIRLS ARE NICE [' nu-? 'nE -UW 

::> 'nal?J 
#f 74.16% 0% (0/2) MARY'S SHOES ARE CLEAN [ 'mE-wi 

'lU?I? a 'vr:nJ 
Elision 
Ct#C 84.54% 0% (0/4) MY LEFT LEG HURTS [' ma I - 'lre-? 

'lre-? 'e:J 
Cd#C 59.83% 0% (2/10) SAM LOVED TO DANCE [ 'dre-n 'lA? a 

'da-nJ 
Liaison 
j-liaison 88.44% 50% (2/4) HE GAVE MlA,BANANA [i 'del mVa 

'na-' na-..J 
w-liaison 93.47% 50% (1/2) SOME SMOKE BLEW OUT OF THE CHIMNEY 

[ B A -n 'mau? 'bluw au? o? A 
'/blm:iJ 

r-liaison 88.36% 75% (3/4) (/r/ YOU MUST STIBlN THE SUGAR 

realised as [wJ [0 -IlIA 'dre: w I-na 'fu .. ?aJ 

Articles 
Indefinite No norms given 0% (0/2) SAM ATE Ali ORANGE VERY SLOWLY 

['d"re-m 'nE-.? a? ::>'jl-n wEwi 
'laliJ 

Definite No norms given 0% (0/2)1 I GAVE II:1ULEPHANT A BANANA [a I 
'del a '/rela/I-na 'na-'na-J 

7.12.1.2 Word juncture in conversational speech 

In conversational speech there was evidence that Hamish was also using liaison, as in SHE IS 

LOOKING AFTER IT [' Val 'luI I -n 'a/aw E .. IJ. with /j/ -liaison between SHE and IS, and 

/w/-liaison between AFTER and IT. However, there was no other evidence of the between

word processes of assimilation or elision found in typical speech, and frequent use of open 

juncture was characteristic of his speech. This could be largely attributed to the high 
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occurrence of SFWF glottal stops already described with its impact on the realisation of 

obstruent consonants and thus open juncture affected not only word boundary contexts 

but also syllabic boundaries within words. This resulted in more widespread prosodic 

disturbances which are described in the next section. 

7.1.2.2 Prosodic characteristics 

In conversation, as in sentence imitation, one of the striking features of Hamish's speech 

was the impact on his prosody of the pervasive use of glottal stops as realisations of the 

majority of within-word and word final obstruent segments. This interaction between 

prosodic and segmental features gave the impression of a rather staccato style of speaking. 

However, open juncture also occurred at word boundaries where assimilation or liaison 

might occur in typical speakers and not every instance was marked with a glottal stop. 

There were also examples of utterances where Hamish's use of stress, rate and rhythm was 

entirely appropriate and at times he showed a level of sensitivity and skill in manipulating 

suprasegmental features. Examples of these behaviours can be seen in the following 

Extract 7.3 (CS 7, appendix 7.10). Open juncture is marked 0 and close juncture C, after 

Wells (1994). 

Extract 7.3 Holiday 

o 0 0 o 0 o o 0 0 o 
7.3.1-H. It was on Friday at the beginning of the summer 

o 0 0 0 0 
holiday and everybody else was here 

[II? wa Iv-n IvaIdeI I?oo? a IdI-nI-n v? a Id_A-ma I?owa-del n, 
l?oo~?ibD?i I?E~U? wn? II:?] 

7.3.2J. Oh-so you missed the end of term did you? 

7.3.3 H. Yeh 
7.3.4 J. Yeh 

o 0 o o 0 0 
7.3.S-H. No-it was beginning of the term 

[Ina-u II? wv? leI?(.) IdI-nI-n v? a It-3-m] 
7.3.6J. It was at the beginning? 

7.3.7 H. Yeh 

7.3.8 J. OK 
o C c o C o C 0 

7.3.9-+H. And in the morning we went on an aeroplane 
[oo-n (.) II-n a Imo-nI-n: (.) i IwE -n? v-n a I?E~walleI-nJ 

The beginning of the extract (line 7.3.1) began with an utterance which had open juncture 

at each word boundary, which gave the impression of a slightly slowed speech rate 
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followed by a staccato sounding stretch everybody else was here which 

demonstrated the impact of pervasive glottal stop replacement. It also showed open 

juncture at syllable boundaries, affecting the integrity of the word everybody. 

Examination of the extract reveals that occurrences of close juncture are mainly within 

words where nasal or approximant segments are realised at syllable boundaries. For 

example, summer holiday (line 7.3.1); in the morning (line 7.3.9). This was 

particularly so in the high frequency word combinations in the, realised as [I I-n aJ 

and on an, realised as [o-n aJ. The presence of nasal segments did not invariably 

lead to close juncture as with the word boundary between beginning and of which 

was realised with open juncture on two occasions (lines 7.3.1 and 7.3.5). 

Use of open juncture meant that Hamish's speech rate could be perceptually slow but he 

also showed frequent pauses which had a longer duration than those which typically 

appear in word boundary contexts. This appeared to be related to linguistic context where 

in narrative speech he was recalling, describing and retelling events in an appropriate 

sequence; an example is given in Extract 7.4. Hamish's narrative was characterised by 

frequent, sometimes quite lengthy pauses both between and within words while he 

recalled what had happened and described it. Note for example, the pauses in line 4.4 and 

in MATTRESS {line 4.6} where there was a 0.6 second pause between the two syllables and 

SLEEPOVER (line 4.3) where the pause was slightly shorter. Guo, Tomblin and Samelson 

(2008) suggest that silent pauses in the speech of typical children are most likely to occur at 

phrase boundaries so in this respect Hamish's use of pauses may be unusual. However, in a 

case study of a child called Zoe who had speech difficulties, Wells (1994) reported this type 

of within-word pausing used by Zoe at turn-end, for example, she realised the word 

CUPBOARD with open juncture mid-word. He suggested that this may reflect an immature 

pattern since very young children may not have established adult-like stress patterning. 

Extract 7.4: Hamish: Pauses in narrative speech T1 

4.1 We went to (?town) in (the) (.) after Friday morning 
4.2 And then (1.4) we (0.9) done the (XX) at home 
4.3 Then Austin corned (0.5) come for a sleep (.) over 
4.4 And then (1.3) and after then (.) we went (1.0) to 
Tesco's (1.0) 
4.5 And (.) when Austin corned we maked a big (0.6) nn (.) 
tent under my bed 
4.6 nn (.) what Austin had to do and I got a (1.3) little 

(.) under my bed got a (.) rna (0.6) tress 
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4.7 And I (will) pull that out and Austin (.) and Austin nn 
(0.5) Austin (0.98) was sleeping on (.) there (.) I was 
sleeping on the top 

(Note: all times given in seconds; (.) denotes pause of under 0.5 seconds). 

Another situation where Hamish's speech rate was perceptually relatively slow because 

there were frequent pauses was in sentence imitation task. There were several examples 

of Hamish pausing, thus creating atypical open junctures at word boundaries, for example, 

WE WATCHED TELEVISION ALL DAY wasrealised as [w,I I WVf (.) I thE T lab I fa -n :> I de I] with a 

pause between WATCHED and TELEVISION. With the item JOHN PLAYED TENNIS, realised as 

[ I wv-n (1.4) pa lIe I ( ... ) I thlE-n I -h] each word was produced separately with a long 

pause between JOHN and the consonant cluster [pall] onset to PLAYED. It appears that the 

pause preceding the consonant cluster may have facilitated Hamish's attempt at realisation 

of both of the consonant segments in the adult target, possibly by allowing more planning 

time. This is one of the few SIWI consonant clusters in the data. 

7.13 Voice quality T1 

One further observation of Hamish's speech was that his voice quality was a little breathy 

and hoarse. This was not a major clinical feature but it has been reported in children who 

have CAS and is considered indicative of coordination and motor planning at a laryngeal 

level (Davis, Jakielski, & Marquardt, 1998). 

7.14 Summary of findings Tl 

Hamish's input processing skills and speech output skills at T1 were summarised as follows: 

(see also his speech processing profile in appendix 7.2 and 7.3 for the mapping of this 

profile to the speech processing model). 

• Input processing skills were limited: able to identify word onsets if targets within 

production repertoire but identification of coda segments very poor 

• Able to identify pictures when given segmented phonemes (e.g. p-I-g) suggesting 

phonological representations "good enough" for recognition (already evident In 

good receptive language skills) 

• Discrimination between sequences of sounds in real words better than in non

words; discrimination between single sounds better than sequences 
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• Performance on input tasks affected by output difficulties: not able to inhibit 

rehearsal 

• Able to segment words into syllables (clapping) but not phonemes 

• The Picture Naming Task, Non-word Repetition Task and Word Repetition Task 

showed similar levels of severely impaired performance across all three types of 

stimuli 

• No evidence of oro-motor difficulties 

• Impaired performance on DDK task suggested difficulties with motor planning 

• Limited stimulability for sounds not in phonetic inventory both as single segments 

and in CV syllables 

• Very low PCC in SW data, which was reflected in MWU 

• Restricted system of SIWI phonemes; very restricted SIWW and SFWF consonant 

systems 

• Pervasive effects of structural and systemic simplification and glottal replacement 

in all types of context 

• Some emerging sounds in data i.e. lsi and possibly 11/ clusters, mainly in SW 

• In multi-word utterances (but not SW) there was evidence of the alveolar nasal 

occurring in SIWI position of high frequency words which appeared to be a residual 

pattern from when Hamish was younger 

• Vowe. realisation affected by several processes including lowering, 

diphthongisation and diphthong reduction 

• Unusual use of velopharyngeal fricative in SFWF positions and nasalisation of 

vowels in CV words which had an adult target of SIWI fricative or affricate 

• Variability with repeated naming of tokens both at SW level and in CS 

• Unusual use of an extra syllable for plural and past tense morphemes 
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• In multi-word utterances word juncture was affected by glottal stops and the only 

connected speech process in evidence was liaison; there were frequent pauses not 

predictable by context 

It appeared that Hamish had difficulties at all levels of both input and output processing 

which impacted on his speech production in all contexts. However, relationships between 

processing levels are likely to be complex. For example, Hamish's difficulty in identification 

of segments in a coda position in an input task might be influenced by his inability to realise 

these targets in output or vice versa. 

The impact of these difficulties on Hamish's intelligibility as experienced by the listeners 

who participated in the study was explored. 

7.15 Intelligibility 11 

Hamish's intelligibility was measured through listener responses to an orthographic write

down task for single words, imitated sentences and conversational speech (as described in 

Chapter Three, Methods); results are presented in table 7.9. Stimuli from Hamish's speech 

output that were presented for intelligibility rating ate given in full in appendix 7.12 and in 

tables 7.15, 7.16 and 7.17. 

Table 7.9 Hamish: Intelligibility outcomes n: Percentage (and number) of Items correctly 
Identified by listeners 

Data type Mean % S.D. % Minimum score Maximum score 
(No.) (No.) % (No.) % (No.) 

Single words (max no. = 13.33 10.S6 0(0) 40 (4) 
10) (1.33) (LOS) 
Imitated sentences (max 25.69 12.57 S.OO (2) 56.00 (14) 
no. = Z5) (6.42) (3.14) 
Conversational speech 45.30 13.52 10.00 73.33 
(max = 100%) . 

Analysis of results using the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test demonstrated that the listeners' 

identification of Hamish's single words was significantly poorer than that of multi-word 

utterances. There were significant differences between SW and imitated sentences (Z=-

6.246, p<.OOOl) and between SW and conversational speech (Z=-7.03S, p<.OOOl). There 

was also a significant difference between imitated sentences and conversational speech, 

with conversational speech being the more intelligible type of utterance (Z=-6.354, 

p<.0001). 
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The range of listener responses for multi-word utterances was wider than for single words 

(range 0-4/10). The lowest percentage score for an individual listener for imitated 

sentences was 8.00% of words and the highest was 56.00%. The lowest percentage score 

for a listener for conversational speech was 10.00% and the highest was 73.33%. 

In terms of the individual stimuli items, in SW FEATHER, FISHING, SWING and TOOTHBRUSH were 

least well recognised, with no listeners identifying any of them; SPIDER was best recognised 

with 40/66 correct responses. The least intelligible imitated sentence was YOU MUST CLEAN 

YOUR TEETH with 0.30% of words identified (1 of 330 words in the whole sample was 

correctly identified). The most intelligible was HE GAVE ME (A) BANANA with 60.91% of words 

identified. In conversational speech TWO TIMES TO FRANCE was least intelligible, with 8.33% of 

words identified; the best was I WENT ON HOLIDAY with 71.21% of words correctly identified. 

These intelligibility results are discussed in section 7.26.5. 

7.16 Intervention T1 (6;7) to T2 (7;7) 

Between T1 and T2 an intervention plan was devised and delivered (see table 7.10); Hamish 

was seen at school weekly in term time for 26 individual speech and language therapy 

sessions through the year. 

Table 7.10 Hamish: Intervention targets T1 to T2 

Target Rationale 
1. Perception of SFWF consonants in Hamish was not able to reliably 

VC syllables and words identify SFWF consonants without an 
adult model 

2. Production of SFWF consonants in Hamish was not producing SFWF 
VC syllables and words obstruents in his speech 

3. Perception and production of /s/ /s/ clusters were stimulable with a 
clusters (sm, sn, sl) good quality /s/ produced (whereas 

/s/+ vowel was not). 
4. Production of CVCV words (paper, Hamish frequently glottalised the 

tidy, funny, morning etc) second consonant in CVCV words: 
the aim was to produce both 
consonants without a glottal stop. 

Hamish's tolerance for intervention activities was limited at the start of the year but this 

did improve and his ability to remain focused was observed to improve. (Distractibility 

usually manifested Itself through him initiating conversation). None of the targets were 

easy to achieve and other activities such as syllable clapping and rhyme games were 

regularly included so that Hamish could achieve success; he also enjoyed repetition of CV 

syllables such as those from the Nuffield programme (pea/tea; bow/buy; pear/fair) where 
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he could have some independence and fluency in the task. It proved difficult to establish 

reliable follow-up to intervention sessions; a school based teaching assistant was working 

with Hamish to support his much delayed literacy skills but was not able to attend sessions. 

Her time with Hamish was, therefore, used to develop vocabulary skills in association with 

sound-symbol correspondence and learning to read high frequency words. Hamish's family 

were very supportive but it was not possible to arrange regular attendance of a family 

member at sessions. During sessions Hamish made some progress; his ability to 

discriminate and produce SFWF consonants and lsi clusters improved in practise but there 

was no evidence of generalisation to spontaneous speech. 

7.17 Assessment at T2 (age 7;7) 

Twelve months after the first assessment at T1 Hamish's input processing skills and speech 

output skills in single words and multi-word utterances were reassessed (see appendix 7.13 

for his new speech processing profile and 7.14 for the mapping of this profile to the speech 

processing model). The aim of this reassessment was to collect sufficient data to describe 

any significant changes in Hamish's skills and also to examine his intelligibility at T2 as 

judged by the listeners (see Chapter Three, Methods). 

7.18 Input processing skills T2 

The investigation of Hamish's input processing skills included assessment tasks from 

Stackhouse et aI., (2007) and other, non-standardised activities. 

Hamish's speech perception was examined again through the judgements of 

same/different SFWF single feature and lsi cluster sequences in real words and non

words, for example, lo.t/loss; vo.t/vo~ loy/log; voY/vO§L (Stackhouse et aI., 2007). 

The overall score was 27/36 compared to a score of 35.25/36 (S.D. 0.79) for a typical 7-

year-old, z=-10.44 indicating a severe level of difficulty. This z-score was much lower than' 

at T1 (because the skills of typical children were better at age 7 than at age 6) when overall 

number correct was 24/36, z=-1.86. Hamish's responses were slow and he was observed to 

use rehearsal as a strategy; the limited accuracy of his production is likely to have 

contributed to his poor performance in this perception task because he was reflecting on 

his own inaccurate output rather than the adult model. 

When the overall score was broken down to examine the discrimination of single feature 

and cluster differences in real and non-words, it appeared that Hamish had particular 
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difficulties in discriminating cluster sequences in real words, 4/9, z=-9.79 (Tl z=-0.6S). At 

Tl he had found cluster sequences in non-words most difficult. The z-score for these 

stimuli was now -1.2 (Tl z=-3.S1). Scores for single feature discrimination were z=-3.77 (Tl 

z=-1.8S) for real words and z=-2.0 (Tl z=-0.9S) for non-words. Because the real word 

cluster sequence discrimination was so poor, overall real words were less well judged (z=-

8.86) than non-words (z=-3.2) which was the opposite of the outcome at Tl. 

The accuracy of Hamish's phonological representations were examined using a 

mispronunciation detection task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007); this task was not done at Tl. 

The task involves the child looking at a picture and judging whether the word heard is an 

accurate realisation of the target or not, for example, CATERPILLAR is given both accurately 

and as I I koopat da/, with metathesis; BUTTERFLY is given accurately and as I I bAtafaII 

with cluster reduction. Hamish's overall score across all word lengths was 111/120, z=-

1.16, compared with a mean score of 114.7/120 for typical 7-year-olds, and was in the 

normal range. His scores for 1 syllable, z=-0.12 and 2 syllable. z=-O.71 word were also in 

the normal range. His score for 3/4 syllable words (z=-1.74) indicated a mild level of 

difficulty. His errors involved three acceptances of metathesis (for example, accepting 

IgooukooJul for KANGAROO); two acceptances of changes in place of articulation (for example, 

accepting I jif/ for LEAF); one change in manner of articulation (accepting Imautl for 

MOUSE); one change in voicing (accepting I 9 Itfn.l for KITCHEN); on two occasions he 

rejected a real word, FISHING and CARAVAN. 

Comparison of the results on these two very different tasks suggested that Hamish's 

underlying phonological representations, with the visual and semantic support of a picture, 

were good enough to make fine-grained judgements of accuracy. However, he found it 

more difficult to manage the task of comparing two similar words or non-words with 

auditory input only, and his strategy of using rehearsal to remember the words long. 

enough to make a judgement actively interfered with accuracy. By T2 Hamish's 

phonological awareness skills in activities such as identification of coda were improving, for 

example, given a choice of 2 sounds he was better able to say which one was at the end of 

a given word, but he was inconsistent in his responses, and still heavily reliant on adult 

support in terms of keeping focus on the coda of words rather than the onset, and 

repetition of stimuli. 
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7.19 Speech output tasks T2 

Hamish's speech production was reassessed with the aim of exploring what changes there 

had been in the period between nand T2. Given the difficulties, as described, in 

establishing regular practise between the weekly speech and language therapy sessions, 

and observations of limited goal generalisation during intervention, it was predicted that 

test results would show little improvement. Hamish's speech output skills were reassessed 

using the same range of tasks as at n. Single word tests; the Picture Naming Task 

(Stackhouse et aL, 2007) and subtests of the DEAP (Dodd et aL, 2002) giving 101 items 

collected from these tasks for single word (SW) analysis compared with 111 at n (the DEAP 

Inconsistency Assessment was not repeated) (appendix 7.4). Real word and non-word 

repetition tasks were not repeated. The multi-word data are from the analysis of T2 

conversational speech (CS) (appendix 7.15) and selected imitated sentences from the 

Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aL, 2007), (appendix 

7.11); there are occasional examples from other conversational speech, which are indicated 

in the text. 

Hamish's performance on the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et al., 2007) was scored and 

compared to that expected in the speech of typical 7-year-olds; scores were also compared 

with n (see table 7.11). Hamish's overall score across all word lengths was 1/60 (1.66%), 

z=-13.S3. His total correct was the same as at n but the z-score had worsened (as with the 

input skills, age matched peers were performing better at age 7 than at age 6). This was 

true for all word lengths and the only word realised with complete accuracy was MONEY as it 

had been at n. All results continued to indicate a severe level of difficulty and the 

prediction of little progress held true on this assessment of whole-word accuracy. 

Table 7.11 Hamish: Scores Picture Namlnl Task T1 compared with T2 

Word structure Hamish's scores (z- Hamish's score (z- Norms age 7 years: 
score) T1 score) T2 mean (S.D.) 

1 syllable (N=20) o (-14.00) o (-15.66) 18.8 (1.20) 
2 syllable (N=20) 1 (-11.00) 1 (-13.63) 18.45 (1.28) 
3 & 4 syllable o (-5.04) o (-7.27) 16.95 (2.33) 
(N=20) 
Total (N=60) 1 (-11.93) 1 (-13.53) 54.2 (3.93) 

Although the overall scores on the naming task had not changed, segmental level analysis 

did demonstrate a small amount of progress. Hamish's PCC was 37.71% and his PVC was 

83.33% (PPC: 60.52 %) compared with PCC 31.07% and PVC 73.57% (PPC: 52.32 %) at n. 
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These changes are summarised and described in following sections; 7.21, 7.22 and 7.23. 

Hamish's phonetic inventory for consonants was unchanged; with the emergence of the 

diphthong I Eal his vowel inventory now included all vowels typical for his accent. 

7.20 Oro-motor assessment and diadochokinesis (DDK) T2 

It had previously been established that Hamish did not have oro-motor difficulties. By 

contrast, his responses to a DDK task indicated that his underlying motor planning 

difficulties were unchanged and still significant. He still had great difficulty in producing 

any accurate repetitions of [p], [t], [k] and his fluency was impaired with slow and 

hesitant attempts. 

7.21 Phonological process analysis T2 

A phonological process analysis was again completed using data primarily from single 

words and conversational speech, supplemented by data from imitated sentences where 

appropriate. 

7.21..1. Structural processes T2 

Structural processes in Hamish's speech were essentially unchanged. There were a few 

examples of the realisation of a SFWF nasal in single words which had been deleted at T1 

(see table 7.16) and one example of a SIWI consonant cluster. This was Ipl/ in the word 

PLATE realised as [p. leI/]. 

There was a single example of structural development where a previously omitted 

consonant in a word initial unstressed syllable was realised in the imitated sentence SAM 

LOVED TO DANCE, TO was realised as [a] at T1 but as the appropriate [ta] at T2. However, 

in conversational speech there was no evidence of any positive structural changes affecting 

Hamish's speech. 

7.21..2 Systemic processes T2 

The changes in Hamish's single words, which resulted in changes to PCC and PVC, were 

mainly in two areas; firstly in the realisation of SIWI voiceless plosives and secondly in the 

realisation of vowels. There were also a small number of changes in manner of articulation 

in individual words but these were not generalised patterns of change, for example a 

reduction in stopping, (see table 7.12). Changes in consonant voicing and vowel realisation 

were seen to a much lesser degree in multi-word utterances than in SW. 
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Table 7.12 Hamish: Changes in single words T1 to T2 

Process(es) T1 Target word Realisation Realisation T2 Change(s) T2 

T1 
Voicing of SIWI PARROT [' brew I ?] ['ph reIJa?] Voicing matches 
plosive; neutralised [' prelat] adult target 
vowel not realised 
in coda syllable 

Voicing of SIWI PIG [pIg] [bl?] [ph It] Voicing matches 
plosive adult target 
Stopping of FISHING [' bS?1 -n] [' fl?1 -n] SIWI fricative and 
fricative; lowering ['fIJI-O] vowel realisations 
of vowel; glottal match adult target 
replacement; 
fronting of velar 
nasal 
Lowering of vowel BOOK [buk] [bA ~t] [but] Vowel realisation 

matches adult 
target 

Diphthong HAIRDRESSER [tre' freta] [?sa'fs.tA] Vowel realisations 

reduction; [hsa'dlssa] more closely 

lowering of vowel match adult target 
although second 
vowel slightly 
lowered Isj & 
schwa not used in 
final unstressed 
syllable 

Diphthong AEROPLANE ['?rewel-] ['tsawalel-n] All target vowels 
reduction; WSD; [' salaple- m] realised; syllable 
CR;FCD structure 

accurate; SFWF 
consonant 
accurate 

Diphthongisation ROOF [luf] [waul] [wu?] Vowel realised 
appropriately as a 
monophthong 

Voicing changes resulted in Hamish's realisation matching the adult target as in IIGER 

realised as ['talda] rather than ['dalja]; In other examples the target was not 

realised with an adult place of articulation but the voicing matched the adult realisation as 

in KANGAROO realised as [' thre-ndaIJu] and ,KITCHEN as [' tbl ?a-nfi) ] (previously 

[ I d~re-ndaIJau] and [I d I? I -n] respectively). Observations of variable speech output 

at T1 showed that one of the sources of variability had been in the voicing of SIWI ploslves 

(see table 7.7) suggesting that this aspect of Hamish's speech, beginning to reflect the adult 

target at that time, had generalised by T2. 
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In the imitated sentences task these voicing changes were also evident, for example, the 

SIWI alveolar fricative in the sentence ~AM LOVED TO DANCE, realised as [I dlll-n 11A? a 

Ida -n] at Tl but [I thlll-m 11A? ta Ida -n] at T2; the SIWI fronted velar plosive in SHE ~UT 

MY HAIR realised as [i IdA? mA- 1?1Il:?] atTlbut [i IthA? mar 1?1Il-:] atT2. 

Hamish's vowel system showed more realisations that matched the adult target, although 

nearly 17% did not. He had acquired lEal as in AEROPLANE [?Eawa lIe r -n], although this 

was not consistent, for example, SQUARE still showed the diphthong reduction [p~flll-]. 

The use of the diphthong laul had emerged with more consistency so that for example, 

MOUSE, [mlll-?u~?] at Tl, was realised as [mau?] at T2. There were fewer examples of 

vowel lowering and fronting, and the diphthongisation of lui had resolved so that, for 

example, PARACHllTE previously [Ip~flllwafau?] was realised as [Iph IIlwafu?]. The 

vowel lEI showed a reduction in instances of lowering although this was variable and 

sometimes Hamish produced a vowel where the perceptual quality could be described as 

being between lEI and llIl/; there was no indication that this was linked to phonetic 

context and his realisation of [Ill] reliably matched the adult form. Evidence of similar 

vowel changes were noted in imitated sentences, for example, in the sentence c~ Ali ALL 

HER LUNCH, Hamish realised the target vowels in CLARE and ATE as [a] and [Ill] at Tl [Ila 

I ?1Il?i I;) Wa 11A -n] but as [Ea] and [E] at T2 [IIEaw I E?i? I;) wi 11A -n (.) ts]. 

Other changes were few in number but may be interpreted as indicators of progress; these 

included examples of manner of articulation changes In SW where the bilabial ploslve had 

replaced the labiodental fricative, for example, PRAM realised as [flll-m] at Tl was realised 

as [p-IIl-m,J at T2, and SPONGE realised as [fA -nt' ] at Tl was realised as [phA -nd.' ] at 

T2. There was no evidence of this happening in imitated sentences. He was also able to 

change his realisation of the SIWI voiceless alveolar fricative if asked. So, for example, for 

SAUSAGE Hamish said [I th U?E?] but when queried he responded with a realisation that 

matched the adult model more closely [I SU?E?]. At Tl he had not been able to change 

his production in this way. 

In conversation (see appendix 7.12) Hamish's speech was essentially unchanged. There 

were some minor vowel differences, for example, in the utterance AN A/.RBOAT-WE DO IT ON A 

a!RBOAT, the diphthong lEal was realised with a slightly lowered [E] followed by [a] 

ratherthan a lengthened [Ill]; [n. I E~abau? (.) I wi duw I I? u-n a I E~abau?]. The 
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other structural and systemic phonological processes and patterns observed in 

conversational speech at Tl were the same including pervasive glottal replacement. 

7.22 Features not captured through phonological process analysis 12 

As at Tl, the phonological process analysis revealed a wealth of information which 

contributed to the description and explanation of Hamish's speech patterns and 

intelligibility. However, it was apparent that the other features such as nasalisation 

patterns observed and the production of morphological markers which could not be 

accounted for through a traditional phonological process analysis were still present. These 

features were examined through further analysis of Hamish's speech patterns. In addition 

variability, voice quality and word juncture behaviours in multi-word utterances were 

explored. 

The patterns of nasalisation were unchanged so that Hamish used vowel nasalisation and 

SFWF velopharyngeal fricatives as he had at Tl. This is demonstrated in the following 

examples from conversational speech. In example 1 the utterance final word FIRST is 

realised with a nasalised vowel; in example 2 the word .MARSHMALLOWS has a velopharyngeal 

fricative also in SFWF position. 

1). WE WENT TO NEW YORK FIRST: [wi IWE~ -n? thu Inil I j:)? Ifa-_:?J 

2). AND ArrACK MARSHMA-ALLIGATORS WITH MARSHMALLOWS: [a-n a I till? I ma-?lI1IIl

(.) IlIl1IdeI?a WI Ima-lI1IIllaufi') J 

There was still evidence of variability, so for example, in that same conversation he later 

referred to MARSHMALLOWS as [I ma-?IDIIlllauwIJ with an extra syllable denoting the plural. 

This also illustrates that the production of plural's' morphological marker was still much in 

evidence. Examples from the SW tasks include GLOVES realised as [IV.?b I?J; LEGS as 

[Illll? I tJ ; PYJAMAS as [lla-mijaJ; SCISSORS as [I th I ?awa?J. However, there were no 

examples at T2 of Hamish using an extra syllable to denote the regular past tense 

morpheme -ED either in the CS samples transcribed or when listening to wider samples of 

recorded conversation. At T1 this had not been used consistently and by T2 It had 

apparently disappeared. 

Although, as seen in the example beginning the last paragraph, variability was still evident 

in Hamish's conversational speech, in the SW assessments it had reduced. The SW stimuli 

in the different tasks meant that Hamish was asked to name the same item more than once 
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and his responses at T2 showed that his realisations of tokens in these naming tasks was 

consistent whereas at Tl there had been some variability (as described in section 7.11.3). 

An example of this consistency in SW but not in MWU was seen with the word SPIDER. 

Hamish named this as [I thaId,aJ on two separate occasions but after one item 

immediately said WE GOT A SPIDER LIKE THAT IN OUR HOUSE realised as [wi I do? a I faIda 1aI? 

lare? I-n aW auJ. 

One brief observation at T2 was that Hamish's voice quality was unchanged and was still 

slightly breathy and hoarse. 

7.23 Word juncture in multi-word utterances T2 

As at Tl, Hamish's use of assimilation, elision and liaison, and close versus open juncture 

was examined in sentence repetition and in conversational speech. This was first explored 

using the Newton Sentences Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Task (Stackhouse et aI., 

2007), (see table 7.13). Results were compared to those of other 7-year-olds and to 

Hamish's scores at Tl. 

Hamish's use of word juncture was unchanged at T2. In the CSP sentence imitation task he 

used liaison in similar contexts to those demonstrated at Tl. For example, the sentence WE 

SAW AN ELEPHANT AT THE ZOO, designed to elicit an indefinite article, was realised as [ii I tow 

a l?dI?I-n? re n (.) Ith uJ with appropriate useof/w/-liaison between SAW and A. 

The two examples of elision were the same as at Tl. 

Table 7.13 Hamish: Scores on Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition Task T1 & T2 

Score expected at Hamish's score 11 Hamish's score T2 
ase7 

Assimilation 
t# 92.40% 0% (0/4) 0% (0/4) 
n# 80.43% 0% (0/4) 0% (0/4) 
d# 43.18% 0% (0/4) 0% (0/4) 

#1 83.83% 0% (0/2) 0% (0/2) 

Elision 
Ct#C 86.94% 0% (0/4) 0% (0/4) 
Cd#C 72.63% 10% (2/10) 0% (2/4) 
Liaison 
j-liaison 91.49% 50% (2/4) 0% (0/4) 
w-Ilaison 95.35% 50% (1/2) 50% (1/2) 
r-liaison 86.15% 75% (3/4) (/r/ realised as 50% (2/4) (/r/ realised as 

[wJ [w] 

Articles 
Indefinite No norms given 0% (0/2) 0% (0/2) 
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I Definite I No norms given I 0% (0/2) 10% (0/2) 

Word boundaries designed to examine processes of assimilation and liaison were almost all 

affected by glottal replacement of SFWF plosive and fricative consonants. For example, the 

sentence THE REQ ~AR WENT AWAY, would typically elicit assimilation of the SFWF voiced 

alveolar plosive in RED to the SIWI velar in CAR. Hamish's realisation of this word juncture 

was [' wre? th a]. Although the presence of velar fronting potentially impacts on 

interpretation of this example, had Hamish been using assimilation the pattern (assuming a 

target of RED TAR) would typically involve an unreleased voiced alveolar plosive before the 

voiceless alveolar plosive, i.e. [' wred~ th aJ. In another example, the sentence JOHN 

~OLLECTS STAMPS might elicit SFWF assimilation of the alveolar segment in JOHN to the SIWI 

velar in COLLECTS. In Hamish's realisation there was no velar assimilation because the SIWI 

velar was fronted, and he realised it as [' fu-n da'lre? 'thre-rnb.I?fr)]. 

Similar examples were found in items designed to elicit elision at word boundaries. The 

utterance I WASHEQ...MY HAIR LAST NIGHT was realised as [tsa ka - n 'wo? rna Ij 'rea - 'la-tV 

'n: a I?] with glottal stops resulting in open juncture~ Another example was MY LEFIJ.EG 

HURTS, designed to elicit elision of the SFWF consonant in LEFT which was realised as [I rna I 

'Ire-? l..ie? 'A:]. 

In conversational speech the same pattern was found with some mature liaison forms but 

glottal stop realisations resulted in no examples of assimilation or elision. The utterance 

AND THAT WHY THEY DO IT WITH MARSHMALLOWS was realised as [a- Ire 'wre li 'duw I? WI 

'rna-?mre'lauwI] with /w/ liaison between DO and IT. Another similar example was seen 

with /J/-[w] liaison in WHAT HAD A BIG PROPELLER ON THE BACK realised as [wo? Ire? a bl? 

'pdaw u-n a 'bre?]. Still in evidence was that close juncture occurred within and 

between words where nasal or approximant segments occurred such as MARSHMALLOWS 

realised as [' rna-?rnre'lauwJ]. 

At T2 Hamish's multi-word utterances continued to show open juncture with pauses 

between words which would not necessarily be predicted by segmental content or 

prosodic boundaries. An interpretation of these pauses in conversational speech as at T1 

was that they were related to sentence formulation Issues. For example, AND THEN - WE

WENT- WENT TO NEW YORK FIRST realised as [re-n ' ()re-n (.) 'wi (.) 'wre-n? (.) wi 

'WE~ -n? thu 'nil 'jo? 'fa-_:?]. Hamish had been asked about his holiday which 
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involved staying in three different places. He appeared to be planning how to sequence 

events which resulted in the pauses in the utterance. As at Tl open juncture was still in 

evidence in the imitated sentences for example, WE WATCHED TELEVISION ALL DAY realised as [i 

I wo? (.) I thE ¥ lab I ?a-n :l I de I J. Hamish's continuing atypical management of word 

juncture was reflective of the severity of his persisting speech difficulties. 

7.24 Summary of findings T2 

Analysis of Hamish's input processing skills and speech output skills at T2 showed the 

following: 

• The input processing tasks carried out were limited in scope; those that were 

completed (for example, the discrimination of features and sequences in coda 

positions) suggested that there had been little change between Tl and T2 so that 

his performance in comparison to typical children had worsened. 

• Hamish's PCC and PVC showed quantitative improvement with a PCC of 37.71% 

(31.07% at Tl) and a PVC of 83.33% (73.57% at Tl) 

• Hamish's performance on the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) 

indicated no change in the number of whole words correct; he scored 1/60 at Tl 

(z=-11.93) and n (z=-13.S3) 

• Phonological process analysis showed positive changes in realisation of appropriate 

voicing for voiceless plosives and in vowel production but these generally occurred 

in SW; structural and systemic systems were largely unchanged in multi-word 

utterances 

• Variability in SW had reduced but was still a factor in multi-word utterances 

• Word juncture behaviours at T2 were the same as those seen at Tl 

Hamish's difficulties remained profoundly severe at n. The impact on the intelligibility of 

his speech as experienced by listeners was explored through the intelligibility task. 

7.25 Intelligibility T2 

Hamish's intelligibility at T2 was measured in the same way as at Tl (see Chapter Three, 

Methods). The same 10 SW and 5 imitated sentences recorded at Tl were recorded again 

at n and edited for the intelligibility task; the conversational speech samples from T2 were 

obviously different. Results forTl and T2 were compared (see table 7.14). 
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Table 7.14 Hamish: Intelligibility outcomes T1 compared with T2: Percentage (and number) of 
Items correctly Identified 

Data type 11 Tl Tl Tl 12 T2 T2 T2 
Mean 5.0.% Min Max Mean 5.0.% Min Max 
% (No.) score score % (No.) (No.) score score 
(No.) % % % % 

(No.) (No.) (No.) (No.) 
Single words 13.33 10.86 0(0) 4000 24.39 13.02 0(0) 60.00 
(max no. = 10) (1.33) (1.08) (4) (2.41) (1.27) (6) 
Imitated 25.69 12.57 8.00 56.00 41.21 13.10 16.00 76.00 
sentences (max (6.42) (3.14) (2) (14) (10.30) (3.27) (4) (19) 
no. = 25) 
Conversational 45.30 13.52 10.00 73.33 46.14 12.62 20.00 82.86 
speech (max = 
100%) 

Results indicated that recognition of Hamish's single words at T2 (see table 7.15) had 

improved significantly (Z=-5.821, p=<.OOOl). Results for the imitated sentences also 

showed significant improvement (see table 7.16) (Z=-6.352, p=<.OOOl). By contrast, 

conversational speech showed no significant change (see table 7.17), (Z=-.345, p<.730). 

There remained significant differences between the different types of stimuli as found at 

Tl; words in imitated sentences were better recognised than SW (Z=-6.263, p<.OOOl); 

words in conversational speech were better recognised than in imitated sentences (Z=-

2.716, p<.007); conversational speech was better recognised than SW (Z=-6.821, p<.OOOl). 

These results Indicated that Hamish's multi-word utterances continued to be more 

intelligible than SW and although conversational speech was better recognised than 

imitated sentences the difference between the two types of MWU was smaller than at Tl 

(T2: Z=-2.71, p<.007; Tl: Z=-6.354, p<.OOOl). 

Table 7.15 Hamish: Analysis of Individual slnlle words from Intelllllbillty task T1 and T2 

Word 

feather 

fishing 
pig 

snake 

spider 

UNIVERSITY 
OF SHt:FFIELD 

LIBRARY 

Adult target 

/'fe()a/ 
/'fIJI-o/ 
/pIg/ 
/snelk/ 
/'spalda/ 

Hamish's 
realisation 
11 

[' bre-?a -..J 
[' be?1 -nJ 
[bl ?J 
[nel?!t'J 
[ 'baldaJ 

Number of Hamish's Number of 
listeners realisation 12 listeners 
identifying identifying 
wordTl wordT2 
0/66 [' p'bre-?a-n?J 0/66 
0/66 [' fl?1 -nJ 9/66 
2/66 [ph I?J 14/66 
26/66 [nel ?J 56/66 
40/66 ['!sa .. IdaJ 47/66 
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square /skwEa/ [fre-J 1/66 [p~fre-J 0/66 
strawberry / I stnbri/ [I f;:,biJ 17/66 [I f;:,biJ 7/66 
swing /SWI-O/ [fI-OJ 0/66 [f'mJ. 2/66 

teeth /ti (J / [di?] 2/66 [th i?] 12/66 
toothbrush / I tu (J brAS / [ldu?fVA?] 0/66 [I t,~u .. ?fA -?] 14/66 

The most intelligible single word was SNAKE, 56/66 listeners understood this; the least 

intelligible were SQUARE and, as at Tl, FEATHER (0/66) (see table 7.15). Closer examination of 

individual stimuli showed some observable effects of segmental change on listeners' 

identification of items. For example, PIG, TOOTHBRUSH and TEETH were all realised at T2 with 

voiceless plosive onsets in comparison compared to voiced plosive onsets at Tl. As can be 

seen this resulted in an increase in the number of words recognised. The word FISHING 

showed a similar change with the onset syllable realised accurately. However, beyond 

those obvious examples of positive change it is difficult to identify any other patterns. 

SNAKE, with a minimal difference (a barely perceptible ejective /t!) and STRAWBERRY, 

transcribed identically at Tl and T2 showed very different listener responses, with SNAKE 

having an positive change from 26 to 56/66 tokens identified and STRAWBERRY decreasing 

from 17 to 7/66. 

With the imitated sentences the best and least well recognised were the same as at Tl with 

HE GAVE ME A BANANA at 85.45% (60.91% Tl); YOU MUST CLEAN YOUR TEETH 6.06% (0.30% Tl) 

(see table 7.16). The best interpreted conversational utterance was WE WENT TO NEW YORK 

FIRST (89.39%) and the least was AND THAT'S WHY THEY DO IT WITH MARSHMALLOWS (13.94%); (see 

table 7.17). To measure how well MWU were recognised the total number of words in 

each utterance was multiplied by the number of listeners and the percentage of correctly 

identified words was calculated (see table 7.16 and 7.17). 

Table 7.16 Hamish: Analysis of Individual Imitated sentences from Intelligibility task T1 and T2 

Target sentence Hamish's Percentage Hamish's Percentage of 
realisation T1 of words realisation T2 words 

recognised recognised by 
by Individual 
Individual listeners T2 
listeners T1 

He gave me a [i I del ~I1IPa 60.81% [i I de I I I mi a 85.45% 
banana I na-na..J Ina-na..J 

She wrapped the [i 'ulIl-?a 9.09% [i 'UIIlI ba .. 23.11% 
parcel Iba-/au] Iph a?au] 
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They argued all [5a-m I ?aduuI 42.42% [5el I lath UWI 62.42% 

day I?::> de I] I::>u ded 

We saw an [wi Id::>w a 14.65% [wi (.) 28.03% 

elephant at the I ?rela?l-n? Ire? a Ith ::>w a 

zoo Idu] I ?rela?l-n? Ire? 
n, I th u] 

You must clean [5 Imre? 11In~ n::> 0.30% [5 ImA-? 11I? 6.06% 
your teeth I di] I::> I th iJ 

The range of listener responses remained very wide for all types of stimuli, for example, 

four listeners recognised none of the single words but one listener (L46) recognised 6 of 

them. Overall, conversational speech was still the most intelligible type of utterance but 

although one listener (L23) interpreted 82.86% of the sample, 6/66 listeners interpreted 

less than 30%. 

Table 7.17 Hamish: Analysis of conversational speech samples from Intelligibility task T1 and T2 

Target sentence T1 Hamish's realisation Percentage of words 
or Identified by 
T2 Individual listeners 

AT (THE) BEGINNING OF (THE) T1 [I?re? a IdI-nI-noo? a 19.70% 
SUMMER HOLIDAY Id~A-ma 1?::>wa-deI] 
I WENT ON HOLIDAY T1 [A IwE - n? o-n lowadeI] 71.21% 
IN THE MORNING WE WENT T1 [I I-n a Im::>-nI-m: (.) 59.09% 
ON (A) AEROPLANE i IwE - n? o-n a 

I?E~walleI-nJ 
ONE OF MY FRIENDS LIVES IN T1 [l wA- n a? maI-n 50.84% 
LONDON IVre-n:I? Ill? I-n 

IlA-nda-n] 
TWO TIMES TO FRANCE T1 [Idu IthaI-mI?du 8.33% 

I f~ a-n?fi]] 

AND I WAS AT (THE) FRONT SO T2 [n, I?a I wa Ire? a IfA-n 23.94% 
(THE) WATER (WENT) AT ME tau 'wau?au IWE~-n~ 
FIRST 

Ire? I mi fa?] 
AND THAT'S WHY THEY DO IT T2 [a-Ire Iwre li Iduw I? 13.94% 
WITH MARSHMALLOWS WI I ma?mre IlauwI ] 
IT WENT ON (THE) BOAT T2 [1?I?wE~-n? lo-n da 53.64% 

I b.au?n,?] 
QUITE (A) LOT WE FED ON T2 [l waI ? a flo? wi Ifre? o-n 61.69% 
(THE) BOAT a I bau?fiJJ 
WE WENT TO NEW YORK FIRST T2 [wi IWE~-n? th u InO 89.39% 

I j::>? Ifa-_:?J 
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Following the detailed study of Hamish's speech output and intelligibility, the research 

questions were considered in relationship to the findings. The discussion is focused mainly 

on findings from T1 unless otherwise indicated, apart from section 7.26.6. 

7.26 Discussion 

The aim of this chapter has been to give a detailed description and analysis of Hamish's 

speech in single words and multi-word utterances, and to consider the impact of his speech 

production difficulties on his intelligibility as judged by a group of adult listeners. At T1 at 

the age of 6;7 years Hamish's PCC was 32.00% and on the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse 

et aI., 2007) he produced only 1/60 whole words (1.66%) that matched the adult form. On 

both of these quantitative measures the accuracy of his speech production was well below 

the level expected of a typical six-year-old, and suggested that his speech was severely 

impaired. He could therefore be confidently included in that group of children described as 

having "persisting speech difficulties" (Pascoe et aI., 2006). 

7.26.1 What does a traditional phonological process analysis based on detailed 

perceptual phonetic Investigation reveal about Hamish's speech output? What features 

revealed by perceptual investigation are not captured by a traditional phonological 

process analysis? 

7.26.1.1 Phonological process analysis 

The examination of Hamish's speech first focused on a phonological process analysis, 

described by Dodd (2005) as "surface speech error patterns" (p. 35). Dodd writes that 

these output patterns may be at the level of the syllable (i.e. structural) or be 

"substitution" (i.e. systemic) errors. Further, building on the work of Ingram (1976) and 

Grunwell (1987) she describes how non-adult realisations may be categorised as being 

developmentally appropriate to the child's age and stage (seen in at least 10% of children), 

show a delayed pattern (used by at least 10% of younger children but not age-matched 

peers) or be unusual (used by fewer than 10% of children at any age). Hamish's speech 

showed both delayed and unusual patterns. 

1.26.1..1..1. Structural processes 

The analysis of Hamish's speech showed pervasive structural simplification in all types of 

utterance. For example, there were only 2 occurrences of SIWI consonant clusters in the 

whole data set, both in single words. Reduction of clusters to a single element is an 

atypical pattern for a child of Hamish's age (McLeod & Arciuli, 2009) as is his use of the 
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labiodental fricative for /r / clusters and also / s/ clusters where the target included bilabial 

segments. This frequent use of [f] resulted in the collapse of possible contrasts across a 

set of consonant clusters compounding the impact of structural changes. As an example, if 

Hamish was to produce the adult targets BREAD, SPREAD, FRED, THREAD, SHRED, TREAD and DREAD, 

they would all be realised as [fre?]. One possible explanation for the use of [f] is that the 

labial features of the adult target, for example, lip rounding in the /r/ element of /r/ 

clusters or bilabial placement for the voiceless plosive in / sp/ were combined with the 

continuant features of the targets to produce a segment both labial and continuant. These 

realisations bear similarity to those of a child reported by Howard and Heselwood (2002) 

where "Alison", aged 4;4 produced plosive plus /r/ clusters with harmonisation of the 

plosive with the labiality of the approximant resulting in tokens such as [pf'w : as] for 

CRASH (p. 234). Given Hamish's reduced phonetic inventory, [f] approximates to these 

feature criteria so may represent a solution within a highly constrained system. What is 

not clear is whether there was any covert tongue movement accompanying the auditory 

and visual perception of labial harmony. Howard and Heselwood (2011), in a paper 

exploring the complementary use of perceptual and instrumental analysis report one such 

example in an adult who had severe apraxia, who realised the onset target in the word 

'jaw' with a SIWI bilabial plosive which was accompanied by a silent lingual gesture. They 

argue that it is important for the clinician to know if this is happening and clearly this would 

be relevant for a child like Hamish. If clusters were realised with covert elements of more 

typical articulatory gestures, planning for effective intervention could involve shaping and 

supporting these patterns. As it was, this information was not available for Hamish. 

McLeod, Van Doorn and Reed (1997) purport that realisation of clusters with coalescence 

indicates that "children have an underlying representation of the consonant cluster but fail 

to produce th~ elements separately" (p. 103). Rees (2001) suggests using relatively 

stronger skills to support the development of weaker areas. For Hamish, drawing his 

attention to already established phonological representations In input might be a way to 

establish more accurate motor programmes for output. 

The structural simplification patterns seen in Hamish's speech, and exemplified by his 

limited phonotactlc range, may reflect over-dependence on particular word shapes or 

templates. Vihman and colleagues (Velleman & Vihman, 2003; Vlhman & Croft, 2007) 

argue that templates emerge early in speech development and reflect the individual child's 

lexical and phonetic preferences. Initially these may match the adult model quite closely 
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(being selected on that basis) but as vocabulary develops, constrained by the child's still 

limited output skills, intelligibility may decrease due to homophony (Stoel-Gammon, 2011). 

In typically developing children this phase must be transitory since children are generally 

intelligible by the age of four (Coplan & Gleason, 1988). For children like Hamish the 

persistence of simplified templates, reflecting highly constrained speech production skills, 

continues to impact on intelligibility far beyond the stage where it has resolved in typical 

children. 

7.26.1.1.2 Systemic processes 

Systemic processes are considered in terms of consonants and then vowels. 

7.26.1.1.2.1 Consonants 

Hamish's consonant system was characterised by the pervasive use of glottal stops 

particularly within words and in word-final position. Although he also showed a range of 

other common processes, for example, fronting and stopping, glottal stop realisations 

arguably had the greatest impact on intelligibility because the frequency of their 

occurrence which affected so many segments considerably reduced the number of 

phonological contrasts available in his word production. 

Ball (2003) in a case discussion based on combining Bybee's cognitive approach to 

phonology (Bybee, 2001) with gestural phonology (Browman & Goldstein, 1992) describes 

a child "Susan" who used glottal stops extensively. Ball sets out the view that glottal stops 

are "the most simple of gestures, as all other gestures (velum, tongue tip, tongue body, and 

lips) can be ignored" (p. 28). This notion of extreme articulatory simplification is appealing 

in the explanation of Hamish's speech difficulties. His motor planning deficits reduced his 

ability to produce velar plosives and apical fricatives and affricates, suggesting the 

possibility of difficulties in planning and coordination of movements of the tongue body 

and tip. His inaccurate realisation of vowels may also be explained by difficulties in 

managing to shape his vocal tract in the precise way needed for the consistent production 

of the full range of vowel segments. Of course this does not imply that perceptual 

difficulties in input processing are not important, but there was some evidence to suggest 

that in spite of having demonstrable difficulties with some input processing tasks (as 

described in section 7.4), Hamish had good awareness of aspects of segmental and 

morphological features which he attempted to realise, even though his production was not 

typical. However, it appeared that there was a complex interaction between articulatory 

constraints and the establishment of well-defined, accurate motor programmes. It was 
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significant that there were no differences in the production of words in the word naming, 

word repetition and non-word repetition tasks. The same performance across all three 

types of stimuli suggested that there were limitations in output processing and that these 

were articulatory in nature. The rationale for this view is that since non-words do not have 

an already stored motor programme, the imitation of novel material might allow for the 

production of more mature speech patterns if the child's articulatory skills are in the 

process of developing. This is the argument made by Bryan and Howard (1992) in a case 

study of a five-year old child whose non-word repetition was much better than his real 

word naming. Intervention was targeted towards updating stored phonological 

representations, matching the capacity shown in output patterns for non-words with 

production of real words. For Hamish there was no such mismatch. There is, however, a 

note of caution because Stackhouse and Wells, 1997 and Stackhouse et aI., 2007, suggest 

that children may use analogy to deal with novel material thus accessing established 

representations or they may lexica lise non-words and repeat the matched real word target. 

There were no obvious examples of lexicalisation in Hamish's responses to non-word 

repetition and it did appear that his speech output was subject to significant articulatory 

constraints and that extensive glottal replacement might be symptomatic of these. 

The impact of the frequent use of glottal replacement was a reduction in contrast with the 

consequent risk to intelligibility. An additional loss of contrast resulted from Hamish's 

atypical realisation of the post-alveolar fricative [n and affricate targets [If] and [It] as 

the labiodental fricative [f]. Because [f] was being used for some consonant clusters 

(as described in the previous section 7.26.1.1.1) production of fricatives and affricates in 

this labiodental manner compounded the effects of homonymity. As with the clusters, the 

labial and continuant features of [n, [If] and [It] appear combined in Hamish's output 

patterns for these segments. 

Although Hamish frequently used [f] for so many adult targets, there were occasions 

when words with a SIWI target of [f] were instead realised with a stop. One such 

example was FISHING realised as [I be? I -n] in contrast to FISH realised as [f I?fr) ]. This 

may be symptomatic of the motor planning difficulties shown for instance in the DDK task, 

where the intended articulatory gesture was achieved broadly in terms of labial placement 

but lacked precision. This argument is strengthened through the variability noted in 

output, for example, FEATHER realised both as [I fle-?a -..J and [I ble?: a-n?] and also 

examples where the target bilabial plosive and the labiodental fricative were both 
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articulated, for example, PARACHUTE realised as [I p~frewafau?J. From a listener 

perspective both variability in production and atypical phonetic realisations potentially 

increase the likelihood of the intended targets not being recognised. 

7.26.1.1.2.2 Vowels 

Hamish's vowel production could be described at least partially in terms of commonly 

occurring vowel processes such as lowering and diphthong reduction, although Reynolds 

(2013) cautions that in spite of lowering being frequently mentioned in the literature the 

evidence that it is common is not unequivocal. Reynolds does, however, suggest that there 

may be a stronger case for describing diphthong reduction as commonly occurring. He also 

expresses the view that both lowering and diphthong reduction represent different aspects 

of simplification processes. Lowering by perceptually maximising acoustic contrast, which 

might be assistive in a system operating within the constraints of phonological or 

articulatory difficulties and diphthong reduction by reducing the complexity of target 

realisation. Reynolds expresses the view that: 

liThe overall result is to maximise the use of the simplest canonical form consonant-vowel
consonant-vowel (CVCV), with simple open syllables" (Reynolds, 2013, p. 238) 

The explanatory appeal of Reynolds' description links to the previous discussion about 

structural simplification being a major factor in Hamish's speech output. Reynolds is 

arguing the case prinCipally from a phonological perspective but it could equally be applied 

in articulatory terms. Hamish had been diagnosed with childhood apraxia of speech (CAS) 

before the study began; vowel lowering and diphthong reduction have been described in 

children who have CAS (Grigos & Kolenda, 2010). Irrespective of any diagnostic 

categorisation, Hamish showed difficulties in motor planning and motor programming and 

it may be that application of an articulatory/phonetic framework was most appropriate in 

conceptualising his vowel difficulties. However, Hamish's significant difficulties with input 

processing could not be discounted in influencing the realisation of vowels; examination of 

the existing data did not provide evidence that could be unequivocally applied to explain all 

instances of vowel production that were different to the adult target. Additional data 

collection designed to address the specific roles of input and output processing in vowel 

segments would have provided further insights. This could then have enabled the 

refinement of Hamish's intervention targets. 
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Considerations about the roles of input and output processing skills in Hamish's vowel 

production can be considered in the broader context of the relationships between 

phonetics and phonology. Donegan (2013) states that: 

"Phonological features can be viewed, not as abstract categories, but as the links of motor 
and proprioceptive aspects of production, on one hand, to perceptual properties (auditory, 
acoustic, or sometimes visual) on the other." (p. 34) 

For children like Hamish it is possible to speculate that difficulties in developing typical 

articulatory gestures may impact on the development of both the phonological and 

perceptual systems. Children are unable to shape their output to match the patterns they 

hear so their processing systems adapt (or "mis-adapt") to operate within a highly 

constrained system. It could be predicted that some adaptations would be phonological, 

for example, Hamish's nasalisation of vowels in CV syllables to signal the presence of a 

fricative or affricate in the adult target. However, some would be phonetically based, for 

example, perhaps the realisation of lui as a long central vowel [3] before a nasal segment, 

as in MOON [rn3 -n] . It would also be possible to view phonetic differences in the context 

of gestural phonology and motor planning deficits. The moment-to-moment processing 

demands of a particular utterance might influence the realisation of the vowel depending 

on the consonantal environment. Motor planning difficulties may result in relatively small 

differences in vocal tract shaping which will change the realisation of the vowel. This could 

in turn influence the categorical perception of the listener as happened with Hamish's 

production of lEI and [IB]. 

Significantly for Hamish vowel difficulties have an impact on intelligibility (Fletcher, 

Dagenais, & Critz-Crosby, 1991; Pollock & Hall, 1991; Speake et aL, 2012) and in the context 

of his highly constrained consonantal system the impact would be predicted to be 

considerable. Although Hamish's intelligibility was significantly impaired at both points In 

time, there were Improvements at T2 and the percentage increase in segmental accuracy 

was more evident with vowels than with consonants. Item-by-item analysis of listener 

responses might have allowed for closer examination of evidence to support that improved 

intelligibility was linked with vowel realisation. 

7.26.1.2 Features not captured through phonological process analysis 

Aspects of Hamish's speech production not captured through phonological process analysis 

relate principally to nasalisation patterns and his morphology in the realisation of plurals 

and past tenses. 
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7.26.1.2.1 Nasal/sat/on patterns 

Nasalisation patterns are described in section 7.11.1; they include production of a 

nasopharyngeal segment in SFWF position in a word such as WITCH realised as [WI?fr] ] and 

SOCK as [do?fr]] and nasalisation of a vowel in an open syllable word where the adult 

target contained a fricative or affricate such as CHAIR realised as [dre-..J. These patterns 

were used just over 20% of the time in single words which had a fricative or affricate target, 

rather less in multi-word utterances where they were usually produced in utterance final 

position. As described in the section 7.26.1.1.2.1, Hamish's early speech output apparently 

favoured a pattern of nasal replacement for both plosive and fricative segments. One 

possible explanation of his use of either a velopharyngeal fricative or vowel nasalisation is 

that at the point in his development where fricatives emerged, he was not able to 

articulate adult target fricative segments. However, he may have found a creative solution 

to this by using airflow through the nasal cavity. In the context of a CVC word the presence 

of friction in the adult target could be signalled by the production of a syllable with the 

form "consonant plus vowel plus glottal stop plus velopharyngeal fricative": [CV?fr]]. In 

an open syllable word the vowel was nasallsed. This echoed in Hamish's production of 

words where the SFWF nasal was deleted but the vowel was nasalised as in CARAVAN 

realised as [I threwaVA - -]. It also suggests that Hamish perceived sound patterns that he 

was unable to produce and that he actively (although not consciously) used the resources 

that were available to him to solve this problem (see similar patterns in Chapter Five). This 

is reminiscent of the strategies reported in the speech of children who have velopharyngeal 

dysfunction or cleft palate (Grunwell & Harding, 1996; Hutters & Bronsted, 1987). 

7.26.1.2.2 Morphology 

Hamish's realisation of plural and past tense morphological markers was distinctive. As 

described in settion 7.11.2, he marked their presence by the addition of an extra word-final 

syllable as in CHIPS realised as [I fI ?pI?] and ARGUED in THEY ARGUED ALL DAY realised as 

caE -m (.) I ?aduu I? ~l I de I]. Hamish's segmental patterns in SFWF position were 

very limited with frequent glottal replacement. Given that he was not able to use word

final segments with ease or reliability, his response appears to have been to add an extra 

syllable to signal his intended meaning, typically [I?]. From a listener perspective this 

addition of a syllable, especially in plurals was enormously disruptive. One example of this 

was in an early conversation the word FRIENDS in the utterance ONE OF MY FRIENDS LlVE{ED) IN IT 

realised as [I WA -n a ma- I V!e-nd,I? Ill? I -m?]. This word was initially 
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orthographically transcribed as "family" (not an unreasonable guess with the combination 

of an atypical vowel and additional syllable) but in later discussion Hamish clarified the 

intended target as FRIENDS. 

Although Hamish's marking of morphemes was atypical, the absence of the complex 

segmental sequences required for tenses and plurals could be predicted from his patterns 

of reduction of consonant clusters to one element and final consonant glottal replacement 

for single consonants (Bernhardt & Sternberger, 2000). Children whose speech contains 

both final consonant deletion and cluster reduction produce fewer tense and agreement 

morphemes (Tyler & Haskill, 2010). Although there is an association between language 

delay and phonological development (Haskill & Tyler, 2007), Hamish's patterns may be 

sufficiently explained by the severe constraints on speech sound production. Indeed his 

realisation of morphological markers suggests that his approach to language production is 

compatible with the view expressed by Leonard (1985): 

''The child is viewed as an active learner who creates knowledge from the environmental 
input ... The stored information does not necessarily preserve all of the characteristics of the 
adult form ..... rules are both motivated and restricted by severe output constraints" 
(Leonard, 1985, p. 50-51) 

Hamish appeared to be attempting to express grammatical information relating to plural 

and past tense markers (his "motivation" in Leonard's words) , but this was restricted by his 

ability to realise, for example, SFWF alveolar fricatives or the SFWF segmental sequences 

necessary for past tense morphology. He was however, able to produce two and three 

syllable words so the syntactic information could be signalled with an additional syllable. 

7.26.2 What does comparison 0/ the patterns In Hamish's speech data reveal across three 

speech elicitation conditions (1: single word production; 2: connected speech In sentence 

Imitation; 3: connected speech In spontaneous conversation) 

The comparison of Hamish's speech output across the three different sampling conditions 

(with one exception discussed in the next paragraph) did not reveal any convincing 

evidence of structural or systemic segmental differences that were related to whether the 

words were, for instance, in a naming task or conversational speech. This might be 

explained by the severity of Hamish's difficulties at n. Variability in segmental accuracy 

between single words and MWU (with SW being more accurate) may be the result of the 

increased linguistic loading of multi-word utterances (Tyler, Williams, & Lewis, 2006) which 

includes phonological complexity. Variable realisation of segments can be related to the 

emergence of new sound patterns (Tyler & Lewis, 2005) and SWallow for more planning 
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time for the realisation of, what are for the child, novel phonetic combinations. However, 

if children's SW production is already highly constrained as Hamish's was, with no strong 

evidence at T1 of newly emergent patterns, any potential differences resulting from a SW

MWU competence-performance gap are likely to be reduced. 

The one exception demonstrating contextual differences was the evidence of a residual 

pattern of use of the alveolar nasal [n], principally seen where Hamish used [n] for / g/ 

and his realisation, for instance, of the word GOT varied between [do?] and [no?]. 

Notes in Hamish's case record indicated that this had been more pervasive at earlier stages 

of his speech development but at T1 it only occurred in multi-word utterances. Examples 

of this are given in section 7.10.1.4. The historical explanation can be found in examination 

of speech data recorded when Hamish was much younger where en] was used extensively 

for a variety of segments, a pattern not found in immature but typically developing speech. 

SW data recorded at 3;9 includes SUN realised as [nAn], CARS as [no], TEETH as [nil] 

and CUP as [nA?]. At T1 this pattern of [n] replacement, occurring now only in high 

frequency words in multi-word utterances, was possibly a relic of this earlier process. In 

the context of a usage-based model of speech production, it may be that longer

established forms of high frequency lexical items were more readily available to Hamish. 

The absence of the pattern in SW thus signalled the emergence of still immature but 

developmentally more typical realisation of, for example, velar plosives. 

In addition, this pattern of nasal replacement appeared to apply particularly in the artificial 

context of sentence imitation. In these repeated utterances Hamish showed occasional 

instances of long domain harmony with nasal realisation across several words as in GOOD 

GIRLS ARE NICE realised as [nu-? m: -uW :> I na I?]. Given the other unusual nasallsation 

patterns noted in his speech (and explored further in section 7.26.1.2.1), it is interesting to 

speculate that at an early stage he may have found it easier in articulatory terms to realise' 

segments with a nasal rather than oral airstream. 

Although with this one exception there was no real evidence of an effect of sampling type 

on speech output in terms of segmental content, the inclusion of multi-word speech in the 

data analysis revealed phonological and prosodic information which was not evident from 

the SW data alone. 

Hamish's word juncture was both immature and atypical. The only type of connected 

speech process used which occurred in both the sentence imitation task and conversational 
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speech was liaison, although these were two examples of elision in the CSP task. Word 

boundary transitions were affected by pervasive glottal stops in SFWF positions which 

resulted in his MWU being characterised by open juncture. This is not typical of adult 

speech (Wells, 1994) and children of Hamish's age would be expected to use more mature 

patterns closely matching the adult model (Newton & Wells, 1999). Examination of the 

phonetic detail of Hamish's word junctures provided convincing evidence that his patterns 

of open juncture were directly related to his constrained segmental capacity. Newton 

(2012) explored between-word processes in three children with PSD. She commented that 

in contexts where coda clusters contained a nasal or approximant segment, unlike with 

other consonants, glottal replacement for the whole cluster never occurred. This 

preservation of SFWF nasal segments was evident in Hamish's speech, for example, 

[I WE-n( u-n], resulting in a typical realisation of the coda cluster in WEtfI. Although this 

did not always result in close juncture, the presence of nasals and approximants at word 

boundaries was more likely to facilitate the occurrence of this. The most developed form 

of close juncture in Hamish's speech was liaison where approximants linked abutting 

vowels but there were also two examples of elision at sites where a nasal and approximant 

consonant cluster occurred. 

For children like Hamish, persisting limitations in segmental output impact on utterance 

level cohesion as well as single word accuracy and examination of speech data in different 

types of sampling conditions provides a more complete profile of speech output skills. 

Another aspect of Hamish's speech output evidenced in MWU was his frequent pauses 

both between and within words in imitation and in conversational speech. Silent pauses in 

narrative speech were explored by Guo, Tomblin and Samelson (200S) who concluded that 

these silences may be diagnostic when assessing children's language skills; their SLI group 

showed silent 'pauses that were like those of language matched rather than age matched . 

controls. These silent pauses reflect the processing time needed to retrieve and use lexical 

and syntactic representations and this explanation appeared relevant for Hamish. The 

authors also suggested that children who also have speech difficulties might show 

stammering behaviours related to difficulties in retrieving phonological forms but there 

was no evidence that this was the case for Hamish. However, in the context of a diagnosis 

of CAS, delayed retrieval of phonological forms or motor programmes, or difficulties in 

motor planning (Nijland, Maassen, van der Meulen, et al., 2003) might result in within-
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word pauses in speech output. These may be related to segmental rather than syllable or 

word level planning. 

7.26.3 Does Hamish's speech output show phonetic variability within individual speech 

elicitation conditions? 

The phonetic variability in Hamish's speech was shown sometimes when comparing 

production of the same single words on more than one occasion (see table 7.8) but not 

particularly when comparing a word in isolation and in the context of a multi-word 

utterance. Variability might be expected in typical speech when comparing the same 

words produced in different linguistic and phonetic environments (Holm et aI., 2007) but 

Miller (1992), when discussing a clinical population of adults with acquired dyspraxia, 

suggests that variability is best considered in the context of token to token comparison in 

the same context, for example, repeated productions of a single word. This type of 

repeated production was assessed using the DEAP (Dodd et aI., 2002) but Hamish did not 

meet the criterion of 40% variability in the realisation of test items for the diagnosis of 

inconsistent phonological disorder (IPD) (Dodd, 2005). This assessment was not used with 

the intention of making a diagnosis of IPD and if the diagnostic category of CAS already 

recorded in his clinical notes was correct there was no reason to assume that Hamish 

would meet this criterion. However, Crosbie, Holm and Dodd, (2005) describe another 

criterion for IPD being that a child produces three examples of a given token, all incorrect 

with at least two different realisations, which does occur in Hamish's data. In the same 

volume Broomfield and Dodd (2005) present data from a child, Ben, who has IPD (p. 224). 

The type of phonetic variations presented by Ben and those seen in Hamish's output 

appear qualitatively similar with differences, for example, in voicing or placement. The 

concept of IPD was somewhat problematic in the context of Hamish's data primarily 

because of the quantitative criterion but Marquardt, Jacks, and Davis (2004) point out that 

the nature of variability is such that children's scores may vary from day-to-day, a point 

also made by Pollock and Hall (1991). 

The study by Marquardt et al., (2004) was of three young children diagnosed with dyspraxia 

using data collected from single word naming tests, and assessment of consonant and 

vowel production in conversational speech. The authors reported that the highest level of 

variability in tokens was found in the child who had the most severe speech difficulties. 

This approach may be more conceptually useful in relation to the inconsistency of Hamish's 

speech than consideration of IPD. The authors suggest that "variability may be attributed 
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to instability of the neural processes responsible for the programming and execution of 

phonetic sequences" (p. 128). They note differences in segmental accuracy between single 

word testing and conversational speech, although comment that variability is frequent in 

the speech of typically developing young children, which suggests that it is also a product of 

an immature system. Taking a developmental perspective, children like Hamish may in 

some respects present with speech patterns seen in very young children and variability may 

be one aspect of this presentation. 

7.26.4 Does the psychollngulstlc speech processing profile provide explanations 0/ 

Hamish's speech output patterns? 

Hamish's speech processing profile showed difficulties with both input and output skills and 

the patterns shown have some explanatory power in relation to his speech output. For 

example, Hamish had particular difficulties with input in identifying segments in a coda 

position, and the phonological process analysis of his speech indicated limited use of SFWF 

consonants. However, his performance on the Bridgeman and Snowling (1988) subtest, 

also based on identifying single segments but additionally clusters in a coda position, 

suggested that discrimination between SFWF single sounds was significantly better than 

coda cluster sequences and that discrimination between cluster sequences was better in 

real words than in non-words. Examination of the different tasks which formed the basis of 

these observations shows that Hamish found it more difficult to answer questions such as 

"what is the last sound in this word?" (North & Parker, 1993) or to match two pictures with 

the same final sound than to say whether two words were the same or different 

(Bridgeman & Snowling, 1988). His performance was influenced by his speech output 

difficulties in that he found it difficult to inhibit (Impaired) repetition of stimuli. The 

identification tasks required him to segment and isolate phonemes within the word, 

tapping into phonological awareness skills as distinct from the speech perception skills 

(Rvachew, 2006) which tapped into word identification. These examples highlight the 

importance of understanding task requirements when carrying out the assessment and 

then interpreting the profile (Stackhouse, Wells, Pascoe, & Rees, 2002). Furthermore, 

because Hamish's identification of coda clusters was better in real words than non-words, 

it is likely that speech perception was supported by previously stored phonological 

representations (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997). 

The output levels of the speech processing profile indicated significant performance 

impairments; these were predicted by the initial observations of Hamish's speech and his 
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poor intelligibility. However, comparison of the different types of output (naming, real 

word repetition and non-word repetition) revealed a clinically important factor, namely 

that Hamish's performance was similar across all three types of stimuli (in this respect he is 

like Lily, as indicated in Chapter Six, section 6.26.4). In explanatory terms this suggested 

that the same articulatory constraints were operating across all tasks, reflecting 

"generalized articulatory difficulties" (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997). However, again, this 

cannot be viewed in isolation and it might be the case, also suggested by Stackhouse and 

Wells (1997), that the similarities in output performance reflected multi-level "pervasive 

phonological processing difficulties" (p. 47). This would mean that Hamish's speech 

patterns were reflective of his significant input processing deficits. A counter-argument is 

found in Hamish's impairments in DDK rates and accuracy which were indicative of motor 

level difficulties. Indeed there is circularity in these reflections because it appeared that 

Hamish's ability to successfully complete input processing tasks was affected by his 

difficulty in inhibiting rehearsal out loud, and he was not able to reliably reflect on words or 

segment them without an adult model. The pervasive nature and the complexities of 

interactions between different levels of speech processing were illustrated through the use 

of the psycholinguistic profile. Its explanatory role was in demonstrating both the nature 

and severity of Hamish's difficulties. This particularly applied to the underpinning role of 

problems in input processing in conceptualising the severe limitations of his intelligibility. 

7.26.5 Does the Intelligibility of Hamlsh1s speech vary across different speech elicitation 

conditions? 

The results of the intelligibility task at T1 indicated that the listeners found Hamish's speech 

significantly more intelligible in MWU than in SW, with conversational speech being the 

most intelligible type of utterance. In this respect his intelligibility outcomes are like those 

of Lily and the discussion in section 6.26.5 is relevant to Hamish. Even given the selection 

bias for conversational speech (described in Chapter Three, Methods), the difference 

between SW and imitated sentences still favoured MWU. It may be that his combination of 

typical Intonation patterns possibly together with atypical open juncture to signal word 

boundaries allowed for recognition of at least some words in context, although the mean 

for imitated sentences was only 25.69% so the effect was small. 

One further observation of Hamish's intelligibility was that all types of utterance showed a 

wide range of listener responses. For example, the responses to Hamish's conversational 
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speech ranged from 10.00% to 56.00% of words recognised. As previously stated, the wide 

range of responses is discussed in section 6.26.5. 

7.26.6 Are any changes in Hamish's speech output evident between two points In time 

and do any changes Impact on the Intelligibility 0/ his speech? 

There were some changes in Hamish's speech between Tl and T2 with quantitative 

measures of PCC (T2, 37.71%; Tl, 31.07%) and PVC (T2, 83.33%; Tl, 73.57%) showing 

improvements. These were judged to be quite small in clinical terms and progress in 

achieving the intervention targets was slow and showing minimal impact on speech output 

in therapy sessions. However, the reassessment at T2 showed positive changes in the 

realisation of voiceless plosives in SIWI positions and in vowel production, particularly in 

SW, although neither had been directly targeted in intervention. However, observation of 

variable realisations at Tl showed voiCing was one of the elements that showed variability 

in output; this was perhaps a predictor of change. Improvements in vowel realisation 

would be predicted to improve intelligibility (Fletcher et aI., 1991; Higgins & Hodge, 2002; 

Reese & O'Hanlon, 2004; Speake et aI., 2012). 

The results of the intelligibility task at T2 indeed showed that listeners' recognition of SW 

had improved significantly, as had imitated sentences; in comparison the outcome for 

conversational speech was similar to Tl. Overall MWU were still much better identified 

than SW but understanding Hamish's speech in all types of utterance continued to present 

listeners with considerable challenges and the range of outcomes remained very wide. 

There was an observable positive impact on word recognition resulting from changes to the 

production of SIWI voiceless plosives but otherwise any direct relationship between 

segmental change and intelligibility was not apparent. 

In a study by Speake et aI., (2012) on the effects of vowel difficulties on the intelligibility of 

two 10-year-olds who had PSD the authors report that even when the children's PVC 

improved after intervention, this was not always sufficient to improve intelligibility even 

when the adult target vowel was appropriately used. Although for Hamish, with the 

exception of the word FISHING, vowels were not at issue in the single words sampled 

through the intelligibility task, it may be the case more generally that when children's 

speech is so impaired there are subtle phonetic differences which impact on listener 

perception. However, where impressionistic transcription does not highlight any obvious 

changes, it is not possible to explain these results. Further acoustic or instrumental 
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measures such as EPG might support more informative assessment of changes to phonetic 

or gestural patterns, especially but not only in MWU. 

7.27 Summary and conclusions 

A comprehensive phonological process analysis (PPA) of Hamish's speech identified a range 

of processes with pervasive effects of structural and systemic simplification and glottal 

replacement in all types of context. However, as with the other three children, analysis of 

MWU revealed segmental and prosodic features which were not evident from a traditional 

single word naming test. These observations collected from each of the four case studies 

evidenced that investigation of the speech output of children with PSD should include 

MWU as well as SW and that the scope of this assessment should encompass details of 

phonetic, phonological and prosodic features. Hamish's MWU showed frequent open 

juncture with glottal stops and pauses being characteristic of his output. like lily there 

were instances of open juncture within words at syllable boundaries as well as between 

words although this was more frequent in Hamish's speech than lily's. In the Connected 

Speech Processes task Hamish was the child who showed most frequent use of liaison 

across word boundaries. Like the other children Hamish also showed considerable 

variability in speech output but unlike the others there were fewer instances of this being 

progressive i.e. being closer to the adult target. However, this may be because Hamish 

showed the most severe level of impairment with the lowest PCC of the four cases 

presented. There were examples of variability between extremely immature and less 

immature forms, as with his long domain nasal harmony, so in this sense he was 

demonstrating progression. 

Psycholinguistic assessment indicted that Hamish's speech processing skills showed 

significant impairment in input tasks, and, like Harry and Lily he had more difficulty in 

activities involving non-words than real words. His difficulties in output tasks were severe, . 

with comparison with normative data suggesting a level similar to that of Lily, but PCC 

analysis and observations by the author indicating that his speech was the most profoundly 

impaired. Hamish's output patterns were similar in non-word repetition and picture 

naming, to those of Harry and Lily. Tallulah was the child whose processing skills were the 

least impaired and the only one who showed a positive difference between real word 

naming and non-word repetition; this might suggest that better non-word repetition might 

be an indicator of maturing motor planning and execution skills. Hamish's performance on 

a DDK task indicated that he had difficulties in motor planning, as did all the children, but 
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his oro-motor skills were not observed to be impaired. The findings of this study, even 

given the limitations of the assessment carried out on DDK and oro-motor abilities, 

suggests that children with poor DDK skills might be at risk of PSD but there is no such 

association with oro-motor skills. 

Hamish presented with severe and persisting speech difficulties at n which affected the 

intelligibility of his speech in all types of utterance although listeners were better able to 

recognise words in MWU than as single items. This suggested that the listener experience 

of Hamish, Tallulah and Lily's speech where MWU were more easily identified than SW 

might be more typical than the patterns shown in response to Harry's speech. 

By T2, Hamish's speech output and his intelligibility showed slight improvement but he 

continued to have severe and pervasive difficulties reflecting those identified at n. 
Observations of the changes in Hamish's speech suggested that as the differences were in 

vowel realisation and the more mature production of devoiced segments these aspects of 

speech output may be important in intelligibility. 

The case studies have presented the investigation and findings of the study In relationship 

to the four individual children. The final chapter is Chapter Eight; the purpose of this is to 

discuss the broader themes that emerged which might apply to all the children, and which 

might have implications more widely applicable to PSD and for intelligibility. 
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Chapter Eight 

Discussion 

8.1 Introduction 

This study was designed to examine the speech of four children who had severe and 

persisting difficulties, and to explore the impact of their persisting speech difficulties (PSD) 

on the intelligibility of their speech as judged by unfamiliar adult listeners. In the case 

study chapters the research questions have been explored in relation to the data of each 

individual child. The detailed perceptual phonetic investigation of the each child's speech 

revealed that although many of the presenting patterns could be captured and described in 

terms of a traditional phonological process analysis, there were many features which were 

essential in understanding and describing their speech output which PPA did not 

encompass. These included speech patterns seen in multiword utterances. Exploration of 

speech patterns in the three types of data sampling showed both quantitative and 

qualitative differences between speech production in single words, imitated sentences and 

conversational speech. The psycholinguistic speech processing profiles provided possible 

explanations of the children's speech output patterns and a way of describing the complex 

nature of these processing difficulties. The measure of intelligibility showed that the 

children's intelligibility varied across the three types of data samples and also that the 

listeners showed variability in their responses both within and between each child's data. 

Between T1 and T2, all four children showed progress in speech production as measured 

by, for example, PCC and there were positive changes in their intelligibility. However, their 

speech output showed persisting difficulties and these continued to influence how much of 

their speech the listeners recognised. 

In the course of this exploration, several key themes have emerged. The purpose of this 

chapter is to discuss these themes. The discussion is centred on the nature and complexity 

of the speech processing difficulties of children with PSD, and the application and 

limitations of phonological process analysis in relation to capturing the entirety of the 

presenting data. Consideration is given to the issues that were identified in relation to the 

children's production of multi-word speech, and to variability in speech output. Themes 

related to intelligibility are also discussed. Finally, some of the limitations and then the 

overarching theoretical and clinical implications ofthe study are described. 
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8.2 The nature and complexity of speech processing difficulties in children with PSD 

The children in this study, identified as having PSD, all showed evidence of extensive 

speech processing difficulties affecting input, representational and output levels (Pascoe, 

Stackhouse, & Wells, 2006). Their individual psycholinguistic profiles, and the mapping of 

these to the speech profiling model at T1 (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997, see appendices 4.2, 

4.3,5.2,5.3,6.2,6.3, 7.2 and 7.3), showed different combinations of difficulties in terms of 

task performance but their shared presentation was that of complex and multi-level 

processing impairments. In addition, the children all presented difficulties at times which 

appeared to reflect difficulties in speech processing capacity (Crystal, 1987). This resulted 

in complex data, not easily forced into neat categories for interpretation but proving to be 

an essential element in conceptualising PSD. 

The multi-level impairments shown in this study are commensurate with the findings of 

other studies. Conclusions from the ALSPAC study (Wren et aI., 2012), which was based on 

the assessment results of children with PSD, led to the hypothesis that children with PSD 

show pervasive speech processing problems. They have both cognitive-linguistic and oro

motor difficulties, as measured through performance on non-word repetition and DDK 

tasks. It has also been suggested that children who present with "problems with words" 

have impaired interactions between levels of processing (Chiat & Hunt, 1993, p. 2oo) 

evidenced by variability in the realisation of phonological and lexical targets. During this 

current study, it was observed that all the children at times showed slow word retrieval and 

occasional semantic naming errors, which Chiat and Hunt (1993) highlighted as 

symptomatic of impairments at multiple levels of processing. Preston and Edwards (2009) 

found that children with PSD were less accurate and slower than age-matched controls in a 

rapid naming task. They were also more impaired in phonological awareness activities 

(Preston & Edwards, 2007) and DDK tasks; the difficulties evidenced again suggested 

pervasive and multi-level processing problems. The children in this current study all 

showed some difficulty with both phonological awareness and DDK tasks. In addition, 

three of the children (all except Tallulah) presented with significant impairments in input 

processing skills. 

The profiles of Harry, Lily and Hamish showed some similarities in performance on input 

tasks; in particular they all had more difficulties with discrimination of speech sounds in 

non-words than real words. They were more successful in demonstrating competencies In 

tasks which tapped the accuracy of their phonological representations. This finding in 
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regard to phonological representations was not unexpected since they all had receptive 

language and vocabulary skills that were in the typical range. This must mean that they 

had stored lexical representations that were sufficiently specified for the purposes of 

recognition (Hewlett, 1990; Stackhouse & Wells, 1997). However, other studies have found 

that children who have speech difficulties perform less well than typical peers on real word 

tasks requiring detection of mispronunciations, thus indirectly suggesting that the quality of 

stored phonological representations is compromised (Rvachew & Grawburg, 2006; 

Sutherland & Gillon, 2005, 2007). The discrepancy between the findings of these reported 

studies and this current study might be explained by the ages of the children. Rvachewand 

Grawberg (2006), and Sutherland and Gillon (2005; 2007) assessed children aged 3 to 5 

years in comparison to the 6 and 7-year-olds in the current study. Findings from another 6-

year-old who had PSD, "Katy", were reported by Pascoe et al., (2005); the authors 

concluded for Katy that "phonological representations are a relative strength" (p. 198). 

Katy's speech processing profile in input was similar to that of Harry, Lily and Hamish. 

Vance (1995) reported normative data from a mispronunciation detection task for the five 

age bands of typical children aged 3 to 7 years, with between 17 and 20 participants in each 

group. She describes significant improvements in performance relative to age, and in a 

short form of the task children reached ceiling by the age of six. Harry, Lily and Hamish did 

not generally perform at ceiling level but their relative strength with real words appeared 

to reflect the developmental progression seen in typical peers. 

It was hypothesised that Harry, Lily and Hamish used already established phonological 

representations and top-down semantic knowledge to support their speech perception 

skills (Rvachew & Brosseau-Lapre, 2012) in real word discrimination tasks. However, in 

non-word activities the absence of this top-down support revealed their poor perception, 

particularly in making judgements about finely graded phonetic differences and sound 

sequences. Task performance might also be influenced by other factors such as limitations 

in verbal short-term memory (Alloway, Gathercole, Willis, & Adams, 2004). The 

presentation of activities such as auditory lexical decision or mispronunciation detection 

requires children to make a judgement on a single word, but the discrimination tasks 

require listening to two real or non-words and then making a comparison between one or 

two segments of those words. Harry, Lily and Hamish performed poorly in comparison to a 

typical peer group (evident from norms given with the published tasks) and difficulties with 

speech perception are well documented in children who have speech difficulties (Lof, 1996; 

Rvachew, Ohberg, Grawburg, & Heyding, 2003; Shiller, Rvachew, & Brosseau-Lapre, 2010). 
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However, although poor performance on auditory input tasks may be of indicative of 

difficulties in speech perception, it may also be symptomatic of a processing system that is 

generally inefficient or impaired. 

The only child who did not have input difficulties was Tallulah who also presented with 

other differences which demonstrated that her processing skills overall were stronger. 

Tallulah was the only child whose outcomes on the non-word repetition task were in the 

typical range and she had the highest PCC, both of which suggested greater overall 

proficiency. 

The most obvious areas of similarity in the speech profiles of the children were in speech 

output, with difficulties in accessing (and by implication, establishing) accurate motor 

programmes, and articulating real words accurately. The children also had poor skills in the 

DDK task demonstrating poor motor planning and/or motor execution for speech 

production. Although DDK was assessed in a limited way, and so must be interpreted with 

caution, it was evident that none of the children could produce repeated sound sequences 

accurately or consistently. It has been found that typical children are able to repeat 

sequences of syllables with accuracy and consistency from the age of 5 years (Williams & 

Stackhouse, 2000); the children in this study were aged 6 and 7 years. Furthermore, at T2, 

their performance on these DDK tasks was essentially unchanged. 

Two of the children (Lily and Harry) had difficulties with non-speech oro-motor movements 

in that they were unable to elevate their tongue tip; this may have no direct significance in 

relation to their speech output since among typical 3 to 5-year-olds there are many 

children who are unable to perform this task (Williams & Stackhouse, 2000). This finding 

about children who have typical speech suggests, therefore, that it is unclear how tasks 

involving tongue tip elevation relate to speech production. The inability to carry out this 

action may be the output of an immature motor system or reflective of a difference that 

occurs in the general population. 

The processing profiles provided a snapshot of the children's skills at the time of the 

assessment but did not give a developmental perspective on their abilities at a younger 

age, or predict future development. For example, at T1 Tallulah did not present with input 

processing difficulties as measured through tasks done at that time, and her ability to carry 

out tasks requiring the manipulation of speech sounds, such as phoneme deletion, were 

judged appropriate for her age. However, at T2 her performance on segmentation and 
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deletion tasks was unchanged and her phonological awareness skills appeared to be 

arrested at that stage of development (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997). The ongoing presence 

of input difficulties was evident for Harry, Lily and Hamish; although they all showed some 

progress, their performance on tasks continued to be impaired both in terms of numerical 

scores but also qualitatively, for example, with frequent requests for repetition of stimulus 

items. These ongoing difficulties with input, and the impaired DDK performance of all the 

children at T2, suggested that although they all showed improvements in varying degrees in 

segmental use and intelligibility, their speech processing systems remained significantly 

impaired (see appendices 4.13, 4.14, 5.13, 5.14, 6.13, 6.14, 7.13 and 7.14). Constraints in 

any part of the speech processing system may interact with others to limit the 

development of skills. For example, the motor theory of speech perception (Galantucci, 

Fowler, & Turvey, 2006; Liberman & Mattingly, 1985) suggests that an individual's speech 

output directly informs how speech is perceived. Studies have shown in typical adult 

speakers that there is activation in the speech musculature of a listener which mirrors the 

patterns of a speaker (Fadiga, Fogassi, Pavesl, & Rizzolatti, 1995; Watkins, Strafella, & Paus, 

2003). It is possible, for example, that delay or difficulty in the development of speech 

motor skills will impact on the children's speech perception resulting in a processing system 

where feedback between levels operates around a loop of impairment. 

The ongoing and persisting nature of processing impairments was illustrated by Kenney, 

Barac-Cikoja, Finnegan, Jeffries and Ludlow (2006) who carried out a small study of nine 

adults who had a history of speech difficulties as children. When the participants were 

compared with a group of typical matched controls they showed significant deficits in 

speech perception and short-term memory (and also presented with mild speech 

differences). A systematic review of the long-term impacts of speech difficulties in 

childhood revealed a range of consequences for adult life related to academic and social 

outcomes (McCormack, McLeod, McAllister, & Harrison, 2009). The complex relationships 

between speech perception and output difficulties may be conceptualised through bi

directional interactions where children "must know the articulatory movements required 

to produce a given acoustic output" (Munson, Edwards, & Beckman, 2005, p. 193) but also 

where phonetic output is shaped progressively through matching between the utterances 

that the child both hears and says (the "auditory-articulatory 'feedback loop"', Stoel

Gammon, 2011, p. 9). A primary deficit in any aspect of the speech processing system may 

render a child at risk of difficulties; risk might be mitigated by individual resilience factors, 

for example, cognitive style or early intervention. Conversely, their manifestation and 
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persistence may be triggered or maintained by factors such as intermittent hearing loss 

(Shriberg et aL, 2010) or a severe difficulty at one level of processing, such as motor 

planning, which impacts across the whole system. 

8.3 Phonological process analysis: application and limitations 

This study explored the application and limitations of phonological process analysis (PPA) 

as a framework for the description and analysis of the children's speech production. PPA is 

proven to be a useful tool in clinical practice, is widely used and offers enduring appeal to 

clinicians. However, PPA does not and cannot be used to capture all aspects of speech 

production data collected through observation and transcription. The theory underpinning 

phonological process analysis is grounded conceptually in an approach that predicts that 

children's speech can be described in terms of universal, innate simplification patterns 

(Miccio & Scarpino, 2008). These patterns are seen in the immature speech of very young 

children (Dodd et aL, 2003) and in the atypical speech of children who have SSD (Stoel

Gammon et aL, 2002). A long-standing debate in the area of child speech is whether 

children who have difficulties present with delay ("protracted phonological development", 

Bernhardt & Zhao, 2010, p. 163) or whether they represent separate populations (Shriberg 

et aL, 2010). Another view is that they are a different population because they show 

persisting speech delay which is underpinned by a "chronological dislocation" due to a 

"deficient system" (Grunwell, 1988, p. 235). An extension of this discussion is whether the 

group who have speech difficulties show homogeneity and there is a consensus that they 

do not (Waring & Knight, 2012). Although in clinical practice there is recognition of group 

differences, assessment tends to be fairly uniform i.e. a phonological process analysis 

based on single word naming (Skahan, Watson, & Lof, 2007), almost to the exclusion of any 

other form of examination. One exception is the DEAP assessment (Dodd et al., 2002) 

which offers a range of tasks designed to establish differential diagnosis in subgroups of 

children, such as phonological delay or inconsistent phonological disorder. Although these 

tasks present stimuli in different ways (for example, repeated productions of the same 

token) they are nevertheless largely based on single word naming. This general 

dependency on single word naming is in spite of the design limitations of all speech 

assessments, none of which include a full range of consonants and vowels (Eisenberg & 

Hitchcock, 2010). The unquestioning use of a phonological process approach for all 

children shows a disjuncture between theory, i.e. phonological processes are universal 

simplifications, and clinical observation, I.e. children present with individual patterns in 
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speech, which sometimes show features which are neither universal nor simplifications. 

Children with PSD who present with poor intelligibility may fall into this group. 

The phonological process analysis completed for the children in this study was more 

detailed than a traditional approach based on a typical single word naming assessment 

carried out in clinical practice because it included both single words and conversational 

speech. Examination of the results shows that it was possible to describe many of the 

speech patterns of all four children using a process approach (see appendix 8.1 for a 

summary of the speech output of all four children). Several different phonological process 

systems are in use internationally, with differing numbers of processes described and 

differing terminology (Miccio & Scarpino, 2008). The processes in this study were based on 

GrunweWs influential approach in the UK described in "Phonological Assessment of Child 

Speech" (Grunwell, 1985). There were some commonalties across the children in the 

structural and systemic processes which are described as frequently occurring in both 

young and speech delayed children (Dodd et aI., 2003; Stoel-Gammon et aI., 2002). For 

example, all the children had cluster reduction, velar fronting and gliding. In this respect, 

apart from in relation to their ages, their speech was unremarkable for children from a 

clinical population. 

The phonological process analysis provided a framework in this study for the description of 

much of the single word data and this pattern-based approach has benefits in identifying 

targets for intervention (Miccio & Scarpino, 2008). Indeed this method of describing 

children's speech and successfully delivering treatment has been validated though 

empirical studies (Almost & Rosenbaum, 1998; Baker & McLeod, 2004; Williams & Chiat, 

1993). It was also possible to identify patterns that occurred consistently in both single 

words and conversational speech (for example, gliding). Armed with an awareness that the 

transcriber needs to be aware of the potential pitfalls of making assumptions about what is . 

or might be heard (Howard & Heselwood, 2002), the analysis was effective in dealing with 

data which could be perceived and transcribed1 as a linear segmental sequence. 

The application of a linear analysis assumes a one toone correspondence between what is 

produced, perceived and transcribed and is heavily influenced by alphabetic notation 

(MOiler & Papakyritsis, 2011). However, not all data can be forced through this narrow 

1 The assumption here is that perception and transcription are adequate for purpose but it is 

acknowledged that both are interpretations of the speech signal which may be influenced by many 

factors (Mu"lIer, Damico, & Guendouzi, 2006). 
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conceptual/perceptual aperture, and attempts to do so are difficult, resulting in awkward, 

hard to interpret, transcriptions. This can be illustrated, for example, by the realisation of 

the word SPAGHETII by all four children: Hamish ['t~s"E.?i]; Harry [sA'bE?i]; lily 

[' thE?i..J; Tallulah [I -ft] 'gEth iJ. There are some common features that can be 

identified in all four words, for example, vowel segments are similar and the SIWW alveolar 

plosive is produced either as [t] or as a glottal stop, both of which occur in typical adult 

speech. However, the citation form of the word begins with the cluster / sp/ and also 

contains a SIWW voiced velar plosive / g/ which in phonological process analysis terms 

might be realised with, for example, cluster reduction and velar fronting respectively. In 

the children's realisations of SPAGHETII it is difficult to be sure how to map the production of 

even the syllable shape of the target word in a linear way. This then poses a dilemma in 

analysis which may lead to these types of data being consigned to an "other" category or 

ignored. Whilst this may be a legitimate way to manage occasional examples or even to 

categorise them as "exceptional forms" (Grunwell, 1987, p. 101), if this happens more 

frequently the integrity of the analysis begins to become questionable. Indeed, Crystal 

(1987) argues that some speech will prove impossible to transcribe but this is an important 

clinical feature, usually indicative of severity, and should not be ignored. 

Apart from these considerations about the linearity of phonological process analysis, 

another issue is the assertion that processes are universal and natural (natural in this 

context does not equate to normal, but to phenomena that may be accounted for by 

"articulatory physiology, acoustic phonetics or perceptual psychology", Harris & Cottam, 

1985, p. 73), and that they serve to simplify speech output (Dinnsen, Glerut, Morrisette, 

Green, & Farris-Trimble, 2011). If the universality and naturalness of speech patterns has a 

basis in reality, it might be expected that researchers would agree on the number and type 

of processes found in children's speech. Although there are many similarities in approach, 

there are both quantitative and qualitative differences (Stoel-Gammon et aI., 2002). One 

of the difficulties is in having certainty about what occurs in the typical speech of very 

young children (Ingram, 1989). It is possible that even "exceptional forms" may appear 

transiently at early phases of development but that they have not been recorded since the 

numbers of detailed analyses of output at this stage reported in the literature are limited. 

If it was the case that exceptional forms represented an extreme form of immaturity, it 

would suggest that children with speech difficulties were manifesting development that 

was arrested at an early stage (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997). It also appears from the 

literature that terminology such as exceptional or atypical forms can be used to describe 
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any data that does not conform to the researchers' approach; this may be convenient, but 

brings into question that core concept. It is also the case that some atypical processes, for 

example, initial consonant deletion (found in Lily's speech) and glottal stop replacement 

(found in the speech of all four children) have been described as "the most common 

'atypical' processes" (Stoel-Gammon et aI., 2002, p. 6). This is on the basis of their rare 

occurrence in typical speech and their relatively frequent occurrence in atypical speech, but 

again brings into question the classification of what constitutes a natural process. 

The concept of simplification in children's speech is also somewhat problematic. It can 

feasibly be argued that structural processes may simplify word production through, for 

example, cluster reduction or final consonant deletion (although the presence or absence 

of coda segments may be subject to debate, for example, when features of a "deleted" 

nasal consonant are realised with nasalisation of the adjacent vowel (Bernhardt & Gilbert, 

1992; Bernhardt, 1992). However, when applied to systemic processes this argument 

about simplification may be less secure. For example, velar plosive fronting is commonly 

described with an inherent assumption that the production of segments requiring velar 

placement is more difficult. Conversely, backing of alveolar targets is also recognised but is 

a less common process; in this case the alveolar placement by implication might be harder. 

However, where these are recorded in the speech of the same child ("conflicting 

processes", Miccio & Scarpino, 2008, p. 416) the explanation cannot rely on a simple 

harder/easier interpretation. This can be illustrated with examples of Hamish's realisations 

of SIWI consonants in FISHING [I bE? I -n], BREAD [flll?fi]] and PARACHUTE [I P ~flllwafau?]. 

An explanation of the production of the adult targets If I, IbJI and Ipl does not lend 

itself to a straightforward description of the realisations as simplification. 

The concept of simplification is brought further into question by evidence to suggest that 

children's phonetic inventories are directly affected by the frequency with which segments . 

are used in their environment so that, for example, Italian children acquire the voiced 

labiodental fricative Iv I much earlier than their English-speaking counterparts (Bortolini & 

Leonard, 1991). This segment Iv I appears to present difficulties for typically and atypically 

speaking children acquiring English in that it appears relatively late and is subject to the 

process of stopping. Yet, it cannot be inherently harder to articulate otherwise young 

Italian children would not be producing it easily at such a young age. Examination of 

Tallulah and Hamish's output revealed use of a velopharyngeal fricative; although this was 

not categorised as part of the process analysis, it would be counter-intuitive to describe 
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this segment as a simplification. There is an interaction implied, but not necessarily clearly 

stated, that although phonological processes operate at a cognitive-linguistic level, their 

occurrence is motivated by immaturities or constraints in the child's articulatory-motor 

system, i.e. at a phonetic level (Hewlett, 1990). All children present with their own 

individual processing strengths and difficulties (Baker & McLeod, 2004), it is therefore 

unsurprising to find that speech output also shows individual patterns and what is termed 

"intersubject variability" has often been described (Bates, Watson, & Scobbie, 2013, p. 

291). For children with PSD these patterns are underpinned by significantly impaired 

speech processing systems and responses to this impairment may be varied and unusual in 

speech output, although still, importantly, systematic (Ingram, 1989). Tallulah and 

Hamish's velopharyngeal fricatives may demonstrate their "active and creative role" 

(Grunwell, 1987, p. 244) in managing constrained processing systems. 

The limitations of the phonological process framework in effectively capturing essential 

speech production data can be demonstrated through the findings in this study both for 

segmental and prosodic features. It is argued that children who have PSD frequently 

present with unusual or complex speech behaviours which may not be compatible with a 

traditional phonological process analysis. The first example concerns the children's atypical 

nasal realisations. 

The SSD literature makes almost no reference to unusual nasality; references are confined 

to the speech patterns of children who have velopharyngeal dysfunction (see for example, 

Harding & Grunwell, 1998; Henningsson et aI., 2008). However, Tallulah and Hamish both 

had systemic atypical nasal realisations of oral segments, and both Harry and Lily showed 

occasional short bursts of audible nasal airflow, which appeared to be the result of gestural 

mistiming (Hamish and Tallulah also showed instances of this). It appeared to be the result 

of a timing issue in coordinating velopharyngeal closure during transitions between 

segments, but was not always in proximity to nasal consonants. There was no suggestion 

that any of the children had velopharyngeal dysfunction. It could be argued that Tallulah 

and Hamish used atypical nasality contrastively (i.e. for Tallulah as a realisation of fricative 

segments and for Hamish in signalling the presence of fricative consonants) and as such this 

feature could be described as a phonological process. However, there could be no 

convincing argument for the naturalness of their nasal realisations, so one of the primary 

theoretical tenets of the phonological process approach does not hold true. An alternative 

explanation may be found by considering the relationship between phonetics and 
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phonology very early in speech development, and how that relationship might develop in 

children who have speech difficulties. 

Vihman and Velleman (2000) reviewed the speech development, in a cross-linguistic study, 

of 15 English, French and Finnish children. In summary, they argue that children's early 

words are shaped by their linguistic environment, and also by their own perception and 

proprioception, developed through babble. Children gradually match their output patterns 

to adult input, and thus produce identifiable words. Once the child has established a 

sufficient number of individual words (or exemplars, (Bybee, 2001)), said to be 

approximately SO in number, he or she is able to extrapolate more abstract 

representational information to form "word templates" (p. 334). These become the basis 

for the establishment of a phonological (Le. cognitive-linguistic) system. The authors argue 

strongly that phonology "can be seen to emerge out of phonetic structure" (p. 305), and, 

importantly, phonological rules, far from being innate, derive from the individual 

experience of the child. Lindblom (2000) also argues that phonological structure emerges 

from the child's (phonetic) motor experience: 

"There is no split between phonetics and phonology because, from a developmental point 
of view, phonology remains behaviour. Phonology differs qualitatively from phonetics in 
that it represents a new, more complex and higher level of organisation of that behaviour. 
For the child, phonology is not abstract. Its foundation is an emergent patterning of 
phonetic content." (p. 312). 

For children who have speech difficulties, the developmental experience will include 

accommodation to the individual motor or perceptual constraints imposed by their 

Impaired speech processing systems. Thus, for children like Tallulah and Hamish, atypical 

nasal realisations may represent solutions to perceptual or proprioceptive difficulties. 

There may be no need to categorise these either as atypical phonological or phonetic 

features as long as they are fully recognised, investigated and described. In clinical practice 

the danger of taking a phonological process approach is that these behaviours are not' 

recognised, investigated and described, rather they are consigned to "unusual or other" 

processes and ignored in favour of more usual and developmentally typical phenomena. 

A further example of data which may be allocated as an "unusual or other" process was 

that identified in the children's speech output where they all had what appeared to be 

lexically specific "frozen" forms (Bryan & Howard, 1992). For example, at T1 Lily's 

realisation of THANKVOU was [im:&-n?ju:]; Harry persistently realised SUPPOSED as 

[sma-us]. These might be interpreted as signs that the generalisation of, for example, 
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maturation in phonological processes was not complete. However, a different 

interpretation might be a failure in the updating of motor programmes for these specific, 

high frequency exemplars. 

Interactions between phonetic features and phonology, and the sometimes awkward 

separation of what Lindblom refers to as "phonetic substance" and "linguistic form" 

(Lindblom, 2000, p. 298) can be illustrated by the children's production of consonant 

clusters which had labial features such as Irl or Iw/. All four children showed instances of 

labial harmony and these often involved some frication (for example, Tallulah, TRACTOR 

[ I P ~ ~wrett· a]); and coalescence (for example, Lily, BUTTERFLY [I bAta /3 a I]); Hamish, 

~AB [frep' ];.Harry, SQUARE [fEa]). In a study of consonant cluster development in typical 

children aged 5-12 years McLeod and Arciuli (2009) did not report this as occurring 

(although /r/ being realised as [w] and categorised as gliding, was common). In contrast, 

Yavas and McLeod (2010) in a study of lsi clusters in children who had phonological 

disorders, reported on 33 realisations of Iswl and 24 (72.72%) of these were realised as 

[fw] or [~w]. These features of labial harmony could be categorised as an "other" process. 

However, if children have difficulty with the articulatory demands of complex sound 

sequences (clusters) and/or coordination or control of lingual movements, a solution might 

be to use early established labial patterns (MacNeilage, Davis, Kinney, & Matyear, 2000) 

together with later developed fricative gestures to realise the complexity of the cluster. 

This would appear to be a phonetic solution to motor constraints. 

One further point concerns prosodic analysis. "Speech prosody ... is essentially rhythmic" 

(Howard, Perkins, & Sowden, 2012, p. 893); children need to learn how to manage the 

coordination of rhythm, rate, stress, pitch and loudness. This is in conjunction with the 

organisation of stress and syllable timing, and smooth transitions at word boundaries and 

simultaneous with organising articulatory movements for segmental production. All of the' 

children showed difficulties in the management of syntagmatlc fluency as well as 

paradigmatic accuracy (Wells, 1994). The phonological process approach is heavily biased 

towards segmental articulation and pays much less attention to aspects of suprasegmental 

organisation so that, for example, features such as Hamish's atypical pauses or Lily's 

unusual segmental transitions would not be captured though a process-based description. 

However, the limitations of this almost universal clinical approach are rarely questioned or 

discussed In clinical practice (although see Miccio & Scarpino, 2008, for a critical 

evaluation). The phonological process approach has been used for over thirty years. There 
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seems no likely successor on the immediate horizon although, for example, nonlinear 

phonology is taught as the preferred approach by Rvachew2 at McGill University in Canada. 

She also makes the case that phonological process analysis is not adequate for the needs of 

all children but recognises that full nonlinear analysis may not be achievable within the 

time constraints in everyday clinical practice (see also Rvachew & Brosseau-Lapre, 2012, 

figure 6-8, p. 437, where a shortened analysis form is available). The challenge for 

researchers in child speech is to present alternatives or more current theoretical models 

which will inform and change clinical practice. 

8.4 Multi-word utterances 

A central theme for this study was the analysis of the children's speech in multi-word 

utterances. Much of the work exploring the speech of children who have SSD has focused 

at the level of single words (Flipsen, 2006) although it is recognised that children must learn 

to produce both "words and phrases in an adult-like manner" (Stoel-Gammon & Sosa, 

2007, p. 238). It is also the case that children with typical speech and language 

development produce multi-word utterances from the age of 18 months (Crystal, 1972) so 

there is no developmental imperative to focus on single words. Multi-word speech 

production requires the integration of the processes of articulation and prosody (Howard, 

Wells, & Local, 2008), managing paradigmatic accuracy and syntagmatic fluency (Wells, 

1994). It also requires the speaker to recognise and realise change and reduction in the 

phonetic patterns of words depending not only on the phonetic and phonological 

environment, but on the entire linguistic, sequential, interactional and pragmatic context of 

the utterance (see, for example, Shockey, 2003). It is therefore unsurprising to find that 

children who have PSD, underpinned by a variety of significant limitations in their input and 

output processing systems, present with patterns in multi-word utterances that are 

different to those found in their peers (Faircloth & Faircloth, 1970; Howard, 2004, 2007, 

2013; Newton, 2012; Pascoe et aI., 2005; Wells, 1994). Klein and Lui-Shea (2009) make the 

important point that, to date, assessment of connected speech has been largely for the 

purpose of comparison with single words rather than for the exploration of the particular 

segmental and prosodic features of multi-word utterances. The current study did 

comparatively examine segmental output in different sampling conditions but also focused 

on conversational speech with the express purpose of examining phenomena not found in 

single words. 

2 (http://developmentalphonologicaldisorders.wordpress.com/teaching-dpd-21 
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The segmental features of the children's multi-word speech were examined to explore 

whether their patterns matched those reported in other children. The literature predicts 

that there will be segmental differences between single word and multi-word utterances 

(Faircloth & Faircloth, 1970; Klein & Lui-Shea, 2009; Morrison & Shriberg, 1992) referred to 

by Morrison and Shriberg (1992) as the difference between "citing" and "talking" (p. 259). 

This relationship is generally reported as being in favour of greater accuracy in single words 

(although Wolk & Meisler, 1998, found the opposite). All four children in this current study 

produced more adult target forms in single word naming tasks than in conversational 

speech. Broadly speaking, every child presented with the structural and systemic 

phonological processes in all sampling conditions that are typically found in children with 

speech difficulties (as described in section 8.3). However, there were differences in these, 

particularly in the frequency of the occurrence of some features. For example, both Harry 

and Tallulah realised consonant clusters more frequently in single words than in 

conversational speech; Lily's realisation of velar plosives was more likely to be fronted to 

alveolar plosives in conversation than in a naming task. These examples can be linked to 

the greater linguistic processing demands of connected speech (Howard, 2007) and to how 

well particular segmental patterns are established. Variation between the realisation of a 

single word and that same token in multi-word speech has been described as a "trade-off' 

(Holm et aI., 2007, p. 470); one possible attribution of this is to constraints in the number of 

phonological elements a child can manage at one time (see also the "bucket theory" 

Crystal, 1987). It also seems likely that the realisation of more recently acquired motor 

programmes requires more attention, since these are not yet the most strongly established 

and therefore automatically accessed exemplars. The processing load of multi-word 

utterances may increase the likelihood of older, less accurate but more easily accessed 

motor programmes driving the realisation of the word. It might also be the case that high 

frequency lextcal items are stored as constituents of motor programmes for whole 

utterances. Generalisation of new segmental patterns may occur more slowly for these 

since the updating process must be applied across an entire stretch of words. Thus, in the 

more complex linguistic environment of multi-word utterances, children are more likely to 

produce words using a platform of familiar motor programmes so that old patterns may 

persist for some time. For example, Hamish showed remnants of what appeared to be the 

relic of an earlier, highly individual, developmental pattern with nasal segments realised 

with long domain harmony across stretches of an utterance, for instance, AND KATIE'S BOOM 

(CS 3) realised as [1Il-n (.) 'neIti 'm3-m]. Although Hamish had segmental realisations 
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affected by nasality in single words, by T1 these were only affecting fricative and affricate 

consonants. Examples of the widespread use of nasal consonants across all manners of 

articulation were only seen in multi-word utterances. 

The finding that the children's multi-word utterances showed the same features as their 

single words but that there were quantitative differences was not unexpected. However, 

exploration of multi-word utterances also revealed qualitative differences which were not 

apparent from a comparison of single words and connected speech, but were aspects 

identified in what Howard (2007) refers to as "real talk" (p. 34). As such, these features 

may not have been identified through a traditional, single word, phonological analysis; 

these include word juncture and other prosodic behaviours associated with the production 

of typical connected speech. 

In the current study word juncture was examined through the Connected Speech Processes 

(CSP) Repetition task (Newton, 2007) and analysis of conversational speech (see appendix 

8.2 for a summary of results for all four children at T1 and T2,). At Tt, none of the children 

showed consistency in the use of typical speech behaviours at word boundaries in the CSP 

task and although each child used some typical juncture processes, the profile of use was 

different for each of them. In this respect they resembled the four children described by 

Howard, (2007) who each presented with "an individual profile of prosodic and articulatory 

behaviours" (p. 32). So, for example, at Tt in the CSP task Tallulah showed some use of 

assimilation and elision but almost no liaison but Hamish presented with several instances 

of liaison but no assimilation and infrequent elision. In conversational speech the only 

process seen in all four children was liaison, and Tallulah also used assimilation and elision. 

There are several possible factors which could explain the children's word juncture 

behaviours. It may be that the children presented with delayed patterns that are found in 

much younger children who have typical speech development (Newton & Wells, 1999, 

2002; Stemberger, 1988; Thompson & Howard, 2007) and/or that their use of CSP reflected 

the phonological and phonetic constraints of their speech output and were related to such 

measures as PCC. It could be that they were using individual and idiosyncratic processes 

and that their patterns were not explainable by either of these factors or that there were 

other lexical or prosodic features to be considered. 

The small numbers of published studies describing CSP in children with typical speech do 

not present unequivocal findings, as described in Chapter Two. Although the published 

reports are on a small scale, they suggest that if the children in the current study were 
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following a typical developmental trajectory they might, at the very least, show elision at 

word boundaries since this was a common finding in all the young typically developing 

children. In the CSP task Tallulah, Harry, Lily and Hamish all used elision but in 

conversational speech only Tallulah showed any examples of this type of juncture. For 

Hamish all possible sites for elision and assimilation were affected by glottal replacement of 

word final consonants apart from two examples where a nasal and approximant cluster 

occurred; Harry and Lily also had frequent glottal stops but Tallulah did not. This frequent 

occurrence of glottal stops is not a typical pattern in adult speech although it does occur in 

some accents of English in specified contexts (Shockey, 2003). In the young typically 

developing children already described it was not common but one of Thompson and 

Howard's 2-year olds used glottal stops as did CW (Newton & Wells, 2002), also at the age 

of two. For Hamish, Harry and Lily, glottal stop use can be explained most cogently in the 

context of the constraints of their segmental systems and more particularly by the drive for 

articulatory simplification, which might also be true in the developing systems of 2-year

olds. In conversational speech at T1 only Tallulah used elision and this is partly explained 

by the absence of possible sites for elision in the language of the other children, as was also 

the case at T2. Within the framework of this study there was no detailed analysis of the 

lexis and grammar systems of the children but this might prove valuable since, for example, 

brief examination suggests that there were few examples of regular past tense verbs where 

elision might be used. Newton and Wells (1999) found that children aged 3-7 years used 

word juncture processes most often in spontaneous speech (more so than in the CSP task) 

but this was not the case at T1 for any of the children in this current study. 

Comparison of the results for assimilation in the CSP task shows a slightly different profile, 

with Tallulah and Lily both demonstrating bilabial and/or velar assimilation (and Tallulah 

one instance between lsi and I J I) but Harry, like Hamish, did not assimilate at any 

possible sites. Lily's use of assimilation typically involved bilabial targets, and sites where' 

nasal segments were used were almost all assimilated. This reflects the pattern reported in 

typical two-year olds by Thompson and Howard. Tallulah's pattern was less predictable 

than Lily's, but an important difference between these two children was that Lily's 

realisations were affected by velar plosive fronting whereas Tallulah's were not. Hamish 

used glottal stops at potential assimilation sites and Harry's output was affected by both 

glottal stops and velar fronting. Klein and Lui-Shea (2009), in a study of four boys aged 4;0 

to 5;5 who had SSD, reported frequent omission of coda consonants at between-word 

boundaries but did not mention the occurrence of glottal stop use at all. In conversational 
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speech only Tallulah showed examples of assimilation but again there were very few 

potential assimilatory sites in the children's spontaneous speech. This reduction in possible 

sites for interaction between segments at word boundaries had a significant effect on all 

types of connected speech processes. Newton (2012), in her study of the between-word 

processes of assimilation and elision in three 11 to 12 year-old-boys, reported that 

although all three sometimes used adult-like processes, the frequency of use was less than 

that seen in typical speech. The boys particularly showed glottal replacement for coda 

consonants clusters in contexts where elision might occur. The higher frequency of adult

like realisations in the Newton study compared with the current study might suggest that 

children with PSD become more proficient at managing word boundary contexts as they 

get older, but that difficulties in the production of mature forms will persist. Newton, 

following the work of Bybee (2001) suggested that the children's between-word processes 

represented an extreme form of lenition which minimises the gestural effort required. 

Further, she proposed that "the abnormal patterns are extreme versions of the behaviours 

which are exhibited by adults and children without speech disorders ... or what might be 

termed here "hyperlenition"" (p. 724). 

The only between-word process showed by all four children was liaison (although there 

were individual differences in the type of liaison used; /r/was always realised as a glide 

[w], a common finding in much younger children (Thompson & Howard, 2007). This was 

true of both the CSP task and conversational speech. The child who showed the most 

instances of liaison was Hamish; comparisons of the percentage of use of liaison in the CSP 

task at T1 showed that Hamish used it at 60% of possible sites, Lily 50%, Harry 20% and 

Tallulah 10%. There was a tantalising inverse relationship between liaison and PCC, with 

Hamish who had the lowest PCC showing the most instances of liaison and Tallulah who 

had the highe~t PCC the least number of examples. This was not the case with other 

between-word processes and it may be that there is no simple unifying explanation for the . 

quantitative difference in liaison use between the children. Newton and Wells (2002) 

suggest that in young children with typical speech / j/ and /w/ liaison result from phonetic 

factors (i.e. the articulatory output of moving from one vowel shape to another) whereas 

/r/ liaison reflects phonological learning. It is also suggested that /r/ liaison may develop 

later (although still by the age of three). There is a choice available to speakers in whether 

they employ liaison to realise the word boundary as close juncture, although if an 

articulatory gesture involves moving from a high front or back vowel to another vowel, 

production of UJ or [w] would seem to be an almost inevitable coarticulatory effect. 
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However, this was not the case for these children since their use of [j] and [w] liaison was 

highly variable. In adult speakers use of intrusive /r/-type liaison "is less easy to argue on 

purely coarticulatory grounds and appears to be optional in some contexts and also shows 

intra-speaker variation" (Howard, 2013, personal communication). It seems likely that 

children develop mature use of /r/-type liaison in a way that reflects the patterns of use in 

their linguistic community. It also appears that in Southern British English (the accent of 

the children in this study) the realisation of the /r/ linking form mirrors the development 

of /r/ in other contexts, typically the labial [w] then the labiodental variant [u] and then 

the mature [J] (Knight, Villafana Dalcher, & Jones, 2007). 

For Hamish and Lily /r/ liaison (realised as a glide) was the most consistent between-word 

liaison type. Both children produced /w/ and / j/ with ease, but these were less often 

realised. This seems a rather unexpected finding, given that /r/ liaison is a later feature in 

children with typical speech. However, these children are considerably older than the 

typical 2 and 3-years-olds described in published studies, and do not have typical speech 

development therefore they may present with different patterns, not yet described in the 

literature. There might also be a sampling effect because in the CSP task there are only 4 

stimulus items each for /r/ and /w/, and just 2 for / j/; more extensive assessment with 

judicious selection of the vowels at word boundaries might have revealed different 

quantitative and/or qualitative data. 

The production of typical multi-word utterances depends not only on a set of phonetic, 

phonological and prosodic behaviours at word boundaries but also on realising words with 

the appropriate segmental, structural or rhythmic emphasis or reductions In accordance 

with the interactional requirements of any given situation (Johnson, 2004; Shockey, 2003). 

All the children showed instances of appropriate reduction, especially in high frequency 

phrases. Ellis (2002) highlights the role and importance of frequency in language learning, . 

and Bybee (2002, 2010) argues that high frequency utterances are stored as multi-word 

exemplars. This would have the benefit of increasing the efficiency and speed of output. 

There is an associated reduction in the muscular effort required for articulatory gestures 

(Browman & Goldstein, 1992) leading to greater overlap of gestures and increased 

coarticulation which results in the acoustic and perceptual effects of reduction. The 

children's production of appropriately reduced utterances was potentially a positive 

feature since reduction is an important factor in the perceptual acceptability of speech 

(Speake, Howard, & Vance, 2011). However, the combination of typical reduction with the 
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children's highly constrained, atypical segmental systems resulted in hyperelision, which 

had a significant negative effect on their intelligibility (see section 8.6). This was 

particularly true for Harry who had the most evident use of reduction, and who was the 

only child whose single words were better recognised by listeners than words in 

conversational speech. Assessment of the role of reduction in children's speech is not 

available through traditional single word assessment tasks. If the main purpose of eliciting 

multi-word speech samples is to compare the segmental output frequency in the two 

different conditions, clinicians may not readily consider beyond this to the wider 

explanatory potential of multi-word utterance analysis. 

The exploration of multi-word utterances revealed a range of other phonetic, phonological 

and prosodic factors, as described in detail the children's case studies; for example, 

difficulties with the production of multisyllabic words; segmental harmonisation across 

utterances; interferences in phonological assembly; atypical pauses between and within 

words. The nature and extent of these behaviours was only evident in multi-word speech. 

However, in the sentence imitation task the children showed instances of features that 

were both quantitatively and qualitatively different to those in conversational speech. This 

would suggest that, at least for children with severe and persistent speech difficulties, it is 

important to carry out both types of sampling. It has been suggested that assessments 

using sentence repetition tasks are as effective as spontaneous speech analysis in 

determining the severity of a child's speech difficulty in terms of PCC (Johnson, Weston, & 

Bain, 2004). While this may be the case for PCC (which in itself is a limited type of 

measurement), the findings of the current study would suggest that other descriptive and 

explanatory features would not be evident if only imitation tasks were carried out. 

"Conversational speech is the most socially-valid context for evaluating speech 

intelligibility" (Flipsen, 2006, p. 303), but more than that it is perhaps the most valid 

context for the assessment of speech output as a whole. 

8.5 Variability 

In this study all the children showed variations in speech output. This is a predicted finding 

since variability in production is a feature of typical speech in both children and adults 

(McLeod & Hewett, 2008; Shockey, 2003; Vick et aI., 2012). However, the factors 

underlying this variability in different aged populations are not the same. In very young 

children variability reflects neuromuscular, cognitive or linguistic immaturity (Davis, 2012) 

which resolves over time. This resolution results in the emergence of new speech patterns 
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leading to gradual changes in production (Ferguson & Farwe", 1975). While these changes 

take place, speech may appear inconsistent. Mature speakers have variable production in 

response to a variety of phonetic, linguistic, and pragmatic factors (Shockey, 2003). One of 

the aspects of speech production to be mastered by children is to learn the types and 

functions of acceptable, and indeed necessary, typical variations of their language. 

It was observed that a" the children in this study showed variability in their speech, 

however, assessment findings showed that none met the criterion of 40% token-to-token 

inconsistency on the DEAP assessment to meet a diagnosis of Inconsistent Phonological 

Disorder, IPD, (Dodd, 2005). Children with IPD have been described as having a deficit in 

output at the level of phonological assembly, (which is also referred to as motor planning, 

Stackhouse & Wells, 1997). Dodd, Holm, Crosbie, & McCormack, (2005) define this ·deficit 

as problems in "selecting and sequencing phonemes (I.e. in assembling a phonological 

template for the production of an utterance)" (p. 58). Analysis of the output data 

suggested that all four children presented with difficulties at this level of processing, but as 

already described they did not realise words in the DEAP task with sufficient variability to 

be classified in this way. However, in every type of output task (DDK, single words and 

multi-word utterances) the children showed a mixture of both type and token variation. 

This leads to questions about the source and nature of the variability in these children. 

The literature suggests that in children with PSD variability may result from several 

different factors. Their speech patterns may be positively changing (progressive variability) 

(McLeod & Hewett, 2008); their speech processing systems may be very immature 

(Rvachew et al., 2007); they may have fuzzy phonological representations (Forrest, Elbert, 

& Dinnsen, 2000); they may have difficulties in motor planning/phonological assembly 

(Dodd, Holm, Crosbie, & McCormack, 2005; Preston & Koenig, 2011). Variability may also 

reflect difficulties in managing the multiple linguistic demands of, for example, 

conversational speech (Tyler, Williams, & Lewis, 2006). It could be suggested that all these 

sources of variability might simply be the product of immaturity at different levels of the 

speech processing system. However, the degree of variability in the children in this study 

was unusual for their age, since variability between immature and mature forms decreases 

with age (Holm et aI., 2007). Observations of the individual children, described In the case 

study chapters, indicated that their variable speech output was related to more than one 

factor, and was both progressive and non-progressive; occurrences required an analysis of 
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individual instances and contexts to explain the patterns that occurred, when they 

occurred. 

It may be that children with PSD do represent a different group to those children with IPD, 

and that the variability of the children in this study is symptomatic of their severe deficits at 

multiple levels of processing, whereas children with IPD have a clearly defined level of 

impairment. (This assumes that the IPD group do indeed form a separate and stable 

diagnostic category and not, as suggested Rvachew & Brosseau-Lapre (2012), that the 

diagnosis is a reflection of the developmental stage and severity of the child's speech 

difficulty). Instances of type or token variation may be ascribed to particular, sometimes 

competing, factors. For example, the productions of novel motor programmes realising 

velar plosive targets over more strongly established motor programmes with alveolar 

plosive segments. However, apart from this progressive type of inconsistency, variability 

may be overspill behaviour resulting from inefficient, noisy and poorly coordinated speech 

processing systems. As the children with PSD progressed in segmental accuracy, variability 

in output generally decreased but did not entirely disappear. As described in section 8.2, 

their underlying processing systems remained atypical; variability in speech output and in 

the type of inconsistency shown was another outward sign of the children's continuing 

processing constraints. 

8.6 Intelligibility 

This study provided detailed information about the impact of children's PSD on the 

intelligibility of their speech as judged by 66 adult listeners. The children were selected for 

the study because they were assessed by their own speech and language therapist, and 

subsequently by the author, to have poor speech Intelligibility. The experience of 66 

listeners confirmed that this was indeed the case and, as described in the children's 

chapters, that reduced intelligibility occurred in all sampling conditions; single words, 

imitated sentences and conversational speech (see appendix 8.3 for a summary of T1 and 

T2 results for all four children). Furthermore, the mean percentage of recognised words at 

T1 across all three sampling conditions (in order of severity, Hamish 28.10%, Lily 33.30%, 

Harry, 59.37% and Tallulah 67.27%), corresponded with the order of severity as measured 

by the PCC (I.e. Hamish 31.07%; Lily 44.90%; Harry 62.11%; Tallulah 70.92%). 

There is a link between severity and intelligibility (Brancalioni, Magnago, & Keske-Soares, 

2012; Gordon-Brannan, 1994; Pascoe et a!., 2006) but it is not a simple association (Barnes 

et al., 2009; Ertmer, 2010); examination of the data in this current study confirms the 
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complexities underlying the relationships between these two core dimensions. Complexity 

is illustrated through the particular data relating to the ability of listeners to recognise 

words in the three different sampling conditions, and the variabilitY of word identification 

within each type of sampling condition. 

For Tallulah, Lily and Hamish's speech the listeners' word recognition was better for multi

word utterances than for single words but for Harry's speech the opposite was found, with 

single words being the most easily recognised. It has been suggested that there is a 

correlation between single word intelligibility and conversational speech (Gordon-Brannan 

& Hodson, 2000) and between the recognition of single words and imitated sentences 

(Chin, Finnegan, & Chung, 2001) but the findings of the current study do not support this 

view. For example, Hamish's single words were least well recognised but the listeners 

identified less of Lily's conversational speech than Hamish's. Harry's single words were 

more intelligible than either type of multi-word utterance, and Tallulah's imitated 

sentences were significantly better than either single words or conversational speech. It 

may be the case, as described by Gordon-Brannan and Hodson (2000), that relationships 

between intelligibility in different sampling conditions are subject to more individual 

variation in children who have severe speech difficulties. This further strengthens the 

argument that children with PSD need assessments of multi-word utterances as well as 

single words since judgements about intelligibility cannot be made on assumptions which 

are based on anyone type of speech sample. It may also be the case that children's 

intelligibility varies as the result of both the paradigmatic demands of different tasks and 

the children's syntagmatic response to these demands. For example, for Harry, single word 

naming might both allow time to access more accurate motor programmes but also 

inherently encourage citation forms, particularly in a child who Is so used to carrying out 

word naming assessments. Children may also respond with "best speech" (Klint<>, Salameh, 

Svensson, & Lohmander, 2011) as Tallulah appeared to In the sentence imitation task 

(similar to the child SB, decribed by Howard, 2013), where open juncture plus the 

contextual support of a complete sentence meant that listeners identified 80% of her 

words compared with 66.71% of her conversational speech. 

The findings of this study also suggest that intelligibility cannot be measured through the 

judgement of anyone Individual listener; there was a wide range of responses In what was 

recognised by different listeners within each different sampling type. This was true for 

every child with single words, imitated sentences and conversational speech both at T1 and 
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T2. It was also the case that listeners varied across the types of samples so that, for 

example, for Harry at T1 Listener 58 (L58) was the only person who understood 100%, all 

ten single words. However she/he recognised 67.86% of imitated sentences and 68.75% of 

conversational speech which was considerably below the maximum identified by other 

listeners of 100% and 87.5% respectively. For Hamish L28 identified 73.33% of 

conversational speech but only 2 single words; L56 recognised the highest number of single 

words with 4/10 but only 24% of imitated sentences (and the maximum from another 

listener was 56%). McHenry, (2011) points out that the role of the listener in identification 

of spoken words in an intelligibility task is very different to that experienced in real 

communication situations. Most obviously in this current study, listeners were making 

judgements based on auditory input alone; it has been documented that being able to see 

the speaker improves intelligibility (Hunter, Pring, & Martin, 1991; Hustad, Dardis, & 

McCourt, 2007). However, beyond such significant environmental factors it appears that 

individual listeners have varying degrees of skill in word identification which are, as yet, 

unexplained (McHenry, 2011). No detailed examination of the profiles of the individual 

listeners was carried out in this current study, but following an exploration of the 

intelligibility of three adults with dysarthria as judged by 228 listeners, McHenry (2011) 

concludes "it is always apparent who translated effectively, but it is rarely evident why" (p. 

122). Although the responses of listeners was so wide, as found in other studies (for 

example, Speake et aI., 2012), this does not invalidate the experience of each individual 

listener. In everyday situations children with PSD will meet a variety of people who will be 

faced with the challenges posed by their intelligibility difficulties. The listeners in an 

intelligibility task reflect that process in a focused, but unnatural, context. It is divorced 

from "intelligibility in interaction" (MOiler, 2003, p.318) or what is also termed 

"comprehensibility" (Yorkston, Strand, & Kennedy, 1996, p. 55). These tenets are 

underpinned by the concept that any Interactive process has the potential for being 

intelligible but that the verbal content Is supported by a wide range of speaker and listener 

variables. It is these variables or joint processes which determine the success of an 

interaction, and although speech accuracy Is a major factor, it is just one of those variables. 

For judging intelligibility in real-life and real-time interactions it may be that an approach 

such as that described by (Mcleod, Harrison, & McCormack, 2012), where information 

gathered by parents from a variety of other people known to the child, can serve to 

"triangulate" a collective experience of the child's speech. This could ensure an ecological 

and efficient measure In clinical situations (Hustad, 2012). 
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One of the purposes of this study was to examine why the speech of children with PSD is 

unintelligible. At one level the explanation was obvious; poor intelligibility was the result of 

the phonological and articulatory difficulties described in section 8.3. Intelligibility was also 

linked with severity; it is likely that there is a point where the integrity of the speech output 

is so compromised that the listener is unable to extract sufficient acoustic information, 

even in context, to understand the intended message. This is what Klein & Flint (2006) 

refer to as "the ceiling effect for unintelligibility" (p. 195). As shown by the measures 

carried out, the children in this study had severe as well as persisting speech difficulties and 

that may prove a sufficient account of their unintelligible speech. By T2, all the children 

showed significant improvements in segmental output and their intelligibility had also 

improved (see appendix 8.3). Structural and systemic changes directly impacted on the 

listeners' recognition of the children's speech. However, the link between the speech 

processes and intelligibility is not a simple quantitative equation since sometimes children 

who realise more adult targets accurately, as measured through phonetic transcription, 

may be less intelligible than those with less accurate word production (Barnes et aI., 2009; 

Konst, Weersink-Braks, Rietveld, & Peters, 2000). In addition, the presence of many and 

complex variables in multi-word utterances (Howard, 2oo7) suggests that the explanation 

of children's intelligibility in connected speech output merits further exploration. 

The study showed that, for three of the four children, the contextual semantic and 

syntactic support available in multi-word utterances meant that imitated sentences and 

conversational speech were more intelligible than single words. No detailed examination 

of the intelligibility of different word classes was carried out to see whether, for example, 

function words were better recognised than nouns or verbs. This might have revealed that 

MWU were more intelligible in overall percentage terms but that content words were no 

more intelligible than the single words which were (largely) nouns. This would mean that 

in real-life, real-time conversations children's intelligibility would be subject to the same 

constraints regardless of the type of utterance; superficial examination of these data does 

not suggest that this was the case but further analysis would be needed to confirm this 

observation. Furthermore, reports of differences between listener identification of single 

words and multi-word utterances in a range of studies (Osberger, 1992; Pascoe et aI., 2006) 

supports the view that the type of sampling condition is relevant. 
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One of the issues in understanding the speech of children with PSD is that, like listening to 

an unfamiliar language, the word boundaries are not easily identified. Flipsen (2006) 

describes how speech in conversation: 

"consists largely of a continuous stream of acoustic information. Listeners parse the speech 
stream into word units in their heads by identifying the boundaries between words from 
the available acoustic information, their knowledge of the language, and the context of the 
conversation" (p. 305). 

In a study based on the experiences of children with SSD and their families, McLeod, Daniel, 

& Barr (2012) quote the mother of one of the children: "all his words run together, there 

are no spaces in between so it can be very hard to understand what he is saying" (p. 73). 

This might seem to suggest that children are realising word boundaries with close juncture 

in the way that adults typically do (Howard et aI., 200B) but it may also be that word 

juncture behaviours of children with SSD are actually not like those of typical speakers. For 

some children at least, atypical between-word processes might result in a reduction or 

distortion in segmental or prosodic information, affecting the listener's ability to parse the 

speech stream. The perceptual difficulties in detecting word boundaries may give listeners 

the impression of faster speech. It is perhaps no accident that children with poor 

intelligibility are asked to slow down their speech rate and that parents and teachers report 

that the children "talk really fast". As described in section B.4, the children in this study 

presented with atypical word boundary behaviours but most of this atypical behaviour 

resulted in open juncture which serves to keep words apart (Howard et aI., 200B). This 

impacted to varying degrees on their prosody, and at times, resulted in perceptually 

unusual utterances. However, as with Tallulah's imitated sentences, open juncture may 

have served to improve intelligibility. Conversely, the children, particularly Lily and Hamish, 

had frequent open juncture due to the realisation of SFWF consonants as a glottal stop 

(similar to the children described by Newton, 2012). The consequence of this was a 

reduction in segmental information resulting from a loss of contrast, with the potential 

effect of reducing intelligibility. This was perhaps the more significant factor at the word 

boundary rather than the open juncture itself. The perceptual impact of atypical word 

juncture may be another unpredictable variable in explaining the intelligibility of the 

speech of individual children. 

Of all the children, Harry was the only one who, at T1, was more intelligible in single words 

than in multi-word utterances. This profile of intelligibility has been reported in case 

studies of children who have PSD (for example, Faircloth & Faircloth, 1970). It also 

occurred in two 10-year-old children who had vowel difficulties described by Speake et aI., 
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(2012) where, after intervention, the children's intelligibility in single words was better 

than in multi-word utterances, the opposite of their profiles before treatment. In 

conversational speech Harry's use of close juncture was like that in the speech of typical 

adults. Other typical reduction behaviours (Johnson, 2004; Shockey, 2003) were also 

observed. However, as described in section 8.4, the combination of typical word juncture 

and speech reductions in multi-word utterances with the significantly constrained word 

structure and segmental patterns found in his speech sometimes resulted in Ita continuous 

stream of acoustic information" (Flipsen, 2006, p. 305) where word boundaries were not 

identifiable. This resulted in hyperelision, particularly in high frequency utterances, but 

also in stretches of discourse, after he had introduced a topic and before he reached the 

closing stages of his conversational turn. Hyperelision had a negative impact on Harry's 

speech in multi-word utterances meaning that stretches of his conversational speech were 

unintelligible. In this respect he is similar to the child JO described by Howard (2013) who 

says: 

"typical adult connected speech reductions are not compatible, from the perspective of 
intelligibility, with significant levels of segmental misarticulations" (p. 219). 

Hyperelision occurred with the other children too, although to a much lesser degree and 

only with high frequency utterances. Because reduction is a feature of typical speech, its 

presence should be a positive indicator in the output of children who have PSD. 

Paradoxically, it may compound the difficulties with intelligibility caused by the losses of 

contrast resulting from the children's structural and segmental limitations. Consideration 

of the impact of reduction behaviours on multi-word utterances for children with PSD 

provides a basis for the description and explanation of intellisibility difficulties which is 

absent from traditional approaches to children's speech. It can only be available through 

close scrutiny of multi-word speech. 

This study was not focused on intervention, but between T1 and T2 all the children 

participated in regular speech and language therapy sessions and at T2 all showed 

improvements in speech measures such as PCC/PVC. The main aim of the intervention was 

to improve intelligibility (Dodd & Bradford, 2000) and all the children showed significant 

gains across most sampling types (see case chapters for details). However, one of the most 

striking aspects of the T2 intelligibility outcomes was the continued wide range of listener 

responses (see appendix 8.3). In spite of the evident quantitative changes (even for 

Hamish, whose speech remained profoundly impaired), the listeners' experience of the 

same speech extracts were very different. This raises several issues. Measures such as PCC 
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come from speech data which have been subject to analysis and transcription. Although 

this process was carried out with best attempts at integrity and faithfulness to the 

children's output, inevitably some fine detail may have been lost as the authors "listener

oriented perspective" (Howard, 1993, p. 304) lead to "cleaning-up" or "phonemicising" 

data when "small, seemingly insignificant phonetic details" are obscured (ibid, p. 315). This 

is most clearly seen in the single word data where the T1 and T2 words were transcribed 

identically but the listener responses were either significantly better or worse at the two 

time points. It may be that listeners, confronted with raw data, have a more ecologically 

valid response than someone trained in transcription (and outcome measures such as 

improvements in PCC may be validated through listener responses). This is not to suggest 

that the two tasks are at all the same but rather that they are both types of interpretation 

of speech data. However, this does not explain the wide variation in listener responses at 

T2 and why the same individual utterances have such range of possible interpretations. As 

discussed earlier in this section, it is currently not possible to offer an explanation of this 

but it is important that clinicians are aware that an improvement in quantitative measures 

of children's speech does not automatically lead to speech that is always intelligible to 

every listener. 

8.7 Umltatlons of the study 

This section describes the limitations of this study in relation to its design and execution. 

The first limitation is the number of children who were included; single case studies are 

valuable because they allow for detailed examination of the data of an individual child and 

there is a tradition of this, particularly in intervention studies (Bryan & Howard, 1992; 

Pascoe et aI., 2005; Stackhouse, Pascoe, & Gardner, 2006) but also in studies that explore 

the nature of presenting difficulties (Chiat & Hunt, 1993; Howard, 2007; Wells, 1994). 

However, single case studies do not provide data which can be applied to whole groups of 

children and understanding how findings can be interpreted for clinical practice can be 

problematic. Nevertheless, one of the issues for evidence-based practice in speech and 

language therapy is the heterogeneity of individual clients, and there is an argument that 

suggests it is only by careful and detailed individual case description that common patterns 

will emerge (Dodd, 2007; Pring, 2004). 

The study had methodological limitations. The time spans between T1 and T2 were all 

slightly different and for Lily was 20 months in comparison with (more or less) 12 months 

for the other three children. If progress in all four children was going to be compared it 
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would have been important that the time between the two points of assessment were 

controlled. Although this comparison was not part of the study it does limit use of the data 

in this way. Direct comparisons between the children's performance on the 

psycholinguistic tasks were somewhat limited because there were slight differences in 

which tasks were used with the four children at the two points in time, both between the 

children and for each individual child at T1 and T2. There was also an issue related to the 

reliability of the administration of the DDK tasks; the procedure for this task did not follow 

that outlined in any standardised test manual, such as that in the DEAP, (Dodd et aI., 2002) 

and so the children's performance could not be compared with normative data. The tasks 

were not carried out in a rigorous manner which was unfortunate because the children all 

showed perSisting motor planning difficulties. Better reliability would have made for more 

certainty in interpretation of test findings and comparison to available norms. 

One major and potentially important factor was the potential bias in the selection of the 

conversational speech samples. In order to measure the ability of listeners to identify 

words in the intelligibility task, the conversational speech had to be intelligible to the 

author so that the task could be scored. By the time. the samples were chosen (after T2) 

the author, on the basis of familiarity, found the children's speech was almost always 

intelligible, particularly in conversation. However, as can be seen in the transcribed 

examples of conversational speech in the appendices, there were occasions where words 

were not recognised by the author. These items were not selected for the intelligibility 

task. The stimuli for the intelligibility rating did not, therefore, contain some of the 

material that was potentially least intelligible, and the data collected during the 

intelligibility task may suggest that the children's speech was more intelligible than was the 

case. 

Much of the exploration in the study was based on perceptual analysis and transcription of 

the data. The use of perceptual transcription as a tool for research has been criticised on 

the basis that it is subject to errors in measurement, affected by subjectivity on the part of 

the transcriber and has issues related to reliability (Kent, 1996; Howard & Heselwood, 

2002), although the latter are arguably at least in part the product of measures which 

demand strict symbol-to-symbol matching (Cucchiarini, 1996). However, in spite of these 

concerns perceptual analysis is considered to be the gold standard in clinical practice 

(Heselwood & Howard, 2008; Sell, 2005). In the study approximately 10% of the data were 

reviewed by the author and study supervisor together using a consensus approach, with 
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discussion and also recourse to acoustic analysis (Kent, 1996; Shriberg, Kwiatkowksi & 

Hoffmann, 1984), but given the reservations expressed in the literature no point-to-point 

agreement metrics were calculated (Cucchiarini, 1996; Heselwood, in press). 

Another limitation was in the scoring of the intelligibility data. Scores for multi-word 

utterances were based on counting all the words produced apart from determiners "a" and 

lithe". It is possible that a systematic examination of content and function words might 

have revealed that recognition of noun and verb vocabulary was no better than that in 

single words i.e. that identification of content words, more easily guessed from context, 

might have suggested that the children's speech was rated as more intelligible than it really 

was. Time and space prohibited the detailed examination of listener responses which 

might have shown whether or not this was the case but the data are available for future 

analysis. The intelligibility stimuli, being in part taken from spontaneous speech, were not 

controlled for features such as segmental content or word shape, which might also have 

revealed factors which made items more or less easy to identify. 

8.8 Theoretical and clinical Implications 
This final section describes the theoretical and clinical implications of the study. These 

include factors related to risk and identification of PSD, assessment, the importance of 

multi-word utterances in the description and explanation of the children's severe and 

persisting speech difficulties and considerations regarding intervention. Issues about 

intelligibility and future areas of research for children with PSD are also outlined. 

PSD in children are relatively rare, affecting likely less than 5% of children (Shriberg, Austin, 

Lewis, McSweeny, & Wilson, 1997; Wren et aI., 2012) and the percentage of these children 

presenting with poor intelligibility is not known. Speech delay is relatively common in 

young children; Bowen, 2009 reports that the Waisman Phonology Project suggests around 

15% of three-year-olds have speech difficulties which affect intelligibility. However, 

anecdotally, clinical experience suggests that the severity of the child's speech delay at, for 

example, three-years-old, does not give a reliable indication of whether difficulties are 

likely to persist, although information such as Bowen's (2009, p. 57) tIred flags" for speech 

impairment may guide clinical observations. This includes features such as the persistence 

of initial and final consonant deletion, glottal replacement and vowel errors, all of which 

occurred in the speech of the children in this study. An awareness of the speech and non

speech risk factors for PSD will be important for clinicians when making decisions about 

intervention. All four of the children in this study were referred in early childhood; there 
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was a family history of difficulties in speech and literacy for all of them except Harry; the 

most convincing evidence of this was for Hamish but his younger brother, who had a severe 

phonological disorder, was not born when Hamish was first seen by a speech and language 

therapist. For these children the risk of persistence might be observed in their individual 

patterns of speech production, not only in terms of severity which was clearly a significant 

factor, but in their unusual segmental and prosodic output. For example, pervasive glottal 

stops (Harry, Hamish and Lily) and atypical nasal realisations (Tallulah) were obvious 

manifestations of atypical development. The persistence of open juncture and limited use 

of between-word processes were further indications. In order to identify children at risk of 

PSD at an early stage, clinicians require carefully transcribed information about the detail of 

the presenting speech so that atypical features can be recognised and described. This is 

not to suggest that every child referred with speech difficulties will need this type of 

detailed assessment but that it is considered for children who have poor intelligibility. 

One question that arose in the course of this investigation was whether these four children 

represented a coherent clinical group, distinct from children diagnosed with, for example, 

CAS or inconsistent phonological disorder (IPD). Group coherence was established through 

the identification of the children as having PSD and the purpose of the study was not to 

explore diagnostic categories. However, it was observed that none of the children met the 

criterion of 40% inconsistency on the DEAP subtest that measures inconsistency (Dodd et 

ai, 2002) and which is designed to aid Identification of IPD. As described in the case 

chapters all four children showed significant variability in speech output but this appeared 

to be symptomatic of the severity of their speech difficulty rather than diagnostic of IPD. 

The Issue of CAS Is somewhat more problematic and this diagnosis is not without 

controversy. Many of the characteristics described In children with CAS are seen in other 

children who have speech difficulties (Ozanne, 2005) and It is suggested that the 

presentation of the disorder changes over time (Strand, 2002). Of the four children, only 

Hamish had been previously diagnosed with CAS (by his prevlos speech and language 

therapist) and he also presented with the most severe speech output difficulties. However, 

Lily also showed severe speech difficulty and there Is no suggestion of CAS in her clinical 

records. For the purposes of this study, the unifying factors between the children were 

that at Tl they all presented with multiple and significant speech processing difficulties, as 

evidenced on their profiles, and all had motor planning and motor programming 

difficulties. By T2 they all showed varying degrees of Improvement but also had persisting 

difficulties which were qualitatively similar to those at n. PSD may prove to be a useful 
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descriptive label for these children, avoiding the controversies of a CAS or IPD diagnosis, as 

long as the clinician has profiled the needs of the individual child to plan effective 

intervention. 

The recognition of severity and risk in young children might indicate that clinicians should 

consider the child's processing skills. As already described, children with PSD represent a 

particular subgroup with pervasive processing problems in input and output, "multiple 

levels of difficulty" (Pascoe et aL, 2005, p. 192). This being the case, assessment of speech 

perception, the quality of phonological representations and an investigation of speech 

motor skills will form part of the investigation. This does not mean exhaustive and lengthy 

testing but that the clinician is able to explore the child's response to a range of different 

tasks, often in an iterative way as part of the early stages of intervention. Psycholinguistic 

assessment may be based on activities such as those listed in the Compendium of Auditory 

and Speech Tasks (Stackhouse, Vance, Pascoe, & Wells, 2007). However, the main principle 

of this approach is that the clinician applies principles of hypothesis-driven investigation in 

a systematic way which is replicable for the individual child. The advantage of published 

tests which have peer group norms for comparison is to make this process more reliable. 

The disadvantage is that published tests may not probe the actual errors made by an 

individual child. Tasks which are based on children's own speech output errors may 

provide insight into processing skills not evident from generic assessment and be more 

sensitive to individual processing strengths and weaknesses. For example, published 

materials may include vocabulary that is unfamiliar to the child, resulting in lexical items 

which tap into non-word rather than real word processing skills (Stackhouse & Wells, 

1997). The children in this study might have benefitted from tasks which were individually 

designed; for example, Tallulah may have demonstrated more subtle Input processing 

difficulties if stimuli for input tasks contained only items that reflected the errors made in 

speech production. Individual designed sets of stimuli would also be useful for effective 

intervention planning. 

Assessment of children at risk of, or who have PSD should include data from single words, 

imitated sentences and conversational speech. The findings from this study demonstrate 

that each type of data sample contributes complementary insights towards a full 

description and analysis of the speech of an Individual child. It is not possible to draw 

reliable conclusions about segmental or prosodic features, or about intelligibility based on 

only one type of data, and certainly not on a single word naming assessment alone. 
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Phonological process analysis has a place in clinical practice, and for many children the 

approach will prove both sufficient and effective in the description of their speech 

difficulties and in planning intervention. However, children with PSD will benefit from a 

descriptive framework which is not constrained by traditional phonological processes. 

These children do use common developmental processes but require an analysis of their 

speech which allows the effective description of individual segmental and prosodic patterns 

which are sometimes consigned to the category of "other" in traditional assessment. One 

such framework may be the Phonetic/Phonological Systems Analysis (PPSA, Bates & 

Watson, 2012). Data are collected from the speech samples which the clinician judges to 

be the most appropriate for the individual child. The child's output is charted to assist in 

the identification of patterns and also variability in production and, unusually, vowel 

analysis is included. The authors aim to provide clinicians with a way of collating 

information clearly and succinctly which directly supports decision-making for intervention, 

and encourages further investigation as needed. It offers a flexible approach to assessment 

which could be fit for a variety of purposes, including for children with PSD, although the 

authors state that analysis of between-word processes is outside the scope of the data 

collected. 

This study adds to the (limited) information already available about the multi-word 

utterances of children who have PSD (Howard, 2007, 2013; Newton, 2012; Wells, 1994). It 

confirms that the study of multi-word utterances not only allows for comparison of 

segmental realisation between, for example, conversational speech and single words (Klein 

& Lui-Shea, 2009; Morrison & Shriberg, 1992) but also, and importantly, reveals both 

segmental and prosodic information which is not evident in naming tasks. 

"Connected speech Is qualitatively different from single words, in terms of Its phonology 
and therefore its phonetics" (Howard, Wells, & Local, 2008, p. 583). 

This unequivocally means that clinicians should aim to include analysis of connected speech 

in order to fully describe the children's output. There are interactions between segmental 

and prosodic features in MWU which need further investigation in children who present 

with severe speech difficulties. An example might be the exploration of the impact of 

pervasive glottal stops on the development of the typical realisation of connected speech 

processes. This interface may have implications for intelligibility but currently the 

Importance of it is unknown. 

It Is possible to establish some sense of chronology In the development of connected 

speech processes from the studies of typical young children (Newton & Wells, 1999; 
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Sternberger, 1988; Thompson & Howard, 2007) although with the paucity of information 

available this can only be tentatively sketched out. It may be possible to begin to outline a 

developmental progression in children who have PSD using data from this study and those 

from other published reports (for example, Howard, 2004, 2013; Klein & Lui-Shea, 2009; 

Wells, 1994). It does seem, unsurprisingly, that increasing age is an important factor, with 

older children showing more adult-like behaviours. However, detailed examination of the 

type and nature of between-word behaviours and factors such as PCC might reveal more 

individual features about the children's speech output and the impact of, for example, 

glottal replacement. 

This study was not an intervention study but the exploration of the children's speech has 

implications for treatment. There are many types of intervention for SSD (Bowen, 2009; 

Williams, McLeod, & McCauley, 2010) and these will be appropriate for children with PSD 

as they are for other children. However, approaches to speech therapy on the basis of 

connected speech production are rarely described (Howard, 2013). The authors of a small 

number of investigations have made suggestions, for example, Wells (1994) posits that 

work on the child's awareness of rhythmic contrasts in multisyllabic words and utterances 

may be a vehicle for developing close juncture between words. Newton (2012) describes 

how focusing on hyperlenition at word boundaries may be productive and also reminds 

clinicians that working on single word citation forms may inadvertently lead to the child 

using hyperarticulation in connected speech, a point raised by Wells (1994) In relation to 

atypical open juncture. The children in this study, Tallulah in particular, were very aware of 

the Implicit (and sometimes explicit) requirement to produce "best speech" (KlintO et aI., 

2011) which sometimes resulted in unusual open juncture. Pascoe et al. (2005) describe a 

single case study where intervention for final consonant deletion was designed In the 

context of both single words and connected speech. Both Newton (2012) and Ball (2003) 

suggest that a usage-based approach, coupled with observations from gestural phonology 

(Bybee, 2001; Bybee, 2006) may prove a productive way of developing intervention 

approaches. The role of frequency could be considered in developing improved speech 

output and Intelligibility in multi-word utterances, drawing children's attention to phonetic 

contrasts In a systematic and focused way. This might, for example, include careful 

selection of high frequency exemplars of targeted segmental or prosodic patterns both in 

single words and longer constructions with activities Involving repeated productions by the 

clinician through play or listening tasks (already familiar in clinical practice through the 

technique of auditory bombardment). Ota and Green, (2013) reported that the 
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development of word-initial consonant clusters in young children appears to be related to 

the frequency with which exemplars are used in maternal speech. This is not to suggest 

that simply increasing the exposure of children with SSD to particular words will lead to a 

resolution of their intelligibility problems, but that this might be a variable to be carefully 

managed in intervention. Principles of motor learning (Maas, Robin, Austermann Hula et 

aI., 2008), carefully graded feedback (Rvachew & Brosseau-Lapre, 2012) and using 

processing strengths to support areas of difficulty (Rees, 2001) are all factors which could 

be successfully employed at the level of connected speech. Also, traditional single word 

interventions may be adapted by the clinician, mindful of the importance of careful stimuli 

selection, to include input and output varying the length and complexity of utterances. 

Intelligibility could be one of the main outcome measures in treatment for children with 

PSD since "intelligible speech is the long term goal for most intervention approaches for 

children with speech disorders" (Dodd & Bradford, 2000, p. 191). However, it is rarely 

considered in a systematic way, and it is difficult to establish reliable and time-effective 

ways to manage this in clinical settings. It is possible to record children's speech and ask 

listeners to identify what has been said but the range of responses shown by different 

listeners means that more than one listener must be used (and there is no indication of 

how many listeners would be enough for the result to be sufficiently representative). It 

may be that diagnostic testing, using lists of words (a picture naming task for children) 

designed to explore particular sound contrasts could be an effective type of single word 

stimulus (Miller, 2012). However, this would not deal with the issue of listener variability; 

it may be in the future that the development of speech recognition software could be 

refined enough that the listener variable could be eradicated (ibid). This type of 

measurement would be far removed from the everyday experience of both the speaker 

and listener but might serve a defined purpose in quantification of outcomes. However, 

the introduction of any type of system dependent on recording equipment seems unlikely 

to be available in public services in the UK on the basis of time and cost. More immediately 

available are scaling-type measures. Although these have been criticised as unreliable 

(Samar & Metz, 1988; Whitehill, 2002), the Intelligibility in Context Scale (McLeod, Harrison, 

et al., 2012) which collects a rating from several people in the child's environment has been 

shown to have reliability and validity in measuring the intelligibility of four and five-year

olds with speech difficulties. Development of this approach for older children would 

provide a practical and accessible way of measuring intelligibility which triangulates the 

opinions about the child's speech, and allows repeated measures. This is very different to 
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the type of open-set task used in this study but the widespread use of listener transcription 

tasks in clinical practice is unlikely to be achi.evable. It may be that a validated rating scale 

would provide a method for more consistent measurement of intelligibility, and therefore 

more rigorous consideration of how the concept is considered and applied. Another 

advantage of this approach is that na'ive listeners who are in everyday contact with a child 

are likely to be basing their estimates on the comprehensibility of his or her speech (and 

these listeners are not na'ive in relation to the individual child, although degrees of 

familiarity will vary). This broader concept may have more ecological validity than 

empirical intelligibility tasks and thus be of greater value in terms of the child's success as a 

communicator. 

At the beginning of the study Harry and Hamish both commented on their own speech 

Hamish said his speech was "bad" and his response to a question about whether people 

could understand him was "no, I hate it" and Harry said that he was "fed-up" when people 

did not understand him ("it's boring") and that this happened "lots of times every day, a 

thousand times a day". These reflections on how it feels to experience difficulties in being 

intelligible are important from a social and emotional standpoint but also from a clinical 

perspective. The children did not experience PSD through factors such as cluster reduction 

or velar fronting but through the percept of not being understood. The children's own 

views were not a focus of this study but in retrospect this was a missed opportunity. In all 

aspects of speech and language therapy but particularly in intervention, the child's 

participation is essential and clinicians need to be clear about the benefits of involving 

children in their own care. For young children this may be a reward in a game but for 

children with PSD, very aware of their poor intelligibility, supported and sensitive 

reflections on the potential social benefits participating in therapy tasks could be more 

motivating. Bein~ intelligible is the major goal of intervention (Dodd & Bradford, 2000) and 

"The fitness of the person of the 21st century will be defined, for the most part, in terms of 

his or her ability to communicate effectively" (Ruben, 2000, p. 245). The "ability to 

communicate effectively" is experienced and judged by both the child and by his or her 

communication partners. 

The investigation of the production of multi-word utterances in both typical and atypical 

speech production is stili in its early stages and much more Investigation is needed to 

reliably establish what all children do in "real talk" (Howard, 2007, p. 20). However, this 

study has demonstrated the value of capturing the rich and complex data available through 
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the exploration of multi-word utterances. There is a real challenge in finding ways to apply 

this approach in clinical practice in terms of time and also in the confidence of therapists in 

using perceptual transcription for the analysis of poorly intelligible speech. If it is 

acknowledged that children need to learn "both words and phrases" (Stoel-Gammon & 

Sosa, 2007, p. 238), clinicians would benefit from being supported in learning what this 

means for speech production both in assessment and in intervention. The exploration of 

the phonetics, phonology and prosody of multi-word utterances could lead to a better 

understanding of speech difficulties and intelligibility. Analysis of children's speech in 

interaction, how being unintelligible might impact on the development of conversational 

skills, and how children manage in contexts where they are not understood could lead to 

more effective intervention. The psycholinguistic approach offers accessible methods that 

might yet be better adapted to assess the speech processing skills underpinning multi-word 

utterances and the usage-based theory provides new and interesting ideas of how therapy 

tasks might be developed. Ultimately, as Howard (2004) says 

"Focusing on single words may be both misleading and ultimately unhelpful for both the 
description and treatment of developmental speech impairments." (p. 416) 

There is a clearly role for all types of utterance to be incorporated into assessment and 

intervention, but for children with severe and persisting speech difficulties, improvements 

in intelligibility must be actively supported and established in multi-word utterances, and 

ultimately sustained in conversational speech. 
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Appendix 1.1: Psycholinguistic Speech Processing Model 

Appendix 1.1: Psychollnguistlc Speech Processing Model (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997) 
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Department of Health Research Governance Framework and in compliance 
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Please accept this letter as confirmation of Primary Care Trust's positive 
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and unless we hear within a month from the date of this letter, we assume you 
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This approval is subject to ethics approval. Research must not start until full 
ethical approval has been granted. Please ensure that a copy of the ethics 
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We would welcome feedback about your experience of this review process to 
help us improve our systems. May we take this opportunity to wish you well 
with your research and we look forward to hearing the outcomes. 
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Medical Director 
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Appendix 3.3 Auditory Discrimination Task 

Appendix 3.3: Auditory Discrimination Task 

Complex Non-words (from Stackhouse, 1989) 

Name: ___ Date: ___ Age: __ lnvestigator: ___ _ 

Instructions: 'I'm going to say some words and I want you to tell me if the two words sound 
the same or different. The words are silly, made-up words. If they are the same, then you 
must say "same" (or yes). If they sound different, then you must say 'different' (or no, or 
not the same). First we'll practise some (practise using child's own name, e.g. 
PETE/BEAT). Let's do some more practice words.' Administer PI-P4 below and then the test 
items. Feedback can be given on the practice items, but not for the test items. One 
repetition of each test item is permitted if the child requests it or is not attending. The 
investigator should casually cover his or her mouth to avoid use of visual cues. 

Scoring: Record the child's response, by circling S or D; BOLD CAPITALS indicate correct 
responses. Add up correct responses to obtain child's score. Circle incorrect responses in 
final column to indicate contrasts of difficulty. Add number of same and number of 
different responses correct and total responses correct .. Calculate the percentage correct 
for all items, and for same responses and for different responses. 

Normative data for this task can be found in the Compendium of Auditory and Speech 
Tasks 

Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks: Children's Speech and Literacy 
Difficulties 4 by J; Stackhouse, M. Vance, M. Pascoe, B. Wells. © 2007, John Wiley & Sons, 
Ltd. 
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Appendix 3.4 Auditory Discrimination Score Sheet 

Appendix 3.4: Auditory Discrimination Score Sheet 

Name: 
Date: 
Age: REDUCED VERSION NON-WORDS 

Investigator: 

STIMULI RESPONSES 

Feature change Sequence change 

PI /vus / - /vut/ 5 d 

P2 /fESt/ - /fEtS/ 5 d 

P3 /vust/ - /vutS/ 5 d 

P4 /tEt/ - /tEt/ 5 d 

1 /kESt/ - /kEtS/ 5 D 

2 /blels/-/blelt/ 5 D 

3 /ZEt/ - /ZEt/ 5 d 

4 /fut/ - /fus/ 5 D 

5 /kES/ - /kEt/ 5 D 

6 /dits/ - /dist/ 5 D 

7 /Vlt/ - /VIS/ 5 D 

8 /pauts/ - /pauts/ 5 d 

9 /ZEtS/ - /ZEtS/ 5 d 

10 /futs/ - /fust/ 5 D 

11 /VltS/ - /VISt/ 5 D 

12 /bls/ -/bls/ 5 d 

13 /jelts/ - /jelst/ 5 D 

14 /dlt/ - /dls/ 5 D 

15 /paut/ - /paut/ 5 d 

16 /jels/ - /jelt/ 5 D 

17 /blst/ - /blst/ 5 d 

18 /bleist/ - /bleits/ 5 D 

/3 /6 /3 /6 

TOTAL SCORE /18 
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REDUCED VERSION REAL WORDS 

STIMULI RESPONSES 

Feature change Sequence change 

Same Different Same Different 

19 kit / kit 5 d 

20 hits / hissed s D 
21 messed / messed 5 d 

22 guess / get s D 
23 race / rate s D 
24 mitts / missed s D 

25 plate / place s D 
26 guessed / gets s D 

27 kissed / kissed 5 d 

28 rates / raced s D 

29 tots / tossed s D 

30 tot / toss s D 

31 miss/ mitt s D 

32 hit / hiss s D 

33 goats / goats 5 d 

34 met/ met 5 d 

35 placed / plates s D 

36 goat/ goat 5 d 

/3 /6 /3 /6 

TOTAL SCORE /18 

TOTAL FEATURE OR CLUSTER 

WORDS NON-
WORDS 

FEATURE CHANGE /9 /9 /18 

CLUSTER SEQUENCE /9 /9 /18 

TOTAL WORD TYPE /18 /18 

TOTAL ALL /36 
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Appendix 3.5 Auditory Discrimination Task Complex Non-words 

Appendix 3.5: Auditory Discrimination Task 

Complex Non-words (from Stackhouse, 1989) 

Name: ___ Date: ___ Age: __ Investigator:, 

Instructions: 'I'm going to say some words and I want you to tell me if the two words sound 
the same or different. The words are silly, made-up words. If they are the same, then you 
must say "same" (or yes). If they sound different, then you must say 'different' (or no, or 
not the same). First we'll practise some (practise using child's own name, e.g. 
PETE/BEAT). Let's do some more practice words. Administer Pl-P4 below and then the test 
items. Feedback can be given on the practice items, but not for the test items. One 
repetition of each test item is permitted if the child requests it or is not attending. The 
investigator should casually cover his or her mouth to avoid use of visual cues. 

Scoring: Record the child's response, by circling S or D; BOLD CAPITALS indicate correct 
responses. Add up correct responses to obtain child's score. Circle incorrect responses in 
final column to indicate contrasts of difficulty. Add number of same and number of 
different responses correct and total responses correct. Calculate the percentage correct 
for all items, and for same responses and for different responses. Normative data for this 
task can be found in the Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks 

Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks: Children's Speech and Literacy 
Difficulties 4 by J. Stackhouse, M. Vance, M. Pascoe, B. Wells. © 2007. John Wiley & 
Sons, Ltd. 
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Appendix 3.6 Auditory Discrimination Score Sheet Complex Non-words 

Appendix 3.6 Auditory Discrimination Score Sheet 

Name: 
Date: 
Age: 
Investigator: 

PRACTICE SET RESPONSES CIRCLE IF INCORRECT 

PI InAstl InAstl s d 

P2 Igill Idill s d 

P3 IskalJIIstalJ1 s d 

P4 lkoitl lkoitl s d 

TEST ITEMS SET A RESPONSES CIRCLE IF INCORRECT 

1 /WESp/ /WEpS/ s D Cluster sequence 

2 I'snlmonl I'snlmonl S d (Same) 

3 Iwibl Ijibl s D Place of articulation 

4 /' lathalsl /' lauthaIfI s D Place of articulation 

5 I dmksl I dmksl S d (Same) 

6 I' skakrell I'statrell s D Place of articulation 

7 Iga'tollta'gol s D Metathesis 

8 I'Plnsalll'Plnsal S d (Same) 

9 /' Iblkasl /' Iklbasl s D Metathesis 

10 l'bEskatll'bEksatl s D Cluster Sequence 

TEST ITEMS SET B 

11 IstEmpl IstEmpl S d (Same) 

12 Ibeltl Ipeltl s D Voicing 

13 l'rEkatll'rEtakl s D Metathesis 

14 Ismalkl Ismalkl S d (Same) 

15 /' r83liskautsl s D Metathesis 

16 I'drlganll'drlganl S d (Same) 

17 l'blkAtll'bltAkl s D Metathesis 

18 I'klrlvlnll'klrlvlml s D Place of articulation 

19 /' 83r lOCk! /' 83rI 3/' S D Place of articulation 

20 I'spaudall'spaudal S d (Same) 

TEST ITEMS SET C 

21 IbAgl /bAgl S d (Same) 

22 I' slEpal I' slEtal s D Place of articulation 

23 /' PEpi/ /' tEpi/ s D Place of articulation 

24 /lkAsl/ /lkAsn./ 5 D Manner of articulation 

25 It83ntl It inti s D Vowel 

26 /tfApS/ /tfASp/ S d (Same) 

27 Ilb83Skoltsl s D Voicing 

28 Idml/ lda!l/ S d (Same) 

29 Id83Skl Id83ksl s D Cluster sequence 

30 /' tj' ikllautl S d (Same) , ., . 
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TEST ITEMS SET D RESPONSES CIRCLE IF INCORRECT 

31 /sti/ /ski/ s D Place of articulation 

32 /bei/ /bei/ S d (Same) 

33 /spaub/ /spaud/ s D Place of articulation 

34 /'trlsa/ /'trlaa/ s D Place of articulation 

35 /krEb/ /knb/ s D Vowel 

36 /'bagli/ /'badli/ s D Place of articulation 

37 /tfASp/ /tfApS/ s D Cluster sequence 

38 /tDIDIYA3n./ S d (Same) 

39 /spaud/ /spaud/ S d (Same) 

40 I' ml t Ibauk/ s D Metathesis 

TOTAL SAME / DIFFERENT /14 /26 

% SAME / DIFFERENT % % 

TOTAL SCORE /40 % Total correct: 

Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks: Children's Speech and Literacy 
Difficulties 4 by J. Stackhouse, M. Vance, M. Pascoe, B. Wells. ~ 2007, John Wiley & 
Sons, Ltd. 
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Appendix 3.7 Auditory Lexical Decision Task 

Appendix 3.7: Auditory Lexical Discrimination Task 

Mispronunciation Detection - Full Version (from Vance, 1995) 

Name: ___ Date: ___ Age: ___ lnvestigator 

Instructions: The child should be asked to name each of the pictures first. This provides a 
vocabulary check and allows the child's speech production to be recorded as for a naming task 
and compared with his or her performance on this auditory task, if required. If the child 
doesn't know the name of the picture it can be supplied. 

The child is asked to look at each picture in turn and to decide if the name of the 
picture has been said correctly or not. A soft toy monkey can be used to explain the task. 
The child is told that the monkey is going to say some words, sometimes he is 'clever', and 
sometimes 'silly', or sometimes the monkey says the words 'right' and sometimes 'wrong' 
(the investigator can decide which best suits the child). There are two practice items 
during which corrective feedback can be given. Only general encouragement is given 
during the main part of the task. One repetition of a test item is allowed if the child fails 
to respond to a stimulus or he or she requests a repetition. The investigator should cover 
his or her mouth to avoid use of visual cues. 

Scoring: Record the child's response, by circling Y or N. BOLD CAPITALS indicate correct 
responses. Add up the correct responses to obtain the child's score. Remember that items 
marked with * and appearing in brackets are administered but not scored. Circle incorrect 
responses in final column to look for difficulty with specific contrasts. Total number of 
items correct at each word length and number correct overall. Normative data for this 
task can be found in the Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks 

Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks: Children's Speech and Literacy 
Difficulties 4 by J. Stackhouse, M. Vance, M. Pascoe, B. Wells. © 2007, John Wiley & 
Sons, Ltd. 
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Appendix 3.8 Auditory Lexical Decision Score Sheet 

Appendix 3.8 Auditory Lexical Discrimination Score Sheet 

Name: 
Date: 
Age: 
Investigator: 

FULL VERSION: LIST A 

CIRCLE 
PICTURE STIMULUS ISYLL 2SYLL 3-4 SYLL INCORRECT 

PI table table y n 

table y n 

/slerbl.l y n 

/terfl,/ y n 

table y n 

P2 house /spaus/ y n 

house y n 

/faus/ y n 

/hauf/ y n 

house y n 

1 brush brush Y n 

·(brush) y n 

/brAs/ y N Place of 
articulation 

2 sponge /spAndz/ y N Place of 
a rticu lation 

sponge y n 

·(sponge) y n 

3 glove /glAb/ y N Manner of 
articulation 

glove Y n 

4 duck /QAk/ y N Place of 
articulation 

duck Y n 

*UQAkI) y n 

5 leaf /jif/ y N Place of 
articulation 

leaf Y n 
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CIRCLE 
PICTURE STIMULUS 1 SYLL 2 SYLL 3-4 SYLL INCORRECT 

6 sock sock Y n 
/zuk/ y N Voicing 

*(sock) y n 

7 cat /t'ft/ y N Place of 
articulation 

cat Y n 

* (/ta!t/) y n Place of 
articulation 

8 book book Y n 

/muk/ y N Manner of 
articulation 

9 torch /doU'/ y N Voicing 

torch Y n 

10 mouse /maut/ y N Manner of 
articulation 

mouse Y n 

11 knife knife Y n 

/malf/ V N Place ot 
articulation 

* (/maI f/) y n 

12 snake snake Y n 

/nelk/ y N Cluster 
reduction 

13 train /tem/ y N Cluster 
reduction 

train Y n 

14 van /zfJln/ y N !Place of 
articulation 

van Y n 

*(van) y n 

CIRCLE 
PICTURE STIMULUS lSYLL 2SYLL 3-4 SYLL INCORRECT 

15 watch /rnU'/ y N Metathesis 

watch Y n 

16 plate /pelt/ y N Cluster 
reduction 

* (/peI t/) y n 

plate Y n 

17 roof roof Y n 
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* (roof) y n 

/rus/ y N Place ot 
articulation 

18 fish /V!S/ y N Voicing 

fish Y n 

19 chair chair Y n 

/tsea/ y N Place of 
articulation 

20 thumb /1)AID/ y N 

thumb Y n 

21 sandwich /' fll!mwl!Il/ y N Place ot 
articulation 

sandwich Y n 

22 toilet /' d:>ilat/ y N Voicing 

toilet Y n 

23 money /' nAIDii y N Metathesis 

money y n 

24 feather feather Y n 

/' dEfa/ y N Metathesis 

25 yellow /' Idau/ y N Place of 
articulation 

yellow Y n 

26 kitchen kitchen Y n 

/'gllfn,/ y N Voicing 

27 ladder ladder Y n 

/' jll!da/ y N Place of 
articulation 

28 flower /' slauwa/ y N Place of 
articulation 

flower y n 

*(j'slauwa/ y n 

29 dustbin dustbin y n 

/'bAsdm/ y N Metathesis 

30 jelly /' dzdil y N Place of 
articulation 

jelly Y n 

TOTAL CORRECT LIST A /40 /20 
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FULL VERSION: LIST B 

CIRCLE 
PICTURE STIMULUS lSYLL 2SYLL 3-4 SYLL INCORRECT 

1 tractor /' drrekta/ y N Voicing 

tractor Y n 

2 fishing fishing Y n 

*(fishing) y n 

/' JlfiO/ y N Metathesis 

3 biscuit /'biksit/ y N Metathesis 

*(/' blkslt y n 

biscuit Y n 

4 scooter /' stuka/ y N Metathesis 

scooter Y n 

*(/' stuka/ y n 

5 parrot /' brerat/ y N Voidng 

parrot Y n 

6 seesaw /'SIt::>/ y N Manner of 
articulation 

seesaw Y n 

*(seesaw) y n 

7 slipper /' Ilpa/ y N Cluster 
reduction 

slipper Y n 

8 sausage sausage Y n 

/' Stxt\IS/ Y N Metathesis 

*(/' Stxt\IS/ Y n 

9 guitar It! 
, 

gal y N Metathesis 

guitar Y n 

10 spider spider Y n 

/' staipa/ y N Metathesis 

*(spider) y n 

11 caterpillar caterpillar Y n 

/,krepat I la/ y N . Metathesis 

* (caterpillar) y n 

12 spaghetti /' gaspsti! y N Metathesis 

spaghetti Y n 

*(spaghetti ) y n 

13 elephant /' sfilant/ y N Metathesis 
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elephant I Iv n 

14 caravan !' klilvarami y N Metathesis 

caravan V n 

* (/' klilvarlilol y n 
1\ 

15 crocodile I'krudakall y N Metathesis 

crocodile V n 

16 umbrella umbrella V n 

!' AIIIblEral y N Metathesis 

17 helicopter helicopter V n 

·(helicopter) y n 

/' hdltupka y N Metathesis 

18 kangaroo /' glilokarul Y N Metathesis 

kangaroo V n 

19 television /' tEvall30, y N Metathesis 

*(/' tEva1J3 y n 

0, I) 
television V n 

20 hospital /' hustlpl,l y N Metathesis 

hospital V n 

21 telephone telephone V n 

/' ddIfauol y N Voicing 

*(/'ddlfau y n 

0/) 

22 parachute !' poorasutl y N Place of 
articulation 

parachute V n 

23 butterfly !' bAtAfal1 y N Cluster 
reduction 

butterfly V n 

·(butterfly) y n 

24 computer computer Y n 

/' gampjuta/ y N Voicing 

·(computer) y n 

25 roundabo /' wauodabau y N Place of 

ut !t:/ 
articulation 

roundabout Y n 

26 halrdresse hairdresser V n 

/' hEadrEta/ y N 

27 aeroplane /' Earapre I 0 Y N Place of 

I 
articulation 
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aeroplane Y n 

28 pyjamas pyjamas Y n 

/pa'qpbaz/ y N Manner of 
articulation 

*(/ y n 

29 hamburger /' hrembada/ y N Place of 
articulation 

hamburger Y n 

30 dinosaur /' damazo/ y N Voicing 

*(/' damazo y n 

dinosaur Y n 

LIST B TOTALS 720 /40 

WORD LENGTH TOTALS /40 /40 740 

OVERALL TOTAL /120 

Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks: Children's Speech and Literacy 
Difficulties 4 by J. Stackhouse, M. Vance, M. Pascoe, B. Wells. © 2007, John Wiley 
& Sons, Ltd. 
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Appendix 3.9 Auditory Lexical Decision Task: without pictures 

Appendix 3.9: Auditory Lexical Discrimination Task 

Without Pictures (from Constable, Stackhouse & Wells, 1997) 

Name: ___ Date: ___ Age: __ Investigator:, 

Instructions: The child is given instructions along the following lines: 'I'm going to say 
some words, some of the words you will know, but some you won't: they will sound strange 
or silly. When you hear a word that you think is said right, you can say "yes", but if you don't 
know the word, you can say "no". OK, let's practise that. What if you heard the word 
"butterfly"? /' de I sana/? /' sEntltid/? The investigator should cover his or her 
mouth to avoid use of visual cues. 

Scoring: Note the child's response, by circling Y or N. BOLD CAPITALS indicate correct 
responses. Add up correct responses for each type of stimulus, to obtain child's scores and 
calculate the percentage correct. Distractor items marked with * and appearing in 
brackets are administered but not scored. Normative data for this task can be found in 
the Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks. 
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Appendix 3.10 Auditory Lexical Discrimination Score Sheet 

ALD Without Pictures (from Constable, Stackhouse & Wells, 

1997) 

NON-WORD TYPE A NON-WORD TYPE B 
STIMULUS REAL WORD I (PERSEVERATlON) (SEQUENCE) 

1 elephant V n 

2 "'(eskimo) y n 

3 /' he 1 I kupkal y N 

4 "'( president) y n 

5 /' klepat I 1al y N 

6 "'(competition) y n 

7 crocodile V n 

8 /' ssta1elkal y N 

9 / 'elilant/ y N 

10 "'(porcupine) y n 

11 helicopter Y n 

12 /' rna Ifrakaun y N 

13 "'(calculator) y n 

14 I' tEl Il 13n.l Y N 

15 /'u? tatas/ y N 

16 hospital V n 

17 /' sfl1antl y N 

18 IbI'nukjunaz y N 

19 /'krukakaIli y N 

20 "'(radiator) y n 

21 "'(rhlnocerous) y n 

22 "'(octagon) y n 

23 /' hust Ip1 ,I y N 

24 /' rna Ikrakaun y N 

25 caterpillar Y n 

26 /' sska1eikal y N 

27 binoculars V n 

28 "'(alligator) y n 
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29 I' hd I tupka/ y N 

30 octopus Y n 

31 I' tevll3n. / y N 

32 I' huspipl . / y N 

33 microphone Y n 

34 I' krudaka 111 y N 

35 escalator Y n 

36 *(telephone) y n 

37 I' kretatlla/ y N 

38 I' o? patas/ Y N 

39 television Y n 

40 /bl' lukjunaz y N 

SCORES /10 /10 /10 

% SCORES % % % 

Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks: Children's Speech and Literacy 
Difficulties 4 by J. Stackhouse, M. Vance, M. Pascoe, B. Wells. ~ 2007, John Wiley 
& Sons, Ltd. 
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Appendix 3.11 Auditory Lexical Discrimination: words in sentences 

Appendix 3.11: ALD Words in Sentences Task 

Auditory Lexical Discrimination Task Words in Sentences 

(from Cassidy, 1994) 

Name: ___ Date: ____ Age: __ Investigatory 

Part 1: Single Word Naming 
Instructions: Present a pair of pictures and ask the child to name each of them. 
Transcribe the response. If the child is unable to name a picture, say the word and 
ask him or her to point to the one named, indicate this on the score sheet. 

Scoring: Circle 1 if the picture is named correctly and 0 if incorrectly, and calculate 
total number of accurate responses. If child does not name the picture, put a tick or a 
cross in the 'Pointed to Picture' column to indicate if he or she correctly identified 
the picture. 

Part 2: Single Word Discrimination Task 
Instructions: Present a pair of pictures to the child and ask him or her to point to the 
one you name. The order of presentation is given on the score sheet. One repetition 
can be given for each item if the child requests this, or if he or she fails to 
respond. The investigator should casually cover his or her mouth to avoid use of visual 
cues. 

Scoring: Circle the appropriate score for each item: 0 for an incorrect or no response, 1 
point for a correct response following one repetition and 2 points for a correct 
response. Add the total points for each pair, and enter these on the summary sheet. 
Normative data for this task is found in the Compendium of Auditory and Speech 
Tasks. 

Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks: Children's Speech and Literacy 
Difficulties 4 by J. Stackhouse, M. Vance, M. Pascoe, B. Wells. (fJ 2007. John Wiley & 
Sons, Ltd. 
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Part 3: Words in sentences 
Instructions: Present a pair of pictures. Tell the child, "you will hear 
the name of one of these pictures in a sentence: point to the picture 
that you hear. listen to the whole sentence before pointing to one of 
the pictures. Some of the sentences may sound a bit funny, but listen 
carefully and point to the picture you hear". The order of presentation 
of sentences is given on the score sheet. One repetition is allowed for 
each test item, if necessary. The investigator should cover his or her 
mouth to avoid use of visual cues. 3-year-old children should be 
presented with the neutral sentences only. 

Scoring: Circle the appropriate score for each item: 0 for an 
incorrect or no response, 1 point for a correct response following 
one repetition and 2 points for a correct response. Add the total 
points for each pair for each sentence type, and then enter these 
on the summary sheet. Normative data for this task can be found 
in the Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks. 

Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks: Children's Speech 
and Literacy Difficulties 4 by J. Stackhouse, M. Vance, M. 
Pascoe, B. Wells. © 2007, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 
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Appendix 3.12 Auditory lexical Discrimination: words in sentences score sheet 

Appendix 3.12: ALD Words In Sentences Score Sheet 

Name: 
Date: 
Age: 
Investigator: 

Score sheet 1: single word naming 

PICTURE NAMED POINTED TO 
PICTURE STIMULUS TRANSCRIPTION CORRECTLY PICTURE 
coat 0 1 

goat 0 1 

lock 0 1 

log 0 1 

tea 0 1 

key 0 1 

mouse 0 1 

mouth 0 1 

bat 0 1 

mat 0 1 

head 0 1 

hen 0 1 

glass 0 1 

grass 0 1 

clown 0 1 

crown 0 1 

SCORE /16 
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SCORE SHEET 2: SINGLE WORD DISCRIMINATION 

PRACTICE ITEMS 

pear bear bear pear pear bear 
012 012 012 012 012 012 
tin tin bin tin bin bin 
012 012 012 012 012 012 

TEST ITEMS 

key tea key tea tea key 

012 012 012 012 012 012 
key-tea TOTAL SCORE /12 

mouse mouse mouse mouth mouth mouth 
012 012 012 012 012 012 

mouse-mouth TOTAL SCORE /12 

bat bat mat mat mat bat 
012 012 012 012 012 012 

bat-mat TOTAL SCORE /12 

head hen head head hen hen 
012 012 012 012 012 012 

head-hen TOTAL SCORE /12 

glass glass grass grass glass grass 
012 012 012 012 012 012 

glass-grass TOTAL SCORE /12 

clown crown crown clown clown crown 
012 012 012 012 012 012 

clown-crown TOTAL SCORE /12 

coat coat goat coat goat goat 
012 012 012 012 012 012 

coat-goat TOTAL SCORE /12 

log lock lock lock log log 
012 012 012 012 012 012 

log-lock TOTAL SCORE /12 
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PRACTICE SENTENCES 

pearl The girl put the PEAR in her bag I 
bear 

put the BEAR on my bed The boy 

ate the PEAR for lunch The boy ate 

the BEAR for lunch The girl put the 

BEAR in her bag I put the PEAR on 

my bed 

tin/bin The TIN is empty We keep the TIN 

outside the door I ate the BIN of 

fruit The BIN is empty We keep the 

BIN outside the door I ate the TIN of 

fruit 

TEST SENTENCES NEUTRAL BIASED NONSENSE 

coati I think your COAT is lovely 012 
nn::llt 

Mum put her GOAT in the 012 
cupboard 

Mum put her COAT in the 012 
cupboard 

I liked the COAT with long fur 012 

I think your GOAT is lovely 012 

Mum put her COAT in the 012 
cupboard 

goat / coat Set 1 score /4 /2 /6 

NEUTRAL BIASED NONSENSE 

tea/key Mum put the TEA on the table. 012 

I dropped the TEA on the 012 
biscuits. 

I dropped the TEA on the 012 
biscuits. 

Mum put the KEY on the table. 012 

The girl used the TEA to open 012 
the door. 

The girl used the KEY to open 012 
the door. 

tea/key Set 1 score /4 /4 /4 
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NEUTRAL BIASED NONSENSE 

mouse/ My teacher drew a MOUSE in 012 
mouth my book. 

The boy's MOUSE was full of 012 
food. 

My teacher drew a MOUTH in 012 
my book. 

The boy's MOUSE was full of 012 
food. 

The cat chased the MOUSE 012 
around the house 

My teacher drew a MOUTH in 012 
my book. 

mouse/mouth Set 1 score /6 /4 /2 

lock/log The woman used the LOCK to 
light the fire. 

012 

I put the LOCK in the cupboard. 012 

The man put the LOCK beside 012 
the key. 

The woman used the LOG to 012 
light the fire. 

I put the LOG in the cupboard. 012 

The man put the LOG beside 012 
the key. 

lock/log Set 1 score /4 /4 /4 

goat! I think your GOAT is lovely. 012 
coat 

I liked the GOAT with long fur. 012 

Mum put her GOAT in the 012 
cupboard. 

I think your GOAT is lovely. 012 

I liked the COAT with long fur. 012 

Mum put her COAT in the 012 
cupboard. 

goat/coat Set 2 score /4 /4 /4 
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NEUTRAL BIASED NONSENSE 

mat/bat I threw the BATdown the 012 
stairs. 

The boy used the BAT to hit 012 
the ball. 

I put the MAT outside the door. 012 

The boy used the MAT to hit 012 
the ball. 

I put the BAT outside the door. 012 

The boy used the BAT to hit 012 
the ball. 

mat/bat Set 1 score /2 /4 /6 

key/tea Mum put the KEY on the table. 012 

I dropped the KEY on the 012 
biscuits. 

The girl used the KEY to open 012 
the door. 

Mum put the TEA on the table. 012 

The girl used the TEA to open 012 
the door. 

I dropped the KEY on the 012 
biscuits. 

key/tea Set 2 score 74 /4 /4 

coati I think your COAT is lovely 012 
aoat 

I liked the COAT with long fur. 012 

Mum put her GOAT in the 012 
cupboard. 

I liked the GOAT with long fur. 012 

I think your COAT is lovely. 012 

I liked the GOAT with long fur. 012 

coat/goat Set 3 score /4 /6 /2 

Iog/Iodc I put the LOG In the cupboard. 012 

The man put the LOG beside - 012 
the key. 
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NEUTRAL BIASED NONSENSE 

The man put the LOCK beside 012 
the key. 

The woman used the LOCK to 012 
light the fire. 

The woman used the LOG to 012 
light the /ire. 

I put the LOG in the cupboard. 012 

log/lock Set 2 score /4 /4 /4 

key/tea I dropped the KEY on the 012 
biscuits. 

The girl used the KEY to open 012 
the door. 

The girl used the TEA to open 012 
the door. 

Mum put the TEA on the table. 012 

Mum put the KEY on the table. 012 

I dropped the TEA on the 012 
biscuits. 

key/tea Set 3 score 14 14 /4 

hen/ The farmer's HEN has run 012 
head away. 

The farmer's HEAD has run 012 
away. 

The girl saw the HEAD in the 012 
picture. 

The girl saw the HEN in the 012 
picture. 

The boy rested his HEN on 012 
the pillow. 

The larmer's HEN has run 012 
away. 

hen/head Set 1 score /4 /2 /6 

crown/ We looked at the CROWN in 012 
clown the picture book. 

We looked at the CROWN in 012 
the picture book. 
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NEUTRAL BIASED NONSENSE 

The king put the CLOWN on his 012 
head. 

We looked at the CROWN in 012 
the picture book. 

The children watched the 012 
CROWN on television. 

The king put the CROWN on his 012 
head. 

crown/clown Set 1 score /6 /2 /4 

glass/ The girl dropped the GLASS on the 012 
grass ground. 

The man sat on the GRASS in 012 
the garden. 

The man sat on the GLASS in 012 
the garden. 

The girl filled the GLASS with 012 
lemonade. 

The girl dropped the GRASS on 012 
the ground. 

The girl filled the GRASS with 012 
lemonade. 

glass/grass Set 1 score /4 14 /4 

mouse/ My teacher drew a MOUSE in 012 
mouth my book. 

My teacher drew a MOUTH in 012 
my book. 

The boy's MOUTH was full of 012 
food. 

My teacher drew a MOUSE in 012 
my book. 

The boy's MOUSE was full of 012 
food. 

The cat chased the MOUTH 012 
around the house. 

mouse/mouth Set 2 score /6 /4 /2 

lock! I put the LOCK In the cupboard. 012 
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NEUTRAL BIASED NONSENSE 

log The man put the LOCK beside 
the key. 

012 

The man put the LOG beside 012 
the key. 

The woman used the LOG to 012 
light the fire. 

The woman used the LOCK to 012 
light the fire. 

I put the LOCK in the 012 
cupboard. 

lock/log Set 3 score /4 /4 /4 

mati I threw the MA T down the 012 
bat stairs. 

I put the SA T outside the door. 012 

I threw the MAT down the 012 
stairs. 

I put the MAT outside the door. 012 

The boy used the MATta hit 012 
the ball. 

I threw the SAT down the 012 
stairs. 

mat/bat Set 2 score /6 /4 /2 

mouse/ The cat chased the MOUSE 012 
mouth around the house. 

The boy's MOUTH was full of 012 
food· 
The cat chased the MOUTH 012 
around the house. 

The boy's MOUTH was full of 012 
food. 

The cat chased the MOUSE 012 
around the house. 

The cat chased the MOUTH 012 
around the house. 

mouse/mouth Set 3 score /4 /8 
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NEUTRAL BIASED NONSENSE 

hen/ The girl saw the HEAD in 012 
head the picture. 

The girl saw the HEN in 012 
the picture 

The boy rested his HEAD on the 012 
pillow. 

The girl saw the HEN in 012 
the picture. 

The boy rested his HEN on 012 
thepil/ow. 

The boy rested his HEAD on the 012 
pillow. 

hen/head Set 2 score /6 /6 

mati I threw the MAT down the 012 
bat stairs. 

I put the MAT outside the 012 
door. 

I put the BA T outside the 012 
door. 

The boy used the BATto hit 012 
the ball. 

The boy used the MATta hit 012 
the ball. 

I threw the BAT down the 012 
stairs. 

mat/bat Set 3 score /4 /4 /4 

clown/ The king put the CLOWN on his 012 
crown head. 

We looked at the CLOWN in 012 
the picture book. 

The children watched the 012 
CROWN on television. 

The king put the CROWN on his 012 
head. 

The children watched the 012 
CLOWN on television. 
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Appendix 3.12 Auditory Lexical Discrimination: words in sentences score sheet 

NEUTRAL BIASED NONSENSE 

The king put the CLOWN on his 012 
head. 

clown/crown Set 2 score /2 /4 /e 
glass/ The girl dropped the GLASS on 012 
grass the ground. 

The man sat on the GLASS in 012 
the garden. 

The girl dropped the GRASS on 012 
the ground. 

The man sat on the GRASS in 012 
the garden. 

The girl filled the GRASS with 012 
lemonade. 

The girl filled the GLASS with 012 
lemonade. 

glass/grass Set 2 score /4 /4 /4 

head/ The farmer's HEAD has run 012 
hen away. 

The bDY rested his HEN on 012 
the pillow. 

The farmer's HEN has run 012 
away. 

The girl saw the HEAD in the 012 
picture. 

The boy rested his HEAD on 012 
the pillow. 

The farmer's HEAD has run 012 
away. 

head/hen Set 3 score /2 /4 /6 

grass/ The girl dropped the GRASS on 012 
glass the ground. 

The man sat on the GRASS in 012 
the garden. 

The girl filled the GLASS with 012 
lemonade. 

The girl dropped the GLASS on 012 
the ground. 
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Appendix 3.12 Auditory Lexical Discrimination: words in sentences score sheet 

NEUTRAL BIASED NONSENSE 

The man sat on the GLASS in 012 
the garden. 

The girl filled the GRASS with 012 
lemonade. 

grass/glass Set 3 score /4 /4 /4 

clown/ We looked at the CLOWN in the 012 
crown picture book. 

The children watched the 012 
CROWN on television. 

The king put the CROWN on his 012 
head. 

The children watched the 012 
CLOWN on television. 

We looked at the CLOWN in the 012 
picture book. 

The children watched the 012 
CLOWN on television. 

clown/crown Set 3 score /4 /6 /2 
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Appendix 3.12 Auditory Lexical Discrimination: words in sentences score sheet 

SUMMARY SHEET: AUDITORY LEXICAL DISCRIMINATION TASK (WORDS IN SENTENCES) 

SINGLE NEUTRAL BIASED NONSENSE 
WORDS CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT 

Set 1 Set 2 Set3 Set 1 Set 2 Set3 Setf Set 2 Set3 

COAT/GOAT /12 

LOCK/LOG /12 

TEA/KEY 712 

'MOUSE/ /12 
MOUTH 

84T,t1WAT /12 

HEAD/HEN /12 

GLASS/ /12 
GRASS 

CLOWN/ /12 
CROWN 

/34 736 /26 /26 /34 /36 /36 /26 /34 

TOTAL /96 /96 /96 /96 
SCORES 
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Appendix 3.13 Picture Naming Task 

Appendix 3.13: Picture Naming Task 

Full Version (from Vance, Stackhouse & Wells, 2005) 

Name: ___ Date: ___ Age: __ Investigator: 

Instructions: Present the pictures and ask the child to name them. If a child fails to 
name the picture or responds with a different lexical item, use cues such as semantic, 
gap fill or first sound to prompt him or her. If a cue is used then, after a brief pause, 
the child should be asked to name the picture again and the second response recorded 
and scored. No further help should be given. 

Scoring: Transcribe the child's response phonetically. Circle 1 if child's production is 
correct, 0 if incorrect. The production of the consonant sounds in each response is 
examined. For each word to be scored as correct the production of the consonants 
within the word should be an accepted adult realisation. (See Appendix E.3 for 
guidelines on appropriate realisations for this stimulus set.) Any words in which 
consonants deviate from accepted adult realisations are scored as incorrect, 
including words in which consonants have been added or omitted by the child. Add 
total number correct at each word length, and calculate total overall. Normative data 
for this task can be found in the Compendium 0/ Auditory and Speech Tasks. 

Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks: Children's Speech and Literacy 
Difficulties 4 by J. Stackhouse, M. Vance, M. Pascoe, B. Wells. © 2007: John Wiley & 
Sons, Ltd. 
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Appendix 3.14 Picture Naming Task score sheet 

FULL VERSION: SET A 

Appendix 3.14 Picture Naming Score Sheet 

PICTURE STIMULI CHILD'S RESPONSE 1 SYLLABLE . 2 SYLLABLE 

PRACTICE ITEMS 

liaht 
sofa 
stickerbook 
TEST ITEMS 

brush 0 1 
soonae 0 1 
lalove 0 1 
duck 0 1 
leaf 0 1 
sock 0 1 
cat 0 1 
book 0 1 
torch 0 1 
mouse 0 1 
knife 0 1 
snake 0 1 
train 0 1 
van 0 1 
watch 0 1 
lolate 0 1 
roof 0 1 
I fish 0 1 
chair 0 1 
thumb 0 1 
sandwich 0 1 
toilet 0 1 
money 0 1 
I feather 0 1 
I yellow 0 1 
kitchen 0 1 
ladder 0 1 
flower 0 1 
dustbin 0 1 
jelly 0 1 
ONE SYLLABLE SCORE /20 

TWO SYLLABLE SCORE - LIST A /10 
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Appendix 3.14 Picture Naming Task score sheet 

FULL VERSION: SET B 

PICTURE STIMULI CHILD'S RESPONSE 2 SYLlABLE 3-4 SYLLABLE 

tractor 0 1 

fishing 0 1 
biscuit 0 1 
scooter 0 1 
oarrot 0 1 
seesaw 0 1 
sliooer 0 1 
sausaae 0 1 
lauitar 0 1 
soider 0 1 
cateroillar 0 1 
soaahetti 0 1 
eleohant 0 1 
caravan 0 1 
crocodile 0 1 
umbrella 0 1 
helicopter 0 1 

0 1 
television 0 1 
hosoital 0 1 
teleDhane 0 1 
Parachute 0 1 
butterfly 0 1 

0 1 
roundabout 0 1 
hal.l· r 0 1 
aeroolane 0 1 
pyjamas 0 1 
hamburaer 0 1 
dinosaur 0 1 
TWO SYLLABLE SCORE - LIST B /10 

THREE / FOUR SYLLABLE SCORE /20 
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Appendix 3.15 Word Repetition Task 

Appendix 3.15: Word Repetition Task 

Full Version (from Vance, Stackhouse & Wells, 2005) 

Name: ___ Date: ___ Age: __ Investigator: 

Instructions: The child is asked to repeat the word that he or she hears. Three 
practice items are presented at the start of the task. Corrective feedback can be 
given if the child fails to repeat any of these practice items, but only general 
encouragement can be given during the main part of the task. Each test item can be 
presented again, once only, if the child does not respond or asks for the word to be 
repeated. 

Scoring: Transcribe the child's response phonetically. Circle 1 if child's production is 
correct, 0 if incorrect. Production of the consonant sounds in each response is 
examined. For each word to be scored as correct the production of the consonants 
within the word should be an accepted adult realisation, taking into account regional 
accent variation. (See Appendix E.3 for guidelines on appropriate realisations for this 
stimulus set.) Any words in which consonants deviate from accepted adult realisations 
are scored as incorrect, including words in which consonants have been added or 
omitted by the child. Add total number correct at each word length, and calculate 
total overall. Normative data for this task can be found in the Compendium of 
Auditory and Speech Tasks. 

Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks: Children's Speech and Literacy 
Difficulties 4 by J. Stackhouse, M. Vance, M. Pascoe, B. Wells. © 2007. John Wiley & 
Sons, Ltd. 
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Appendix 3.16 Word Repetition Score Sheet 

Appendix 3.16 Word Repetition Score Sheet Score Sheet 

Name: Date: Age: Investigator: 

FULL VERSION: LIST A 

STIMULI CHILD'S RESPONSE 2 SYLLABLE 2 SYLLABLE 

PRACTICE ITEMS 

light 
sofa 
stickerbook 
TEST ITEMS 
brush 0 2 
sponge 0 2 
glove 0 2 
duck 0 2 
leaf 0 2 
sock 0 2 
cat 0 2 
book 0 2 
torch 0 2 
mouse 0 2 
knife 0 2 
snake 0 2 
train 0 2 
van 0 2 
watch 0 2 
plate 0 2 
roof 0 2 
fish 0 2 
chair 0 2 
thumb 0 2 
sandwich 0 2 
toilet 0 2 
money 0 2 
feather 0 2 
I yellow 0 2 
kitchen 0 2 
ladder 0 2 
'flower 0 2 
dustbin 0 2 
jelly 0 2 
2 -SYLLABLE SCORE /20 
2-SYLLABLE SCORE LIST A /20 
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Appendix 3.16 Word Repetition Score Sheet 

FULL VERSION: LIST B 

SCORE 
STIMULI CHILD'S RESPONSE 

2 SYLLABLE 3-4 SYLLABLES 
TEST ITEMS 

tractor 0 1 
Ifishing 0 1 
biscuit 0 1 
scooter 0 1 
parrot 0 1 
seesaw 0 1 
slipper 0 1 
sausage 0 1 
guitar 0 1 
spider 0 1 
caterpillar 0 1 
spaghetti 0 1 
elephant 0 1 
caravan 0 1 
crocodile 0 1 
umbrella 0 1 
helicopter 0 1 
kangaroo 0 1 
television 0 1 
hospital 0 1 
telephone 0 1 
parachute 0 1 
butterfly 0 1 
computer 0 1 
roundabout 0 1 
hairdresser 0 1 
aeroplane 0 1 
pyjamas 0 1 
hamburger 0 1 
dinosaur 0 1 
2-SYLLABLE SCORE LIST B /10 
3-4-SYLLABLE SCORE /20 

SUMMARY SHEET: WORD REPETITION, FULL VERSION 

l-SYLLABLE WORDS (FROM LIST A) /20 

2-sYLLABLE WORDS (FROM LIST A + B) /20 

3-4-sYLLABLE WORDS (FROM LIST B) /20 

TOTAL SCORE /60 
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Appendix 3.17 Non-Word Repetition Task 

AppeIdx3.17:Non-Word Repetition Task 

Full Version (from Vance, Stackhouse & Wells, 2005) 

Name: ___ Date: ___ Age: __ Investigator: 

Instructions: Pronounce the non-words with the same stress pattern as the matched 
real word. The child is told that he or she is going to say some funny words that he or she 
won't have heard before, and is asked to repeat the non-word that he or she hears. For 
younger children, a soft toy, e.g. a monkey, is used to demonstrate the task. The child is 
told that the monkey says 'made up, monkey words' and that he or she will not know 
these words. He or she is then asked to say each word like the monkey said it. 

Three practice items are presented at the start of the task. Corrective feedback can be 
given if the child fails to repeat any of these practice items. If the child lexicalises any of 
these words, i.e. produces a real word, he or she should be encouraged to say the word 'just 
like the monkey says it'. Only general encouragement can be given during the main part of 
the task. A further presentation of an item can be given if the child fails to respond to a 
stimulus or requests a repetition. 
Scoring: Transcribe the child's response phonetically. Circle 1 if child's production is 
correct, 0 if incorrect. The production of the consonant sounds in each response is 
examined. For each word to be scored as correct the production of the consonants within 
the word should be an accepted adult realisation. (See Appendix E.3 for guidelines on 
appropriate realisations for this stimulus set.) Any words in which consonants deviate from 
accepted adult realisations are scored as incorrect, including words in which consonants 
have been added or omitted by the child. Add total number correct at each word length, 
and total overall. Normative data for this task can be found in the Compendium of 
Auditory and Speech Tasks. 

Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks: Children's Speech and Literacy 
Difficulties 4 by J. Stackhouse, M. Vance, M. Pascoe, B. Wells. f&) 2007, John Wiley & 
Sons, Ltd. 
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Appendix 3.18 Non-Word Repetition Score Sheet 

Appendix 3.18 Non-Word Repetition Score Sheet 

Name: Date: Age: Investigator 

FULL VERSION: SET A 

STIMULI CHILD'S RESPONSE 
SCORE 

ISYLL 2SYLL 
PRACTICE ITEMS 
Isalpl 
/' g::w;1\\! 

/' naIZpaupi! 
TEST ITEMS 

/bJISI 0 1 
Ispaml\\! 0 1 
IglEvl 0 1 
ldalkl 0 1 
llofi 0 1 

/sok/ 0 1 
Iketl 0 1 
jbokl 0 1 
/tutf/ a 1 
ImoIsl 0 1 
Inaufl 0 1 
Isnalkl 0 1 
ItJOlnl 0 1 
IVInI 0 1 
Iwotfl 0 1 
Iplautl 0 1 
/Jofl 0 1 
IfeSI 0 1 
Itfi/ 0 1 
I (J 'Oml 0 1 
I' s Imwactl 0 1 

I'tellati 0 1 
I'menal 0 1 
I' fll!3I1 0 1 
I' jeloII 0 1 
I' k'Otfanl 0 1 
l'lEdi/ 0 1 
I' fluwl 0 1 
I'desbanl 0 1 
/' du,lal 0 1 

11-SYLI ARI J: ~rnRJ: - LIST A /20 
2-SYLLABLE SCORE - LIST A 110 
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Appendix 3.18 Non-Word Repetition Score Sheet 

Name: Date: Age: Investigator: 

FULL VERSION: SET 8 

STIMULI CHILD'S RESPONSE 
SCORE 

2SYLL 3-4 SYLL 
PRACTICE ITEMS 
Isalpl 

!' gOJB<lI/ 

!' nalzpaupi! 

TEST ITEMS 

!' tJBktl1 n ~ 
!' fuSlol 0 1 

!' buskBtl 0 1 
I'skital 0 1 

/'PAJlt/ 0 1 
!' sasi! 0 1 
!' slopal 0 1 

!' sBsa!\l1 0 1 
IgB'tol 0 1 
/' speldll 0 1 
I'kltaplllial 0 1 
/SPA'gIta/ 0 1 
!' 1ll11funtl 0 1 
/' kAJUVln! 0 1 
/' kJ Ikadaull 0 1 
Illlm' bJIllIi/ 0 1 
/' hi laklllptal 0 1 

/' kuoglJal 0 1 
/' tuiavIll3ani 0 1 
/' hlllspat I II 0 1 
/' tulafalnl Q 1 
!' pBJaSitl 0 1 
/' bllltaflaul 0 1 
IkBm' pjauti! 0 1 
/' J aundaba I tl 0 1 
/'hOldJlllsll 0 1 
/' uJaplaJnl 0 1 
IpI' !\Iamlzl 0 1 
/' hlmbagi/ 0 1 
l'delnIsal Q 1 
i-SYLLABLE SCORE (LIST Al /20 
2-SYLLABLE SCORE (LIST A + Bl /20 
3-4-SYLLABLE SCORE (LIST Bl i2U 
inIAL SCORE /60 
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Appendix 3.19 Connected Speech Processes Task 

Appendix 3.19: Connected Speech Task: Connected Speech Processes (CSP) 
Repetition Task 

(from Newton, 1999) 

Name:, ___ Date: __ Age: ___ Investigatory 

Instructions: The child is asked to repeat a sentence that he or she hears, just as it was 
spoken. Responses should be audio-recorded using a good-quality recorder and microphone. 
Read the sentences to the child with the prescribed intonation pattern, with stress on the 
syllable in bold, and using the appropriate CSP. The investigator should produce each 
sentence adhering to the following guidelines: where possible, the stimuli should be 
presented in an accent that is close to that of the child; each item is presented with an 
intonation pattern that is unmarked for declarative statements in English; the tonic 
syllable is the final lexically stressed syllable of the sentence or phrase, marked below in 
bold. The targeted juncture, underlined below, should be produced with the appropriate 
process, transcribed below in phonetic transcription. The child's production of the target 
words should be transcribed on the score sheet and can then be checked from the 
recording. 

Scoring: Code the child's responses according to juncture tYpe produced: c for production of 
adult-like close juncture; 0 for open juncture (i.e. no assimilation, elision or liaison); and n for 
non-adult like realisation of the juncture. Circle the appropriate letter on the score sheet. On 
the summary sheet, for each c (Le. adult-like) response, score through one of the tallies (1) 
for that particular CSP. Total the number correct for each different CSP and calculate the 
percentage correct. Numbers of (0) open junctures and (n) non-adult like realisations of the 
junctures can also be recorded. 

An important feature of normal adult connected speech to note when scoring a child's 
repetitions is the common realisation of word-final It I as a glottal stop, e.g. FAT-[fll!?], so 
that FAT PIG may be as likely produced [fll!?pIg] as [fll!ppIg]. Therefore a similar 
production of word-final It I as [?] in assimilation environments should be coded as adult
like close juncture. Normative data for this task can be found in the Compendium of 
Auditory and Speech Tasks. 
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Appendix 3.20 Connected Speech Processes Task Score Sheet 

Appendix 3.20 CSP Score Sheet 

TARGET SENTENCE CHILD'S w 
PRODUCT-

....J 
u W 

~ 
....J 

ION OF z z z u 
0 ~ JUNCTURE 
~ 

0 0 <C 
iii VI w <C 
:::J ~ I- w 

~ W ....J Z !:: u::: z iii w u::: 
~ c z ~ 

1. Vou must clean your Ct#C 
teeth. ['iiiAskl in] con 

2. I gave thulephant a con 
bananr 
I r", ., .&. .1 

3. Mary'uhoes are #sh 
clean. 
It'mEaJbJuz] 

con 

4. Claire ate all her r 
lunc~ con 
Ir1kl""J d.l 

5. My uncle is a farmer. 
e6n [maliA{)kl.J 

6. The re9&ar went ell 
away. con 
r' ,,,n" lrn 1 

7. They robbe~e bank Cd#C 
yesterday. [ Job5a] con 

8. Thluhape Is a #sh 
square. con 
r3,rrelD 1 

9. The brown bear eats rIt 
fish. [' bJ-;;-mbEa] con 

10. I live negu big r 
wood. con 
r'ni"J ,,1 

11. We saw aulephant at con 
the zoo. 
iran'dafantl 

12. John collects stamps. rIt 
[' c60okalEks] con 

13. Sam loved to dance. Cd#C 
[ IIAvta] con 

14. She wrapped the Ct#C 
parcel. [ JIIlp5a] con 

15. You can reaflmy ell 
book. 
I r' Jib" maT 1 

con 

16. Gooslgirls are nice. ell 
[I guggalz] con 

17. My mum huggeslrne Cd#C 
when I was sad. con 
[hAgmi] 
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Appendix 3.20 Connected Speech Processes Task Score Sheet 

18. I washed my hair Cd#C 
last night. 
[lwnr~aT 1 

con 

19. Hejudge!Uhe Cd#C 
competition. 
[I i\lAi\I/ja] 

con 

20. I wore a Jumper. r 
[woJ a] con 

21. You ea1.Rudding til 
with a spoon. 
[lip" pudlO] 

ern 

22. The gold box was Cd#C 
heavy. rrQaulbnks] con 

23. Joh.!l..2layed tennis. r# 
[Ii\lnrnpleld] ern 

24. He gave me a j 
banana. [r;I'J a] con 

25. We saw a tent by a Ct#C 
river. [I tErn" ba IJ con 

26. She picked some Cd#C 
flowers.""'[lp I ksarn] con 

27. Sam ate i!l.Qrange 
very slowly. con [an Inl wI\!] 

28. Some smoke ble~ W 
out of the chimney. 
Tlbluwautl con 

29. He sneez~ery Cd#C 
loudly. [ snizVE iJ con 

30. We founuresents Cd#C 
under the tree. 
[lfaurnplEzants] 

con 

31. Tom hit Claire very til 
hard. [h,k" klEa] ern 
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Appendix 3.20 Connected Speech Processes Task Score Sheet 

32. You must stiLln the r 

sugar. [' St3J In] con 

33. The tOlllephant was j 

broken. con 

34. The yellow aeroplane w 
crashed. con 
['jElauw EJaplEln] 

35. She cut my hair. t# 
['kAp"mad con 

36. He watched television Cd#C 
ail 

"' . . , 

37. Jane made some soup. n# 
[ '!\Ie I rome I d] con 

38. She gave th~range to 
Sam. [3Il 'UJ m!\l] con 

39. My lefUeg hurts. Ct#C 
[ 'lEflEg] con 

40. Theurgued all day. J 
[ , 3E Il agjud] con 

41. Alice puUloves on her t# 
hands. [' putglAvz] con 

42. We had bacon for d# 
lunch. [' hleb "be I kan] con 
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Appendix 3.20 Connected Speech Processes Task Score Sheet 

SUMMARY SHEET 

No. 0/ No.o/non-
Adult-like close Number % open (0) adult (n) 
(c) junctures correct correct !junctures junctures 

Assimilation t# 1111 /4 % 

n# 1111 /4 % 

d# 1111 /4 % 

#sh 11 /2 % 

Elision CtNe 1111 /4 % 

Cd#C 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 /10 % 

Liaison IiI 1111 /4 % 

Iwl 11 /2 % 

Irl 1111 /4 % 

Inde/lnite 11 12 % 
article 

Definite 11 12 % 
article 
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Appendix 3.21 Intelligibility Task Response Sheet 

Listener number (office use only) 

Appendix 3.21 Intelligibility Task Response Sheet 

Name 

Profession 
(please circle) 

Age group 
(please circle) 

Work base 

Experience of working 
with children who 

have speech 
difficulties 

(please circle the one 

1. 
2. 
3. 

that best describes 
this for you) 

Is English your first 
language? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Intelligibility Outcomes 

Response Sheet 

Teaching Assistant Teacher Physiotherapist 
Occupational Therapist Speech and Language Therapist 
Speech & Language Therapy Assistant Doctor 
Other: (please state) 

Under 21 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 Over 60 

• I have very little experience of working with children who 
have speech difficulties 

• I have some experience of working with children who have 
speech difficulties 

• I have lots of experience of working with children who 
have speech difficulties 

Yes/no 
If not, please tell me what it is 

Practise items 

List 1 
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Appendix 3.21 Intelligibility Task Response Sheet 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

List 2 
26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 
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Appendix 3.21 Intelligibility Task Response Sheet 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

List 3 
51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 
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Appendix 3.21 Intelligibility Task Response Sheet 

List 4 
76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

List 5 
101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

107. 
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Appendix 3.21 Intelligibility Task Response Sheet 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111. 

112. 

113. 

114. 

115. 

116. 

117. 

118. 

119. 

120. 

121. 

122. 

123. 

124. 

125. 

List 6 
126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

133. 

134. 

135. 

136. 

137. 

138. 

139. 

140. 
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Appendix 3.21 Intelligibility Task Response Sheet 

141. 

142. 

143. 

144. 

145. 

146. 

147. 

148. 

149. 

150. 

List 7 
151. 

152. 

153. 

154. 

155. 

156. 

157. 

158. 

159. 

160. 

161. 

162. 

163. 

164. 

165. 

166. 

167. 

168. 

169. 

170. 

171. 

172. 

173. 
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Appendix 3.21 Intelligibility Task Response Sheet 

174. 

175. 

List 8 

176. 

177. 

178. 

179. 

180. 

181. 

182. 

183. 

184. 

185. 

186. 

187. 

188. 

189. 

190. 

191. 

192. 

193. 

194. 

195. 

196. 

197. 

198. 

199. 

200. 
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Appendix 4.1 Tallulah T1 

Appendix 4.1 Tallulah: Results of standardised language assessment Tl, CA 6;6: CELF-4 UK 

Subtest Scaled score Percentile 
rank 

Receptive language 
Concepts & Following Directions 9 37 
Word Classes: Receptive 9 37 
Sentence Structure N/A N/A 
Understanding Spoken Paragraphs 8 25 
Expressive language 
Word structure 12 75 
Recalling Sentences 7 16 
Formulated Sentences 8 25 
Word Classes: Expressive 11 63 
Expressive Vocabulary N/A N/A 
Working memory 

Number Repetition: Forwards 11 63 
Number Repetition: Backwards 8 25 
Number Repetition: Total 8 25 
Composite Scores 
Core Language 94 34 

Receptive Language N/A N/A 
Expressive Language 95 37 

Additional testing: Test of Word Knowledge 
Receptive Vocabulary 15 95 
Expressive Vocabulary 14 91 
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KEY 

Appendix 4.2 Tallulah: Speech processing profile T1 

Standardised scores 

./ +1.5 to -1.5 S.D. 
X -1.6 to -2.5 S.D. 

Appendix 4.2 Tallulah: Speech Processing Profile T1 (age 6;5) 

XX -2.6 to -3.5 S.D. 
XXX >-3.5 S.D. 
Non-Standardised 
{::} judged typical 
range for age INPUT 

F Is the child aware of the internal 
structure of phonological 
representations? 
{::}Silent sorting eve words by onset 

{::}Silent sorting eve words by coda 

E Are the child's phonological 
representations accurate 

./ ALD (no picture), real words: z=O.95 

./ Non-words list A: z=-O.2 

./ Non-words list B: z=-O.25 
{::}Syllable/word/rhyme/identification 

D Can the child discriminate between 
real words? 
./ B&S real words: z=O.24 

C Does the child have language specific 
representations of word structures? 
N/A 

8 Can the child discriminate speech 
sounds without reference to lexical 
representations? 
./ B&S non-words: z=-O.26 
./ Complex non-words-same: z=O.72 

./ Complex non-words- diff: z=-O.38 

A 
A Does the child have adequate auditory 
perception? 
{::}No concerns 

~ 
~ 

OUTPUT 

.u. judged below 
typical range for age 

G Can the child access accurate motor 
programmes? 
XXX Naming 1 syllable words: z=-7.13 
XXX Naming 2 syllable words: z=-6.33 
./ Naming 3/4 syllable words: z=-1.46 
XXX Naming total: z=-5.53 

H Can the child manipulate phonological 
units? 

{::}Rhyme generation 

<=>Segmentation of multisyllabic words into 
syllables 

{::}Segmentation of CVC words 

I Can the child articulate real words 
accurately? 

<=>Blending of C-V-C into words 
.u. improved output following imitation 
inconsistent 

} Can the child articulate speech sounds 
without reference to lexical representations? 
Non-word repetition: 
./ 1 syllable items z=O.24 
X 2 syllable items: z=-3.29 
./ 3/4 syllable items: z=O.37 
./Total: z=-O.65 

K does the child have adequate sound 
production skills? 

.u.OOK rate and accurac ypoor 
{::}Oro-motor skills 

L Does the child reject his/her own 
erroneous forms? Sometimes 
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Appendix 4.3 Tallulah: Speech processing model T1 

Appendix 4.3 Tallulah: Speech Processing Model T1 

Speech Processing Model 
(Stackhouse & Wells, 1997): 
Tallulah suggested areas of difficulty, Tl 

Phonological 
Representation 

Semantic 
Representation 

, ................................................................ , 
! KEY ! 
! Level of difficulty ! 
! hypothesised from normed l 
1 ~s~ 1 
! X or xx or xxx ! 
~ i 
! Presence of difficulty ! 
! hypothesised from l 
1 weak/poor performance on i 
! informal tasks I 
: ~: : : 
1 1 
i ................................................................ ; 

Motor Program 

........... . . 
~ XXX .~.-.------~ 

: .•.•..... : 

Phonological 
Recognition 

Motor 
Programming 

Speech/Non-speech 
Discrimination 

Peripheral Auditory 
Processing 

Input 

........•... . 
XXX ,..: -_ ...... 

............ : 

Phonetic 
Discrimination 

Motor Planning 

· . : ... ~ .......... ~ 
: ~.-----r------------~ · . · . I •••••••••••••• ~ 

... .L .... ~~~or Execution 
: J} : · . · . · ----r---------~ • • •...........•.• ~ 

Output 
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Appendix 4.4 Tallulah: Single word naming Tl (6;5) and T2 (7;4) 

(taken from DEAP Phonology, DEAP Articulation and Stackhouse & Wells Naming Task) 
Word Adult realisation C V Tallulah's C 

score score realisation Tl (6;5) score 
1. aeroplane /Eara 1plem/ 4 3 [Eava I p-le- I _n] 3 

2. apple /Icepal/ 2 2 [I cepa - u] 2 

3. bird /bad/ 2 1 [ba:d,] 2 

4. birthday / I ba (J de I I ke I k/ 5 3 [lbAtdel k~xlk' ] 3 
cake 

5. biscuits /lbISkltS/ 5 2 [I bl (J1ilfi] k- I?fr]] 2 

6. boat /baut/ 2 1 [baut' ] 2 

7. book /buk/ 2 1 [bu_k~x] 1 

8. boy /b;)l/ 1 1 [b;): I] 1 

9. bread /brsd/ 3 1 bWEd. 2 

10 bridge /brI«k/ 3 1 [bJ 11f.J 2 

11 brush /brAj'/ 3 1 [bJAj':] 3 

12 butterfly IbAtaflal 4 3 [I bA .. th aflal] 4 

13 car /ka/ 1 1 [khaJ 1 

14 caravan / I kceravam/ 4 3 [I khce-mav . ce-n] 3 

15 cat /kcet/ 2 1 [kh cet' ] 2 

16 caterpillar /Ikcetaplla/ 4 4 [ I kh cetaph 11a] 4 

17 chair /lfEa/ 1 1 [11'. E: a-] 1 

18 chips /11' IpS/ 3 1 [1f'I? (C_-) ] * 1 

*Fricative 

V 
score 
3 

2 
1 

1 

2 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 

3 

1 

3 

1 

4 

1 

1 

Appendix 4.4 
Tallulah SW naming T1 (6;5) and T2 (7;4) 

Tallulah's C V score 
realisation T2 (7;4) score 
[?EaJa I ple- m] 4 3 
[I cepau] 2 2 

[bad.] 2 1 

N/A N/A N/A 

[ lb. h I sk- ItS] 5 2 

N/A N/A N/A 
[buk' ] 2 1 
[b;) I] 1 1 

[bJEd,] 3 1 
I 

N/A N/A N/A 

[bJAj'] 3 1 

[lbAth aflal] 4 3 

[kh a] 1 1 
[ I khce: vce-n] 3 2 

[kh cet' ] 2 1 

[ I khcet,a - ph 11a] 4 4 

[lfEa] 1 1 

N/A N/A N/A 
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(?dental) 

+turbulence 

19 computer /kamlpjuta/ 5 3 [Ipjut~ h aJ 

20 crab /krlllbi 3 1 [kba I WIIlbJ 

21 crocodile IlkrokadaI1/ 5 3 [ I 4)wuk ~xaga I oj 

22 dinosaur Ildamas::>1 3 3 [I daI -na-t~ "::>_J 

23 door Id::>1 1 1 [d::>J 

24 duck ldAkl 2 1 [dA~k' J 

25 dustbin lldAsbml 4 2 [ I dAm .')1-nJ 

26 ear hal 0 1 [d aJ 

27 egg IEgl 1 1 [:hQ) 
28 elephant II Elafantl 4 3 [I d,afw a-nfJ 

29 feather llfE()al 2 2 [lfEvaJ 

30 fish If lSI 2 1 [fIS:J 

31 fishing IlfISIOI 3 2 ['fI_SI-_OJ 

32 five Ifalvl 2 1 [fa_ IV .J 

33 flower Ilflauwal 3 2 [I flauwaJ 

34 foot Ifotl 2 1 [f:ot' J 

35 frog Ifrngl 3 1 [fJrOg'J 

36 giraffe l<tIalrafl 3 2 [<tIa IvafJ 

37 girl Iga1/ 2 1 [gaoJ 

38 glove IglAvl 3 1 Ega IlAv.J 

39 guitar IgIltal 2 2 [flltbn_f] 

40 hairdresser IlhEadrEsal 4 3 [I hEab.IE-n~ .+a] 
~- --- ------

3 2 

2 1 

1 3 

2 3 

1 1 

2 1 
3 2 

0 1 

1 1 
4 3 

1 2 

2 1 

3 2 

2 1 

3 2 

2 1 

2 1 

2 2 

2 1 

3 1 

1 2 

2 3 
---- L-___ 

Appendix 4.4 
Tallulah SW naming T1 (6;5) and T2 (7;4) 

[kh amlpjuth A-J 5 3 

[k.IlIlb. J 3 1 
[I kh ukh adaoJ 4 3 

[I da .. I -nas::>J 3 3 

[d::>J 1 1 

[dAk' J 2 1 
[I dAm :l>I -nJ 3 2 

[1: 9 J 0 1 

[EgJ 1 1 
[I dafa-n:tJ 4 3 
[I fEvaJ 1 2 

I 

[fIn 2 1 

[ 'fISI -oJ 3 2 

[fUIvJ 2 1 

[I flaowaJ 3 2 

[fotJ 2 1 

[fugJ 2 1 

[<tIa -'.lUfJ 3 2 

[gaoJ 2 1 

[glAvJ 3 1 
Ega Ita] 2 2 

[' hEa. I d.IEsa] 4 3 
--~ 
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41 hamburger /'ha!mb3ga/ 4 3 [' hre- .. m: b3ga] 

42 helicopter /hsla 'kopta/ 5 4 [hsli 'kh opt- a] 
43 hospital /'hospltal/ 5 3 [Iho-m~p- Ith au] 

44 house /hausl 2 1 [hau OJ 
45 jam 1!\Iremi 2 1 [djre-m] 

46 jelly I'ltdil 2 2 [I «tsli] 

47 jump Il\wnpl 3 1 [etA -mph ] 

48 kangaroo I'kreugarul 4 3 [I khre-ogalu:] 

49 kitchen I' kltfml 3 2 [Ikhltfa-n] 

50 knife InaIfI 2 1 [na_ Is~j 

51 ladder I'lredal 2 2 [11 :reda] 

52 ladybird l'leldib3dl 4 3 [lIe Idjbs_ t 'J 

53 leaf llif/ 2 1 [l,i v] 

54 legs 11sgz1 3 1 [ls~ fr]:] 
55 lighthouse /'lalthausl 4 2 [ I la I thau-fr] ] 
56 money 111IWli/ 2 2 [IIIIA - _ni -_] 

57 monkey /'lIIAUki/ 3 2 [ I IlIA -oki] 

58 moon /munl 2 1 [mI-u-n] 

59 mouse lmaus/ 2 1 [maus..,C)*] 
·possibly loud in-
breath shortening 
previous segment 

60 orange /'ormtt/ 3 2 [I OWl -ntf:] 
61 parachute I'prerafutl 4 3 [Iph relafut' ] 

.. _-
---~.---- ~---------- -.-~ '--- - - - -- --

4 3 

5 4 
4 3 

1 1 
1 1 
2 2 

3 1 

4 3 

3 2 
1 1 

2 2 

3 2 

1 1 

2 1 
3 2 
2 2 

3 2 

2 0 
2 1 

1 2 
4 3 
---- ------

Appendix 4.4 
Tallulah SW naming T1 (6i5) and T2 (7;4) 

[' hre-mb3gaJ 4 3 

[ I hda I kopt'" a] 5 4 
[I ho-m."'p" Ith au] 4 3 

[ha .. us] 2 1 
[.tre-m] 2 1 
[I «tsli] 2 2 

N/A N/A N/A 

[ I khre-ogauU] 3 3 

[I khqh -n] 3 2 
[naIf] 2 1 

[ '1red~a-] 2 2 

N/A N/A N/A 

[lif] 2 1 

[lsgz. ] 3 1 
[Ilalthaus] 4 2 
['m:A-_ni-J 2 2 

[IIIIA -oki] 3 2 
[mUn] 2 1 
[m:aus] 2 1 

['owI-n«t] 2 2 
[I phrelaSUt' ] 4 3 

- ---- _ .. _- .-
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62 parrot /'prerat/ 3 2 [ , piIre.II t,= ] 

63 pig /pIgl 2 1 [ph I :X] 

64 plate Ipleltl 3 1 [plelt' ] 

65 pram Ipraml 3 1 [p ~ ¢lWIIl-n] 

66 pyjamas Ipa1ttamazl 4 3 [a' tta,-maz.J 

67 queen Ikwinl 3 1 [kwia-n] 

68 rabbit I'rlllbltl 3 2 [IWIIlblt' ] 

69 rain Ireml 2 1 [ve I -: n] 

70 ring IrIul 2 1 [WI -u] 
71 roof Iruf/ 2 1 [w,uf: ] 

72 roundabout Ilraundabautl 5 3 [' lau-ndabau?] 

73 sandwich I'samwlltl 4 2 [' S_"'IIl-mlc!f] 

74 sausage Ilsusll\V 3 2 [' SuSII6.J 

75 school Iskul/ 3 1 [s"'_kuu] 

76 scissors I'slzazl 3 2 IBI-z_az. 

77 scooter Iiskutal 3 2 I fijduta-

78 seesaw Ilsis:JI 2 2 [ J(t"'rn ."b -] 

79 shark ISakl 2 1 [Sa?] 

80 sheep lJipl 2 1 [Jh i :p' ] 

81 slipper(s) II slIpazl 4 (3) 2 [I B lIpa- (C_ )] 

82 snake Isnelkl 3 1 [n :e' Ik] 

83 sock Isukl 2 1 [fiju-k' ] 
-

3 2 

1 1 
3 1 

1 1 
3 3 

3 0 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

5 3 

2 2 

1 2 

2 1 
2 2 
1 1 

0 2 

1 1 

2 1 

2 2 

1 1 
1 1 

Appendix 4.4 
Tallulah SW naming T1 (6;5) and T2 (7;4) 

['ph IIlVAt' ] 3 2 

[phIg" ] 2 1 
[plel_t' ] 3 1 

[pllll-m] 3 1 
[p - a 1tta,-maz.J 4 3 

[kwln] 3 1 

['llllblt' ] 3 2 

N/A N/A N/A 
[WI-O] 1 1 

[luf:] 2 1 

N/A N/A N/A 

[' slIl-mb.IIc!f] 3 2 

[' sus 116] 3 2 

[skuu] 3 1 

['slzaz] 3 2 
[I skUthA-] 3 2 

[ I sIS:J ~] 1 2 

N/A N/A N/A 

[Sip] 2 1 

[I slIpa] 3 2 

[snelk] 3 1 

[suk] 2 1 
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I 84 spaghetti Ispa'gsti/ 4 3 

85 spider l'spaIdal 3 2 
86 splash Isplrefl 4 1 

87 sponge IspAIlct/ 4 1 

88 square Iskwsa/ 3 1 
89 strawberry I I str:>hri/ 5 2 

90 swing ISWIUI 3 1 

91 teeth Iti fJ I 2 1 
92 telephone Ith da'faunl 4 3 

93 television Itda lvI3an/ 5 4 

94 thankyou I I fJ reukjul 4 2 

95 three / fJ ril 2 1 

96 thumb I fJ AIDI 2 1 

97 tiger I'talgal 2 2 

98 toilet l't:>Ilat/ 3 2 

99 tomato Ita I mat au/ 3 3 

10 tongue ItAUI 2 1 
10 toothbrush I'tu 8 hrAS/ 5 2 

10 torch It:>lfl 2 1 

10 tractor I'trrekta/ 4 2 

10 train Itreml 3 1 

10 umbrella IAID'hrdal 4 3 

10 vacuum I'vrekjum 7 4 
cleaner Iklina/ 

10 van Ivrenl 2 1 

10 watch /wulf/ 2 1 

[I-fr] Igsth iJ 2 2 

[Ip· aIda] 2 2 

[hlre/lf] 1 1 
[m.'"pA -nctf:] 3 1 

[p~fwsa] 0 1 
[I fr] vw:>vwiJ 0 2 
[f"WI -u] 2 1 

[t1tifJ 1 1 
[thd,a I f- au-n] 4 3 
[thda'vdja-n] 4 4 

[ I fre-uxju ~] 2 1 
[(wi: ] 0 1 
[fA -m] 1 1 

[I tha I gOa] 2 2 
[th:>Ilatj 2 2 

[tha I mathauJ 3 3 
[thA-U:] 2 1 
[I thufhwA_cJ . 2 2 
[ th:>tr] 2 1 

[I P ~ ibwreh· a] 1 2 

[tJeI-n] 3 1 

[A-m'hJda] 4 3 
[ I vre/kjOm xlna] 5 4 

[ vre-n] 2 1 
[wu-Ifr] ] 1 1 

Appendix 4.4 
Tallulah SW naming T1 (6;5) and T2 (7;4) 

[spa I gui] 3 3 

[lspaIda] 3 2 
[spIreS: ] 4 1 
[SpA -n«t] 4 1 

[skwsa] 3 1 
[I ft:>hiJ 2 2 
[SWI -u] 3 1 
[th if] 1 1 
[thda I fau-n] 4 3 
[thda I vI3a-n] 5 4 

[ I fre-ukju] 3 2 

[fwiJ 0 1 
[fA-m] 1 1 

[I th alga] 2 2 
[th :>IlIt' ] 3 2 

[th a'math au] 3 3 

N/A N/A N/A 
[ I th ufhuAS] 3 2 

[th :>/11'] 2 1 

[I tfJrekara] 3 2 

[tJeI-~n] 3 1 
[A-m'hdA] 3 3 

N/A N/A N/A 

[ vre-n] 2 1 

[wulf] 2 1 
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10 web IWEbl 2 1 

11 witch IWItfl 2 1 

11 yellow II jdaul 2 2 

11 zebra IlzEbral 3 2 

Tl 325 193 
T2 297 180 

------_ .. _-- ---_ .. _---- ------ ----- L- ______ .... ____ ....... _. 

[wEbJ 2 1 [wEbJ 
[WItf':] 2 1 N/A 
[I jdau] 2 2 [I jdau] 

[ldEbwa] 1 2 [I u;bJa] 

-_ ...... _----_ .. _---- -

Appendix 4.4 
Tallulah SW naming T1 (6;5) and T2 (7;4) 

2 1 

N/A N/A 
2 2 

3 2 

- - L-______ 
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Appendix 4,5 Tallulah CS 1 T1 East Enders 

Appendix 4.5 Tallulah CS 1, Tl, East Enders 

J OK, What did you do last week? Mum was about-saying something 
about 'East Enders' - what did you do? 

Tallulah Um I (,) was drawing a picture in (,) um Bobby's house 
[A -m (.) '?!lJB ~ I: wa-m," 'b:>wI -n a 'ph I?tfa 'I-:na-_ (.) -B _m 
(. ) , boblfr) 'hao-fr) ] 

J Right 
Tallulah And (,) um (,) we had to colour in because um-it was a play- is - Juliet 

and Romeo 
[' !IJ-nt' (.) A -m (.) wi 'hBk~ th a- 'khAIaw I-n bl 'kA-_Z,"' A-m 
, I? wa-fr) a 'plel I -fr) (.) '~lij:B? am 'wao:m:iao] 

Tallulah And-and-mum and dad had a fight (laugh) 
[ '!IJ-nd, (.) !lJnd (.) 'rnA -m, !IJ-n 'd!IJd', 'h!IJd a 'fal_?] 

J Right 

Tallulah And um then we got some (?pretending) (?pretend) calendars and -
that's it really 
[!IJ-nd, a-m 'nE-m wi 'go? t~'"a-m 'bE-nt~·E-nI -u (.) 'b"'E-n (.) 
'thE- "n? 'khreIa-nd3-:fr) , re-nt' (.) ()re?fr] 'I? (.) 'wiliJ 

J That was it-right-where did you go? 
Tallulah Uh-to London-on the - car 

['A_(.}th a 'IA-nda-_n(.) 'o-n~a (. ) 'k'h oJ 
J In the car? Did you drive all the way there? 
Tallulah No, not me! 

['na-o 'no? 'mi:] 
J Oh, not you? 
Tallulah Someone else 

['sA-rnA-n 'E-Ofr)J 
J Who was the person who drove? 
Tallulah I don't know 

['?al_ 'dao-_n? 'na-_o] 
J Were there lots of children there? 
Tallulah About four 

[bao? 'f:>] 
J About four? 
Tallulah Um-I mean - six 

[a_-ma'mln (.) , " t :J SI S 

J And were they people from your school? 
Tallulah No, none of them 

[' na-o 'n~A -n~ an!', ()a-mJ 
J Where did they come from? 
Tallulah Well, one was in my drama and he's called Tom 

[ 'WEO_ 'WA -n waz" , I -m ~ rna I - 'bwo-_ffi!ll_ !IJ-n ' hlfr] 'kh :>:t' 
't,~o- _ :mJ 
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Appendix 4,6 Tallulah CS 2 T1 School 

Appendix 4.6 Tallulah CS 2, Tl, School 

Tallulah School-my school 
[I sJmu (.) mal I fr] kuu] 

J Yeh-tell me about your school-do you like going to school? 
Tallulah No 

[In:a-u] 

J Oh, whoops (laugh) why not? 
Tallulah Um 'cos you have to work and and I want to be in reception again 

[a-III, Ikba-v jQ Ihoo-r thQ IW3 _-:k' ?oo-_nE~_ oo-_n aI 
Iwu-na IbV I-n walfr] (SEpfr] t- a-_m algE-_qJ 

J You'd like to be in reception-why would you want to be in reception 
again? 

Tallulah 'Cos they had no work -to do 
[ I kbaz ~ e I I hood nau I W3 : _k' {pp ta 

~ 

I du p)] 

Tallulah Not-like my cousin Ned-doesn't have to do any homework 
[no_? (.) Ila_I? ma-_I IkhA-_ira-n InE_t:' (.) {pp 
I dA_z"',n, I oo_z ,'" ta du_ W IE_-ni I hau .. -m3_k' pp} ] 

J Is your cousin in reception? 

Tallulah Yes-he's called Ned-all my cousins are 
[I j:E.n,'" hiz"', I kh oud I nEd (.) I?o mal I kh Aih - _nn"', 
a, _-] 

J How old's your cousin? 

Tallulah Five 
[lfaI_f] 
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Appendix 4,7 Tallulah CS 3 T1 Spiders 

Appendix 4.7 Tallulah CS 3, T1, Spiders 

Tallulah Spider again 
[Ibarda algE-n] 

J Yeh-and there's a spider's ..... , 
Tallulah Web 

[ IWEb] 

Tallulah I'm scared of them-urn spiders 
[a-~m.ljgE~ad, a I~-m a-m Ibardafi]] 

J Are you? 

Tallulah Real spiders-yeh 
[Iwiu_ Iba_rdaf jE_] 

J Why are you scared of them? 

Tallulah Urn 'cos one (XXX) they crawled up and it was actually a big sp- money 
spider-on me 
[A -m khaz·, I WA -n (xxxj de r I khwoud AP, oo-n I? waf, 100-?JjV 

a- Ibr-?fi,) b,a~ ImA-ni Im,parda . o-m -mi] 

Tallulah And I got some money and it nearly took it 

[oo-n 0 I Igo? s'A-m ImA-nI loo-n I? InIIi I t.h uk I?] 

J (laugh) 

Tallulah That's why I'm scared 
[ I 300IC - a I -m I fi] had .J 

J They're supposed to be lucky 
Tallulah And -and daddy long legs- I'm scared of 

[Ioo-n (.) 1100-:nd, Id"ood"i 110-0 IIEafi] (.) {pp m, I khE_ad 

a_ v,: p)] 
J Mmm 
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Appendix 4.8 Tallulah CS 4 T1 Bratz 

Appendix 4.8 Tallulah CS 4, T1, Bratz 

(Note: section in italics is off topic-referring to a problem with the microphone stand) 
J What do you like to watch? 
Tallulah I like Bratz 

[' a~ r 'la~ r t 'bwaJlfi] J 

J Ok-tell me about it-'cos I've never seen it 
Tallulah Ah-I don't know-I can't remember 

[0 (.) 'ar d,au-nl 'nau (.) at 'kho-n. a'mE-_mbAJ 
J But you like it 
Tallulah Well-well-there's some mean girls and - they're like-

[WEU WEU I jer BA-m 'mIn 'g3_uz,"'aJ-nd. (.) 15Ea Ilarx (. ) J 
Tallulah and the Bratz who are really kind and they got (X) in a (XX) 

[aJ-nd. 5a IbwaJtfi] huw 0 Iwili I khor - _nd. aJ-nd~ I de r gOI 
( I bWaJ -fi] ) r-n a ('phaJ-s"a-_n)J 

Tallulah and and it's like-the mean girls-they call them triplets because they're 
really (X) 
[aJ-rl" aJ-nd. Irl5 Ilark a-m da 'mIn 'g3uf. (.) de r 'kb::> da-m 
I twrb. tatfi] b.a I khA der Iwili (lxJJ 

Tallulah - and one of the Bratz accidentally worked for them-by accident-because 
they didn't know 
[ (. ) r-nd. 'wA-n a dr 'baJ_t laJkfi] rdE-ntli IW3~?t' b '5a-m 
{DD mar j laJsA~a-n.1 DD} ) (.) br Ikbas'" der Idr-_nt nau_J 

Tallulah Oh it's down - again 
[lau_ w I lr,; I dau-_lJ, (.) Igs-_n] 

J Oh it is a bit-oh dear 
Tallulah Broken I think 

[ I bwauk"a -n a I I (J I-_OX] 
J I think it's just going down slightly-there we are-I think it's fine 
Tallulah Is it still on? 

[II Z'" III S t 11 ~ D -n] 
J Yes 
Tallulah Oh, so is it recording my voice? 

[au_ I (Jau (.) lIZ I l a lk"adI-O mal Iva_IS:] 
J It is 
Tallulah Cooll 

[1/(/1 uu:] 

Tallulah (x) urn and and um what else um-yeh-and um-they had a nice apartment 
[(de-J a-_m aJ-_nd. aJ-nd. a-m Iwnt dfi) a-m: (.) je_ laJ-_nd. 
A - _m (.) 'der haJ-_n. a 'nar~ ilph o_tna-_ntJ 

Tallulah And they actually work for a magazine-but it's their own 
[IIIJ-_nd der ItllJtCli_ IW3~_k f::>_ ta 'ffillJgaz'n (.) I but rts'" 
I d"Ea I tau-oJ 

Tallulah 'Cos the girl who accidentally work for the triplets 
[I khA_S'" da 193_U hu_ I tllJ_tCad.E- _n.tli IW3_t f::> da 
'tJI_bla-_tfi] J 
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Appendix 4,8 Tallulah CS 4 T1 Bratz 

Tallulah And they um-eh-and one of the Bratz quits 
[re-nd Il:Qel a-m (U-E-) re-_n IwA-n av da Ibwretm I kWI: ?ts] 

Tallulah Because (Bodeen) that was the mum of them-um was so mean 
[balkhA-fQ (baldI:n) ?re? ca 3a IffiA-m av 13E-_m (.) I a- _m was" 
~ I s"'au I mia-n] 

Tallulah (?X X X shoe) and she (?actually/accidently) gone (XX) and she (?actually 
/accidently) (?took) forgot her high heeled shoes 
[(I re-? In, Idel I su) ?re-n s"i I res"ad,! i I go-n (XX) re-n I s"i I res' i 
(gE-n(n)i) (th u?) f";) I go? h3 - IhaI Ihiud Is"_U:z"J 

Tallulah And so she weared them because the triplets were actually talking about 
(Bodeen), their mum 
[re-n 1m a-u s"':r IWEad d_a-m Ikh az.. da Ipwlbla?s'" W3-
l?re?ma-1i Ith ;)khI-n albau? (waldIn) 3~I ffiA-m] 

Tallulah And they were saying not nice stuff about her 
[I?re-nd, da wa IS~I-O Ino-? InaI~ IS'A~f albau? hA] 

J Mmm 
Tallulah So-so-one of the Bratz weared the high heeled shoes and they thought it 

was (Bodeen) 
[d,au_ (.) I s"au_ (.) (da) IwA-n a 3a 8a

'
?re_?m IUEad~ da 

IhaI Ihiud :sJU_Z lre-_nd, 3eI I f;)? I? I WDZ" ba I dIn] 
Tallulah And they actually told (Bodeen) and it was so funny because now they 

don't work for them (laughing) 
[re-n 3eI I?res~i Itaud~~ baldIn re-n II? waz, Isau IfA-ni 
balkh a? Inau di Idau-n? IW3? f;) da-m] 

Tallulah But they are still the daughters - (but) that's itl 
[I bAU? deli a Is' IU da I d;)taz"', (.) ba 13re?s" I I?] 
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Appendix 4.9 Tallulah CS 5 T1 Food 

Appendix 4.9 Tallulah CS 5, Tl, Food 

Tallulah Jar 
[ '<6':oJ 

J A jar of ... something you might put on bread or toast 
Tallulah Jam 

[ 'ct:re-mJ 
J You might-do you like jam on bread? 
Tallulah A little bit 'cos I have it in school once 

[a 'lIIU 'bI~?khas:aI 'hrey, II I-n 'fijkuu 'wA-_n8"'J 
J Did you? What's your favourite thing to have on - in a sandwich or on 

toast? 
Tallulah I don't have sandwiches 

['laI jau-nl 'hre-Y 's"lemwlcta-fi')] 
J No? 
Tallulah I don't like bread 

[a I 'dau-nl l~ I I 'bUEd.J 
J Do you not? What's your favourite food-what do you like best? 

Tallulah Burger King and McDonalds 
[' b3~da 'khl -0 re-n mrek' go-nau_z"J 

J Oh my goodness-is that your favourite thing? What about things that 
mum does-what's your favourite thing that mum does? 

Tallulah Oh her special chicken 
[EO hE 'm.pEfijau 'tfIkha-_nJ 

J Is that your favourite? Yeh? And what's special about the special 
chicken? 

Tallulah Um-because it's nice and spicy 
[a- _m b I 'kharl". lIS· ~'a,aIs·re-m ' m·. pa I S"i J 

J Is it? 
Tallulah It is mum-and- but I don't like it but little bit too spicy 

[1_1 '11_( 'ffiA-_m (.) re-_nd. (.) ba_1 'aI a,a_u-nl 'laI_1 
I_I bAI 'lI_IU bI_1 'tu_ 'm.pa_Ifi)iJ 

J OK 
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Appendix 4.10 Tallulah CS 6 T1 Dinosaur 

Appendix 4.10 Tallulah CS 6, T1, Dinosaur 

Tallulah Dinosaur (whisper) 

[ N .. 'dal -n,t" h::>Y.J ] 
J Say it again 
Tallulah Dinosaur-I don't know which one that's called 

[ , da I -ns"'::> . al 'dau-nt nau 'WAtr WA -nz". ' drets" 
'k- :>t' ] 

J I don't know either 
Tallulah There's a boy in my class what is um amazed with dinosaurs-he 

knows every single dinosaur (in the) whole wide world 
['OB-Z". a 'b::>_ -r r-nmar 'k-1a_s7 WV_t r-nz" .. a-_m 
a'me_Iz". wrv 'dar-n:d.v-_n .... 'hi 'nauz" Bvi ' s"r09u 
'dar -na - da- n,a .. {sllegro 'hau 'walt 'w3_ud ... llea:ro} ] 

J Does he? 
Tallulah Yeh 

J I don't know what that sort is 
Tallulah Neither-it's a - tyrannosaurus-rex 

[C'D 'ni va D) (.) r-t~- (.) 'pba r -n' fipJas.: 'wBks".l 
J I'm not sure if it Is-I think a tyrannosaurus has got big sharp teeth 
Tallulah And claws and that 

[re-n 'kb-z"'. a-n 'oret] 
J But-I think-I wonder if that's called a stegosaurus? 
Tallulah Yes 'cos stegosaurus (are) big-fat-Iumpy-and they're sharp 

[ , jB kbafi) 'kbBCbJ a 'b r 9 'fret '1A -mpbi (.) re-n oBa 

'iapJ 
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Appendix 4.11 Tallulah T1 and T2 Examples of imitated sentences 

Appendix 4.11 Tallulah T1 & T2 Examples of Imitated sentences (CSP task) 

Target and response 
Mary's shoes are clean 

T1 [ 1 msal i (.) 1 Iud a 1 xlInJ 
T2 [lmsali3 IIuz. a IkllnJ 

She wrapped the parcel 
T1 [s"'i Iwrep~~ ba~ Iphas'nJ 
T2 [Ii Ilrept ()a 1 phasauJ 

Good girls are nice 
T1 [gug~ 1 gsuO" a 1 nal sJ 
T2 [gug~ Igsuz a Inals:J 

John played tennis 
T1 [1 3u-n (.) Ipleld (.) 1 thS-nI?:tS~ 

T2 [I~u-nn Ipleld Iths-nlsJ 
She picked some flowers 

T1 [If wi (.) 1 ph I k' (.) d"A -m 1 plre. wafi') ] 
T2 [Ii Ipblkt SA-m Iflau_waz.J 

Sam ate an orange very slowly 
T1 [I e-re-m Is_? a ulwl_-n~. fswi Ilau:.lli] 
T2 [Isre-m st el 1 Dl I -nqf vsui 1 slauli] 

He sneezed very loudly 
T1 [hi 1 n .'hid fals - 1 vswi I laud .' li] 
T2 [hi Isnizd vSli IlaudliJ 

We found presents under the tree 
T1 [~i Ifau-m~~ Ip~&-(d)a-nt IA-nd.a ~a l~liJ 

T2 [wi Ifaund, IplJ,sza-n?s IA-nda da IIliJ 
Jane made some soup 

T1 [ 1 ~e I -n 1 me I d 1 8'A - ~m (.) IupfiJ 1 s':,jOp' t' ] 
T2 [I~el-n Imel~ IsA-m (.) 1 sup' J 

She gave the orange to Sam 
T1 [jr 1 ge I v. ()a 1 uwanqf ~a 1 0'" re-mJ 
T2 [Ii (.) Ige1v da luwanqf tba Isre-mJ 
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Appendix 4.12 Tallulah T1 & T2 Intelligibility stimuli 

Appendix 4.12 Tallulah T1 and T2 Intelligibility stimuli 

Single words 
Word Adult target Tallulah's Number Tallulah's Number 

realisation T1 of words realisation T2 of words 
identified identified 
by by 
individual individual 
listeners listeners 
T1 T2 

BISCUITS I'blskltsl [I bl 801 ft] k- 11ft] ] 98/132* [' b. h I sk- ItS] 110/132* 
BREAD IbJEdl [bWEd. ] 11/66 [bJEd. ] 46/66 
DUCK IdAkl [dA~k' ] 57/66 [dAk' ] 31/66 
FROG IfJugl [f.wug~] 2/66 [fug] 49/66 
GIRAFFE lilia' Jaf/ [ilia' uaf] 65/66 [ilia -, Jaf] 51/66 
MONKEY I 'IDA -oki/ ['IDA -Oki] 60/66 ['IDA -oki] 42/66 
QUEEN Ikwlnl [kwia-n] 19/66 [kwln] 39/66 
SOCK Isukl [fl]u-k' ] 14/66 [suk] 57/66 
THUMB 18 A-ml [fA -m] 21/66 [fA -m] 7/66 
ZEBRA l'zebJal [' dEbwa] 51/66 ['zebJa] 49/66 
*Score for BISCUITS calculated as 1 for the lexical item and 1 for the plural morpheme 

Imitated sentences (CSP task) 
Target Tallulah's realisation Percentage of Tallulah's Percentage of 
sentence T1 words realisation T2 words 

recognised by recognised by 
Individual Individual 
listeners T1 listeners T2 

I LIVE NEAR (A) [al 'llv nE (.) 98.79% [al- Illv. nE a 76.06% 
BIGWOOD 'nE: a 'bIg 'wud.] 'bIg· (.) 'wud.J 
JOHN PLAYED ['3u-n (.) 'pleld 95.45% ['llIu-nn Ipleld 42.05% 
TENNIS (.) I tbE-m I :ts~ , thE-msJ 
MY UNCLE IS [mal- -'lA-ok ~az. 98.86% [mal- -'/A-okl, 100% 
(A) FARMER a 'fa-ma] I z. el 'fa-ma] 
THIS SHAPE IS [(hf 'felp Icr' a- 60.98% [15lf I felp IZ. 87.88% 
(A) SQUARE , 8'WEa] a 'skwEa] 
WE SAW (A) [wi It"'::>_wa 50.30% [wi 'S::>_ lEI 65.45% 
TENT BY (THE) 'thE-n,t- a bal 15a 'thE-nl bal da-
RIVER 

{f 'wlva: f}] I JIVII!-] 

Conversational speech 
I Target sentence I T1 I Tallulah's realisation I Percentage of words 
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Appendix 4.12 Tallulah T1 & T2 Intelligibility stimuli 

or Identified by 
T2 Individual listeners 

BUT IT DIDN'T FALL OVER T1 [ba ?I? 'dI-am 'f:lt <luva] 61.87% 
I (EH) WAS DRAWING (A) T1 ['?reE~I: wa-m.'" 'b:lWI-n a 72.54% 
PICTURE IN (UM) BOBBY'S 

'ph I ?tf a 'I - : na ~ _ (.) _E-m 
HOUSE 

(.) , bobIfi') 'hau-fi') ] 

MAYBE IT'S JUST (A) PAPER T1 [ I ni"Ebi? 
OJ 

z , d~ias~"'t a 53.33% 
I phe I 'phe _ : ] 

WE USED SCISSORS LAST NIGHT T1 ['wi ju IS·~I-z·~at"' i·a-s·~ 46.97% 
1?~naI?:h ] 

WELL ONE WAS IN MY DRAMA T1 ['WEU_ 'WA-nwaz"" I-m~ mal 
~ 

81.96% 
AND HE'S CALLED TOM 

Ibwa-_mre_ re-n IhIfi') 

'kh :l:t' 'tho- :m] . -
(A) VERY NICE FISH T2 [a 'VEoi 'naIS If I_I:] 100% 
ON MY BODY I HAVE FIVE LEGS T2 [' ?u-n mal Ibudi '?aI hrev 97.92% 

(. .. ) 'falv 'lEgz.J 

ONE OF THOSE CAME TO OUR T2 [ 'WA -n a '3auz 'khe I-m thaw 84.85% 
SCHOOL 

a 'sku_u] 

THAT'S ONE OF THOSE BIG ONES T2 [l~rets (.) 'WA-n a aauz. 94.39% 
WHAT SQUEEZE YOU 

'bIg 'WA-nz. wu? 'skwi3 

ju] 

THAT'S SIGN LANGUAGE T2 Clarets 'saI-l~ lre-owI~] 88.26% 
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Appendix 4.13 Tallulah: Speech processing profile T2 

KEY 
Standardised scores 

./ +1.5 to -1.5 S.D. 
X -1.6 to -2.5 S.D. 

Appendix 4.13: Speech Processing Profile: Tallulah (7;3) T2 

INPUT OUTPUT 

XX -2.6 to -3.5 S.D. 
XXX >-3.5 S.D. 
Non-Standardised 
{::} judged typical 
range for age 

A 
F Is the child aware of the internal 
structure of phonological 
representations? 
{::}Silent sorting CVC words by onset 

{::}Silent sorting CVC words by coda 
(No change since Tll 

E Are the child's phonological 
representations accurate 
./ Within typical range at Tl 
{::}Syllable/word/rhyme/identification 
(No change since Tll 

D Can the child discriminate between 
real words? 
./ Within typical range at Tl 

C Does the child have language specific 
representations of word structures? 
N/A 

8 Can the child discriminate speech 
sounds without reference to lexical 
representations? 
./ Complex non-words- diff: z=-O.75 

A Does the child have adequate auditory 
perception? 
{::}No concerns 

.IJ. judged below 
typical range for age 

G Can the child access accurate motor 
programmes? 
./ Naming 1 syllable words: z=O.833 
XX Naming 2 syllable words: z=-3.47 
./ Naming 3/4 syllable words: z=-O.40 
./ Naming total: z=-1.32 

H Can the child manipulate phonological 
units? 
{::}Rhyme generation 

{::}Segmentation of multisyllabic words into 
syllables 

{::}Segmentation of CVC words 
(No change since Tll 

I Can the child articulate real words 
accurately? 
{::}Blending of C-V-C into words 

J Can the child articulate speech s.ounds 
without reference to lexical representations? 
./ Within typical range at Tl 

K does the child have adequate sound 
production skills? 
-IJ.OOK rate and accuracy poor 

{::}Oro-motor skills 

L Does the child reject his/her own 
erroneous forms? Yes 
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Appendix 4.14 Tallulah: Speech processing model T2 

Appendix 4.14: Speech Processing Model: Tallulah T2 

Speech Processing Model 
(Stackhouse & Wells, 1997): 
Tallulah suggested areas of difficulty, T2 

Semantic 
Representation 

Phonological 
Representation 

Motor 

f······ .. ·· .. ··················· .. ················· .. ····· ....... ... 
l KEY 
l Level of difficulty 
~ hypothesised from normed 
1 tasks I X or XX or XXX 

1 Presence of difficulty 
~ hypothesised from 
~ weak/poor performance on I infonm.ltasks ~ 

......................................................... ........... 

Motor Program 
......•.... . · ~ X · . · 1 ••••••••• 1 

Phonological Programming ............ 
Recognition · X · · •••••••••••• 1 

Phonetic 
Discrimination 

Speech/Non-speech Motor Planning 
Discrimination .... ........... · ~ · · • · · · · · • · •.............. ~ 

Peripheral Auditory ..... l. .... ~~~or Execution 
Processing : ~ : : : · . : ......•••••... ; 

Input Output 
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Appendix 4.15 Tallulah: CS 1, T2, boa constrictor 

Appendix 4.15 Tallulah CS 1, T2, Boa constrictor 

J And there's a 
Tallulah Snake snake-no-that's one of those big ones what squeeze you-

viper 
[lsneIk IsneI~ (.) I nau 3mts (.) IwA- n a 3auz IbI9 
IwA- nz . wo? Iskwi3 ju (.) IvaIpaJ 

J A boa constrictor 
Tallulah A boa constrictor-one of those came to our school 

[a I bu- st-J I -kt-a I WA -n a 13auz 'kheI -m thaw a 'sku_uJ 
J Listen to that - boa constrictor 
Tallulah Boa constrictor 

[ I ba -un I kho-n ."b I kdAJ 

J Have you got that sound ... 
Tallulah Oh it doesn't matter 

[au 'dA_zn Imm-t- aJ 

J It does matter-let's have one more go- constrictor 
Tallulah Constrictor 

[' kho-n (. ) I stJ IkdaJ 

J Well-good-good-well done 

Tallulah Excuse me 

['kh juz'miJ 

J OK-let's do it one more time- boa constrictor 
Tallulah Boa constrictor 

['baua 'kho-n(.) 'stJIktaJ 

J Well done 
Tallulah Can I tell you something? 

[' khaI Its ju 'sA-mfI-oJ 

J Yes 
Tallulah One of those came to our school 

[ 'WA -n a 'dauz. 'khe I -m th UW a 'sk- uuJ 

J Did it-what happened? 
Tallulah And a tarantula 

[Im-n a '~Jm-n~aIAJ 

J What happened with the boa constrictor? 
Tallulah Well it went on our legs-but don't cross your legs 

[lwW?I? Iws-n?o-nA IIsgz ., (.) bAf 'dau-nf 'kwof ja 
'lsgzJ 

J Right 
Tallulah It will (gesture) 

[' If wuJ 

J Get around you? 
Tallulah And, and the tarantula got loose 

['fm-nd (.) fm-nd ~a '~Jm-n~aIa go? 'Ius] 

J And then what happened? 
Tallulah Don't know 

[ I dau-_nf nauJ 
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Appendix 4.16 Tallulah CS 2 T2 Viper 

Appendix 4.16 Tallulah CS 2, T2 Viper 

J What is it? 
Tallulah Urn-it-what kind of snake? I know what kind of snake. 

[a-rn I It' (.) wo? IkhaI-n~ a IsneIk (.) aI Inau wo? I khaI-n~ a 

I sneIk' ] 

J Do you-do you know that? I was expecting you to say 'snake' 

Tallulah A viper 
[a 13aIpA] 

J Could be-or a cobra? 
Tallulah Cobra-or viper 

[ I kh aubJ a 0 fJ (.) 13aIpa] 

J Could be-either 

Tallulah (click) No- viper. That other one what's big who squeeze you is viper. 

[I I nau I 3 ~"aupa (.) 1311l? AV~ IwA- n worn.- IbIg hu I skwi3 Iju ?I fJ 
13aIpa] 

J What's big-what's big (note: implied meaning 'please repair') 
Tallulah A viper urn snake 

[a 138Ipa (.) a-rn IsneIk] 

J Viper (note: implied meaning, giving model for imitation) 

Tallulah Viper 
[138Ipa] 

J Viper 
Tallulah Viper 

[I v8Ipa] 

J Got it 
Tallulah Viper 

[lv8Ipa] 
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Appendix 4.17 Tallulah CS 3 T2 Pets 

Appendix 4.17 Tallulah CS 3, T2, Pets 

Tallulah Another insect 
[a I nAva I ?1-sEkt' ] 

J What kind of insect? 
Tallulah A caterpillar 

[a I khre . .rph Ila] 
J Yeh 
Tallulah Oh-my my cousin had a pet caterpillar 

[u Imalmal IkhAza-n hred a IpE? Ikhret~~eaph Ila] 
J Really? 
Tallulah Yeh. And a dog. 

[jE .. C) I?re-n a Id~og] 

J I think the dog might be easier to look after than the caterpillar. 
Tallulah No, no. She keeps it in a box. 

rna I nau Ii I khlp,s E-n a I bo?s] 
J Oh what's this one? 
Tallulah But with holes in it. I had to do it by nails. She came over-from another 

land. 
[ba WIV (.) Ihauz I-_n II_? C) I?alia_z I Q,uw I? ba_1 InelUz 
C) Ji I khe I-m I auva _ . fwa-m a'nAva 'lre- .. :nd] 
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Appendix 4.18 Tallulah CS 4 T2 Hospital 

Appendix 4.18 Tallulah CS 4 T2 Hospital 

Tallulah Hospital 
[ , hum .P I tu J 

J Oh tell me that word again 
Tallulah Hospital 

['hum.pltuJ 
J Is it a hospital (with nasalisation) 
Tallulah Hospital 

[' huspI tuJ 
J Oh, right 
Tallulah It's it-you know the big(f) building 

['?I?S (.) I? (.) ja 'nau ~a 'blgf 'bIUdl - _oJ 
J Yeh 

T Do you go there? 

[<hu 'gau ~EaJ 
J I have been there, yeh 
Tallulah I have 

[ , ?a I 'hre_ v J 
J Mmm 
Tallulah I have (?before) for mummy and she was having Vinci 

[al 'hrev (baf) f~ 'ffiA-mi: re-~ 'Siz 'hrevl-O 'vl-nsi_] 
J Ah-did you go and see him in hospital? 

Tallulah Yeh-and we stayed there for Burger King 
[' jE_ (.) '?re-n wi 'seld" ~E: f~ 'b3.ga~ xl-n] 

J Ah 
Tallulah And, and, and, can I tell you something? 

['?re-nd 're-nd 're-nd xa-n 'thE~a: ' SA -mf I -ok' ] 

J Mmm 
Tallulah (Click) on the way back we went to nanny's and Vincent was an, Vincent was 

a just a tiny little baby 
[I 'u-n a UEI 'bre:k' wI 'wE-n ta 'nre-niz. re-n 'vl-n~a- wa- re-n 
'vl-n~a~- waza~ dad~ a 't"hal-ni 'htau 'belbi] 

J Do you remember that then? 
Tallulah Yep, and look he's not in one of those pictures or those 

[' jEP' (.) re-n 'luk' xIri'o 'nu-? E-n 'wA-n a /}auz 'ph Iklfa ~ 

'dauz] 
Tallulah But can I tell you what, I'm not in that picture 

['ba?ka--n al 'thEU ju 'wu? ?aI-m 'no? I-n ' /}re 7' 'ph I klf a] 
J You're not? 
Tallulah No because I was I was a tiny little baby in mummy's-(?tummy button). I 

was-I didn't exist 

['nau ba'khAz. 'aI wa a wa? a 'thaI-ni 11a 'beIbi I-n 'ffiA-miz. 
('thaula-n?) 'al wa (.) aI 'dl?a-_n'I_?sl_ks] 
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Appendix 5.1 Harry: Results of standardised language assessment T1 

Appendix 5.1 Harry: Results of standardised language assessment Tl, CA 7;2 CELF-3 UK 

Subtest Scaled score Percentile 
rank 

Concepts & Directions 9 37 
Word structure 12 75 
Recalling Sentences 10 50 
Formulated Sentences 14 91 
Word Classes-Receptive 10 50 
Sentence Structure 12 75 
Word Associations 8 25 

Composite Scores 

Receptive Language 103 58 
Expressive Language 111 77 
Total Language Score 106 66 
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KEY 

Appendix 5.2 Harry: Speech processing profile T1 

Appendix 5.2 Harry: Speech Processing Profile T1 (age 7;5) 

Standardised scores 
./ +1.5 to -1.5 S.D. 
X -1.6 to -2.5 S.D. 
XX -2.6 to -3.5 S.D. 
XXX >-3.5 S.D. 
Non-Standardised 
{::} judged typical 
range for age 

INPUT 

/\. 
F Is the child aware of the internal 
structure of phonological 
representations? 
{::}Silent sorting eve words by onset 
.JJ.Silent sorting eve words by coda 

A 
E Are the child's phonological 
representations accurate 
./ ALD (no picture), 93.33% 
XXX ALD words in sentences, SIWI 
consonant clusters & SFWF fricatives 
{::}Syllable/word/rhyme/identification 

A 
D Can the child discriminate between 
real words? 
{::}Rhyme detection 
./ B&S real words: z=O.46 

A .,'. 

e Does the child have language specific 
representations of word structures? 
N/A 

A 
8 Can the child discriminate speech 
sound~ without reference to lexical 
representations? 
XXX B&S non-words: z=-O.5.2 
X Complex non-wards-same: z=-2.3S 
XX Complex non-words- diff: z=-2.74 

A Does the child have adequate auditory 
perception? 
{::}No concerns 

OUTPUT 

.JJ. judged below 
typical range for age 

G Can the child access accurate motor 
programmes? 
XXX Naming 1 syllable words: z=-S.16 
XXX Naming 2 syllable words: z=-S.16 
XXX Naming 3/4 syllable words: z=-5.55 
XXX Naming total: z=-S.44 

H Can the child manipulate phonological 
units? 
.JJ.Rhyme generation 
{::}Segmentation of multisyllabic words into 
syllables 
.JJ.Segmentation of evc words 

I Can the child articulate real words 
accurately? 
{::}Blending of e-v-c into words 
.JJ.Blending of C-C-V-C into words 
.JJ.no evidence that imitation improved output 

J Can the child articulate speech sounds 
without reference to lexical representations? 
Non-word repetition: 
XXX 1 syllable items z=-3.75 
XXX 2 syllable items: z=-4.71 
XX 3/4 syllable items: z=-3.34 
XXX Total: z=-5.11 

K does the child have adequate sound 
production skills? 
.JJ.DDK rate and accuracy poor 
.JJ. Oro-motor skills 

L Does the child reject his/her own 
erroneous forms? Rarely 
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Appendix 5.3 Harry: Speech processing model T1 

! ................................................................ ~ 

Appendix 5.3 Harry: Speech Processing Model: 11 
! ~!:el of difficulty :::1 

hypothesized from normed 

Speech Processing Model 
(Stackhouse & Wells, 1997): 
Harry suggested areas of difficulty, T1 

tasks 
X or XX or XXX 

Presence of difficulty 
hypothesised from 
weak/poor performance on 
informal tasks 

~ 
: ................................................................ .: 

Semantic 

.. · · · · · 

Phonological 
Representation 

Phonological 
Recognition 

............ 
· XXX · · · · • ..•......... 

Speech/Non-speech 
Discrimination 

Peripheral Auditory 
Processing 

Input 

Representation 

Motor Program 

........... . . 
~ XXX : . . 

I ........... 

Motor 
Programming 

.............• · · • XXX · · · · · · · · Phonetic 
•• • •••••• ••• 1 

Discrimination 

Motor Planning 
.... ..•........ · ~ · · · • · • · · · · I •••••••••••••• " 

..... l ..... ~~tor Execution 
• • · ~ 

• · • · · · • • • · I •••••••••••••• ~ 

Output 
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Appendix 5.4 Harry Single Words T1 & T2 

Appendix 5.4 Harry: Single word naming, Tl (7;5) and n (8;5) 

(taken from DEAP Phonology, DEAP Articulation and Stackhouse & Wells Naming Task) 
Word Adult Cscore V score Harry's C score V score Harry's Cscore V score 

realisation realisation realisation 
(TI7;5) (n 8;5) 

1. aeroplane II Earaplem 4 3 [IEalapeI-n] 2 3 [I Ealape-m] 2 3 

I 
2. apple lirepal/ 2 2 [I rebo] 0 1 [I repui] 2 2 

3. bird Ib3dl 2 1 [bA~d] 2 0 [b3dJ 2 1 

4. biscuit I I bIskIt/ 4 2 [lbI'?gIt' ] 2 2 [lbI'?kltS:] 3 2 

5. boat /baut/ 2 1 [baut] 2 1 [ba_ut' ] 2 1 
6. book /buk/ 2 1 [buk' ] 2 1 [buk' ] 2 1 

7. boy /b~I/ 1 1 [b~I] 1 1 [b~I] 1 1 
8. bread /brEd/ 3 1 [lbwEt' ] 1 1 [bWEtJ 1 1 

9. bridge /brI~1 3 1 [bWltS] 1 1 [bWI ts] 1 1 

10. brush IbrA]/ 3 1 [bWAS] 1 1 [bWAS] 1 1 

11. butterfly IlbAtaflaI/ 4 3 [lbAta-fayJ 3 3 [lbAtaflaI] 4 3 

12. car Ika/ 1 1 [kh a] 1 1 [kh a] 1 1 

13. caravan Ilkreravren/ 4 3 [ I tbrelabre-n] 1 3 [I kbreli v<e-nJ 3 2 

14. cat Ikret/ 2 1 [kh <et' ] 2 1 [kh <et] 2 1 

15. caterpillar /lkretapIla/ 4 4 [ I kh retaph I 4 4 [I kh <etiph I 4 3 
la] la] 

16. chair I1fEa/ 1· 1 [th Ea] 0 1 [tfEa] 1 1 
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17. chips Itflpsl 3 1 [t IpS] 2 1 [tflpS] 3 1 
I 

18. computer Ikam'pjutal 5 3 [khn-m' ph ut 4 3 [khn-m' pjuta 5 3 
A] ] 

19. crab Ikrrebl 3 1 [tJVlfP' ] 0 1 [kWll!p' ] 1 1 

20. crocodile I'krnkadall 5 3 [' t,YDkadaw] 3 3 [' kwo?a - daw 3 3 

I ] 

21. dinosaur I' da mas:>1 3 3 [' dal -na - s:>] 3 3 ['dal-nas:>] 3 3 

22. door Id:>1 1 1 Cd:>] 1 1 Cd:>] 1 1 

23. duck IdAkI 2 1 [dAk] 2 1 [dAk' ] 2 1 

24. dustbin l'dAsbml 4 2 [' dAsbl -n] 4 2 [' dASbl -n] 4 2 

25. ear hal 0 1 [raj 0 1 [I a] 0 1 

26. elephant I'dafantl 4 3 [' dafa-nt' 4 3 [' dafa-nt] 4 3 
] 

27. feather l'fE()al 2 2 [' fEza] 1 2 [' fEya] 1 2 

28. fish IflJI 2 1 [fls] 1 1 [flS] 2 1 

29. fishing l'flJI-ol 3 2 [' flsl-n] 1 2 ['fIJI-oJ 3 2 

30. five Ifalyl 2 1 [farz.J 1 1 [faIY.J 2 1 

31. flower I'flauwal 3 2 ['flauwa] 3 2 [ 'flauwa] 3 2 

32. foot Ifutl 2 1 [fut' ] 2 1 [fut' ] 2 1 

33. frog Ifrngl 3 1 [fnk' ] 1 1 [fa-wok' ] 1 1 

34. giraffe leta' Jafl 3 2 [gawas] 0 1 [eta' uaf] 2 2 

35. girl Ig3l/ 2 1 [gE.M] 1 1 [g3U] 2 1 

36. gloves IgIAyzl 4 1 [galAps] . 2 1 [glAY. s] 3 1 
-------- -----
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37. guitar IgI I tal 2 2 [bl 'ta] 1 2 [dI -, ta] 1 2 

38. hairdresser IhEa I dTEsal 4 3 [hEa'dWEsa] 3 3 rhEa I dTEsa] 4 3 

39. hamburger Iham l b3gal 4 3 [hre-m'bagre] 4 1 [hre-m
'
b3ga] 4 3 

40. helicopter I'hdaknpta 5 4 [I heIkh nkt 3 2 [I hElikh npt 5 4 

I • a] a] 
41. hospital I' hnspI ta1/ 5 3 [I hnsdabalJ 3 3 [I hnsabalJ 3 3 

42. house Ihausl 2 1 [haus] 2 1 [hAUS] 2 1 
43. jam Ictaml 2 1 [dre-m] 1 1 [Itre-m] 2 1 
44. jelly I'ctdi/ 2 2 [ld.Eli] 1 2 [I ctEli] 2 2 

45. jump IctAmpl 3 1 [dA-mp] 2 1 [etA -mp] 3 1 

46. kangaroo I'kreugarul 4 3 [Ith re-ndawu 0 3 [ I kh re-ugawu 3 3 
] ] 

47. kitchen I' kI1fml 3 2 ['khItsI-n1 2 2 [I khItsI-n] 2 2 
48. knife InaIfl 2 1 [naIf] 2 1 [naIf] 2 1 

49. ladder I'lredal 2 2 [ 'lreda] 2 2 [ 'lreda] 2 2 

SO. ladybird l'leI dib3dl 4 3 [lle1diba:d] 4 2 [ I Ie I d.,ib3d] 4 3· 

5l. leaf llifl 2 1 [lif] 2 1 [lif] 2 1 

52. legs IIEgzl 3 1 [lEks] 1 1 [lEksJ 1 1 
53. lighthouse l'laIthausl 4 2 [ 'laIt"haus] 3 2 [Ilal?haus] 4 2 
54. money 1'1IlAJli/ 2 2 [I IDA -ni] 2 2 [I IDA -ni] 2 2 

- - -- -
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55. monkey / 'lIlA{)ki/ 3 2 ['lIlA -V9,i] 2 2 [ 'lIlA -Vki] 3 2 

56. moon /mun/ 2 1 [ma -Un] 2 0 [mu-. n] 2 1 

57. mouse /rnaos/ 2 1 [rna-os] 2 1 [ma-os] 2 1 

58. orange /'orm<tV 3 2 ['OWlS] 0 2 [' oWI-nz.J 1 2 

59. parachute /'prerafut/ 4 3 [ 'ph relasut 2 3 ['ph rewafut 3 3 
, ] , ] , 

I 

60. parrot /'prerat/ 3 2 [ph reI at' ] 2 2 [ph rewat' ] 2 2 

61. pig /pIg/ 2 1 [blk' ] 1 1 [pblkJ 1 1 

62. plate /plelt/ 3 1 [plelt] 3 1 [plelt' ] 3 1 

63. pram /prrem/ 3 1 [pwre-mp' ] 2 1 [~ure-m] 1 1 

64. pyjamas /pa'ctamaz/ 4 3 [wi'da-mas] 1 3 [bi 1 ctccmis] 2 3 

65. queen /kwin/ 3 1 Ldn] 1 1 [kwi - ~n] 3 1 

66. rabbit /'rreblt/ 3 2 [Iwreb. It] 2 2 [Iwrebl/] 2 2 

67. rain /rem/ 2 1 [wel-n] 1 1 [wE.I-n] 1 1 

68. ring /n-v/ 2 1 [WI -v] 1 1 [WI-V] 1 1 

69. roof /ruf/ 2 1 [wuf] 1 1 [wuf] 1 1 

70. roundabout /'raondabao 5 3 [ 1 wao-nd,abao 4 3 [Iwao-ndabao 4 3 

t/ t' ] t] 

71. sandwich / 1 sremw I <tV 4 2 ['sre-mwls] 3 2 [I sre-mwlts] 3 2 

72. sausage /'sOSI<tV 3 2 [I SOSIS] 2 2 [lsOSI/S] 2 2 

73. school /skul/ 3 1 [so -0] 2 1 [skuo] 3 1 

74. scissors /'slzaz/ 3 2 [lslsas] 1 2 ['slzaz] 3 2 
-- ---
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75. scooter I'skutal 3 2 ['suta] 2 2 ['skuta] 3 2 

76. seesaw l'sis:>1 2 2 [ , sis:>] 2 2 [' sis:>] 2 2 

77. shark IIakl 2 1 [suk] 1 1 [Su_kJ 2 1 

78. sheep lfipl 2 1 [sip] 1 1 [Sip' ] 2 1 

79. slipper l'slIpal 3 2 [' slIp· a] 3 2 [' slIp· a] 3 2 

80. snake IsneIkl 3 1 [sne- Ik' ] 3 1 [sne-Ik' ] 3 1 

81. sock ISDkl 2 1 [sD~k' ] 2 1 [sD.k' ] 2 1 

82. spaghetti Ispa'gsti! 4 3 [SA' bs?i] 2 3 [sa' gs?i] 3 3 

83. spider l'spaIdal 3 2 ['spaIda] 3 2 ['spaIda] 3 2 

84. splash IsplreII 4 1 [Spies] 2 1 [spIres] 3 1 

85. sponge IspAn«tl 4 1 [spA-ns] 3 1 [spA-nz] 3 1 

86. square Iskwsal 3 1 [fsa] 0 1 [skwsa] 3 1 

87. strawberry I' str:>bri! 5 2 [' s:>bs: IJ 2 2 [' s:>bawIJ 2 2 

88. swing ISWIUI 3 1 [sfI-nh] 1 1 [SWI -u] 3 1 

89. teeth Iti 0 I 2 1 [th is] 1 1 [th if] 1 1 

90. telephone Ith da'fau 4 3 [thslI 'fau-n 4 3 [thdi'fau-n 4 3 

nl ] ] 
91. television Itda'VI3an 5 4 [thsa'bIza-n 2 4 ['tdavIza-n 4 4 

I ] ] 
92. thankyou I' 0 reukjul 4 2 [ , fre- _Uku] 2 2 ['fre-ukju:] 3 2 

93. three IOri! 2 1 [fi] 0 1 [fwii ] 0 1 

94. thumb I 0 MIll 2 1 [fA -m] 1 1 [fA -m] 1 1 
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95. tiger Iitalgal 2 2 [Ith alva] 1 2 [Ith alga] 2 2 

96. toilet II t:)l1atl 3 2 [I th :l Ilad 3 2 [I th :l Ila?] 3 2 

97. tomato Ita I mataul 3 3 [thalma-tu] 3 2 [th ulmatau] 3 3 

98. tongue ItAUI 2 1 [thA -U] 2 1 [thA -U] 2 1 

99. toothbrush Iitu (1 brASI 5 2 [I thu?bA_S] 2 2 [I tvufbwA~S] 2 2 

100. torch It:ltfl 2 1 [th 'Ots] 1 0 [th:l - ts] 1 1 

101. tractor Iltrlllktal 4 2 [I tJIIl?da] 2 2 [I tJIIl?ta] 3 2 

102. train Itreml 3 1 [tJel -n] 3 1 [tJel-n] 3 1 

103. umbrella lAIIllbrdal 4 3 [A -mba I wda] 3 3 [A -mba I wda] 3 3 

104. vacuum cleaner IlvlIlkjum 7 4 [ Iblllkwum] 3 4 [ I vlIlkjum] 5 4 
Ik1inal [I kwima] ] [I cllma] 

I 

105. van IVlIlnl 2 1 [WIIl-n] 1 1 [V "lIl-n] 2 1 

106. watch lwutfl 2 1 [wuts] 1 1 [wu?t,s: ] 1 1 

107. web IWEbl 2 1 [WEp' ] 1 1 [WEp' ] 1 1 
108. witch IWItfl 2 1 [WIts] 1 1 [WIts] 1 1 

109. yellow II jdaul 2 2 [ 11dau] 1 2 [ljE_1au] 2 2 

110. zebra IlzEbral 3 2 [I zE?ba] 2 2 [lzE?bwa] 2 2 

Tlandn 322 192 Tl 200 184 n 256 190 
62.11% 95.83% 79.5% 98.95% 

L--___ -_._- --- ~-- -
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Appendix 5.5 Harry T1 Duck 

Appendix 5.5 Harry CS 1, Tl, Duck 

Harry Yeah, or it's just about to take off to fly into the water 'cos when they land 
in water yeah, they make a big splash and that's ... 
['jE f'J~~ If 'dAst a'bouf (n) 'theIf 'fOS (.) thu 'fa Ij I -nt-u 

(d) I 
~ 

'w'J ~ d,a ta 'we-Ij eI 'le-Ij I-n 'w'J~fa jE~ - 'me-Id a eI 
'bIg 'spoos a-n oots .. ] 

J Have you ever seen a duck trying to go on a frozen pond-when there's ice-
what happens to them then? 

Harry They fall over - then they get up and they fall back over again, so if they fall 
over two times then they think 'I give up' and just lie there until it slowly 
starts to melt and as soon as they see it melts, they slide to it and go(ing) 
into it, and wait 'til more of it melts. 
[di 'fau 'fauza 1- i 'dIf 'AP nr 'f'J 'bOOf 'auza a'dE-n sau 
~ ~ 

'fwaIza 'thu [X X X X] 'aI 'gIZ AP~ a-n~ AS 'laI IS eI 
3Ea-du If 'sauwi 'sots tha 'mEu_f a- 'suzeI 'si If 'mE-u~ts 

(breath/laugh) eI 'slaId~ 'thu If oo-n 'dauI-n 'fInthu If a-n 
weIt~ thu 'm'J-z If 'mE-uts] 
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Appendix 5.6 Harry T1 Bread 

Appendix 5.6 Harry CS 2, T1, Bread 

Harry I like the crust of the bread 

[tal 'lalt ~a '~~ A_St 
~ 

a 'b$Et] oz 
J Do you? 

Harry Yeh, I like to rip it open 

['jE--------- tal 'lalt ~a 'wlb It 'tautp·a-nJ 
J You like the crusty bits? 

Harry Cos the crust is actually very hard to eat isn't it? (It's) so hard and tough. 

[th as a 'tWAS IS 'resli vei 'had, t·u 'i t I dn , It~ sau 'had an 
, thA .. SJ 

J You like it? 

Harry Yes I (noise) And I like it with marmite on 

['jEs al {CV} a-n al 'lalt It WIZ 'malmart o-nJ 
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Appendix 5.7 Harry T1 Funeral 

Appendix 5.7 Harry C5 3, Tl, Funeral 

Harry Oh there's a funeral in the church isn't there? 
[ao Ijss a Ifanabal r-n a Ith ots r-n, js-a] 

J Yes 
Harry How do you think he died or ... 

[Ihoo ~u jU Ifroki Id_8rd (.) 0 ¥?] 

J Maybe he was old 
Harry Mm-that's-or maybe he had a heart attack 

[m dre?s ;:,r Ime-rbi (i) jred a I ho? I th rek] 
J Maybe, maybe 

Harry Or maybe got stabbed by a person 
[;:, Ime-rbi do? Istre? b8rja Iposa-n] 

J Don't expect so 
Harry Or shot 

[;:, I sot' ] 
J It's most likely he was someone who was very old 

Harry Or had a heart attack 'cos they were too fat 
[?;:, Ihred a Iho? alth rek sao Ith u I fret' ] 

J Possibly 
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Appendix 5.8 Harry T1 Goose feathers 

Appendix 5.8 Harry C5 4, Tl, Goose feathers 

Harry Goose feather 
[' gus 'fEza] 

J Could be a goose feather 
Harry And you know what? 

[re-n ju 'na-u~ 'WOt] 
J What? 
Harry At the river we found-us found about eighty five goose feathers 

been washed up 

['ret ~a 'wlz.a wi fau- AS 'fau-n (.) atbaut 'Elti 'falz 
'gus 'fEzaz bIn 'wust AP' ] 

J Didyou?mmm 

Harry There was quite a lot 

[tEawaz., 'th alta ' ~ lu. i ut' ] 

Harry Yeh. I saw one of them was cleaning his (bot) 

[jEt al 's~ waza-m waz 'kh Inl hlz 'but] 
Harry And a couple of goose feathers came up and then a big wave came 

and washed it up 
[re-ml (.) 'fApaz 'dus 'fEzaz 'thel-m AP~ a-nu-a 'bIt 
'weI 'khE-:m a-n 'wost It 'AP' ] 

Harry And (XX) I tell you how the wa(ve)-how the big wave comed? 

[a-n th EUZ rez 'tE ja 'hau a WE- 'haut (.) ~a 'bIt 
'welz. 'khA -md.J' 

Harry It was a boat and the - and the urn goose got hit and know what? 
She took off immediately and landed on sss 
[It woz. a 'baut a-n 3a a-n 3a A-m a 'gus dUt 'hIt' a-n 
'na-u WOt a lsi 'thuk- us I-Imi~atli re-n 'lai tu-na-s:] 

J She was alright was she? 
Harry Yeh and landed on the boat's top and decided to peck it and then 

they shooed it away 
[jE re-n 'lre-ndlt u-n (.) 3a 'bauts: (.) thup~ an tisalt 
t-u 'pEk- It. a-n i 'sud I t a I we IJ 
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Appendix 5.9 Harry T1 Halloween 

Appendix 5.9 Harry CS 5, T1, Halloween 

Harry I went out. We went all the way round the village um and then we actually 
went to .. 
[a I IWI-n~ I taut WI-~ js-nt ~la- weI Iwau-n a IbIlIS: A-m m-n 
Ins -n (.) wi Imtsli Iws -nt th u .. J 

Harry I live (address) 

[aI 11 I sJ (address) 
J mmm 
Harry See but we didn't go to-well-we went to (address) first and then we went to 

(place name) 
[lsi bat wi IdIta-o Igau thu wsu wi Iws-nt~ tu (address) I fast 
m-n ns-n wi Iws-nt I~:la IWSI th u (place name)J 

J Hmm 
Harry And then we came all the way back 

[a-n Ins -n wi IkbeI-m I~la lweI Ibmk' ] 
J Right. So what did you do while you were in (place name) 
Harry Trick or treat 

[It WIt ~ Itwit] 
J Ah so you and your sister-or was there a big group of you? 
Harry Big group 

[lbIt Igwup' ] 
J And how do you know whose houses you can go to? 
Harry You just knock on doors that's got a big pumpkin. If you have a a decoration 

up then we knock on their door but if they don't we don't 
[du dA-S Innt n-n Id~s ms Ignt a Iblt IpbA-nkl-n IISU Ihms a a 
Idsk- awelsa-n AP s-m wi Innk n-n sa Id~ bAt IS el I dau-nt. wi 
I dau-ntJ 

Harry Apart from people who we know 
[I-mlpat fn-m Ipbipul hu IMi Ina-uJ 

J Ah right OK-so it's a kind of code 
Harry Yeh 
J A pumpkin means you can knock on the door 
Harry Yeh 
J And did you come back with a bag of treats? 
Harry A bo-no-a humongously big box of it all full up. Cos know those little 

pumpkin boxes? 
[a Ibnt Ina-u a I hilffiA - : s li Ibl-? (.) Ibnks az lIt I~u fUWAP' 
tbas I na-u laus Illtal IphA-nkl-n Ibnkslz] 

J Mmm 
Harry Well that's what we had 

[wsI wnt Iwi Ihmt' ] 
J Mmm 
Harry And (shall I tell you) what? I filled my one-weill have-Mummy nearly-

mummy bought a box in case I run out of room but I filled up that box 
[m-n dmde-I Iwnt lal flld Imal WA-t wsl lal hal IffiA-mi Inlti 
IffiA-mi Ib~t a Ibnks I-n tbels al wa-u~~ lwu- m bAt al I frld lAP 
dmt IbnksJ 

J Oh my goodness. And what was your favourite that was in it? 
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Harry A thousand chocolates put into one-that's-there was a chocolate (we tasted 
just one chocolate) then there's one-then there's one and then it goes back 
to normal and then there's another one and another one and then it goes 
back to normal like that 
[a 'fausa-n 'thoklats PUt 'I-nd 'wA-n ~rets n. ne-I woza 
'thoklat I ~~ the I si AS, WA -n 'thoklat 'd,sd,sz. 'WA-n a-'nsz 
'WA-n s-jau~ bret tha n~-ma-u a-ns- d,auz. (breath) a'nA-v~ 
'wA-n a'nA~a 'wA-n (X'XX) tha 'm~-mu- lalt ~ret' J 

J So it was a good evening's work? 
Harry Yep. And at at home I didn't even eat any 

['jsp'retja 'tret 'ret 'hau-m aI 'jI-jI-n 'it s-ni] 
J Didn't you? 
Harry No, until now 

['na-u a-ntu 'nauJ 
J Oh, right 

Harry And this morning I ate sweeties for breakfast. I ate nearly all of them 
[a-ntu re-n ZIS 'm~-nI- aI elt 'sfitis f~ 'bstkas aI ni: 'elt 
~'zs-mJ 

J Do I believe you? Mmm not sure if I believe that story about having all your 
sweeties for breakfast 

Harry Why? 

['waC] 
J I think you might be teasing] 
Harry Good onel 

[' gUt WA -nJ 
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Appendix 5.10 Harry T1 Spiders 

Appendix 5.10 Harry CS 6, T1, Spiders 

Harry Mummy's frightened of spiders 
['IJlJ\-mls 'fal/na- 'spaldasJ 

J Are you? 
Harry No mummy is 

[na-u '1JlJ\ -mI ' I sJ 
J Oh mummy is. What does she do? 
Harry She steps on them and kill them 

[si 'ssps, o-n s-m an 'kh IU 5,s-mJ 
J Oh poor spiders 
Harry I know. Once there was a humungous one and daddy took it out of the 

house ( ........................................ ) and it came back into (the) house and 
mummy stepped on it 

[A 'na-u wa-sas hu '1JlJ\ -ogas 'WA -n a-n 'd,lIlQ,i 'thu - I I ouze 'haus 
(XXX xxx) II 'khel-m 'blll- I-ntu 'haus a-n 'lJlJ\-ml- 'stspt o-n 
I tJ 

J Oh dear. Poor spider. 
Harry Yeh. 
J They can be quite helpful to us I think tcos they eat flies. 

Harry Yes ( ... ) he eats flies-they will take over the planet but (?so as) spiders as 
uh-eventually spiders will eventually take over the planet 

['js (XXX) I '/its 'fals 5el wa- 'thsazaul da 'phlll-nl-t' bal 
sau-w III 'spaldas a a'bs-ntali 'spal-Q,as wu a'bs-ntali 'thel I 
auva a 'phlllnl-tJ 

J Will they? 
Harry Yeh 
J And why do you think that? 
Harry tCos- 1- know one spider yeah ( ... ) well but ( ... ) lay two million eggs in one 

egg sac and if they're really lucky they might (make) a make two egg suc-
sacs- and that's a lot of spiders 
[thas I-I 'na-u WA-n 'spalda js (XX. XXX. XJ 'leI (.) , thu 
'ml-ja-n 'IIlXS 1- 'wA-n 'sk 'Sllll lIl-n IS a wi: 'lA/i Sl mal 
me-I (a) me-II 'thu Sl 'sAk:' 'slIlks n 'liltS a '101 a 'spwaldasJ 
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Appendix 5.11 Harry, Tl, Examples of imitated sentences (CSP task) 

Target and response 
I gave the elephant a ' banana 
[al Igel - s a-n ba. InE-laba-nljal a (.) ba-1na-na] 
John collects' stamps 
[ 1 go-n ta 1 lEts ISre-Ints] 
Sam loved to ' dance 
1. [Isre-m lA- la-In la-ns IlAns ta Ida-ns] 
2. [Isre-m lAf IdA-ns] 
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Appendix 5.12 Harry T1 & T2 Intelligibility stimuli 

Appendix 5.12 Harry, T1 and T2 Intelligibility stimuli 

Single words 
Word Adult target Harry's Number of Harry's Number of 

realisation Tl words realisation T2 words 
identified by identified by 
individual individual 
listeners T1 listeners T2 

BOOK /bok/ [bok' ] 66/66 [bok' ] 53/66 
CHAIR /jfEa/ [ tEa] 30/66 [jfEa] 66/66 
CRAB /krreb/ [twrep' ] 17/66 [kwrep' ] 21/66 
GLOVE /gIAv/ [gaIAp] 0/66 [gIAv. s] 61/66 

LEGS /IEgz/ [lEks] 83/132* [leksJ 44/132* 
LIGHTHOUSE /Ilalthaos/ [ Iladhaos] 61/66 [Ilal?haos] 52/66 
ORANGE / I OrI -n<t/ [I OWl s] 63/66 [Iowl-nz.] 34/66 
SPLASH /splref/ Esp v res] 28/66 [spIres] 66/66 
THAN KYOU / I (J re-ukju/ [ 1 fre- _uku] 66/66 [I fre-ukju:] 23/66 
WATCH /wojf/ [wots] 20/66 [wo?t,s: ] 28/66 

*Score 1 for lexical item and 1 for plural morpheme 

Imitated sentences (from CSP task) 
Target Harry's Percentage of Harry's realisation Percentage of 
sentence realisation T1 words recognised T2 words recognised 

by individual by individual 
listeners T1 listeners T2 

GOOD GIRLS [ 1 go? dE - oz. 50.61% [Igo? goz a 66.36% 
ARE NICE a 1 nals] Inals :] 
(THE) BROWN [(Sa 1 bao-n 61.42% [ I bao-m 1 bwao- : 30.30% 
BEAR EATS bE I?its a IwEa tits IfIS] FISH 

I fl s:] 
CLAIRE ATE [lkIE:a? E? 94.19% [Iklea: ;)0 ha 74.24% 
ALL HER I;) ha IIA-nts:] 
LUNCH 

IIA-nts] 
SHE GAVE [si Idelz. a 32.83% [si I gelv 40.66% 
(THE) I?owl-ns d.a I now I -n I th u 
ORANGE TO 
SAM 1 sre-m] Isre-m] 

MARY'S [lmEwiz. 79.29% [lmEwiJ ~'fuz a 94.95% 
SHOES ARE ~I suz a 1 kIln] 
CLEAN 

Iklln] 
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Appendix 5.12 Harry T1 & T2 Intelligibility stimuli 

Conversational speech 
Target sentence T1 Harry's realisation Percentage of words 

or identified by 
T2 Individual listeners 

'cos THEY'RE SHARP T1 [ I th os sa I sap' ] 15.15% 

GOT TO BE CAREFUL OF T1 [da~a bi Ithsafu: ISlz.az 67.42% 
SCISSORS DON'T YOU Idau- nju] 

HOW DO YOU THINK HE DIED? T1 [ I hau d,tl j11 I floki 'd_ald] 82.58% 
OR MAYBE HE HAD (A) HEART T1 [::> I Ime-Ibi 0) jred a 66.16% 
ATTACK Iha? ' trek] 

OH THERE'S (A) FUNERAL IN T1 [au Ijss a IfUnabal I-n a 29.92% 

(THE) CHURCH ISN'T THERE? I tats I-n, js-a] 

SO ALL TOGETHER IN (THE) T2 [sau I::>u talgsvaw I-n a 98.76% 
WHOLE FAMILY THERE'LL BE 5 Ihaul Ifre-mli at bi Ifalv 
CHILDREN I IfwdJa-n] 

WELL IT WAS LIKE-ALWAYS 
T2 [Iwsu II waj Ilall ::>'wel- 41.16% 

MIDNIGHT 'ml/nal/] 

WELL THEY BASICALLY HAD (A) T2 [' ww 3el Ibelsl/i hret' a 86.49% 
SPARE ONE THAT THEY 'spsa wA-n 3rel 3el IbJ::>1 
BROUGHT FROM THEIR BOAT fwa--m 3sa Ibaut' ] 
WELL, (A)BOUT 3 HOURS T2 [wau (.) I baul I fwV auz. 79.65% 
JOURNEY TO IT 

'<t3ni tuW , I I] 

YEAH AND THEY GOT TWO- T2 [Ijs re-n el 'gol I t.u I fui 98.27% 
THREE CHILDREN I If wdJ a -n] 
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Appendix 5.13 Harry: Speech processing profile T2 

Appendix 5.13 Harry: Speech Processing Profile T2 (age 8;5) 

Standardised scores 
(*norms at age 7;0) 
.t +1.5 to -1.5 S.D. 
X -1.6 to -2.5 S.D. 
XX -2.6 to -3.5 S.D. 
XXX >-3.5 S.D. 
Non-Standardised 
{:::} judged typical 
range for age 

INPUT 

A 
F Is the child aware of the internal 
structure of phonological 
representations? 
{:::}Silent sorting CVC words by onset 
{:::}Silent sorting CVC words by coda 

E Are the child's phonological 
representations accurate 
.tJ.ALD words in sentences, SIWI 
consonant clusters 
{:::}Syllable/word/rhyme/identification 

A 
D Can the child discriminate between 
real words? 
{:::}Rhyme detection 
.t *B&S real words: z=-0.86 

A 
C Does the child have language specific 
representations of word structures? 
N/A 

A 
B Carr the child discriminate speech 
sounds without reference to lexical 
representations? 
.t *B&5 non-words: z=-0.8 
.t Complex non-words: z=-O.42 

A Does the child have adequate auditory 
perception? 
{:::}No concerns 

OUTPUT 

.tJ. judged below 
typical range for age 

G Can the child access accurate motor 
programmes? 
XXX*Naming 1 syllable words: z=-S.66 
XXX*Naming 2 syllable words: z=-S.03 
XXX*Naming 3/4 syllable words: z=-3.84 
XXX*Naming total: z=-S.64 

H Can the child manipulate phonological 
units? 
.tJ.Rhyme generation 
{:::}Segmentation of multisyllabic words into 
syllables 
.tJ.5egmentation of CVC words 

V 
I Con the child articulate real words 
accurately? 
{:::}Blending of C-V-C into words 
{:::}Blendlng of C-C-V-C Into words 

T 
J Can the child articulate speech sounds 
without reference to lexical representations? 
Non-word repetition: 
.t *1 syllable items z=-0.02 
.t *2 syllable items: z=-1.02 
X*3/4 syllable items: z=-2.06 
.t *Total: z=-1.46 

V 

K does the child have adequate sound 
production skills? 
.tJ.DDK rate and accuracy poor 
.tJ. Oro-motor skills 

L Does the child reject his/her own 
erroneous forms ? Yes with occasional 
prompts 
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Appendix 5.14 Harry: Speech processing model T2 

Appendix 5.14 Harry: Speech Processing Model T2 

(Stackhouse & Wells, 1997): 
Harry suggested areas of difficulty, T2 

Semantic 
Representation 

Phonological 
Representation 

, 

Motor 

I················· .. ··················· .. ····· .. ········· ........ ... 
i KEY i 
I Level of difficulty I 
! hypothesized from normed ! 
! tasks ! 
i X or XX or XXX I 

...................................................... 

~~~s:t~~:i~::i:~~lty :;:::::~:. 
weak/poor performance on 
informal tasks 

n
1 ~".J 

Motor Program 
•••••••••• e • . · -:XXX · · . · : •........ : 

Phonological Programming ... .........• 
Recognition · · · · · X · · · · · ............ •............ : · ~ · · · · · · · · · Phonetic • · · · .......•... 

Discrimination 

, 

Speech/Non-speech Motor Planning 
Discrimination : ... n····· .. · . · · . · . · . •.............. ~ 

Peripheral Auditory Motor Execution 
Processing 

...••...•••.... · . · ~ · · · · · · j · · · · I •••••••••••••• ~ 

Input Output 
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Appendix 5.15 Harry T2 Sweden 

Appendix 5.15 Harry CS, T2, Sweden 

J Tell me about Sweden 
Harry (Noise) well it was a bit ho- ho- hot 

[(a:a) WAU Qi j~ Qa?s a 'bl? 'ho 'ho 'ho?] 
J Hot? I always think Sweden would be cold 
H Well it isn't-it's midsummer when we get there 

['ws?h jl? 'Iz.n,? Its 'ml-?sA-ma 'ws-m wi 'go? ()oo] 
J Was it 
Harry Yeh-I was sweating buckets 

[' js ?os~ sfl-U 'bAglt,S] 
J You were sweating buckets? 
Harry Yeh 

J Really 

Harry Yeh 

J Yeh-OK-so tell me about it-were-was -were the days long-much 
longer days than here-the sunlight-more sunlight 

Harry No-yeh 

J So it was light right the way into the evening was it? 

Harry Well it was like always midnight 

[ 'WEU I? waJ 'la I? ~'we I 'mI ?naI?] 
J Was it? 
Harry Yeh-(Iaugh) and I always stayed up all the way to midnight 

['js_ (laugh) a'was~ 'seId AP~ ,~U a 'weI ~ 'mI?naI?] 
J Really? 
Harry Yes 
J Gosh-ok-and you went to see-is it you mum's brother? 
Harry Yeh-and they got two-three children so all together in the whole 

family there'll be five children 
['js oo-n eI 'go? '~u 'fui '~IudJa-n sau ,~u ta'gsvaw I-n 
a 'haul 'foo-mli at bi 'falv. '~IUdJa-n] 

J Right 
Harry Sand 0, C and R, and the most handsomest boy (Harry) 

[ (S, D, c, R) oo-n ()a 'ma-us Ihoo-msa~Iv 'b~I (H) ] 

J OK. So did they live in Stockholm? 

HarrY Stockholm? 
['stokhau-m] 

J That's the capital city of Sweden. Did they live there? 
Harry Um-yeh-well-half in it, half not 

[m~ Ijs_ wsu 'haf I-n I? ~ 'haf 'no-I] 
J Right 

Harry It was-well- about three hours journey to it 

[I 
~ waz (.) wau (.) , haul 'fwi i auz. '!b3ni tuw , I?] 

J Was it-from the airport? 
Harry No-to Stockholm 

['nau ta 'stokhau-m] 
J To Stockholm-OK, OK. So what sort of house do they live in? Is it like 

your house-an English house? 
Harry Nope-it's a caravan 
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Appendix 5.15 Harry T2 Sweden 

['naup' It"s a 'khlll:~ablll- .. nJ 
J Is it-OK-how did you all fit it? 
Harry Yeh-it sort of XXXXx - they have one humungous one and one little 

one for S & 0 
['jE It 'S:)t avo (XX X X X) d,I ~j E~f: 'WA-n hU'IIlA-ogas 
'WA-n n, WA-n 'lIttau_ 'WA-n fh:) (S) n, (D) J 

J Right 
Harry And that's rather messy so (xxx) sort (xxxxx) it very well 

[{V_ lIl-n '3l1lts wava 'rnEsi (X XX) wi (X XX X X) It 'wEwi 

'WEU V J J 
J OK 
Harry And then we have a big one for mum-well-they basically had a spare 

one that they brought from their boat 
[II!-n '3E-n wij IIlV a 'bIg· 'WA-n fa~ 'lIlA-ill. (.) 'WEU 3eI 
'beISlti hoot' a 'spEa WA-n 311!t 3el 'bJ:)t fwa-~rn 3Ea 

'baut' J 
J Right 
Harry Yeh - they got a big motor boat that's-no- this is me-driving (driving 

noise) 
[jEj eI 'gUt a 'big 'rna-uta 'bauk II!ts . nau 31s IZ 'rni 
(.) 'dJalva-n (noise)] 

J So did you go on the boat? 
Harry Yeh 
J Yeh 
Harry Yeh-I -how I've made a tidal wave behind me - (xx) like this-that's 

how-from the floor to here that's how high the waves were behind 
me 
[jE (.) al-n (.) 'hauw al (v J 'melt a 'talt~a 'wei bal-rn~ 
'rnI (XXX) (3)IS 311lts 'hau (.) fu-rn a If:) ta 'hla 311lts 

'hau 'hal 3a 'welz. wa ba~'hal-rn rniJ 
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Appendix 6.1 Lily: Results of standardised assessment T1 

Appendix 6.1 Lily: Results of standardised language assessment Tl, CA 7;4 CELF-4 UK 

Subtest Scaled score Percentile 
rank 

Receptive language 
Concepts & Following Directions 10 50 
Word Classes-Receptive 13 84 
Sentence Structure 12 75 
Understanding Spoken Paragraphs 11 63 
Expressive language 
Word structure 2 0.4 
Recalling Sentences 4 2 
Formulated Sentences 6 9 
Word Classes- Expressive 15 95 
Expressive Vocabulary 7 16 
Working memory 

Number Repetition- Forwards 4 2 
Number Repetition-Backwards 7 16 
Number Repetition-Total 4 2 
Composite scores 

Core Language 73 4 
Receptive Language 110 75 
Expressive Language 63 1 
Language Content 102 55 
Language Structure 76 5 
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Appendix 6.2 Lily: Speech processing profile T1 

Appendix 6.2 Speech Processing Profile: Lily (7;2) T1 

Standardised scores 
.t +1.5 to -1.5 S.D. 
X -1.6 to -2.5 S.D. 
XX -2.6 to -3.5 S.D. 
XXX >-3.5 S.D. 
Non-Standardised 
{::} judged typical 
range for age INPUT 

/\. 
F Is the child aware of the internal 
structure of phonological 
representations? 
{::}Silent sorting CVC words by onset 

&. 
E Are the child's phonological 
representations accurate 
.t ALD (no picture), real words: z=O.31 
.t 1 syllable items: z=2.93 
.t 2 syllable items: z=-O.71 
X 3/4 syllable items: z=-1.74 

o Can the child discriminate between 
real words? 
X B&S real words: z=-2.2 

C Does the child have language specific 
representations of word structures? 
N/A 

8 Can the child discriminate speech 
sounds without reference to lexical 
representations? 
XXX B&S non-words: z=-7.72 
XXX Complex non-words-same: z=-9.98 
.t Complex non-words- diff: z=O.073 

A Does the child have adequate auditory 
perception? 
.t No concerns 

OUTPUT 
.u. judged below typical 
range for age 

G Can the child access accurate motor 
programmes? 
XXX Naming 1 syllable words: z=-12.33 
XXX Naming 2 syllable words: z=-12.07 
XXX Naming 3/4 syllable words: z=-7.27 
XXX Naming total: z=-12.01 

H Can the child manipulate phonological 
units? 
.u.Rhyme generation 
{::}Segmentation of multisyllabic words into 
syllables 
.u.Segmentation of eve, eeve words 
.u.phoneme, deletion, transposition 

v 
I Can the child articulate real words 
accurately? 
Real word repetition 
XXX 1 syllable items z=-14.12 
XXX 2 syllable items: z=-9.62 
XXX 3/4 syllable items: z=-15.12 
XXX Total: z=-14.05 

J Can the child articulate speech sounds 
without reference to lexical representations? 
Non-word repetition: 
XXX 1 syllable items z=-5.87 
XXX 2 syllable items: z=-7.34 
XXX 3/4 syllable items: z=-6.35 
XXX Total: z=-8.33 

v 
K does the child have adequate sound 
production skills? 
.u.DDK rate and accuracy poor 
.u.Oro-motor skills 

L Does the child reject his/her own 
erroneous forms? Occasionally 
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Appendix 6.3 lily: Speech processing model T1 

Appendix 6.3 Lily: Speech Processing Model T1 
KEY 

Speech Processing Model 
(Stackhouse & Wells, 1997): 

level of difficulty 
hypothesized from normed 
tasks 
X or XX or XXX 

Lily suggested areas of difficulty, T1 

Phonological 
Representation 

.............. 
o 0 
o 0 

o X 0 o 0 
o 0 
o 0 

I •••••••••••• : 

Phonological 
Recognition 

............ 
o 

XXX : o 
o ............ 

Speech/Non-speech 
Discri m i nation 

Peripheral Auditory 
Processing 

Input 

Presence of difficulty 
hypothesised from 
weak/poor performance on 
informal tasks 

Semantic 
Representation 

, 

Motor Program 
.......... '. 
o 0 

~ XXX: ~ ...... --...... 
o 0 
o 0 •....•.•... 

Motor 
00 oP.rgsramming 
o 0 

: XXX: o ~o--------~ o 0 .....••.... 

Phonetic 
Discrimination 

Motor Planning 

o 0 

: ... ~ .......... \ 
: ~o----~------------~ 
o 0 
o 0 

I •••••••••••••• , 

Motor Execution 

o 0 

: .... ~ ......... ~ 
: ~o ________ r-____________ ~ 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 

I •••••••••••••• , 

Output 
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Appendix 6.4 UIy: Single word naming Tl (7;2) and T2 (8ill) 

(taken from DEAP Phonology, DEAP Articulation and Stackhouse & Wells Naming Task) 

I 
Word Adult C V Uly's realisation (Tl Cscore 

realisation score score 7i2) 
1 aeroplane II Earapleml 4 3 [I ?Eawap· e I -n] 2 

2 apple licepall 2 2 [I?cepao] 2 

3 bird Ibadl 2 1 [ba :d.J 2 

4 biscuits Ilblskltsl 5 2 [Ibl?kl,)] 2 

5 book Ibokl 2 1 [bok:' ] 2 

6 boy Ib::>11 1 1 [b::>l] 1 
7 bread Ibndl 3 1 [phE,J] 0 

8 butterfly IlbAtaflal1 4 3 [ I bA?ava I J 2 

9 car Ikal 1 1 [khaJ: 1 
10 caravan Ilkceravcenl 4 3 [I th cewawce" -nt] 1 

11 cat Ikcetl 2 1 [kbcet] 2 

12 caterpillar II kcetapIlal 4 4 [Idce?ap· IlaJ 3 
13 chair ItfEal 1 1 [th Ea :] 0 
14 computer Ikamlpjutal 5 3 [ Ibu?aJ 1 
15 crab Ikrcebl 3 1 [dceb .J 1 
16 crocodile Ilkrnkadall/ 5 3 [I dA?adaIjao. h] 1 
17 dinosaur Ildamas::>1 3 3 [I dal -na?::> .. :] 2 
18 door Id::>1 1 1 [d,::>J 1 
19 duck IdAkl 2 1 [d,A, k.' ] 2 
20 dustbin IldAsbml 4 2 [ I dA?, b I -n] 3 
21 ear hal 0 1 [?Ia] 0 
22 egg IEgl 1 1 [E .. g''] 1 
23 elephant Iidafantl 4 3 [I ?Elaf:a .. -n?] 4 
24 feather IIfE3al 2 2 [If-ceba:] 1 
25 fish IflSI 2 1 [fl] 1 

V 
score 
3 
2 

1 
2 

1 
1 

1 

3 
1 
3 

1 
4 
1 

2 

1 

2 

3 

1 

1 
2 

1 

1 
3 

0 

1 

Appendix 6,4 
Lily: SW naming T1 (7;2J and T2 (8;l1J 

Uly's realisation (T2 C score V 
8ill) score 
[I ?EaJap -lel-n] 4 3 
[I ?cepow] 2 2 

[ba"d, :] 2 1 
[Ibl?sg: It:S] 5 2 
[bok:' ] 2 1 
[b::>l] 1 1 
[b:JEd.' ] 3 1 
[I bAtaflal J 4 3 
[kh a] 1 1 
[I khceJa I vce-n] 4 3 
[kh cet] 2 1 
[I khcetaphl laJ 4 4 

[tfEaJ 1 1 
[Ikhn-mp(.) Ibuta"J 4 2 

[k:Jceb.' ] 3 1 
[khokhadao .. ] 3 2 
[I dal -nas::>] 3 3 

[d::>..J 1 1 
[dAk:' ] 2 1 
[ I dASb , I -n] 4 2 

[?I:aJ 0 1 
[?Eg" ] 1 1 
[I ?daf: a-nt' ] 4 3 
[I f:Eva~] 1 1 
[fl?f] 2 1 
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'26 fishing /'fIJIO/ 3 2 
27 five /faIv/ 2 1 
28 flower /'flauwa/ 3 2 
29 foot /fut/ 2 1 

30 frog /frng/ 3 1 

31 giraffe /eta'raf/ 3 2 
32 girl /g31/ 2 1 

33 glove /glAv/ 3 1 

34 gloves /glAvz/ 4 1 
35 guitar /galta/ 2 2 

36 hairbrush /'hEabrAf/ 4 2 
(T2: brush) /brAf/ (3) (1) 

37 hairdresser /'hEadrEsa/ 4 3 
38 hamburger /'hmb3ga/ 4 3 

39 helicopter /hEla I kopta/ 5 4 
40 hospital I' hospital/ 5 3 
41 house /haus/ 2 1 
42 jam /ctmi 2 1 
43 jelly /'etEli/ 2 2 
44 kangaroo /'kll!ogaru/ 4 3 
45 kitchen /'kltfm/ 3 2 
46 kitchen /'kltfm/ 3 2 
47 knife /naIf/ 2 1 
48 ladder /'1l1!da/ 2 2 
49 leaf Iliff 2 1 
50 legs /lEgz/ 3 1 
51 lighthouse /'1althaus/ 4 2 
52 money /'mAnii 2 2 
53 monkey /'mAOkii 3 2 
54 moon ,/mun/ 2 1 

--------

['fIh?hI-n] 1 2 

[fa I .. :p.J 1 1 

[I f:au .. waJ 2 2 
[f:u?] 2 1 
[f: og'" ] 2 1 
[da:f] 1 1 
[dEO] 1 1 

[d Ab :'th ] 0 1 

[dAb:th] 0 1 

[daJ 0 1 
[I tEab:At] 1 2 

[I tEad.EtA .. :] 1 3 
[I tll!_ -mb3d. a] 2 3 
[tela I dotda:] 2 3 

[Itotatb.uu] 1 3 
[hau:pth ] 1 1 
[dlIl:m] 1 1 
[I deli] .1 2 
[I bE-nawul] 0 2 
[I khI. dI -n] 2 2 
['thltfI-n] 1 2 
[n:aIfh :] 2 1 
[I ll1!_ daJ 2 2 

[li?r] 2 1 
[1 EgOtSJ 2 1 

[11al thau .. A\I 3 2 
['mA-ni] 2 2 
['mA-o:k' i] 3 2 

Emu. -ia:n] 2 0 
L ___ 

Appendix 6.4 
LilV: SW naming T1 (7;2) and T2 (8;11) 

[I f: I?JI-ok' ] 2 2 

[f· a .. IV] 2 1 

[If:1au .. waJ 3 2 
[f:u?t' ] 2 1 
[f:Jog'" ] 3 1 

[eta I Ja .. f] 3 2 
[gEN.] 2 1 
[ga1Av] 3 1 

[g: 1Atvz.] 4 1 
[thaJ 1 1 

[b:JAtJ] 3 1 

[I hEa .. dresaJ 4 3 
['hll!-mb3ga] 4 3 
[hE 11 I kop,t a _ J 5 4 

['hotpltau] 4 3 

[hauts" ] 2 1 
[ctlIl-mh] 2 1 
[I etEli] 2 2 
[khll!-ogaJu] 4 3 
['klttfl-n] 3 2 
[Ikh Ittfl-n] 3 2 

[naI .. f:] 2 1 

[ '1l1!da .. J 2 2 

[1" if] 2 1 
[lEgOs: ] 3 1 
[11aIthaus] 4 2 

['mA-niJ 2 2 

[ 'mA-oki] 3 2 

[miH] 1 1 
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55 mouse /maus/ 2 1 
56 orange /nlrm«lV 4 2 
57 parachute /'ph eeraJut/ 4 3 
58 parrot /'pcerat/ 3 2 
59 pig /pIg/ 2 1 
60 pig /pIg/ 2 1 
61 plate /plelt/ 3 1 
62 pram /prcemi 3 1 

63 pyjamas /pal<tlamaz/ 4 3 
64 queen /kwin/ 3 1 
65 rabbit /'reeblt/ 3 2 
66 ring /no/ 2 1 
67 roof /ruf/ 2 1 
68 roundabout /'raundabaut/ 5 3 
69 sandwich / I smwl«lV 4 2 
70 sausage jlsOSI«lV 3 2 
71 school /skul! 3 1 
72 scissors /'slzaz/ 3 2 
73 scooter /'skuta/ 3 2 
74 seesaw /'sis::>/ 2 2 
75 sheep /fip/ 2 1 
76 slipper /' slIpa/ 3 2 
77 snake /snelk/ 3 1 
78 sock /snk/ 2 1 
79 sock /sok/ 2 1 
80 spaghetti /spa I gsti/ 4 3 
81 spider /'spalda/ 3 2 

82 splash /spleeJ/ 4 1 
83 sponge /sPAIl«lV 4 1 
84 square /skwsa/ 3 1 

[mau .. ?] 1 1 
['?owl-n:] 1 2 
[I p. eewa?u .. ?] 2 3 
[I~ ¥Ha .. ?] 1 2 
[bik' ] 0 0 
[bIg" ] 0 1 

[b.el.)] 1 1 
[p. ee .. -n] 1 1 
[I ?adu-ma-?sJ 1 3 
[dIn] 1 1 
[ I wcebl tJ 2 2 
[WI-O:] 1 1 
[uu] 0 1 
[I wau-nda -bau- .)] 4 3 
[I ?ee-mwld ] 2 2 

[I ?O?hldz.J 0 2 

[d. aUN.] 0 0 
[I ?I?d ad ] 0 2 
[I du?hA_:] 0 2 
[I ?i?:>] 0 2 
[?ip' ] 1 1 

[I ?I?pha .. :] 1 1 
[sne-Ik' ] 3 1 
[~ op] 1 1 
[so?] 1 1 
[I ths?i..J 1 2 

[Ibald.a] 1 2 

[b~] 0 1 
[bA-na] 1 1 

[dsaJ 0 1 

Appendix 6.4 
Lily: SW naming T1 (7;2) and T2 (8;11) 

[mau?f] 1 1 
[?o I J I -nctf] 4 2 
[ I phee .. raJut' ] 4 3 
[ph eeJat] 3 2 
[ph I gO: ] 2 1 
[phlg" ] 2 1 
[plelt' ] 3 1 
[phJee- :m] 3 1 

Cpa 'Iha- .. ma-z.] 4 3 
[k:wIn] 3 1 
[ I J : eeb I ?' ] 3 2 

[J: 10k] 1 1 
[Juf] 2 1 
[I Jau-ndabaut' ] 5 3 
[ 's: ee-mwIlt] 4 2 
[I s :OSIct] 3 2 
[s,k·ul] 3 1 
[Isldad s] 1 2 
[I s:kutaJ 3 2 
[I sif:>] 1 2 
[Sip:' ] 2 1 
[ls:lIp¥aJ 3 2 

[sne-Ik:' ] 3 1 
[s: jo?] 1 1 

[s~n?8] 1 1 

[skEt,iJ 2 2 

[I spaldaJ 3 2 
Esp ¥ leef] 4 1 
[sphA-n( ] 3 1 

[skwsaJ 3 1 
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85 strawberry l'str:Jbrii 5 2 ['t:J:bi] 
86 swing Iswlul 3 1 [f:l-u] 
87 teeth Iti 0 I 2 1 [dif] 
88 telephone I'tdafaunl 4 3 [ , tdae au-n] 

89 television l'tda'vIsanl 5 4 [' dda' vlda-n] 
90 thank you I' 0 leukjul 4 2 [' m: sn? juJ 
91 this IrJIsl 2 1 [dI ?] 

(T2: that) 
92 three 10 ril 2 1 [f:wi] 
93 thumb IOMDI 2 1 [fA-mp] 
94 thumb IOMDI 2 1 [fwA-nt] 
95 tiger I'talgal 2 2 ['th :alva] 
96 tiger I'talgal 2 2 [' t- aida] 
97 toilet l't:J11atl 3 2 [' th :J 11a?] 
98 tomato Ita'mo.tauzl 4 3 [' mo.-?auJ 
99 toothbrush Itu 0 'brAsl 5 2 ['duo f:bA .. t,:] 
100 torch It:>11'1 2 1 Cd:>?] 
101 tractor I'trlektal 4 2 [' die?t- aJ 
102 train Itreml 3 1 [t_el-n] 
103 umbrella IMD'brdal 4 3 [A -m' b&laJ 
104 van IVlenl 2 1 [f:Ie_-n] 

105 watch Iwu11'l 2 1 [wut:sJ 
106 watch Iwu11'l 2 1 [wut:' ] 
107 web Iwsbl 2 1 [wsb.J 
108 yellow I' jdaul 2 2 [ 'l&1au] 
109 zebra I'zsbral 3 2 [' sb,vu_:] 

T1 314 189 T1 
n (313) (188) 

2 2 
1 1 
0 1 
4 3 
3 4 
1 2 
0 1 

0 1 
1 1 
0 1 
1 2 
1 2 
3 2 
2 2 
1 2 
0 1 
1 2 
2 1 

3 3 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
2 1 
1 2 
1 2 
141 174 

PCC PVC 
44.90% 92.06" 

Appendix 6.4 
Lily: SW naming T1 (7;2) and T2 (8;11) 

[ , st :.I:J b.I iJ 5 2 
[s'wl-uk' ] 2 1 
[th if:] 1 1 
[' tdafa .. u-n] 4 3 
[' tdav . : Icta-n] 4 4 
[' fle-U: cju] 2 2 
[Vie?] 1 1 

[f:.II] 1 1 
[fA-mh] 1 1 
[fA-m] 1 1 
[' tha .. Iga] 2 2 
[tha .. lga] 2 2 
[th :>lat:' ] 3 2 
[tha'mo.-tau(dz.)] 3 3 
[' tU?f:b.IA?J] 4 2 
[th :>?11'] 2 1 
[' t.Ile?t- aJ 3 2 
[t . .Iel-n] 3 1 
[h -m' b.I&1aJ 4 3 
[v. :Ie-n] 1 1 
[wu?1I"] 2 1 
[wu1l": ] 2 1 
[wsb.' ] 2 1 
[j:dauJ 2 2 

[' is?b.IuJ 3 1 
n 283 182 

. ~.41" 96.80% 
_.- .-
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Appendix 6.5 Lily T1 Puppy 

Appendix 6.5 Lily CS 1, Tl, Puppy 

lily And I got a new dog 
[re-n aI dot a Ina I dog" J 

J Have you? OK-so what's your new-tell me about your new dog 
lily It keep on nipping people 

[It Ibit o-n InI_tlbI-n Ibilba uJ 
J Right-does it? Is it a puppy? 
lily Yeh 

[I jE .. tJ 
J Oh-puppies get a bit nippy don't they? 
lily And we can't take it for a walk yet 

[re-n Iwi Ida-nt IdeIt It vo~w a Iwok,t I jE .. ?J 
J Oh, has it got to have some injections first? Oh then- maybe after 

Christmas-yeh-and what's your puppy's name? 
lily Tiny and Tilly 

[ldaI-ni j re-n IdIli..J 
J Oh-how many -have you got one or two? 
lily One 

[IWI\. .. -n] 
J One-OK-and who ... 
lily Sometimes we call it Tilly, sometimes we call it Tiny 

[ltl\.-_ndaI-m wi Idol It Idrl.i 11\._-ndaI-m wi_ I dol I? 
Id -' J a_I nl .. 

J Oh, so you call it different names-I didn't understand that-so you got two 
different names-that's funny-does it know its name? 

lily Both of them names 
[Ibaut wa dE-m InE-I .. md.:] 
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Appendix 6.6 Lily T1 MP3 player 

Appendix 6.6 Lily CS 2, Tl, MP3 player 

Lily A guitar 
[a Ida .. :] 

J Can you say it one more time? 
Lily A guitar 

[a Ida .. :] 
J Yeh-did anybody playa guitar when you did your Christmas music last 

week? Anyone play the piano? What kind of music did they have? 
Lily p-p-on-music on the- p- computer 

[p' C) p' C) o-n C) ImildI? o-n da C) p' C) I bu I ?a..J 
J Really? On the computer? Ah 
Lily (Or)-for my birthday I got a MP3 player 

[;)_ I y;) .. mal Ib3?beIj aI Ido? a? 16mlbilf~i I bel ja..J 
J Did you really? 
Lily And a camera and - a-a-a- high school musical (?)pillow 

[6-n a Idffi-mwa n, ffi C). 6-n (.) A ( ... ) an a l?aI? dOu 
Imilda?u Ibrlau..J 

J Ah I know somebody else who likes High School Musica/. You got a pillow? 
Is that for your bed? 

Lily It-got- (gl) -it like a diary and it got it-you got -got a lock for it-and- if you 
want to look (through it) you (must) zip it open 
[I? C) Ido? g~lA-1 I? IlaI ? a IdaIlwV a-nl I? dOl It C.) 
I ju .. do? a 1101 W;) II ffi-n (.) III JUI wa-n la IlUI wO WII Iju 
wal I?Ip I? laupha .. -n] 

J Oh 
Lily And you can write in it and you need to put some pictures in there 

[ffi-n ju da? IwaI_? I-nI? ffi-n ju Inid a IbII A-m IbI/~a~ In 
I d6a..J 

J Oh I see, like a sort of album 
Lily And and there a plug for the MP3 player but it don't work then you (X X 

?up ?and ?plays) it but mine don't work 
[6-n a-n 16aw a IbAg y;)Wa 16-m lbi lyi IbeIja bAI I? Idau-n 
W3 . .? n6-n ju (WAI AI) lAP 6-n IleId: I? bAI ImaIn Idaun 
IW3 .. kJ 

J OK 
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Appendix 6.7 Lily T1 Bratz 

Appendix 6.7 Lily CS 3, Tl, Bratz 

J And this one? 
lily watch 

[v. ~wotk' ] 

J Have you got a watch? Uh hu. What does your watch look like? 
lily It Bratz 

[ I I t I b.!I!tts] 
J Right-is the-the- the strap that's black? 
lily Purple 

[I b,,3tpha .. u] 
J Purple? Oh, it's a Bratz one, I've just remembered what you said now, 

worked out what you said. A Bratz watch? Well, I've never seen one of 
those, what does it look like? 

lily It's purple with Bratz people on 
[It Iph3phU- WId"" Ib,!l!t Ip-ip-uw u-n] 

J Really? It's got the Bratz people on it. I don't know anything about Bratz 
but somebody else was telling me a bit about them. What happens in 
those Bratz stories, who's in it? 

lily There a girl called Chloe in it and I like Chloe. 
[IEaW a IdEUth u I~~au .. i I-n Itll!-n laI 1aI l~gau .. iJ 

J And so this girl Chloe, is she a goodie or a baddie in Bratz? 
lily Goodie 

[I dut. di] 

J Oh that's good and what sort of things does she do? 
lily Her help people 

[E I Elp"" I ph iph at] 

J Oh, so what happens in Bratz, are there some people who help people? 
(lily nods) Oh, I see. And are there some baddies in there too? Who are 
the baddies? 

lily I don't know them names 
[laI daut Inau- dE-n"" Ine-I .. m] 

J OK, what sort of things do they do that means they're bad? 
lily Them nick pictures 

[Em: InIt IbIt.ldA..J 
J Right 
lily ? and (they) them get (XXX) there is a girl who's a (reporter) there and 

the princess and her always like pink 
[E-n:I E-n IdEt (EI i ja) lI!W Id a IdEuw U da (lb:ltE) dEa tE 
da IbI-ndE-? E-rt 3 I:lWel Ial? IbI-O+:k' ] 

J They like pink? 
lily And them like to nick the Bratz (star(s)) 

[lI!-nnE-m IIal? a Inr -? da Iphll! .. ? (I daJ] 

J Right, have you got a favourite colour? 
Lily Red and pink 

[lwEd~ E-n Ibl-ok""] 

J Red and pink, not just pink? And do you like purple? (lily nods) You do as 
well 

Lily And yellow and orange 
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Appendix 6.7 Lily T1 Bratz 

[re-n I IE lao (.) re-n luwI-n:t] 
Lily And white and blue 

[re-n I wa I . .? ren I b,1J..J 
J And what about silver? 
Lily And gold 

[E-n? I daod~] 
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Appendix 6.8 Lily T1 Birthday 

Appendix 6.8 Lily CS 4, Tl, Birthday 

lily And it nearly Bobby birthday 
[1Il-n II Im -li Ibubil Ib3(.) IdeIJ 

J I think he's going to be two? Mmm-I wonder what he would like for his 
birthday 

lily Iggle piggle and Bob the builder and Thomas the tank 
[ll/au Ibl/a:u a-n Ibub da Ibwda E-n Idu .. -ma .. a .. dill. -Uk' ] 

J Oh right-those are the things that he likes 
lily Yeah-and him like - and him like sheep 

[jE lIl-n I-m Ilalk (.) lIl-n I-m Ilall (.) I/i .. p,h ] 

J He likes sheep? 
lily But when we see sheep him say baba baba 

[bA/lwE-nwi IIi I/ip I-m lEI I bill I bre I bill I bre] 

(laugh) 
lily But sometimes him point at horses and say baba baba 

[bAI IA-ndaI-n I-m Ib~I-nl reI 1/~/i a-n EI Iblllblll n, IbrebreJ 
J (Laugh) Oh does he? 
lily And (?under ?sometimes) and him like tractors as well 

[re-n (A -nda) (.) re-n I-m 11aII Idre/dad a IWE .. U] 
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Appendix 6.9 Lily T1 Hospital 

Appendix 6.9 Lily CS 5, Tl, Hospital 

Lily When I went -{click} {eel-yesterday I went (for a lunch) 
[lws-naI Iws-n? f i? (.) Ijs?dadeI aI Iws-n? (C~ a 11A -nt' )] 

Lily then my stepsister come round then my brother hided un-around a bush 
[ds-n maI- Ids?I?da ItA~m ~wau- ns-n m mal IbAda I?aldld A-n 
?alwau-nd a Ibu_~?] 

Lily and then (?but) mummy said where is Adam but then him not jumped up 
and then him start running 
[a-n s-n (ba~) I rnA -mi sd (.) Iwsa I~ I?reda-m (.) but 
ns-lnI-nu-? IdA-mpt AR a-lns-nI-n (.) Ida? wA-nI-nJ 

Lily and then him tripped over -over -a light cos it was-it was- -it used to be 
pirate den 
[a-lns-nI-n IdI?t ~auda (.) lauva a 11aI_? dldI? wad'" (. . ) I? 
wad"'(.) I? Iju? da bi I balwa? I d~s-nJ 

J Ah 
Lily He went there and him tripped over one of the lights and him him cutted 

him leg 
[Ii ws-n? Idsa (.) s-n hI-n Idi?dld I?auda wA-n a ~a 11aI? re-n 
I -n (.) II-m IdA?dld I-m 11sg1 

J Oh dear, did he cry 

Lily And we needed to take him to the hospital 
[re-n Iwi Inidld'" da t-SI? I-m du da I?u?da?bau] 

J That yesterday? Goodness me-and did you have to wait ages at the hospital? 
Lily (?well) it was yesterday night 

[ (da) I I?wada I js?dadeI InaI_?] 
J Oh dear, did he have to have stitches in his leg? 
Lily Butterfly ones 

[I bA?a J3 aI IwA-nd.' ] 
J Ah, that's what made you think of it-butterflies -that's' right 
Lily And doctors 

[re-n I du?dad. sJ 
J And the doctors at the hospital-yes 
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Appendix 6.10 lily T1 Ladybirds 

Appendix 6.10 Lily CS 6, T1, Ladybirds 

Lily A ladybird 

[a 11EIdib3 .. dJ 
J Yeh, do you get them in your garden ever? 
Lily [I na-uJ 

J No? 
Lily But I did get two and I kept them 

[I bAt ai IdIt IdE_t Idu a-n laI I dEt I dE- .. nJ 
J What happened? 

Lily Um-uh-anum ff-um-well (XX) didn't get out 'cos I put it in a tin in the 
garden with holes in 

Em: (.) A_ (.) na-m (.) f: na (a I dam) IdIda dE_t Itau_t 
dad aI Ibut It I-n a IdI-n I-n a Idada-n WId~ I taul dI -nJ 

J Right-and did you let them go or did you keep them? 

Lily Keep them. Then my brother said him going to let them go and I said no 
and then we both start fighting but him-when we went outside and start 
fighting outside him-him failed over and kicked the tin and all the 
ladybirds got out 
[I dip"' IdE-n (.) nE-n ImaI IbA(.) IdA E .. h II-n dA-na 11Et E-n 
Idau a-n InE -n a al ItEd"' na-uw a-nE-na- wi baut Idat 
Ifaltln bat I-n (.) IwE -n wi (.) IwE -nt Itau (.) ItaI~ a-n 
Idat l~aItI-n autald"' II-m I-m If~dId au_daw m-n IdItldId da 
IdI-n m-n 1~1 da 11Eldib3d"' dDt lau_t J 
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Appendix 6.11 Lily T1 Examples of imitated sentences 

Appendix 6.11 Lily, Tl and T2, Examples of imitated sentences (CSP task) 

Target and response 
We saw the elephant at the zoo 

T1 [wi I :>d~ da I daC a-nl hE .. ~ da I? u] 

T2 (1) [wi I S:>1' AI I daf
w 

a-nl reI da ~ I fu] 
(2) [wi Is:>d al Idafa-nl re .. 1 3a Is:U] 

He gave me a banana (him gave me a banana) 
T1 [I r-m der ImVa Ina-I na .. -] 

T2 [hi~ .. Igerb~ mli A balna-na-..J: 

John collects stamps 
T1 [Idu-n daldEI Idre .. -nt] 

T2 [I~-n dalklEI.s Istre-mps] 

Sam loved to dance 
T1 [I re-m lAb ta I da-n. ts,: J 

T2 [Islre- (.) frem (.) lAv t- a da-nsJ 
Alice put gloves on her hand 

T1 [Ellrs"'brl IdAb~u-na Ire-n:d,J 

T2 [rei IrIs" phAI IglAbd. u-n a Ihre- .. nd. ~J 

Good girls are nice 
T1 [ldpI Iq,eld~a Inar .. :t' ] 

T2 [Igug~ IgEUd a Inars] 

She wrapped the parcel 
T1 [31 lWEI da~ Iba .. :ha .. u] 

T2 [si IJreR da Ibafau] 
My mum hugged me when I was sad 

T1 [I mar IffiA-m~ IEI~ WE-n ar~ wu~t' laa .. t' J 
T2 [I mar IffiA-m I~g~d. mI WE-n ar was ~ I sred.J 

I wore a jumper 
T1 [ar Iv:>w r I dE-nlbA..J 

T2 [ar I w:>J a I «hA -mpa..J 

My left leg hurts 
T1 [mar lIEf I fEd' 13"IJ 

T2 [mar lIEf lEg~ I t3tS] 

(The) brown bear eats fish 
T1 [da Ibau-m IbEa il If WrIt' J 
T2 [lbJau-m IbEa il Ifrlf] 

You can read my book 
T1 [Iju day luib~ Imar Ibuk:' ] 
T2 [Iju khA-n IJib~ Imar Ibux] 
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Appendix 6.12 Lily T1 and T2 Intelligibility stimuli 

Single words 
Word Adult target Lily's Number of 

realisation T1 listeners 
identifying 
wordTl 

CAR /ka/ [kha .. : ] 51/66 

FISH /fII/ [fr] 11/66 

GIRL /g31/ [dEO] 28/66 

PRAM /prll!-m/ [p y II! .. -n] 0/66 

SAUSAGE /ISUSI<t/ [ I tuth I dz .J 2/66 

SCHOOL /skul/ [d.auM] 5/66 

TIGER /Italga/ [I th :alva] 17/66 

TOMATOES /ta'matauz/ ['ma-tau..J 22/66 

TRAIN /tJel-n/ [tyel-n] 32/66 

VAN /vre-n/ [f:re .. -n] 2/66 

Imitated sentences 
Target Lily's realisation T1 Percentage of 
sentence words 

recogniseq by 
individual 
listeners Tl 

HE (HIM) [I-n 'dAt da 0.76% 
JUDGED THE Idu-m-ta'dlta- .. n] 
COMPETITION 
HE SNEEZED [ I -n I ni .. t'" wEwi 54.24% 
VERY LOUDLY IlauQ,li .. ] 
JOHN COLLECTS [Idu-n da'dEt 0.30% 
STAMPS I dre .. -nt] 
MY LEFT LEG [mal lIEf I iEt' 87.27% 
HURTS 'a-t] 
YOU MUST STIR [ , ju - D1A . .? I d3W I-n 32.42% 
IN THE SUGAR da I tuda .. ] 

Conversational speech 
[ Target sentence I Tl or T2 I Lily's realisation 

Appendix 6.12 Lily T1 and T2 Intelligibility stimuli 

Lily's realisation T2 Number of 
listeners 
identifying 
wordT2 

[kh a] 51/66 
[fltf] 66/66 
[gEM] 66/66 
[phJII!- :m] 66/66 
[I s:usJ] 50/66 

[s,ky 'ul] 48/66 
[I tha .. Iga] 59/66 

[tha'ma-tau(dz.)] 66/66 

[t;el-n] 63/66 

[v.:re-n] 66/66 

Lily's realisation T2 Percentage of 
words 
recognised by 
individual 
listeners T2 

[hi I !hAt d.a 33.71% 
'ku-ntaltIIa-n] 

[hi'snid h VEJi 88.48% 

'lau .. dl I .. :] 
[' <tu-n da I klEt. s 74.55% 
Istyre-mps] 
[mal IlEf lEg~ 99.70% 
It3ts] 

[ 'ju D1AS I St3J 85.71% 

I-n va 'su .. ga..J 

I Percentage of 
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Appendix 6.12 Lily T1 and T2 Intelligibility stimuli 

words identified 
by Individual 
listeners 

I ACTED AND SINGED T1 [?aI .. I?re.)dldre-n 17.42% 

I? I -nz ?tJ 

IN THE OFFICE AND IN T1 [I-nda l?o .. fv:I?s-n 48.79% 
THE HALL 

I I -n da I ?:) .. uJ 

ON BOXING DAY I T1 [?o-n I bo?dI -n'" I deli 31.31% 
WILL GO TO MY 
DAD'S a I wufiJ I dau dufT) 

I dre?J 

mal 

ON THE CHRISTMAS T1 [I?o-n da IdI?ma I di] 53.54% 
TREE 

WEMAKED T1 [wi.. I me I .) I d ~ 66.36% 
DECORATIONS 

Ids .)awe I ?a-nj 

BECAUSE WE DIDN'T T2 [I bika .. d. wi I dldn, 85.45% 
HAVE A TRAILER 

Ihrev,a ItJe_IlaJ 

BOBBY WOULD SAY, T2 [I bobi wud~ I de .. I 69.09% 
STOP DAD, STOP DAD, 

I stop, dred. Istop dred 
TAKE ON HOME 

ItheIX wA-n~ lau-:m] 

BUT WE DIDN'T STAY T2 [I b .A? I wi dlda-nt 98.76% 
THAT LONG BECAUSE 

IsteI vre? 110-U 
IT WAS GETIING 

bllkh ad It wad~ COLD 

I 9S-:U I k-audJ 

WE COUNT HOW T2 [wi Ikh aU-?I ?au 82.42% 
MANY PEOPLE WAS ImI-ni Iphiphu wod I-n 
IN ONE PLACE 

wA-n Iple~IsJ 
WELL WE WENT TO T2 [lwBUwi Iws-nC t"su 97.92% 
NEW FOREST 

I nu I fO .. JI s] 
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KEY 

Appendix 6.13 Lily: Speech processing profile T2 

Appendix 6.13 Lily: Speech Processing Profile: T2 (age 8;10) 

Standardised scores 
(*norms at age 7;0) 
./ +1.5 to -1.5 S.D. 
X -1.6 to -2.5 S.D. 
XX -2.6 to -3.5 S.D. 
XXX >-3.5 S.D. 
Non-Standardised 

# judged typical 
range for age 

INPUT 

F Is the child aware of the internal 
structure of phonological 
representations? 
#Silent sorting eve words by onset 

E Are the child's phonological 
representations accurate 
./ ALO (no picture): all scores typical for 
available norms for age 6.0 
Real words: z=-0.95 
Non-word type A: z=0.99 
Non-word type B: z=O.77 

Dean the child discriminate between 
real words? 
X*B&S real words: z=-2.2 

e Does the child have language specific 
representations of word structures? 
N/A 

8 Can the child discriminate speech 
sounds without reference to lexical 
representations? 
./ *B&S non-words: z=-1.2 

./ *eomplex non-words:z=-0.5 

A Does the child have adequate auditory 
perception? 
./ No concerns 

OUTPUT 

.u. judged below typical 
range for age 

G Can the child access accurate motor 
programmes? 
./ *Naming 1 syllable words: z=-1.5 

./ *Naming 2 syllable words: z=-1.13 

./ *Naming 3/4 syllable words: z=-0.83 

./ *Naming total: z=-1.32 

H Can the child manipulate phonological 
units? 
#Rhyme generation 

#Segmentation of multisyllabic words into 

syllables 

#Segmentation of eve, eeve words 

.u.phoneme, deletion, transposition 

I Can the child articulate real words 
accurately? 
Real word repetition: not assessed at T2 

J Can the child articulate speech sounds 
without reference to lexical representations? 
Non-word repetition: 

./ *1 syllable items z=0.50 
XX*2 syllable items: z=-2.60 
XX*3/4 syllable items: z=-2.91 
X*Total: z=-2.32 

K does the child have adequate sound 
production skills? 
.u.OOK rate and accuracy poor 

.u.Oro-motor skills 

L Does the child reject his/her own 
erroneous forms? Yes 
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Appendix 6.14 Lily: Speech processing profile T2 

KEY 

Appendix 6.14 Lily: Speech Processing Model T2 

(Stackhouse & Wells, 1997) 

Level of difficulty 
hypothesized from normed 
tasks 
X or XX or XXX 

Lily suggested areas of difficulty, T2 Presence of difficulty 
hypothesised from 
weak/poor performance on 
informal tasks 

Phonological 
Representation 

Phonological 
Recognition 

Speech/Non-speech 
Discrimination 

Peripheral Auditory 
Processing 

Input 

Semantic 
Representation 

Motor Program 

..... -.............. . 
~ X ,..; - ..... -_ ... . . . . ........... 

Motor 
Programming .......... -. 

i X ~;---.... . . 
: ......... .. 

Phonetic 
Discrimination 

Motor Planning : ... n. .......... .. 
• • : ~.---r------~ · . · . I •••••••••••••• ~ 

.... I ..... ~~~or Execution · .l . 
~ n. r-; ---,-------" 

I •••••••••••••• ~ 

Output 
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Appendix 6,15 lily CS 1 T2 New Forest 

Appendix 6.15 Lily CS 1, T2, New Forest 

Lily And everywhere we went there was horses walking around with nobody 
there -was just walking away- around on their own 
[a-~n levliwea wi Iwe-n? da wad Ih~si .. Iw~k'In allQU-m wId 
Ina-ubudi ve~ wa IdA? Iw~kI-n alweI-n Ilau-og u-O veJ lau-n] 

J Ah yeh, cos they're free aren't they to walk around-they're called New 
Forest ponies aren't they? Yeh. But the ones that you rode were kept in a 
stable? 

Lily Yeh 
J OK, so was that was your favourite thing? 
Lily Yeh 
J OK what else? 
Lily And every time we came to um New Forest-when we sawed horses Bobby 

would say 'stop dad, stop dad, take one home' 
[a-n levli It-aI-mwi IkheI-m thu A-m I Ina IfulI? we-n wi s~ .. d" 
Ih~SId, Ibubi wad~ Ide .. I I stup, dood, Istup dood ItheIX wA-n~ 
lau-:m] 

J laughs 
Lily And N said um we would never be able to catch one but the next day there 

was urn foals 
[a-n InauSau Ised, A-m w.,wud,' Ine-va~ Ibii eb,u da? Ikhootl IwA- n 
phA? aa Ine -? IdeI ve wad a~m Ifauld,z,] 

Lily And there was a foal laying on the fl-um- (?just) walking about- everyone 
stroked it and it didn't do nothing 
[a-n Ivea wad, a Ifau .. u IleI - n o-n a fl A-m ,s. Iw~kI-n albau:? 

ne-vn, Ie "lau? I? oo-nr-? IdIdn, d,U InA-fI-O] 

Lily And then it lay down and stroked it and kissed it and everything 
[a-n~ nen I? IleI Idau-n oo-n Istlau?, IdI? oo-n IkhI .. ? dI? oo-n 
I eva I fI -ok' ] 

Lily And N said we would never be able to get one and that day N thought we 
could would be able to catch one 
[oo-nt' InaIdau Ised, wi wad, Ineva bii I~Ibl, da Ige? IwA .. - n 
oo-n laoo? IdeI I na I Q,au I f ~? (.) wi khU .. ?~ wad," bii I ebl, da 
I kbootf WA -n] 

J Mm but you didn't 
Lily Because we didn't have a trailer (laugh) 

[I bika .. d, wi I dIdn, I hoov,a I tle_ da..J 
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Appendix 6,16 Lily CS 2 T2 Holiday 

Appendix 6.16 Lily CS 2, T2, Holiday 

Lily Yeh-and um-there was-um-we needed a dress-there was a competition-and it 
was-in all the whole wide world 
[jE oo-nd (.) A-m (.) VEa wud. (.) A -m (.) wi 'nidld a 'dJE?:S: 
(.) V,Ea wud a 'khu-nltIJa-n (.) oo-n I? wad (.) I-n ::lU ~a 'hauu 
'woo? 'waud"'] 
We count(ed) how many people was in one place 
[wi 'kh aU-II tau 'mI-ni 'phiphu wud I-n wA-n 'p1e~Is] 

But we didn't stay that long because it was getting cold 
['b,A? 'wi dlda-nt 'steI voo? 'lu-o bI'kh ad I? wad'" 'gE-:O 
'k-aud,J 

J mm 
Lily And um-well-um-my cousin went to get some money to get something to eat 

so me and my mate was um on our own 
[oo-nd A-m (.) wu_ (.) A-m~ 'mal 'khA~a-m wE-n? a? gE? 'su-m~ 

'mA-ni d,a 'gE? 'SA -IIlI- ~aW Ii? sau .. 'mijA-m~ mal 'mel? wn~ 
A-m '?u-n aJ 'au-n] 

J mm 
Lily And waiting for them to come back in the field that we was um in with-

dressing up as a pirate 
[oo-m 'weI?n. faVE-n da 'kA-m 'book'I-n~ da 'fiu~ Vie .. ? wa- wnd a-m 
'I-n 'WIV (.) 'dJESI-n AP leZ, a 'ph aIJa?] 
And then-we -it was that cold we- me and my mate hided uh-uh- behind the 
ice-cream van and it was really warm and then it start moving so we was like 
(come back here' cos it-because it was nice and warm 
[a-n 'nE-n (.) wi (.) I?wu-d 'voo? 'khau .. dwi_ (.) 'mi oo-m mal 'mel? 
'hal ~I ~ AlA? '?aI-n? da (.) 'ail 'kJim(.)fa-(.) 'v.oo-n oo--n It 
wa? ' Jili 'w::l-m oo-nE-n I? 'sta .. ? 'mUVI-n sau wi wad 1alk 
'~h A-m 'book' 'i .. a: A~ I? bi 'k- ud I? wud 'naIS oo-m 'w::l-m:] 

J Right, OK 
Lily And my pirate hat was keep on flying away 

[oo-m ~ , phaIJa? 'hoo .. ? wu? 'phi? U-IIl 'f: 1a .. I I -n a' we I..J mal 
J So was your friend someone you met on holiday? 
Lily Um-well-it my cousin friend and um I met her and she my friend too now 

[A .. -m (.) WEU (.) I? mal 'khAZ,a-n 'fJE-nd oo-n a-m aI 'mE? E .. 
a-n: si 'mal 'f

v 

E-n~ 'tu nau..J 
J OK 
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Appendix 6.17 Lily CS 3 T2 JLS 

Appendix 6.17 Lily CS 3, T2, JLS 

J Tell me about JlS 
lily Well-urn-it (?was) good and urn I was on N's shoulders the whole way through 

[WW A -m ltd;) ~ d. 'gud. re-nd. A-m 'al wa~d u-n 'nal~as 'sauldad 
da~- au- 'wei ' fJuJ 

J Were you? 
lily And N said urn when we was trying to go N said 'I don't want to go to this JlS' 

[a-n 'naldau 'sEd a-m 'wE-n wi wa~ 'tJall-n da~ 'gau 'naldau 
'sEd • ;)1 'dau-n? wu-na 'gau ta VIS '~eIlEs] 
And then when we was there N like'l can't see, I can't see' 
[a-n 3E-n 'wE-n wi wa 'v .. Ea 'naldau lrek' A 'kba-o? lsi al 
, kha-n? ' siJ 
Then mum said um-'you said you didn't want to come so why are you that 
bothered?' 
eVEn 'ffiA-m 'sEd. A-m (.) ju 'sEd. ju 'drda- wu-na- 'kh:A-m S ~ au 
'walD aD ju 'vre? 'buD {3 3 .. d'.] 

J (laugh) what did he have to say to that? 
lily He said 'weill did want to come really' 

[hi' SE ~ d. WWW al 'dl~ wu-na 'kbA-m ' J 1 Ii] 
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Appendix 6.18 Lily CS 4 T2 New bike 

Appendix 6.18 Lily CS 4, T2, New bike 

Lily And also we went down to the chalet at the weekend and Courtney came down 
for the first time 
[oo-nd I;)us'au wi IwE -nt Idau-n Ida IfoolE tOOt da IwikhE-nd n ., , 

I kh;)-tni Ikhel-m Idau-n f;) da If3t I t-al -mJ 

And we went to the car boot sale and he got a new bike 
[a-n wi wE-nt t- u da kh a bu~ sew oo-n i IgOt a I nu I ba I .. : k' J 

J Who got a new bike? Bobby? OK 
Lily Bobby 

Right, OK 

And I took my bike in the back 
[a-nal Ith uk Imal Ibalk I-n da I book' J 

J Can you fit it into the car, going down? 
Lily Urn well we-duh-it-we did shut the back on it 

[a-m IWEU wi Idu It (.) Iwi I dIQ, I fAt da Ibmkx o-n II .. t] 
J mm 
Lily Because we got a four by four 

[bilkh otwi IgOt a If;) .. baI If;) .. :J 
J Oh right, course you have, yes 

Lily So it-urn-the back bit-we could fit it in because we got a back bit on it 

[Isau .. It A-m (.) 3a Ibook bIt wi khuQ, If It It I-n bilkot wi IgOt 
a I book': IbIt o-nrt] 

J OK 
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Appendix 6.19 Lily CS 5 T2 Seeing the sea 

Appendix 6.19 Lily CS 5, T2, Seeing the sea 

J Can you see the sea from the chalet? Is it right on the beach? 
Lily We just look out the window and all you can see is the sea. 

[wi 1<tA? Ilukau?5a IwI-ndauw a-n~ m;-n I;)U ju c;a-n IsV 1(' da-

I siJ 

J That's nice 
Lily And my grandad got a pub near the sea and we go there and all we can see is 

the sea and the beach 
[1Il-m~ mal Igllllndllld'~ go? a I phAb. h nI -a da I sV a-m Iwi Igau IVE : 

E-n ;) wi khA-n lsi Id.~ da lsi. a-n da Ibits:] 
J What do you like doing on the beach? 
Lily Going on the jet skis 

[lgaUI-nO-na I sgE? Idid.s] 

J On the? 
Lily Jet skis 

[lsgE? Isdid] 

J Oh, the jet skis-is that another word we might want to have a little look at in a 
minute-that is a tricky word-I'll jot that one down for in a minute-jet skis 

Lily Jet skis 

[IItsE? Istid.s] 

J Oh that was better but we'll have another look at it again in a minute-here we 
go-what have we got here? 

Lily And I like riding the horses 
[lil-nau IlaI ? IJa~ .. IdI-n a Ih;)SI .. d.z.:] 

J Mm-realones? Are they at the pub? 
Lily Mm-every day we go to Leah's (XX) my cousin and she got-get horses-they 

bring horses and Leah always ask if I can go on the one 
[m (.) IEVJi IdEI lAi Igau du Ilia (Inaud.s) mal IkhAd.a-n A-m Ji 
Igo? IgE? I?;)SI? a-m (.) VEl IbI-O Ih;)SId. a-n A-m Ilia? 

;)Iweld. las I? laI kha-o Igau o-m IwA- n] 

J That's good 
Lily she said yes so I like trotting and jumping over the urn sea locks 

[{psi sEd jE.) sauw laI la .. I? IthlothI-n lIl-n 1<tA-mpI-n a .. uva da 
A-m lsi Ilo .. ks] 

J That sounds really good 
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Appendix 7.1 Hamish: Results of standardised language assessment T1 

Appendix 7.1 Hamish: Results of standardised language assessment Tl, CA 7; CELF-4 UK 

Subtest Scaled score Percentile rank 
(average range 7- (average range 
13 subtests; 85-115 16-84) 
composite scores) 

Receptive subtests 

Concepts & Following Directions 10 50 
Word Classes: Receptive 13 84 
Sentence Structure 12 75 
Understanding Spoken Paragraphs 11 63 
Expressive subtests 
Word structure 4 2 
Recalling Sentences 6 9 
Formulated Sentences 3 1 
Word Classes: Expressive 7 16 
Expressive Vocabulary 7 16 
Working memory 

Number Repetition: Forwards 4 2 
Number Repetition: Backwards 7 16 

Number Repetition: Total 4 2 
Composite scores 
Core language 75 5 
Receptive language 108 70 
Expressive language 65 1 
language Content 94 34 
language Structure 77 6 
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Appendix 7.2 Hamish: Speech processing profile T1 

KEY 
Standardised scores 

.t +1.5 to -1.5 S.D. 
X -1.6 to -2.5 S.D. 

Appendix 7.2 Hamish: Speech Processing Profile T1 (age 6;7) 

XX -2.6 to -3.5 S.D. 
XXX >-3.5 S.D. 
Non-Standardised 
{:::} judged typical 
range for age INPUT OUTPUT 

/\. 
F Is the child aware of the internal 
structure of phonological 
representations? 
{:::}Silent sorting eve words by onset 

.u.Silent sorting eve words by coda 

E Are the child's phonological 
representations accurate 
{:::}Identification of eve items from 
segmented phonemes, e.g. p-i-g 

D Can the child discriminate between 
real words? 
.t B&S real words: z=1.25 

{:::}S/D judgements real words 

e Does the child have language specific 
representations of word structures? 
N/A 

8 Can the child discriminate speech 
sounds without reference to lexical 
representations? 
XX B&S non-words: z=-2.27 
xxx B&S non-word coda clusters: z=-
3.51 

A Does the child have adequate auditory 
perception? 
{:::}No concerns 

.u. judged below 
typical range for age 

G Can the child access accurate motor 
programmes? 
XXX Naming 1 syllable words: z=-14.00 
XXX Naming 2 syllable words: z=-11.00 
XXX Naming 3/4 syllable words: z=-5.04 
XXX Naming total: z=-1l.93 

V 
H Can the child manipulate phonological 
units? 
.u.Rhyme generation 

.u.Segmentation of multisyllabic words 

into syllables 

V 
I Can the child articulate real words 
accurately? 
Real word repetition 
XXX 1 syllable items z=-13.S1 
XXX 2 syllable items: z=-9.97 
XXX 3/4 syllable items: z=-S.S1 
XXX Total: z=-13.27 

V 
J Can the child articulate speech sounds 
without reference to lexical representations? 
Non-word repetition: 
XXX 1 syllable items z=-13.91 
XXX 2 syllable items: z=-11.42 
XXX 3/4 syllable items: z=-5.55 
XXX Total: z=-10.S4 

K does the child have adequate sound 
production skills? 
.u.DDK rate and accuracy poor 

{:::}Oro-motor skills 

L Does the child reject his/her own 
erroneous forms? Occasionally 
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Appendix 7.3 Hamish: Speech processing model T1 

Appendix 7.3 Hamish: Speech Processing Model T1 KEY 

(Stackhouse & Wells, 1997): 

Level of difficulty 
hypothesized from normed 
tasks 

Hamish suggested areas of difficulty, Tl X orXX or XXX 

Phonological 
Representation 

Semantic 
Representation 

Presence of difficulty 
hypothesised from 
weak/poor performance on 
informal tasks 

Motor Program 
.......... '. 

~-... . : XXX : 
~ ~.--.-------~ . . ....•.••... 

Motor 
Programming ........... . . Phonological 

••• •••••••• Recognition 
~ XX ·r;--r---~----~ 

: XXX .,.....--_ ... . . 
: ......... : . . 

: ......... .. 

Speech/Non-speech 
Discrimination 

Peripheral Auditory 
Processing 

Input 

Phonetic 
Discrimination 

Motor 'Planning 

:"'~""""": : !~.-----r------------~ . . •.......•••.•.. ~ 

Motor Execution 
: .... ~~~ ........ : . . 
: -.----------~ . . •.............. ~ 

Output 
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Appendix 7.4 Hamish: Singfe word naming, nand T2 
(taken from DEAP Phonology, DEAP Articulation and Stackhouse & Wells Naming Task) 

Word Adult Cscore V score Hamish's 
realisation realisation 

(T17;5) 

1. aeroplane h:ara 1p1em 4 3 [?re l wel-] 

/ 
2. apple /Irepal/ 2 2 [I ?re_p -0] 

3. bird /bad/ 2 1 [bad.h] 
4. birthday cake / I ba (J de I I k 5 3 [Iba?tel?tel?] 

elk/ 
5. biscuits /'blskIts/ 4 2 [' bl ?na- (?) a-n] 

6. boat /baot/ 2 1 [bao?] 
7. book /bok/ 2 1 [bA -?] 

8. boy /b~l/ 1 1 [b~l] 

9. bread /brsd/ 3 1 [fre?1i) ] 

10. bridge /bnct/ 3 1 [fl ?fij] 

11. hairbrush /lhsab.IAS/ (4) (2) [I ?re?fA? (iU -) ] 

brush /brAS/ 3 1 

12. butterfly /lbAtaflaI/ 4 3 [ I b,.A?a .. 1a I] 

13. car /ku/ 1 1 [du] 

14. caravan /Ikreravren/ 4 3 [I th rewa VA --] 

15. cat /kret/ 2 1 [dill?] 
--- - ------ ------- - - - _ .. _---- _ .. -

Cscore V score Hamish's 
realisation 
(T2 8;5) 

0 1 [?sawa 11el-n 
] 

2 2 [I ?reph 0] 

1 1 [ba.rJ 
1 3 N/A 

1 1 ['bl?: da?] 

2 1 N/A 

1 0 [bo?] 

1 1 [b~l] 

0 0 [fre-?] 

0 1 N/A 

0 1 

[fA?1i) ] 

3 3 [I bA?a -l,arJ 

0 1 [th u] 

1 2 [I tbrewavre-n] 

1 1 [th re?] 
---- _ .... - '------

Appendix 7.4 
Hamish SW naming T1 & T2 

Cscore V score 

2 3 

J 
2 2 I 

1 1 I 

N/A N/A 

1 1 

N/A N/A 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

N/A N/A 

0 1 

3 3 

0 1 

2 3 

1 1 
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16. caterpillar /'kretapIIa/ 4 4 [' th re .. ?afI . .1aJ 

17. chair 111"Eal 1 1 [dre- ] 

18. chips Ijflpsl 3 1 [' fI?p ~ I?] 

19. computer Ikam'pjutal 5 3 ['fuhh?] 

20. crab Ikrrebl 3 1 [frep' ] 
21. crocodile I'krokadall 5 3 [ , fv?atha .. I ja .. a: 

I ] 
22. dinosaur l'dalnas~1 3 3 [I daI -natho.-] 

23. door Id~1 1 1 [d~] 

24. duck IdAkI 2 1 [dA?] 
25. dustbin l'dAsbml 4 2 [I dA?bl -n~] 

26. ear hal 0 1 [?I:] 
27. egg IEgl 1 1 [?re?] 
28. elephant I'dafantl 4 3 [I ?re . .la . .?ha .. -n? 

11]] 
29. feather l'fEoal 2 2 ['bre-?a- ..J 
30. fish IflSI 2 1 [fI?1I]] 
31. fishing l'fISIUI 3 2 ['bE?I-n] 

32. five Ifalvl 2 1 [faI?] 
33. flower I'flauwal 3 2 [I flauwa] 

34. foot Ifatl 2 1 [ba?] 
35. frog Ifrvgl 3 1 [fv?] 

- --- ----

2 4 [' th re?aph I 
IaJ 

0 0 [ thaa] 

1 1 N/A 

0 1 ['fuhh?] 

0 1 [frep' ] 
2 3 [Ifv .. ?adam] 

2 2 [I daI -na1s~] 

1 1 [d~] 

1 1 [d.A -?] 
3 2 [I dA?bI-n~] 

0 0 [Ia] 
0 0 [?re?] 
3 2 [I ?da?a-n? 

11]] 
0 0 [I p'bre-?a-n?] 

1 1 [S:PI?1I] ] 
0 1 [I fl?I-n] 

1 1 [fal?] 
3 2 [ 'laawa] 

1 1 [fa?] 
1 1 [fv?] 

'------ -- --

Appendix 7.4 
Hamish SW naming T1 & T2 

3 4 

0 0 

N/A N/A 

0 1 
i 

0 1 

2 3 

2 3 

1 1 
1 1 

3 2 

0 1 

0 0 
3 3 

0 1 
0 1 
1 2 

1 1 

2 2 

2 1 
1 1 

- --- ---
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36. giraffe /~a'raf/ 3 2 [fa-: IJ 
37. girl /g31/ 2 1 [dreuJ 
38. glove IglAvl 3 1 [IA:p~J 

39. gloves IgIAvzl 4 1 ['gIA/b. II] 

40. guitar IgI 'tal 2 2 [da'tsa .. :J 

41. hairdresser IhEa'drEsal 4 3 [/re'fre/aJ 

42. hamburger Ihcem'b3gal 4 3 [/re-m'b3waJ 

43. helicopter I'hdakopta 5 4 [/rela'dvlAJ 
I 

44. hospital l'hvspItal/ 5 3 [' ?vlabvla .. u] 

45. house Ihausl 2 1 [?au/J 
46. jam I_I 2 1 [ , frewa - _nj 

47. jelly I' ct&li/ 2 2 [' freli: J 

48. jump IctAmpl 3 1 [fA- .. mp' J 

49. kangaroo I'kceugarul 4 3 ['d~re-ndauauJ 

50. kitchen l'kItfI-nl 3 2 [' dI II -nJ 
51. knife Inalfl 2 1 [naI?J 

52. ladder I'lcedal 2 2 ['lre?:AJ 

53. leaf llifl 2 1 [Ii?:4>:J 

54. legs ... ./IEgzl 3 1 ['tre:?t~EJ 
_ ... _-------

0 1 [fa-:/J 
1 0 [djl!lJ 
1 1 [k. lAp' ] 
2 1 ['IA/bI/] 

0 2 [' tSIltaJ 

0 1 [/Ea'fETIAJ 

2 3 [re-nr 'b3JAJ 

1 2 [/ETli'th vI 
aJ 

0 2 ['Ivlaph v/u 
J 

0 1 [/au/fr] J 
0 1 [ tire-mJ 
1 1 [' fE . .1iJ 

2 1 N/A 

0 2 [ 'tbre-ndauuJ 

1 2 ['tbI?a-nfr] J 
1 1 [naI/J 

1 1 [ 'lre?u-J 

1 1 [Ii/J 

1 0 ['lre?I tJ 

Appendix 7.4 
Hamish SW naming T1 & T2 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

1 1 
. 

1 2 

0 3 

1 2 

1 4 

2 2 
I 

0 1 

1 1 

1 2 

N/A N/A 

0 3 

1 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 0 
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55. lighthouse /'laIthaus/ 4 2 

56. money /'DWli! 2 2 

57. monkey /'lIl1\tJki/ 3 2 
58. moon /mun/ 2 1 

59. mouse /maus/ 2 1 

60. orange /'nrm<tV 3 2 

61. parachute /'preraJut/ 4 3 

62. parrot /'prerat/ 3 2 

63. pig /pIg/ 2 1 

64. plate /plelt/ 3 1 

65. pram /prrem/ 3 1 

66. pyjamas /pa'«tomaz/ 4 3 

67. queen /kwin/ 3 1 

68. rabbit /'rreblt/ 3 2 
(bunny rabbit) 

/'bA-ni'rreb (5) (4) 

It/ 
69. rain /rsI-n/ 2 1 

70. ring /n-u/ 2 1 

71. roof /ruf/ 2 1 

72. sandwich / ' sremw I <tV 4 2 

['laI/au-?] 2 2 
[ , IDA - .. ni] 2 2 

[' IDA -n?i] 1 2 
[m3-n] 2 0 

[ 'mre-?u~?] 1 0 

[~'jI-n] 1 2 
[' p ~frewafau?] 1 2 

[' brew I ?] 1 1 

[bIt] 0 1 

[b.eI?] 1 1 

[fre-m] 1 1 
[ 'la-mija] 1 1 

[fI :nJ 1 1 

[' w,reba?J 2 1 

[weI-nJ 1 1 
[DI-nJ 0 1 

[wau?J 0 0 

[' t~sre-mbwu?J 2 1 

[' laI?au-?] 
[' IDA -nil 

['IDA-n?IjI?] 

[mUwa-nJ 
[maul] 

[~'jI-n] 

[ 'prewafu?] 

[' ph reDa?] 

[ph I?] 
[p. leI?] 

[p. re-mJ 

[ 'la-mija] 

[fInJ 

['bA-nlnrebI? 

J 
N/A 
[wI-nJ 

[wu?J 

['Csre-m~lDA-

J 

Appendix 7.4 
Hamish SW naming T1 & T2 

2 2 
2 2 

1 2 

2 0 

1 1 

1 2 
2 3 

2 2 

1 1 
3 1 

2 1 
1 1 

1 1 

4 4 

N/A N/A 
0 1 

0 1 

1 1 
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73. sausage /'suslctI 3 2 [' t- u?a?] 

74. school Iskull 3 1 [Iau_] 
75. scissors l'sIZazl 3 2 [' th I ?awa?] 
76. scooter Iiskutal 3 2 [ Ifu?a .. h] 

77. seesaw Ilsis~1 2 2 [ICsit~] 

78. shark IIakl 2 1 [fa_ :?] 

79. sheep lfipi 2 1 [rip' ] 

80. slipper I I slIpal 3 2 [ 1m ?p ~ f a - ] 

81. snake IsneIkl 3 1 [neI?t'J 
82. sock Isukl 2 1 [du?fr) ] 
83. spaghetti Ispa I gsti/ 4 3 [ICs_s~?i] 

84. spider IlspaIdal 3 2 [I baIdaJ 
85. splash IsplreII 4 1 [Ire?] 
86. sponge IspAncti 4 1 [fA-nt' ] 

87. square Iskwsal 3 1 [fre-] 
88. strawberry Ilstr~bril 5 2 [I f~bi] 
89. swing ISWI-ul 3 1 [fI-U] 
90. teeth Iti (J I 2 1 [di?] 
91. telephone 11th dalfa 4 3 [I t hdava-m1

] 

unl 
92. television Itda lvI3a- 5 4 [t"re~lalbI?a-n] 

------ -

0 1 

0 0 
0 2 
1 1 

0 2 

0 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 
0 1 

1 2 

1 2 
1 1 

1 1 

0 0 
1 2 
1 1 
0 1 

2 2 

3 3 
- -- -

[' th U?E?] 

[b~u] 

[' th I ?awa?] 
[I t.~SU?A] 

[It~ ith u] 

N/A 

[fip] 

[I.I?p v a] 

[neI?] 
[th u?fr]] 
[I th re?iJ 

[ltsa .. Ida] 
[Ire? (fr] ) ] 
[phA -nd.' ] 

[p~fre-] 

[I f~bi] 
[fIn] 
[th it] 
[I thre: f3- .. n] 

[thdibI?a-n 

Appendix 7.4 
Hamish SW naming T1 & T2 

0 1 

1 0 

0 2 

1 1 

0 1 

N/A N/A 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

0 1 I 

1 1 

1 2 

1 1 

2 1 

0 0 

1 2 

0 1 

1 1 

2 0 

3 4 
- -- '--- - -_._-
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nl 
93. thankyou I' (J reukjul 4 2 ['t~sre-n?dauJ 

94. this Ichsl 2 1 [dI?] 

95. three I (J ril 2 1 [t:,: i] 
96. thumb I (J MIll 2 1 [fA -m] 

97. tiger l'taIgal 2 2 [' daIja] 

9S. toilet l't~Ilatl 3 2 [' bIla?] 

99. tomato Ita'mataul 3 3 [?a'ma-?au] 

100. tongue ItAUI 2 1 [dA -n] 

101. toothbrush I I tu (J brAS I 5 2 [I duU-A?] 

102. torch It~tfl 2 1 [C s: :->?] 

103. tractor I'trrektal 4 2 [I fre?a~] 

104. train Itreml 3 1 [feI-n~] 

105. umbrella IMIllbrdal 4 3 [?A-nlfreIa] 

106. vacuum cleaner Ilvrekjum 7 4 [I b,1ll?Him 
Iklinal llima-] 

107. van Ivrenl 2 1 [I frewa-n] 

lOS. watch IWDtfl 2 1 [fn?] 

109. web IWEbl 2 1 [wre-b .J 
110. witch IWItfl 2 1 [WI?frj] 
111. yellow II jdaul 2 2 [I?aiau] 

112. zebra IlzEbral 3 2 [I v.re?bA] 

Tl 325 193 Tl 
T2 297. 180 

] 

0 1 [ , ?re-nh.u..J 

0 1 [(51?] 

0 1 [fI] 
1 1 [phA -m] 

0 2 ['talda] 

2 2 ['th ~Ila?] 

2 3 [calma-?au] 

0 1 N/A 
0 2 [ I t.hu . .?fA -?] 

0 1 [th ~?fr]] 

0 1 [ I fIe?a] 

1 1 [fe I -n] 

1 2 [?A-nlfE~la] 

2 4 N/A 

1 1 [bre:r] 

0 1 [w:~?] 

2 0 [wreb ~] 

1 1 N/A 
1 1 [ Iidau] 

1 1 [I vE?bA] 

101 142 T2 
31.07% 73.57% 

Appendix 7.4 
Hamish SW naming T1 & T2 

0 2 

1 1 

0 1 
1 1 

i 

1 2 

3 2 

2 3 

N/A N/A j 
1 2 

1 1 
i 

0 2 

1 1 

1 3 

N/A N/A 

0 1 

1 0 

2 0 

N/A N/A 
1 2 

1 2 

112 150 
37.71% 83.33% 
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Appendix 7.5 Hamish T1 Monkey 

Appendix 7.5 Hamish CS 1, T1, Monkey T1 

Hamish Monkey 

['IDA -n?i] 
I got one 

[ 'a I do? 'WA -nJ 
J I don't believe you I 
Hamish Ido 

[ai'd,u:J 
J A live one 
Hamish No 
J (laugh) 
Hamish You know them ones what them move (?them legs) 

[u 'nO 3E-m 'WA -nr? wo? 3E-m mO 'vre-m 'Ire: a..J 
J Right-OK 
Hamish I got one of them ones 

[aI 'no-? WA-n a 'IE-m 'wA-na] 
J Have you? Oh 

Hamish And it in this school 

[?re-n I? 'I-n dII 'laul] 
J Is it? 

Hamish Learning 

['lanE-nJ 
J Is it? 
Hamish In that class 

[?I-n~ 'nre- . .? 'In] 
J Did it come to school? 

Hamish Yeh 
J With Edward? 
Hamish Yeh-and that it name-Edward 

[jE a-n~ 'nre-I II 'neI-m 'Irelwa?J 
J Edward the monkey came with Edward the boy? 
Hamish And it mine 

[re-n II mar] 
J Oh-did he borrow it from you? 

Hamish No-it in that class (X X) Katie 

['na-u II 'I-n nre-I 'In (Io-m I I) 'ne- Ilu~i] 
J Does it live there or does it go home? 

Hamish (?going) to my home-cos it mine-and it Edward 

['fau-nu 'malj 'au-~-'na-I II 'maln-n, Ir relwal] 
J And Edward's- do you share it? 

Hamish No it-a name-is Edward 
[na-u (.) I I (.) a 'ne- 1m I I 'Irelwal] 

J Is Edward-oh-I see it is yours and it's called Edward but it's at 

school with your brother Edward 

Hamish No 

J No? 

Hamish It a (x) Katie 

[II a (WI) (.) 'gOe.lli] 
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Appendix 7.5 Hamish T1 Monkey 

J It stays here? 
Hamish X X X no. You know Katie 

[Ihla-na-u-u nO Ine-I?i] 
J Mm 
Hamish Katie 

[IGel?i] 
J yeh 
Hamish Katie in that class 

[IGel?i I-n Inre? Ia] 
J Yes 
Hamish She is looking after it 

[ I iJ a? IIu?l-n la?aw E •• ?] 
J Oh-Katie's looking after it 
Hamish And it not Edward 

[re-n I? Inn-? Ire?waJ 
J Oh right 
Hamish And it mine 

[re-n I? rna I :] 
J Oh it's yours-I see 
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Appendix 7.6 Hamish T1 Fish and chips 

Appendix 7.6 Hamish CS 2, T1, Fish and chips 

Hamish A fish 
[a I b I?fr] ] 

And- do you know what? 
[ I re-n (..) do- nO Iwo?] 

I - had-sugar with it-I had some sugar with it .. my chips 
[ I a I (. .. ) I?re (. .. ) I f':o. ?a .. WI _?a .. (. . ) Jlj ret I d,a-m I fo?a 

WI b,l? (. .) rna I I fl?pI?] 

J Really 
Hamish Yeh 

[jE-] 
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Appendix 7.7 Hamish T1 House 

Appendix 7.7 Hamish CS 3, T1, House 

Hamish House 
[' tautJ 

J Does it look like your house? 
Hamish Urn-no 

[a-m (.) 'na-uJ 
J No? What does your house look like? 
Hamish My house look like-it look like- that (gesture) (?that's straight?) and it in a 

line-it not like (gesture to draw square)-m-m-m (sound with gesture) 
['maI-n 'au-t lUt 'laI (.) It 'lut laIt ~ret (.) lyre 'deIt n, 
I-n a 'laI-n (.) It nv-t 'laI m, m, m,J 

J OK- -so it's a sort of a long house is it? 
Hamish Yeh. Here is the kitchen -and then it (was) out of kitchen- there a (?big hall) 

['jia-: (.) 'iaw It a 'dItI-n (.) n, 'nE-.n It wa 'taut Vt 
'dItn, (.) dEW a 'bIt 'oJ 

Hamish And that (?through) a kitchen on that other side- Rayburn 
[a-n 'nre-t nuW a 'thItI-n v-n~ nre - Ireta tal (.) 'u:eIb,a-n,J 

Hamish and then it (?was) down the hall- through that way- the spare room-
Edward's room 
['nE-n It wa 'dre-n a 'tau (.) nU 'aret 'weI (.) a 'bre uu-m (.) 

'tretwat 'wu-m] 

Hamish Then through that way mummy and daddy room 
['tnE-~t ~u 'aret 'weI 'IDA -mii re-n 'dredi 'uu-m] 

Hamish And through this way- bathroom 
[a-n vu 'aIt weI (. ) , fafuu-mJ 

Hamish (It was this room in here)- Mummy room. There a bathroom in there 
[' It wa 'm 'uau--m, a-n 'tI: (.) 'IDA-mi 'uu-m (.) 'aEaw a 
'batwu-m 1-' me-] 

Hamish (X X X ) out - past other bathroom 
['nu It wa 'taut (.) 'phat 'reta 'batwu-m] 

Hamish And then my room 
['n,~ nE-n mal 'u3-mh ] 

Hamish And Katie's room 
[re-n (.) 'neIti 'ma-m] 

J OK-is it a bungalow? Has it got stairs? 
Hamish Yeh - it a bungalow 

[ , jE I t a 'bA -ncl,alau] 
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Appendix 7.8 Hamish T1 Numbers 

Appendix 7.8 Hamish CS 4, Ti, Numbers 

J Number? 
Hamish Five - number six 

[lp~faI? (. .. ) IlllA- na- I dI?J 

J Pardon? 
Hamish Number six 

[llllA -na- IdIT?J 
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Appendix 7.9 Hamish T1 Saw & knife 

Appendix 7.9 Hamish CS 5, Tl, Saw and knife 

Hamish Saw 
[Cs::>] 

J Not a saw- something else you cut with 
Hamish But my dad got a saw 

[ba rna r I d~red ~~ dn? a I t::>d] 

J Has he? 
Hamish A real one 

[a I wiu I WA~ -n] 
J A real one? 
Hamish Mm 
J It isn't a saw tho' - it's a bit smaller than that 
Hamish I got that knife 

[Iar Inn? are? Inar ?] 

J Yeh - that's right 
Hamish I got that knife 

[Iar Inn? are? Inar ?] 

J You've got one like it? 
Hamish No- I got exactly the same 

[Inau- (.) ar nn? Itre-?li a ICser-oJ 

J Exactly the same? 
Hamish Yeh 

[jE- ..J 
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Appendix 7.10 Hamish CS 6, Tl, Holiday 

Hamish (click) I went on holiday 
[I A I WE-nt v-n I vwaded 

J Oh-good-you went on holiday-where did you go? 
Hamish Two times to France 

[I du I thaI -mIt du I fW a-ntft] J 
J Twice to France-two times to France? 
Hamish On a p-on Friday 

[Iv-n a p: v-n IfwaldeIJ 
J Mm 
Hamish It was on Friday at the beginning of the summer holiday and everybody 

else was here 
[lIt wa Iv-n IvaldeI It~t a IdI-nI-n Vt a Id"A-ma It~wa-deI 

n, It~.tibvti I?E.U? w? II:?J 
J Oh-so you missed the end of term did you? 

Hamish Yeh 

[jA .. hJ 
J Yeh 
Hamish No-it was beginning of the term 

[Ina-u II? wv? leI? I d I -nr -n v? a I t-3-mJ 
J It was at the beginning? 
Hamish Yeh 

[jEJ 
J OK 
Hamish And in the morning we went on an aeroplane 

[~-n (.) I I -n a Im~-nr -m: (.) i IwE -n? v-n a I?E.walleI-n] 
J Mm-so you went on an aeroplane 
Hamish And then after that - when we landed and then we went again and we 

went on a train 
[a-n nE-n la?a 13~? (.) va-n i Il~-ndI? n, n, wi IwE .-n? 
aldE.-n a-m~ mr IVE-n? v-n a Ifwe.I-n] 

J Oh 
Hamish And it was under water 

[a-n I? wil? I A -nda I w~?aJ 
J Oh-is it urn-was it called Eurostar? 
Hamish Yeh 

[jEJ 
J Ah-so you went on Eur05tar - 50 you went to France twice-once by plane 

and once by Eurostar- is that right? 

Hamish Yeh 

[jAJ 
J Where did you stay? Was it a caravan or a hotel? 

Hamish It near the mountains 
[I? ImIw a 1~-n?I-nE-aJ 

J Was it? 

Hamish And it-it a house and one of my friends lived in it but not anymore 'cos 
them went to a different country-(XX)-them live in LA 
[a-n I I? I? a I?a-u? (.) ~-n IwA-n a ma- Iv~-n~I? Ill? I-nI? 
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Appendix 7.10 Hamish T1 Holiday 

ba 'nn-? g-ni 'm~- na- 3am 'wg~-n? du a 'dr?n.? 'dA-mpi 
(~r-~a m:) g-m Ir? r-n 'reler] 
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Appendix 7.11 Hamish T1 & T2 Examples of imitated sentences 

Appendix 7.11 Hamish: T1 & T2 Examples of Imitated sentences (CSP task) 

Target and response 
Alice put gloves on her hands 

T1 ['?lIllr? but 'lAIr? o-n a- 'lIl-nfr)] 
T2 [ 'lIllr? 'fu? 'lA?b r? o-n r? 'lIl-nfr)] 

Claire ate all her lunch 
T1 ella '?lIl?i ,~ a 'lA-n] 
T2 [' h;aw E?i? ,~ i 'lA-n ts] 

Good girls are nice 
T1 1. ['wu? 'n3 nlll-? 'nar?] 

2. ['nu-? 'nE-uw ~ 'nar?] 
T2 [ , wu? 'dwd a 'na r?fr) ] 

Jane made some soup 
T1 [' wer -n (.) 'me-r? nA-m ' du:J 
T2 ['fer-n 'me-r 'tA-m 'tu?J 

John played tennis 
T1 ['wo-n (..) 'paler 'thlll-nr -h] 
T2 [' fo-n (.) 'ler 'thlll-nr ?J 

John collects stamps 
T1 ['wu-:n a'llll? 'dlll-n?fr)J 
T2 [I f~-n da Illll? I tlll-m (b) r ?fr)J 

Mary's shoes are clean 
T1 ['mE-wi Ilu?r? a 'vI:nJ 
T2 [ 'mE-wi 'liln (.) (a) Ifill ImEwi (. ) 'fil: arllInJ 

My left leg hurts 
T1 ['mar- 'llll-? 'llll-? 'e:_J 
T2 [' mar 'llll-? l,lIl? 'A:] 

Sam ate an orange very slowly 
T1 ['d~lIl-m 'nE-~? a? ~'jr-n wEwi '13li] 
T2 ['tlll-m 'lIl? 0 1 lojr-n 'uEwi 'lauliJ 

Sam loved to dance 
T1 ['dlll-n 'lA? a 'da-nJ 
T2 ['tlll-m IlA? ta 'da-nJ 

She cut my hair 
T1 [i IdA? mA- '?lIl:?J 
T2 [i ItA? mar '?lIl-:J 

The brown bear eats fish 
T1 [a 'f

v 

lIl-n (.) 'blll i? 'br-J 
T2 [a Ifau-n 'blll- i? 'fr:J 

This shape is a square 
T1 [vr? 'ferp r? a Iflll-:J 
T2 [vr? 'ferp r? a 'flll-:J 

You can read my book 
T1 ['?au-n a ImI mar 'bA?J 
T2 [na-m -mId mar 'bua?J 

You eat pudding with a spoon 
T1 [au-? i? Ibu?r-n wr- a 'p3-nh J 
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Appendix 7.11 Hamish T1 & T2 Examples of imitated sentences 

T2 [J lit IpUtI-n WIt a If Un] 
We watched television all day 

T1 [w,I IWVt (.) IthETlablta-n J IdeI] 
T2 [i I WVt (.) IthETlablta-n J IdeI] 
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Appendix 7.12 Hamish Intelligibility stimuli 

Appendix 7.12 Hamish, Intelligibility stimuli 

Single words 

Word Adult target Hamish's Number of Hamish's Number of 
realisation listeners realisation T2 listeners 
T1 identifying identifying 

word T1 wordT2 
feather IlfEoal [I bre-?a -..J 0/66 [I p'bre-?a-n?] 0/66 
fishing IlfrJr-ul [lbE?r-n] 0/66 [I fr?r -n] 9/66 
pig Iprgl [br ?] 2/66 [ph r?] 14/66 
snake Isnerkl [ner? :t'J 26/66 [ner ?] 56/66 
spider Iispardal [ IbardaJ 40/66 [I tsa .. r da] 47/66 
square IskwEal [fre-J 1/66 [p ~fre-] 0/66 
strawberry II strobri/ [I fobi] 17/66 [I fobiJ 7/66 
swing Iswr-ul [fr-u] 0/66 [frn] 2/66 
teeth Iti e I [di?] 2/66 [th i?] 12/66 
toothbrush Iitu e brASI [I du?f~ A?] 0/66 [I t.hU .. /fA -?J 14/66 

Imitated sentences (CSP task) 

Target sentence Hamish's Percentage Hamish's Percentage of 
realisation T1 of words realisation T2 words 

recognised recognised by 
by individual 
Individual listeners T2 
listeners T1 

He gave me a [i I der ~mpa 60.81% [i Idel? Imi a 85.45% 
banana I na-na..J I na-na..J 

She wrapped the [i lure-? a 9.09% [i lure? ba .. 23.11% 
parcel Iba-?au] Iph a?au] 

They argued all [oa-m I ?aduur 42.42% [oel I lath uwr 62.42% 
day I?o derJ lou der] 

We saw an [wi I dow a 14.65% [wi (.) 28.03% 
elephant at the I?rela?r-n? Ire? a Ith OW a 
zoo IduJ I ?rela? r -n? Ire? 

n. I th uJ 

You must clean [0 Imre? IlIn~no 0.30% [0 I IDA -? III? 6.06% 
your teeth I diJ 10 I th iJ 

Conversational speech 
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Target sentence Tl Hamish's realisation Percentage of words 
or identified by 
T2 Individual listeners 

AT (THE) BEGINNING OF (THE) T1 [I?re? a Idl-nl-n v? a 19.70% 
SUMMER HOLIDAY Id~A-ma 1?~wa-deIJ 
I WENT ON HOLIDAY T1 [A I wE - n ? v-n IvwadelJ 71.21% 
IN THE MORNING WE WENT T1 [I I-n a Im~-nl-m: (.) 59.09% 
ON (A) AEROPLANE 

i I wE - n ? v-n a 

ItETwallel-n] 

ONE OF MY FRIENDS LIVES IN T1 [l wA- n a? mal-n 50.84% 
LONDON 

IVre-n:l? Ill? I-n 

IlA-nda-nJ 

TWO TIMES TO FRANCE T1 [Idu Ithal-ml?du 8.33% 
I fW a-n?fr) J 

AND I WAS AT (THE) FRONT SO T2 [n, I?a I wa Ire? a IfA-n 23.94% 
(THE) WATER (WENT) AT ME 

tau Iwau?au IWET-n~ 
FIRST 

Ire? I mi fa?J 

AND THAT'S WHY THEY DO IT T2 [a- Ire I wre Ii I duw I? 13.94% 
WITH MARSHMALLOWS 

WI Ima?mrellauwd 

IT WENT ON (THE) BOAT T2 [I? I? WE T -n? lo-n da 53.64% 

Iqpu?n,?J 

QUITE (A) LOT WE FED ON T2 [ I wa I? a 11 v? wi I fret v-n 61.69% 
(THE) BOAT 

a I bau?fiJJ 

WE WENT TO NEW YORK FIRST T2 [wi IWET -n? thu InU 89.39% 
Ij~? Ifa-_:?J 
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Appendix 7.13 Hamish: Speech processing profile T2 

KEY 
Standardised scores 

.I +1.5 to -1.5 S.D. 
X -1.6 to -2.5 S.D. 

Appendix 7.13 Hamish: Speech Processing Profile T2 (age 7;7) 

XX -2.6 to -3.5 S.D. 
XXX >-3.5 S.D. 
Non-Standardised 

{::} judged typical 
range for age 

INPUT 

A 
F Is the child aware of the internal 
structure of phonological 
representations? 
{::}Silent sorting eve words by onset 

.lJ.Silent sorting eve words by coda 
(improving) 

A 
E Are the child's phonological 
representations accurate 

.I ALD (no picture), real words: z=-
1.16 
.11 syllable items: z=-0.12 
.12 syllable items: z=-O.71 
X 3/4 syllable items: z=-1.74 

o Can the child discriminate between 
real words? 
XXX B&S real words: z=-8.66 
{::}S/D judgements real words 

e Does the child have language specific 
representations of word structures? 

N/A 

A 
B Can the child discriminate speech 
sounds without reference to lexical 
representations? 
XX B&S non-words: z=-3.2 

A 
A Does the child have adequate auditory 
perception? 
{::}No concerns 

OUTPUT 

.lJ. judged below 
typical range for age 

G Can the child access accurate motor 
programmes? 
XXX Naming 1 syllable words: z=-15.66 
XXX Naming 2 syllable words: z=-13.63 
XXX Naming 3/4 syllable words: z=-7.27 
XXX Naming total: z=-13.53 

H Can the child manipulate phonological 
units? 
.lJ.Rhyme generation 

.lJ.Segmentation of multisyllabic words into 

syllables 

I Can the child articulate real words 
accurately? 
Not assessed 

J Can the child articulate speech sounds 
without reference to lexical representations? 
Non-word repetition: 
Not assessed 

K does the child have adequate sound 
production skills? 

.lJ.DDK rate and accuracy poor 

{::}Oro-motor skills 

L Does the child reject his/her own 
erroneous forms? Occasionally 
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Appendix 7.14 Hamish: Speech processing model T2 

Appendix 7.14 Hamish: Speech Processing Model T2 

(Stackhouse & Wells, 1997): 
Hamish suggested areas of difficulty, T2 

Semantic 
Representation 

Phonological 
Representation 

Motor 

-

KEY 
Level of difficulty 
hypothesized from normed 
tasks 
XorXX or XXX 

Presence of difficulty 
hypothesised from 
weak/poor performance on 
informal tasks 

Motor Program 
............ · • 
~ XXX· · . • . · . ........... 

Phonological Programming 

.. · · · · · · .. 

Recognition ........ · ~ ~ 
XX · · · · ........ : 

Speech/Non-speech 
Discrimination 

Peripheral Auditory 
Processing 

Input 

.-....... -. · · : XXX : · · · · ........... 

Phonetic 
Discrimination 

Motor Planning 

r·· n·····~ · . · · . · . · . I •••••••••••••• ~ 

Motor Execution 
..... ......•... · . 
: ~ . · . · . · . •.............. ~ 

Output 
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Appendix 7.15 Hamish T2 Alligators 

Appendix 7.15 Hamish C51, T2, Alligators 

J So tell me about your summer-tell me what you've been doing 
Hamish Went to Disney 

[lws-_nC th u IdItnI] 

Hamish I went-I went to America 
[tal Iws_nt (.) aI I ws_nt~ thu I mrew,I ta] 

J Mm 
Hamish New York and then I went-landed in Newami (i.e. Miami) 

[Ina I j:lt n, ns-n aI I ws_ -nt (.) Ilre-ndI I -n I nUtre-mi] 

Hamish [X X (?five years) X at in Florida-where there near - there is lot of alligator and 
(XX)] 
[lfaI jIa IthA-mret I-n IloWIfA .. (.) Iwret lut I nI : a (.) 13saw It IIot 
Ot IrelIdeIta a-n IWUtIt' ] 

Hamish And then we went-we went to New York first 
[re-n 13re-n (.) I wi (.) IWre- nt (.) wi Iws _-nt tbu Ina Ij:lt Ifa-_:tJ 

Hamish And then we - and attack marshma-alligators with marshmallows 
[a- ns-n wI (.) a-n altret Ima-tmre- (.) IrelIdeIta WI I mamrelaufi) ] 

J You fed alligators with marshmallows? 

Hamish Yeh 

J How did you do that? 

Hamish (?Like that) 
[(ma- dret)] 

J But how did you do it ... 
Hamish An airboat-we do it on a airboat 

en, Is_abaut (.) Iwi duw lIt o-n a Is_abautJ 

Hamish And hit them in the water 
[a-n I It 3a-m I I-n a IW:l: tA] 

Hamish (X X ) do (?to) them - but a lot of times it will sink in the water 
[not Ifre-mR du 3a-m (.) IbIt a Ilot a IbaI-m It WU I hOt I-n a 
IW:l: tA] 

Hamish And that why they do it with marshmallows 
[a- Ire I wre li I duw It WI I matmre IlauwI ] 

Hamish (Don't) know why 
[s-na-u 'wad 

J Oh so how many alligators? 

Hamish Quite a lot we fed on the boat 
[lwaIta Ilotwi Ifreto-na Ibautfi.J] 

Hamish On the air boat what had a big (pro)peller on the back 
[Io-na 'ts_abaut WOt 'lilt a bIt Ipdaw o-n a 'bill?] 

Hamish They go extremely fast 

[3eI I wau (.) 'fImali 'fat] 

J OK. So was that you favourite thing on the whole holiday? 
Hamish Yeh 
J They like marshmallows do they? 
Hamish Urn-not a loti 

[a-m (.) Inot allot] 
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Appendix 8.1 Speech output summary, Tallulah, Harry, Lily & Hamish, T1 & T2 

Appendix 8.1 Speech output summary: Tallulah, Harry, Lily, Hamish: T1 & T2 

(Note: this table indicates the presence of phonological processes but not the frequency of 

their occurrence; shaded cells indicate that the process did not occur in the data at T1 or 
T2) 

Phonological process analysis (PPA) 

Structural processes Tallulah Tallulah Harry Harry Lily Lily Hamish Hamish 

T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 

Weak syllable Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
deletion 

Final C deletion Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 

Initial C deletion Yes No Yes No 

Vowel insertion Yes Yes 

(epenthesis) 

Cluster reduction Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Diphthong reduction Yes Yes 

Diphthongisation Yes No 

Coalescence of Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
features 

Segmental processes 

Pre-vocalic voicing Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Final obstruent (post- Yes Yes Yes Yes 
vocalic) devoicing 

Velar fronting Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 

Stopping Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Alveolar realisation of Yes No 

labiodental fricatives 

Deaffrication Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Gliding of Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes 
approximants 

Glottal replacement Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Vowel lowering Yes Yes 
Vowel fronting Yes Yes 

Word level errors 

Consonant harmony Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 

Features not captured through PPA 

Atypical nasal Yes Yes Yes Yes 

realisations 

Lexical idiosyncrasies Yes Yes Yes No 

Atypical duration/CV Yes Yes 

transitions 
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Appendix 8.2 CSP Tallulah, Harry, Lily, Hamish T1 & T2 

Appendix 8.2 Tallulah, Harry, Lily, Hamish: Connected speech processes Tl and T2 

Process Tallulah Harry Lily Hamish 
T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 12 T1 12 

PCC 70.82 91.47 62.11 79.50 44.90 90.41 31.07 37.71 

Assimilation (A) 
t# 2/4* 2/4* 0/4* 3/4* 1/4* 3/4* 0/4* 0/4* 
n# 2/4* 2/4* 0/4* 3/4* 3/4* 2/4* 0/4* 0/4* 
d# 4/4 4/4 0/4* 1/4* 2/4 3/4 0/4* 0/4* 
#I 1/2* 2/2 0/2* 2/2 0/2* 1/2* 0/2* 0/2* 

Elision (E) 

Ct#C 2/4* 1/4* 2/4* 3/4* 1/4* 3/4* 0/4* 0/4* 
Cd#C 7/10 3/10* 10/10 7/10* 5/10* 5/10* 2/10* 2/10* 

Liaison (L) 

j- 1/4* 2/4* 1/4* 4/4 1/4* 4/4 2/4* 0/4* 
w- 0/2* 1/2* 1/2* 1/2* 0/2* 2/2 1/2* 1/2* 
r- 0/4* 1/4* 0/4* 1/4* 4/4 4/4 3/4* 2/4* 

Articles 

Indefinite 0/2 0/2 0/2 1/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 
Definite 0/2 0/2 0/2 1/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 
*scores from CSP task below range expected for age 
CSP in conversational A A L A l A L l 
speech E E L E 

l L l 
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Appendix 8.3 Intelligibility Tallulah, Harry, Lily, Hamish T1 & T2 

Appendix 8.3 Summary of intelligibility results Tallulah, Harry, Uly, Hamish, T1 and T2 

Tallulah Harry Lily Hamish 
T1 12 T1 12 T1 12 T1 12 

PCC 70.82% 91.47 62.11 79.50 44.90 90.41 31.07 37.71 
PVC 95.41% 99.43 95.83 98.94 92.06 96.80 73.57 83.33 
Single words 
Mean% 54.82 66.25 59.78 64.14 23.41 85.12 13.33 24.39 
SD% 6.03 18.54 15.71 13.63 15.79 9.10 10.86 13.02 
% Range 27.27- 18.18- 27.27- 33.33- 0- 54.55- 0-40.00 0-60.00 

81.82 100 90.91 91.67 63.64 100 
Imitated sentences 
Mean % 80.30 74.79 64.23 62.22 36.42 78.21 25.69 41.21 
SD% 17.67 14.35 14.09 12.71 11.23 10.06. 12.57 13.10 
% Range 50-100 36.36- 28.57- 35.71- 12.50- 50.00- 8.00- 16.00-

95.45 100 82.14 62.50 95.83 56.00 76.00 
Conversational speech 
Mean% 66.71 92.70 54.12 82.17 40.09 86.07 45.30 46.14 
SD% 13.30 8.12 15.68 9.61 17.84 6.66 13.52 12.62 
% Range 33.33- 54.55- 21.88- 48.84- 3.57- 69.05- 10.00- 20.00-

91.67 100 87.50 95.35 75.00 97.62 73.33 82.86 
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